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PART TWO 

Ti Da RIET!,; ' OF ßi, '. ß SLT^L i. i-7I\T. 

Two Gypsy , ijt; rant Blues 

1. "Oh mother, send me 
Pý, oney for my train fare, 

. itt: out wife and children 
I can't bear this life. 

I'll come by express train, 
Back from the wide world, 
So I can be happy 
With my young wife. " 

(Hübschmannova : 68)% 

2. "In Karvina* there is a big mine-shaft 
Where my father works. 
And as he works he weeps, 
But he doesn't think of his children. 

I work too and I have nothing, 
Just the shirt I'm wearing. 
Even this shirt belongs to my brother, 
Yoy! - because he works in Karvina. " 

* The important raining town near Ostrava that had the best 
record of all DNCs in North Moravia for attempting to carry 
out the 1958 policy conscientiously and which was the main 
migratory destination for SedliceGypsies. 

** All references (other than numeric) for Chapters 7-11 given 
at the end of Chapter 11. 
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INTRODUCTIGi1 

Part One of this thesis opened with a long, historical chapter 

showing the close links between patterns of Gypsy development and 

prevailing social and economic conditions in order to counter the 

widespread conviction among policy makers in Czechoslovakia that 

Gypsy behaviour derived largely from some apparently inexhaustible 

reservoir of 'Gypsy culture'. If this point is accepted it has 

important implications for interpretation of the post-war Gypsy 

migration from rural Slovakia to the industrial Czech lands which 

precipitated the 1958 assimilation policy, for this movement appears 

a natural continuation of the Gypsies' attempts to integrate into 

the wider economy rather than any resurgence of 'inherent nomadism". 

After an examination of the ideological and practical basis 

of the 1958 policy the bulk of Part One then described the mechanisms 

of the policy and their effects on a national level, illustrating 

these in more detail by examples from two selected areas -a migratory 

source (the Spisskä Nova Ves district in East Slovakia) and a 

destination (the city of Ostrava and the North Moravia Region). 

The concluding chapter of Part One reviewed the post-1968 

collapse of the ambitious attempt to assimilate the entire Gypsy 

population by a planned programme of dispersal and criticised official 

assessments of previous policy. In particular it suggested that the 

undoubtedly improving living standards of the Gypsies were far from 

being a consequence of the assimilation campaign, as was the automatic 

assumption in government reports, but were largely due to the Gypsies' 

own initiative in taking the opportunities offered them by a steadily 

is expanding economy. Perhaps this natural integration of Gypsies 
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would have proceeded at a similar rate had there been no intro- 

duction of a special Gypsy policy. 

Chapter Six warned against uncritical acceptance of the claim 

that the influence of the assimilation campaign had been directly 

beneficial for, as had been shown earlier, the government plans were 

often remote from the realities of the situation. Whilst Gypsies 

evaded new r:. strictions on their movements and continued to migrate 

in their single-minded pursuit of higher wages, local authorities 

steadily increased their opposition to dispersal and later transfers, 

whatever the official policy in force at the time. This stiffening 

of grass-roots resistance to higher Gypsy population levels might 

well have occurred even if there had been no 1958 policy but there 

is a disturbing possibility that the assimilation campaign actually 

accelerated this process by provoking the opposition of local authorities 

without providing any means of effective central control over their 

activities as a counterbalance. In addition the 1975 report by the 

Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences referred to the psychological damage 

suffered by many Gypsies in consequence of the wholesale condemnation 

of their identity that underlay the entire assimilation campaign. 

Indications from the short-lived experiment with Gypsy associations 

hinted that the swiftest path to integration might have been the 

adoption of the pluralist interpretation of Marxist-Leninist nationality 

theory and the consequent recognition of Gypsies as a legitimate 

minority. However, for want of sufficient evidence, answers to these 

and other vital questions must ultimately remain speculative. 

Although possessing a unity of its own as a historical study of 

a decade of assimilationism, Part One is incomplete as it stands since 
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its heavy reliance on official documents as source data inevitably 

gives it a one-sided perspective. tart Two - 'The Experience of Cne 

Settlement' - is based almost entirely on field-data collected in 

the early 1970s and is intended to be a corrective Since it covers 

much of the same ground from the point of view of settlement Gypsies 

from Slovakia. 

Part Two has been s., lit into five chapters, although the over- 

lapping themes and material make the division appear somewhat arbitrary 

at times. Chapter Seven is mainly historical and tries to give an 

overall picture of the development of the settlement to the present 

day abainst the broader background of Part One. Chapters Eight and 

Nine are more ethnographic and concentrate on the experience of 

present-day inhabitants of the settlement, especially as regards 

migration, work, self-perceptions, ethnic relations in Polomka and 

relations between Gypsies in the settlement itself. Chapter Ten 

sketches the very different situation in the neighbouring settlements 

of Sedlice and Podhradie and also in the industrial city. It also 

includes three episodes of Gypsy association activity which show some- 

thing of the impossible conditions under which these organisations 

attempted to function. Chapter Eleven, the conclusion, attempts to 

draw together some of the main points of both parts of the thesis. 

After assessing the fruits of a decade of assimilationism and its 

aftermath, it looks cautiously towards the future of Gypsy development 

in Czechoslovakia. 

However, this second part is not without major defects, many 

of which stem from the difficult conditions under which the field-work 

was carried out rather than from unawareness of gaps in the proposed 

research. The steadily deteriorating political situation always 
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threatened the field-work and eventually stopped it before completion*, 

as had been feared all along. In view of this and the limited resources 

available, the decision to concentrate on the main settlement appears 

to have been justified for had the research started with ambitious 

parallel comparisons)the premature endirr, of field-work would have 

left a handful of woefully incomplete fragments instead of something 

relatively solid, though more restricted in scope. 

Nevertheless, it ;., ust be admitted at the outset that the following 

chapters suffer from insufficient comparison of the main settlement 

studied with its associated village, with neighbouring settlements 

and villages where the situation could be strikingly different and 

also with the related Gypsy communities in the Czech cities of 

Cstrava and Plzen. 

Another limitation of this part of the thesis is that the 

Gypsies' experience is necessarily mediated through non-Gypsy eyes. 

An attempt has been made to correct this to some extent by using the 

Gypsies' own words wherever possible but this is no more than a 

device for the power to select, structure and interpret material 

remains with the writer. 

Finally, it is necessary to repeat the point made in the 

Introduction that although ethnographic in style, Part Two makes no 

attempt to give a complete account of Gypsies in the Polomka settlement 

in the manner of the traditional monograph of social anthropology. 

The aim is the more limited one of providing material which has a 

See introductory note to the thesis. 
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direct bearing on Pert One and consequently Chapters Eight and ivine 

concentrate on themes such as migration, work, self-perceptions and 

ethnic relations at the expense of topics such as kinship. 

These omissions make generalisation a hazardous business but, 

for all its shortcomings, Part Two throws considerable light on 

local authority obstruction of the assimilation policy. In addition 

it provides evidence supporting the claim that whereas the manner in 

which the 1958 campaign was implemented did little to improve the 

Gypsies' overall living standards, cultural patterns, self-image or 

general integration, the experience of their self-initiated migration 

did make such a positive contribution and wrought a fundamental 

transformation of their lives. 

CHOOSING A SETTLEMENT 

In the planning stages of the research we* cherished the naive 

assumption that it would be possible to make some straight-forward 

comparisons of a 'before' and 'after' nature - between what we 

imagined to be the fairly static, 'traditional' society of a settlement 

in rural Slovakia and its urban counterpart, a restructured community 

of Gypsy migrants from the same settlement in their new environment 

of a Czech industrial city. We had completely failed to appreciate 

the amount of remigration for, as it turned out, both places contained 

virtually the same sort of people. Hardly an adult we met in the 

settlement had not spent some time in the Czech lands, whilst many of 

r 
Both in planning and field-work stages much of the researnh was 
a joint undertaking. See introductory note to the thesis. 
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those we h-d counted on findii. g in the city had already returned 

home, their places taken by new arrivals. Yet even those who had 

never been further than a few miles frhm the settlement could not 

have remained unaffected for the effects of migration and its continuing 

although diminished possibility had revolutionised their outlook. In 

settlement and city alike Gypsies brooded over the problem of deciding 

which place was better; meanwhile their fortunes changed and with 

them their expectations. Theirs was the classic dilemma of the 

migrant which had been the lot of their Slovak fellow-countrymen only 

a few decades before. 

/ The coal and steel centre of Ostrava had been selected as the 

urban area for more detailed research partly because we had both 

worked on a recent study of Gypsies there* and knew the city well. ** 

Spisskä Nova Ves was a natural choice to complement it for we knew 

from registration cards that almost half the Gypsies in Ostrava 

originated in the East Slovakia Region and of these, over a third 

V .1 came from the district of Spisska Nova Ves. All that remained was to 

choose a settlement. Using the registration cards once more we made 

a short list of perhaps half a dozen. 

A few months later, after a hat and tiring summer's day winding 

through the deeply-wooded valleys of the mountainous southern half 

of the Spisska Nova Ves district, we emerged onto the broad, undulating 

fields of the northern plain. Cnly two settlements had still to be 

* 
E. Davidova001 . 'Cikanske' (Romske) etnikum v Ostrave. VUVA. 
Pracue. 1q70. 

I had previously worked there for a period of two years in the 
" main steelworks. 
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visited and by now the driver of our car was impatient at the lengthy 

waits as :, e walked the rough track from road to settlement and then 

talzed with the inhabitants. 

"Gypsy problem! " he muttered. If only we could put some powder 

in their food so they evaporated overniz-ht. That would be an end to it". 

The village of Polomka'' was little more than a d,., uble row of 

solid, single-storey houses flanking the road. In the cool of the 

early evening knots of villagers had gathered outside the unprepossessing 

pub that looked much like any other village nouse and paused for a 

moment in their conversation as we drove slowly past; others looked 

up from tending, their neat gardens. The appearance of the village 

suggested a close-knit community and this first impression was con- 

firmed by our later study of parish and school registers where the 

same family names ran back for generations. As a local Gypsy was to 

say of them: "It's nothing but relatives there: " 

As we drew up opposite the creamy yellow church, topped with an 

onion dome of weathered wood, we were struck by the beauty of the 

setting for above the nearby wooded foothills hung a spectacular 

backdrop of jagged peaks that in midsummer were still capped by snow. 

But then we were visitors and town-dwellers into the bargain. The 

villagers were more used to the view and as we later read in the school 

chronicle "only eight pupils had visited the High Tatra [Mountainsj. 
.. 

and of the Gypsy pupils not a single one". 

* 
The names of most villages have been changed in this text, as 
have those of their Gypsy inhabitants. 
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At Polomka the satellite Gypsy settlement was not so remote 

from the village proper as many we had seen that day, perhaps because 

the river so effectively separated the two. As we trudged the two 

hundred yards from the church to the bridge along a stony farm road 

we could make out a few Gypsy children splashing in the shallow 

pools of the meandering river. However we were unable to see the 

settlement - and neither could the Gypsies see us - until we stepped 

onto the broad, wooden bridge. the frontier. At first sight the 

settlement did not seem unlike the village - two irregular lines of 

lime-washed brick houses extended on either side of a central road. 

Then we noticed that although built in similar style to the low 

village dwellings, the settlement houses were smaller and less sub- 

stantial; they had no gardens and were mostly unfenced. here and 

there amongst them stood huts and cabins built from logs and the 

occasional unfinished house of brick. Beyond, the flat, tree-less 

fields of a state farm stretched unbroken until pine-covered mountains 

rose gently into the darkening sky. 

On the far side of the bridge the farm road rapidly became a 

muddy cart track, waterlogged in places, but as we began to pick our 

way cautiously forward a flock of excited Gypsy children rushed 

towards us and guided us in the direction of the largest and most 

imposing house which stood in its own fenced yard near the front of 

the settlement. 

On the grassy bank in front of this house sat a group of perhaps 

twenty Gypsies whilst on the opposite side of the track a few more 

lounged against their walls. All watched our approach in silence 

with what must have been a mixture of suspicion and curiosity for 
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white visitors to the settlement were rare - unless they came on 

official business like the doctor and the policeman. 

In fact we had a reason for visiting the settlement other than 

research for we had a message to deliver. Folomka was the home 

settlement of a leading official in the Ostrava branch of the Gypsy 

Association and hearing that we were going to the district, he had 

asked us to contact his mother. This made all the difference and in a 

few moments everyone seemed to be talking at once, friendly and 

welcoming. 

We had been looking for a middling settlement - medium-sized at 

between 150 and 300 inhabitants and only part-integrated into non- 

Gypsy society. This latter requirement had to be judged intuitively 

on a short visit from factors such as the proportion of brick-built 

houses, the distance of the settlement from the village and the 

general tone of relations between the two communities. There had 

also to be an atmosphere which offered the hope of working with both 

Gypsy and non-Gypsy informants. In all these respects Polomka seemed 

ideal and there was the additional advantage that two of the neighbouring 

settlements, Sedlice and Podhradie, might provide a useful contrast 

for they were regarded as among the 'best' in the district, consisting 

largely of modern houses that formed a quarter of the village rather 

than a physically separAte settlement. 

The decision was made and we revisited Poloinka regularly over 

the next three years, spending in all about four months there. 

This is not the place to detail the extraneous obstacles to 

our work but the fact that I was a foreigner from the West did not 
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help. On a local level the Slovak villagers, althougn always 

courteous and friendly towards us, must have been puzzled and even 

upset that visitors apparently preferred the company of Gypsies to 

their own. Nothing was said to our face in Polomka but in Podhradie 

an old villager once asked me: 

Why do you stay with Gypsies when you could stay 
among your own people - white people? ... This 
is a state of Czechs and Slovaks and we should 
stick together. 

We learned later from the Gypsies that the Polomka villagers 

were manipulating the fact of our presence to play on the Gypsies' 

ever-present fear. 

They say you've been sent here to spy on us - so 
that we can be sent away across the sea. That's 
not true, is it: 

While the Gypsies dismissed the more fanciful explanations of 

the villagers, they were troubled by them nevertheless and sought 

constant reassurance. They were painfully aware of their vulner- 

ability and wild rumours of new measures against them were commonplace. 

A Gypsy visiting from Ostrava spread the tale that all Gypsies there 

were being fingerprinted and the 1970 national census was feared at 

first to be another Nomads' Register. 

In the same way our presents of photographs and clothes, in 

gratitude for the food and drink so freely given, were the subject 

of malicious village gossip. 

Some people said to me that you came to sell us 
clothes, but that's just nonsense. .. and they 
keep on that those photos you take are just to 
show people how filthy we are in our settlement. 
I got really fed up with it in the shop today, 
so I told them straight out. 'They've come here 
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from the university. Do you know what that isi 

It's the highest sort of school and they've 

come to do research among, us - so there: ' 

That shut them up alright: 

Whenever possible we tried to explain that as members of the 

Gypsy association we were gathering information on the hardships 

endured by Gypsies but sadly the inhabitants of the Polomka settlement 

were so accustomed to regard themselves as a social proble,: that they 

usually equated this account with the 'gypsy problem' they read of 

in the newspapers. To them this was a quite acceptable reason for 

our visits. To our amazement some of them even referred to them- 

selves by the jargon term 'citizen of gypsy origin' that we had met 

hitherto only in official documents. 

Most Gypsies probably accepted us simply as sympathetic white 

strangers. 

We've got used to you being here now, you know. 
:! e can see you're not ashamed to be with us. .. 
but they [the Slovaks] laugh at us and say: 'So 
you've got your Gypsy king and queen back again, 
have you? ' 

"I suppose the Gypsies must like you'll a villager grudgingly 

conceded to us one day. 

A few years ago some artists from Bratislava went 
into the settlement and wanted to paint the Gypsies. 
They had to get out in a hurry though - otherwise 
the Gypsies would have beaten them up. 

POLOMKA BEFORE 1945. 

Some of the earliest accounts of Gypsies in Slovakia come from 

v 
the Spis district where they settled near castles-during the fourteenth 
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and fifteenth centuries. They were protected by the feudal lord and 

in return served as smiths, musicians, servants and also as soldiers. 

The first detailed record of their distribution and employment 

dates from the Habsburg assimilation attempt when the 1775 census 

listed 197 Gypsy families. The general pattern was only one or two 

families per village but several mining villages iii the south of the 

district could each support as many as a dozen families. The early 

involvement of the Gypsies in local industry is evident from the 

1780s plan of the Spis Diet to establish a centralised tool-making 

and repair workshop so that Gypsy metal-workers could service the 

district's iron-ore mines. In fact the majority of Gypsy families 

made their livelihood as smiths (146), a minority as musicians (34), 

a few as agricultural labourers (5), whilst only one family was listed 

as beggars. 

The reported strictness of the Spis district in attempting to V 

remove Gypsy children from their parents is confirmed by a local 

historian of Bukovec. This village lies two miles from Polomka on 

the opposite side to Sedlice and Podhradie and its imposing chateau 

was formerly the seat of a powerful bishopric. 

On 22nd March 1777 at Polomka the Spis Diet decided 
to take away the children of the Gypsies in the 
district and divide them among the serfs and others 
willing to accept them. For each child eighteen 
gold pieces were to be paid annually Cto the foster 
parents. . .* 

, This measure was unsuccessful for when the Gypsy 
children grew up, they escaped to their relatives 
and their former huts where they continued in their 
old ways. (Vencko 191,192). 

The average rate was less - only. twelve gold pieces (see Chapter 
Two). 
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At the same time "adult Gypsies were forbidden to wear clothes 

of strident red, blue or yellow on penalty of twelve lashes" (ibid), 

althoun the 1775 census had claimed that over three-quarters of 

the district's Gypsies already dressed in peasant fashion. There 

is no doubt that some integration must have occurred for a little 

later an 1619 document records that "a Gypsy brewery worker requested 

a normal house in Bukovec". (ibid). 

During the early nineteenth century little appeared to have 

changed for an 1631 report shows bukovec Gypsies performing feudal 

duties in return for the privilege of being allowed to work. It 

also shows the concern of local authorities to prevent further Gypsy 

settlement. 

V In May of 1631 the official harajovic advised 
Bishop Belik that in place of the previous five 
hundred nails. .. in payment for burning char- 
coal [in their forges], the Gypsies should make 
a thousand nails and in addition labour for 
eighteen days annually and pay one gold piece 
'from their smoke'. * 

The Bishop did not approve this recommendation 
for he knew that because of the Gypsies' extreme 
poverty they were unable to pay. However he 
forbade them to increase their numbers by 
allowing Gypsies from elsewhere to settle there. 

N. B. This young official, who was so hostile to 
the Gypsies, was soon to die of Qholera. In this 
the Gypsies saw God's punishment! 

(ibid). 

The settlement at Poloinka was apparently founded early in the 

nineteenth century when the local squire invited one or perhaps two 

In fact the 1775 census had claimed that almost every Gypsy family 
in the district paid an annual tax of one gold piece. 
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Gypsy families from nearby Lukovec to settle and work as smiths. * 

At that time, and even now, the current term, in Slovak for such 

Gypsy settlements was 'kolonie' - colony. 

From its foundation up to the present no further Gypsy families 

appear to have moved to the settlement and successfully established 

themselves tnere; the settlement grew entirely by natural increase 

and incoming spouses - usually brides and less frequently grooms. 

The chart on the following püge shows how the main family-croups 

('linea. es') in the settlement today all originated in the same way, 

from thnarriage of Polomka women with men from nei,; hbouring settle- 

ments. "" 

By the time of the 1669 census there were already twenty-one 

V 
Gypsies living in five huts - the FUSKAR family having two and the 

CURIs and KALOCAJs one each. The fifth belonged to an old man named 

v 
CONKA (born in FoloLnka in 1b13), perhaps the son of the settlement 

founder. The first huts lay deep in the fields about a quarter of a 

mile beyond the present site of the settlement but by the barly 

twentieth century the Gypsies had been permitted to approach to the 

banks of the river. 

This account of the development of the settlements at Polomka 
and Sedlice is based on the census of 1869, on entries in the 

parish registers (which for a brief period in the 1890s also 
listed occupations), and especially on the testimony of-older 
informants - both Gypsy and Slovak. Although differing in details 
the overall pictures correspond so well that they can be presented 
as a uniform narrative. 

** Gypsy brides in Slovakia usually move on marriage to their 
husband's settlement but this general pattern is often reversed 
if circumstances seem to justify it. Perhaps this was the case 
in nineteenth-century Polomka when the small population of the 
newly-established settlement must have been an incentive to 

settle there. 
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Parish records for the 1890s show the men workin6 mainly as 

saiths and the women as servants in villagers' houses, but employment 

must have been precarious for often the same men and women were also 

listed as a-ricultural labourers and the women sometimes as beggars 

too. 

The Seduce settlement grew in a similar way. According to an 

old Sedlice Gypsy named CINA there were six huts in 1900 - three 

owned by CINAs and three by VAGAJs. All were smiths and although 

poor, they were'not so badly off as the Gypsies in Polomka for there 

was more work. This account is supported by a comparison of the 

occupations listed in parish records for the two settlements. Although 

only partial the following table shows Sedlice Gypsies with more jobs, 

a greater range of employment (including the unusual railway switch- 

man) and far less beggars - and one of these was from Folomka! 

GYPSY OCCUPATIONS IN FOLOhIKA AND SEDUCE (1895-1906). 

POLOMKA SIDLICE 

Occupation Male Female Male Female 

Smith 6 - 6 - 
Worker - - 2* - 

Agr. worker 3 3 3+ 2 
Musician - - 20 - 
Servant - 6 - 10 
Beggar - 12 - 2g 

Notes: * (sawmill worker 
(railway switchman 

+ One also a smith 
a Also smiths 

¢ One from Polomka 
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In the district as a whole the 1893 census listed 660 men as 

smiths, 96 as musicians, only 11 as agricultural workers and 8 as 

pedlars, while 275 women worked as servants or domestic helps and 

almost as many begged. ý)f the dist-Act's 2,792 Gypsies at that 

time, only 38 were classified as nomads (i. e. less than 1). 

The Gypsy smiths invariably made s,: aller items such as nails, 

horseshoes and chains for more complex work was the monopoly of 

white smiths in the village. The Gypsies made their own charcoal 

from branches gathered in the woods and worked in their huts, 

squatting over an open charcoal fire that they raised to white heat 

by hand bellows. As they worked they sometimes had to bear the pranks 

of village children who delighted in climbing the but roofs and 

pouring water throuLh the 'chimney hole' onto the glowing fire 

beneath; retaliation could lead to a loss of custom or worse. They 

exchan0ed their products, including some charcoal, not for money but 

for potatoes, bread and - if they were very lucky -a morsel of 

smoked bacon fat. 

During the winter snows they slept huddled close to the still- 

warm ashes and for treater protection the floors of their huts were 

dug below groudd-level. Around their feet they bound sadking or rags 

and the adults in a family usually possessed only one set of 'better' 

clothes between them which was worn by whoever needed to go into the 

village. 

Life must have been desperately hard for "Gypsies in the district 

around the turn of the century for the peasants on whom their meagre 

subsistence depended were themselves in dire straits. , ", any small 
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farmers were forced by falling grain prices to sell their holdings, 

thus swelling the numbers of landless labourers who spent much of the 

summer away from their families in search of seasonal harvest-work 

in the lowlands of the Danube plain. For many t:. e only solution to 

unending poverty was to emigrate illegally to the New World. Of 

all the districts in Slovakia, Spiss4a Novä Ves had the third highest 

e:. iigration rate. 

One local historian gave an account of the emigrants' motives and 

of the effect of the experience on their lives and on their home 

villages. This is worth quoting at length because of the unrecognised 

parallel with the situation of the Gypsies who r: igrated from the 

same areas for much the same reasons half a century later. 

The majority [of emigrants] went to earn money to pay 
their debts, build a house or buy a piece of land. 
Therefore they intended to return home. .. 
Emigration to America had a profound influence on 
their whole life. They encountered a new country 
where people worked, thought, behaved and lived 
differently. The stay in America resulted in the 
adoption of certain urban patterns of life which 
were reflected in their material culture (better 
work techniques, changes in clothing, dwelling, 
food and hygiene etc. ). We notice especially 
those adaptations by which the returning emigrants 
enriched family and social life and altered the 
opinions and previous ways of thinking of the 
village. .. 
The emigrants to America lived predominantly in 
major industrial centres. 

(Filovä : 22,23). 

The father of the present Sedlice priest had been a later 

emigrant to the United States and this priest's comment, on his 

return from a recent visit there, can be added: 
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It was almost unhealthily clannish there in 

America. ... All the Slovak emi6rants from 
Kosice had gone to one industrial centre, all 
those from Spisskä Novä Ies to another and 

so on. .. 
'It's much better here' they told me. 'We've carä 

and TVs!. . .' 
Yet it was terrible where they lived - especially 

in Pennsylvania. Their houses stood beside 

slab; -heaps thrown up b3 the mines and every- 
thing was filthy from themoke of steel mills. 

If conditions were bad at the turn of the century, they 

deteriorated still further during the First World . 1ar when the front 

line passed close by. Of the Gypsy c:! ildren born in Folornka between 

1904-1919 only 40 per cent survived more than ten years, and, of these, 

only one child born during the War. 

Economic recession after the War brought new hardships, but at 

least the Gypsy children did not die so frequently and so young; 

they even started to attend the village school at Polomka in 1923. 

For Gypsy pupils the entry in the school register for father's 

occupation was most commonly "agricultural labourer", although 

"Gypsy, " was often felt to be self-explanatory. At the same time 

the register noted tersely of a young Slovak girl: "left because of 

poverty". 

Yet poverty did not press equally on Slovak and Gypsy, nor on 

different Gypsy settlements, nor even within the same settlement. In 

spite of the Gypsies' much-repeated claim that 'in the past' they 

had shared everything with their fellows, Gypsy society has always 

been riven by deep status divisions. In Polomka competition for the 

pitifully scarce work available must have been particularly bitter as 

parents watched their children literally starve before their eyes. 
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Most successful in the strubgle were undoubtedly the Fuskar 

smiths, especially Michal (b. 1671) who by the early 190Us had 

established himself to the extent that white smiths brought surplus 

worn to his hut. After the War he continued with the help of nis 

son, Frantisek (b. 1900), and in the late 1930s ttiis pair built a 

brick, 'village-style house, the first of its kind in the settlement 

and still the largest thirty years later. It was this house to which 

we had been led on our first visit to Folomka. 

i"ost of the other Gypsies were not so furtunate, as a ninety- 

year old Polomka villager recalled. 

vV 
The CURIs and especially the KALOCAJs didn't have 
much work during the First Republic (1916-19381- 

No-one here wanted the Gypsies as labourers - 
only occasionally to give a hand in the fields. 
They lived badly. In the spring the peasants 
used to throw out their rotten potatoes [the 
remnants of their winter stocks, ] and the Gypsies 
gathered them up and baked them. They ate 
carrion too. 

V 
The Y. ALOCAJswere the worst of the lot; they begged, 
stole from the fields, and ate diseased pigs that 
had been buried. 

The oldest KALOCAJ, a 
widow living at the very back of the 

settlement, remembered the poverty and hunger when she had first come 

as a bride to Polomka from th? nearby village of Bystrany in 1931. Their 

main way to eke a livelihood had been to collect firewood from the 

forest and exchange it for food with the Jews in the village. She 

had also begged. 

But there were exceptions to the general pattern. An elderly 

CII: A was a capable horse-hdndler and managed to find driving work. 

Sometimes the farmers paid his wages in money but often they gave him 

credit-notes to be exchanged for food in the village shop. 
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One family had left the village and travelled as nomads, 

registered as such under the 1927 Nomadism Law, but the family-head 

was not from Polomka and was perhaps a Vlach Gypsy. Certainly no 

other settlement family resorted to this course of action. The 

present heacybf this KALOCAJ family spoke without sentimentality of 

his inter-war travels. 

Before the last war when there was a great hunger 
here, my mother lived with my stepfather in a 
shack like that - not even a proper [Gypsy] hut, 

and he pointed to a ramshackle wooden structure for storing wood. 

It was so oad here we were forced to leave and 
travel the world. My stepfather had one of those 
'travelling passes'. I was only four or five at 
the time but I think we left Polomka in 1934 or 
1935 and travelled to Bulgaria, Rumania, Italy, 
France and Germany and returned to Czechoslovakia 
just before the war. We went in a horse-drawn 
caravan and my stepfather did all sorts to make 
a living. 

Against this possibly traditional nomadism must be set the 

experience of Karol PUSKAR (b. 1696), the nephew of the relatively 

prosperous Michal. He had worked as a miner a dozen miles north of 

Polomka and when the manganese mines closed during the depression he 

went abroad like many of his non-Gypsy workmates, for a spell in the 

mines of France and Belgium where he remained from 1933 to 1938. 

Although the mines were closed from 1921 to 1923 and again from 

1933 to 1936 and high unemployment levels forced many Slovaks to 

emigrate, cohditions in the district were probably less severe than 

at the end of the nineteenth century. This wave of emigration was not 

as heavy as its predecessor and a greater proportion of emigrants 

returned home afterwards. (Filova : 41). From the village of Polomka 

only three families emigrated to America at this time. 
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In spite of famine, war and general unemployment the Gypsy 

settlements grew steadily in size and in Polomka, at least, the 

Gypsies mana_ed tc re! lace their semi-subterranean shac., s with more 

solid huts. The 1930 census recorded 14 huts in the Polomka settle- 

ment inhabited by 81 Gy sies (nearby 15 per cent of the village's 

total population of 544), whilst the Sedlice settlement was still 

larger - 16 huts inhabited by 113 Gypsies. 

The Second World War was not pleasant for Polomka's Gypsies but 

they knew it could have been far worse for they saw the village Jews 

packed off to an unknown destination and heard that elsewhere 

Gypsies were suffering the same fate. Some men from the settlement 

were takeii to nearby work-camps where they dug a new tunnel through 

the rocky spur beyond Bukovec for the main East-West railway line, 

called the 'Friendship Line' because it ran the entire length of the 

narrow, elongated Republic. Other Gypsies escaped to fight with the 

partisans in the mountains and were decorated for their valour; two 

from Polomka were killed in action. 

For those who remained behind in the settlement there were 

occasional visits from the local fascist militia - the Hlinka Guards. 

In 1972 the (LNC) council chairman reflected on those times with a 

certain nostalgia. 

At least we were able to search the huts then and 
beat the Gypsies if their homes were dirty. That's 
what they need, you know! 

he was a little drunk but he meant what he said. 

Events at the end of the 'ar are puzzling for although a 

revolutionary council was formed in Folomka, the first act of the 
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People's , ilitia was to search for looted property in the villagers' 

houses and presumably those of the Gypsies too. In consequence: 

some of the squire's scattered possessio: is were 
returned to him. JurinC, these events citizen 
ätafan PUSY R [a Gypsy was killed in a rash 
moment. The shot was allegedly fired by militia- 

. man Jozef Pavlikovsxcy. 
(Village Chronicle 29.1.45). 

This was hardly a promising start to the new social order. 

POST-4AR DEVELOPMENT. 

When the Communist Party came to power in 1946 the Gypsies in 

Slovakia felt much as blacks in the South must have felt when the 

North won the American Civil War - and many of them reacted in a 

similar way too by leaving the backward rural areas where for centuries 

they had been a strictly contained 'caste' for the more developed 

industrial areas where there was hope of escaping their customary 

subjugation and poverty. There was little work available locally, but 

in the Czech lands the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans from the 

border areas and industrial cities had created an ur, ent need for new 

workers and, by the same stroke, vacant accommodation to house them. 

Meanwhile the Party proclaimed that discrimination was at an end. 

The whole world seemed to have changed overnight. A migrant 

in the city reflected on the stark difference in basic terms. 

During the War and before the doctor would only 
come if you had money for him - so my brothers 
and sisters died. We were sixteen children in 
our family but only six are alive today. 

Now it's much better - we have equal rights and 
everyone who wants to work has the chance. 
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Her cousin added: 

Gottwald said that ever; - worker had the right and 
the opportunity to work, and we believed him. 

The idea of going to work in the Czech lands spread like wildfire 

among the Gypsies. Many left the settlements in which they had been 

virtually imprisoned for ¬enerations almost immediately the War ended 

but from Polomka the main exodus appears to have come in April and 

May of 1948. When the winter snows had melted and only weeks after 

Gottwald had become the first Communist president, the settlement 

almost emptied. Of the 32 Gypsy pupils at the village school, 23 

moved with their families to the Czech lands during, those two months. 

The village chronicle complained: 

it was necessary to disband the [special Gypsy 
class because of lack of pupils for the Gypsies 
here were always changing their place of residence - 
one rnoment here, another moment in Bohemia. 

But this situation was not without its advantages for the Slovak 

villagers, as the chronicle noted. 

A nursery school was started at the end of the 
1948/49 school year after the Gypsy class had 
been disbanded in order to free a classroom 
[for it]. Pupils of the Gypsy class - only seven 
in number - were dispersed to other classes 
according to their ability. 

The migrants did not brave the journey into the unknown on their 

own; usually they travelled as a cluster of related families for mutual 

encouragement and support in the strange, new world of the industrial 

city, so different from the home they had left behind -a wooden shanty- 

V 
town on the fringe of a sleepy Siovakian village. Three FUS KAR sons 

of the ex-einer went to Plzen together with their sister, her husband 

v 
and his sister; another PUSKAR went with his family and his married 
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V 

sister's family to Ostrava; two ''URI brothers went with their families 

to Stod (near Plzen) and their cousins, two brothers, went to Xralupy 

near Prague. And so it went on. 

The new arrivals in the city went to the council for accommodation 

and usually were provided with rented state flats without much 

difficulty although on occasions it was necessary to share with 

relatives for a time. 

We had to go to Plzen for there was no work here. 
And there were lots of Slovaks there too - lots 
and lots, 

VV 

and the wife of Stefan FUSKAR, part-owner of the Polomka settlement's 

largest house paused to laugh at the memory of those bewildered Slovak 

migrant workers, as much country bumpkins in the bit city as the 

Gypsies were. 

The council gave us a fine, three-room flat in 
Plzen and at that time you could buy very cheaply 
what the [Sudeten] Germans had left behind - 
furniture and clothes. Not only Gypsies were 
buying but whites too. 

Czech councils used to be much better in those 
days, they used to welcome Gypsies and give them 
good flats. Now it's much worse there. 

The migrants from Polomka tried various places during their first 

few years in the Czech lands, as the birth-places of their children 

show, but fairly soon the majority came to prefer two heavy industrial 

cities, the coal and steel town of Ostrava in North Moravia and the 

heavy engineering centre of Plzen in West Bohemia. There the poorly 

educated and unqualified migrants found well-paid unskilled work in 

plenty - in the factories and the booming construction industry and 

in the service sector (refuse collection, street cleaning, public 

transport etc. ). 
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Thereafter new and second-time migrants went to these same 

centres where they already had kin rather taan risk the loneliness 

of a completely new destination. In this way what amounted to Czech 

outposts of the original Slovakian settlerr: ent were soon established 

and quickly grew in size as numbers were replenished by chain- 

mig, ration from home. Meanwhile contact between outposts and base 

was maintained wnerever possible by frequent visiting. Exactly the 

sale happened with other uypsy settlements in the vicinity of Polomka. 

for example, from nei6hbouring Sedlice and Podhradie the migrants 

went to the mining town of Karvina and the nearby steel town of Trinec 

respectively, both destinations being located on the same rich basin 

of coking-coal as Ostrava itself. 

Contrary to the impression given by official documents of a horde 

of aimless Gypsies milling around Bohemia and Moravia with no specific 

destination in mind*, Gypsies in the Czech lands presented the familiar 

picture of rural-to-urban migrants huddling-together for security and 

companionship in a few close-knit communities rather than dispersed 

more evenly over a wide area. Gradually these islands of similar 

migrants in the city would merge and become, eventually, broader 

communities in their own right. 

* This was the theme of a Czech joke, which also managed a side- 
swipe at the Slovaks. 

Gypsy (buying train tickets) 

Booking office clerk: 

: "Two to Bohemia" 

To where? " 

Gypsy 

Clerk (now irritated) 

Gypsy (turning resignedly to 
his wife) 

"To Bohemia! " 

"Yes-but where exactly? 'I 

IjYou see how stupid these 

_Slovaks 
are - they haven't 

even heard of Bohemia +' 
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higratory traffic hetween settlement and outposts was by no 

means one-way however, for, like the Slovaks before thei, Gypsies 

often migrated with a specific end in view. For many migrants the 

prospect of uprootinb their lives entirely and making the city their 

permanent home was too daunting; they preferred to return to the 

familiar settlement as soon as they had amassed enough savings to 

bu-ld a new house. This attachment of the migrants to their home 

settlements was even conceded by government reports on occasions. 

Many settlements have existed for many years, their 
inhabitants regard them as their home and often 
they are bound by family ties and habit. iven those 
who in the past moved from place to place often 
return to the settlement. (94). * 

The phenomenon of new house-building in the settlement was noted 

by the Polomka village chronicle, amidst its joy at the general post- 

war improvement in conditions. 

Construction has progressed in the village. Up 
to 1954 twelve new family houses have been built 
and eleven new houses in the gypsy colony too. 
The old 'huts' are already disappearing amongst 
them. 

A year later a newspaper article about Polomka added that 

whereas in 1945 there were only five radios in the village, there 

were now more than seventy as well as motorbikes, new furniture and 

five daily bus services into the bargain. But Folomka was by no means 

on the level of the town, as the villagers recognised. In reply to 

a 1956 questionnaire on Gypsies the village headmaster wrote: 

"They don't have bathrooms", wryly adding, 
"(and there isn't one in the village headmaster's 
house either: )" 

* For this and other numeric references, see Chapter Six, Appendix B. 
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During our field-work in Folomka the council chairman proudly 

showed us an indoor flusn toilet he had just built. He explained: 

We only use it when it rains or when we have 

guests - Otherwise we still use the old closet 
in the yard. 

Folomka has always lain in the shadow of the laröer and more 

important neighbouring villages of Bukovec, Sedlice and Fodhradie. 

From the nineteenth century onwards the village was dominated by 

two large estates, that of the squire and that of a Jewish magnate, 

but apart from a steam mill which was acquired by the magnate's 

family around the turn of the century and a sawmill that they built: 

here there was only the most essential industry 
like tailor, shoemaker, mason, carpenter and 
smith. Any furniture, weapons etc. that were 
required had to be obtained in the towns of 
Levoca, 'rezmarok and Spisska Nova Ves. 

(Village Cnronicle). 

The Jewish family vanished during the Second World War and 

shortly afterwards the squire thought it wise to leave and these fertile 

estates were converted into a large state farm. Yet twenty-five years 

after the War had ended, in spite of considerable new development in 

the region, Polomka villagers were still faced with the same basic 

choice of local employment - on the farm, in the woods or at the 

sawmill. If they wanted industrial or office work or higher education 

they had to commute to the district towns or beyond and since bus and 

train services were frequent and cheap, many did this. 

Ironically the post-war adoption of the socialist policy goals, 

of the industrialisation of Slovakia and the gqualisation of town 

and country actually lessened the importance of Poloinka in relation 
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to its neighbours, although conditions of life for the villagers 

undoubtedly improved overall. Not every ha(let could become a town 

and so the planners estublished regional and district heirarchies 

of importance, locating towns and villages within these structures 

by an assessment of their present significance and potential growth. 

Investment was then channeled overwhelmingly to higher-ranking 

communities to strengthen them as resource centres for the surrounding 

area. 

This was a rational approach to the problem of maximising scarce 

resources to benefit everyone but on a human level it was not always 

easy for lower-ranking communities to accept their position and watch 

their neighbours surge ahead while they themselves appeared to 

stagnate. This was the fate of Polomka which was cateborised as only 

'relatively permanent', whilst nearby Sedlice and Podhradie won the 

coveted status of 'settlement of local importance'. 

In consequence the artisan trades of nineteenth century Folomka 

were not replaced by their modern equivalents and the village amenities, 

strung out along the single road, were li: nited to the primary school, 

the church, * a basic dairy open for a few hours a day, a small, self- 

service general store and two functional pubs. If the Polomka 

villagers wanted to attend secondary school or to buy fresh meat and 

vegetables or to visit a clinic, or chemist or post-office (with 

public telephone) or else to relax after work in a restaurant, cinema 

or even a modern dance-hall complex (including a coffee-bar and club- 

room with ccntemj. orary decor and subdued lighting), they had to make 

" 
The priest is not a resident but visits from Sedlice for which 
he also has responsibility. 
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the two-mile bus ride to Sedlice or walk the mile over the hill by 

the short-cut. If the-,, wanted clothing, furniture or other consumer 

urables however, these had to be fetched a dozen miles by bus or 

train from the district town beyond bukovec or else slightly further 

from Spisska Novä Ves, where there was also a ti-, eatre, cultural 

centre and a :. ospital. 

In the planners' eyes Polomka was handicapped to some extent 

by the fact that it lay on the very periphery of the Spigskä I'ova' 

Ves district but of huch greater significance was an impending plan 

to dam the river and flood its shallow valley, including Poloinka 

and possibly part of Sedlice too. The presence of this plan resulted 

in an extensive building ban. 

In the late 1950s Polomka council (INC) protested to the 

district council (Spisskä Novä Ves DNC) about its low ranking and 

took its case on appeal to the regional council (East Slovakia XIC), 

but it was to no avail and a dozen years later Polomka was down- 

graded to the lowest category of all. 

We reclassify this community from 'relatively 
permanent' to 'temporary' because, according to 
the state plan for the development of water 
resources in Slovakia, a dam is to be built 
which presupposes the complete extinction of 
this community. 

(DNC report (168) 29.12.70). 

After its previous failure the village council did not bother 

to oppose this latest drop in status, accepting it with apathetic 

resignation. 
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The building ban was a curious affair which we never managed to 

disentangle satisfactorily. AccordiriL to the DNNC planning department - 

which should have known - the ban lasted between 1956 and 1962*, 

whereas offidials in Folomka claimed that it extended from 1958 

until 1971. 

Irrespective of the formal situation, what appears to have happened 

in practice is that building of private louses continued normally until 

1956. By that date returning Gypsy migrants had already built seventeen 

new houses in the settlement and had started two more. Thereafter no 

permits were issued for new aouses, although two houses whici. had 

already been built in the settlement were legalised retroactively. 

In fact two further 'houses' were built in the settlement after 

1958 but rather trian run the risk of compulsory demolition and perhaps 

a fine too after they had invested in brick houses, the Gypsies in 

question compromised by building the smallest and cheapest houses 

possible in the hope that these would escape official attention. They 

built not the sturdy, two-roomed log cabins that were often mistakenly 

classified in official reports as 'huts' but true Gypsy 'koliby' - 

miserable, single-roomed huts of wood that had all but vanished from 

the settlement. ** 

In fact four permits for new houses were issued to Polomka Gypsies 
between 1956 and 1961. 

The Gypsies of the Bystrany settlement found themselves in a 
similar predicament for they were also refused permission to 
build new houses on the grounds that their settlement was planned 
for dispersal. They too adopted the same solution of building 'low 
risk' huts. The cruel absurdity of the situation in which Gypsies 
were forced to regress perplexed an official of the district 
planning department. 

"Yes it's true the Gypsies in Bystrany are building new 
'koliby' and we turn a blind eye . When their'numbers 

are growing, what else can they do! " (165) 
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Possibly the Poloinka Gypsies who had built new houses after 

the war would have preferred to build in the settlement rather than 

in the villa6e but in any case they had no choice in the matter. The 

clerk of the Polomka council stated flatly: "No Gypsy tried to buy a 

house or apply for a building plot in the village here", but the 

answer of the 1958 questionnaire or. Gypsies was more explicit about 

the reason for this. 

Up till now [Gypsies] have not built houses in the 
village because of the strong opposition of the 
white inhabitants who prevent the allocation of 
building plots for such a purpose. 

Unlike the council chairman, the clerk was not bitterly hostile 

to the settlement Gypsies. She knew most of them personally and tried 

to be fair and businesslike in her official dealin6s with them, 

listening to confused disputes between relatives and impassible 

requests with great patience, but she probably believed, deep-down, 

that it would be bdtter for everyone if the Gypsies stayed confined 

to their settlement. 

The elderly wife of the village headmaster thought this way. 

She was a gentle and rather timid woman, often upset by the Gypsies' 

blunt manner of speech. 

If someone in the village wants to sell a house and 
a Gypsy wants to buy it, of course he has a right to 
buy it. But I think that only unhappiness would come 
of it. 

There are Gypsies living in blocks of flats in Kosice, 
[the regional capital, ] but their white neighbours 
don't speak to them, so they must be very lonely 
there. I think they are happier with their own 
people for they have a different way of life from us, 
quite different -. in the same way that you in England 
probably lead a quite different life than we Slovaks. 
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To be honest I think it would be best to move 
all Gypsies to some more backward country than 
ours, where the conditions would be on a level 

wit: their standLLrd of living. 

But we'll have to do something soon for every 
year there's more and more of them and I'm 
afraid that one day they'll wage a war against 
us. 

If the Gypsies in Folo: nka could not build new houses in the 

settlement after 1958, neither could they make alterations to their 

existing houses. The council clerk went on to explain (in 1971): 

No new building plots were permitted after 195b 
because of the building ban, so it was impossible 
for Gypsies to build any more houses here. For 
the same reason no Gypsy has been given permission 
to make alterations to his house since then. 

Yet this cannot have been the reason for in each year between 

1965 and 1971 permits had been issued for house alterations in Poloinka 

(including the council chairman's new bathroom and toilet). They 

totalled twenty and not one had been issued to a Gypsy*. 

Perhaps the real reason was something to do with the villagers' 

fears of being overwhelmed by returning Gypsy migrants. Of course it 

cannot be proved that permits were refused altogether to discourage 

Gypsies from remigrating but certainly the fear was present and 

keenly felt. 

The macnet of the industrial centres had continued'to draw the 

Gypsies during the early 1950s and an unofficial census at Polomka 

in 1955 showed only 101 Gypsies present in the settlement - exactly 

a score more than the settlement's population twenty-five years 

The last date on which any building permit was issued to a Gypsy 
in Poloinka was 1961. 
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earlier in 1930. After 1955 some migrants returned home voluntarily, 

others fled to rolomka in alarm a: the rumour of the 1958 measures 

and a few more were simply ejected during 1958 by Czech councils in 

warf anticipation of the burden of responsibility they expected to 

receive the following year. 

As a result, by the. end of 1956 the population of the Poloinka 

settlement had more than doubled from its 1955 level to 242. In the 

same year the village cKronicle trumpeted its alarm at the rising 

number of Gypsies in the settlement. 

In 1948 the administrative community [i. e. village 
plus settlement] had a total population of less 
than 500 but on December 31st 1956 there were 
already 808 inhabitants registered as permanent 
residents of which 242 were gypsy citizens. This 
growth in ten years amounts to 308 souls, or 61%. 
The citizens of gypsy nationality now form 29.8; 

of our total population]. * 

The same fear was repeatedly expressed in official reports. In 

1963 the Spisskä Nova' Ves DNC noted: 

The Gypsy population is growing rapidly, particularly 
in the settlements at Levoca, Nalepkovo, Polomka, 
Bystrany. .. etc. This increase is accelerated by 
the return of those Gypsies from the Czech lands 
who left to seek work some years ago. (63) 

By 1970 the Gypsy population of one named community, Bystrany, 

was reported to be 59 per cent of the total and as a result the Slovak 

inhabitants were said to be tryin to move away. (166). 

s 
In fact the base figure in 1948 was unusually low - even lower 
than in 1930 (544) - because of the elimination of the Jewish 
minority and the departure of many Gypsies for the Czech lands. 
However, the increased proportion of Gypsies in 1958 was 
striking for in spite of heavy outmigration this minority had 
doubled its share of the total population from the 1930 level 
of less than 15 per cent. 
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The fear was most acute when Slovaks felt the education (and 

health) of their children was threatened. A 1962 report claimed that 

"in many villages children of gypsy origin already outnumber other 

children, as in Bystrany, Polomka etc. ". (33). As a matter of fact 

this was inaccurate as a generalisation and untrue of the situation 

in Polomka but such claims reveal the deep concern among Slovaks 

that their schools would be overrun shortly by dirty, diseased and 

indisciplined Gypsy children. 

A ENITIES Iii THE POLOMKA SETT 4 -SENT (1945-1972). 

Perhaps the villagers' fear of being swamped by their Gypsies 

also explained why so few public amenities were provided for the 

Polomka settlement, although undoubtedly the insignificance of the 

community as a whole cannot have helped, since any official requests 

for funds would carry relatively little weight with the district 

council. Whatever the reason, however, it is certain that the Gypsies' 

substantial investment in their new houses was not matched by any 

corresponding public investment to improve the settlement's basic 

amenities : communications, water supply, sanitation, refuse collection 

and electrification. 

A new wooden bridge was built in 1949 to connect the settlement 

to the village but which also had the purpose of allowing the villagers 

to cross the river to the fields beyond the settlement. Five years 

later it was already dilapidated and the village chronicle reported: 
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Next year [in 1956] it will be necessary to 
build a new concrete bridge across the river 
for the wooden one is unsuitable and is in 

constant. need of repair. 

The bridge survived for another five years before succumbing 

finally to summer floods in 1960. lie school chronicle gave a report 

of the incident. 

When the bridge was swept away by floods in 
July (27.7.60), the citizer: s of gypsy origin 
had to make an emergency bridge by themselves 
in unskilled and primitive fashion. After that 
[gypsy] children often fell from the footbridge 
into the water on their way to school and this 
was used as an excuse for poor attendance. 

Finally at the end of November the council 
CLAN? CJ had to concede that the gypsies'] demands 
[for a replacement] were justified and it 
obtained wood to make a new footbridge. 

The 1960 bridge was built bj the Gypsies themselves, under the 

direction of the council chairman, and it lasted for ten more years. 

Like its predecessor its condition was dangerous lon6 before it was 

eventually replaced and once again this only happened after a disaster. 

Early in 1970 a four year-old Gypsy boy fell through a hole in the 

bridge and was drowned. He was swept away by the current and it took 

days to find his body. Shortly afterwards an armj unit appeared and 

built a new bridge - yet another of wood. 

The recurring problem of the bridge was the perfect illustration 

of the faults of Polomka in the eyes of one young Gypsy woman. She 

was bitterly critical both of the local council, which she despised 

as weak and stupid rather than as malevolent, and also of the settlement 

Gypsies for acquiescing so passively to their shoddy treatment. 

The council's useless here - just look at that 
bridge and road! They did absolutely nothing 
while we Gypsies wrote twice to the district 

council and even to the government. 
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One time there was a big flood and the bridge went. 
The water was Waist-deep by the bridg., and our 
children couldn't get to school and they couldn't 
get to the fields, so we all had to work to make 
it passable - that is about t, iirty Gypsies but 

no whites. The [council] chairman was in cizarge 
so he got paid for it, but he didn't pay the 
Gypsies. Instead he bought them drinks and they 

- like fools - were harpy enough. He kept the 

rest o the Honey for himself. 

And then again, when that : gypsy child fell through 
a hole in the bridge and drowned! Nobody did any- 
thing to repair the hole until a Gypsy covered it 
up. At last some soldiers came and built a new 
bridge - otherwise there'd be nothing. And after 
it was finished the chairman got drunk and 
strutted about on it like a little Napoleon! 

I know I haven't much education but all the same I 
can recognise what is just and what isn't. When 
they treat us like that, can they wonder that 
we're always fighting and sitting in gaol! 

The condition of the track through the settlement was another 

long-standing grievance. Although the stream that ran along it was 

no more than a trickle, the tractors passing to and fro between the 

main buildings of the state-farm in the village and the fields 

, eyond the settlement gouged deep ruts where pools collected and 

then churned the wet mud into a morass. At best it was a hazardous 

business to go from one side of the settlement to the other - especially 

at night - but in spring, when the snows melted, or after heavy rain 

the quagmire could be knee-deep and almost impassable. 

Nothing at all was done to lay a road, firm enough to resist 

the daily punishment of the tractors and consequently other vehicles, 

such as ambulances, were often unable to proceed beyond the bridge. 

Meanwhile the school chronicle duly criticised the Gypsy children for 

arriving at school with muddy legs and clothes. 
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Formerly there had been two good wells in the Folomka settlement 

but the one beside the track had been obliterated by the tractors. 

The other stood outside the largest settlement house and still 

functioned adequately, although occasionally it needed to be primed. 

, 'lostly this was done with previously pumped water but sometimes 

children used a little surface-water, scooped from the track nearby. 

The KALOCAJ families at the back of the settlement drew their V 

water from a stand-pipe which, although providing good, sweet water 

from the woods, lay almost flusa with the pool into which it flowed. 

Even using a broad, flat bowl, it was difficult not to scoop up some 

surface water together with the piped water and the ground round about 

was littered with the excreraent of humans and dogs. Whenever the 

pump failed the entire settlement would draw its water from this 

possibly contaminated source. 

A few district reports had mistakenly included Polomka amongst 

those settlements which depended wholly onstream water for their 

supply and in 1955 and again in 1967 there was a plan to dig a new 

well there but nothing came of it. 

Most families, if not all, had built a wooden or tin hut to 

contain an earth closet and this was set about twenty yards or so 

behind their house but the clustered heaps of excrement a little 

beyond the settlement and even between the houses showed that many 

reserved these closets for day-time use. Beyond the settlement too 

was the place to hurl rubbish and the packs of settlement dogs foraged 

eagerly there amongst a jumble of old rags, tins, crusts and bones. 
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The only real improvement in amenities which could be attributed 

to the authorities was that of electrification. Three rather dismal 

street libhts had been installed in the settlement and althoubh 

unfavourably compared by the Gypsies with the neon-strip street 

lighting in Sedlice, at least these lights were of the same type as 

those in Polomka proper. By the time of our last visit the forcier 

dim lamps had been replaced by brighter, more modern lighting. 

In addition to is three lights the settlement had also been 

provided with a loudspeaker or tw. D from which it was possiole to 

hear public announce., ients, political speeches or, dost co. nmonly, 

lieht music, broadcast from the office of the local council. Rather 

than resenting the loudspeakers as the least urgent of their needs, 

the Gypsies tended to approve of them for their offered some tangible 

indication that the Gypsies formed part of the village from which the 

inhabitants normally strove to exclude them. 

Like the new bridge, the electrification of the settlement houses 

only came about after angry petitioning. The Gypsies appealed to the 

local, district and regional councils and finally even to the 

President himself* before an overhead cable was laid from the village 

to connect the settlement houses to the grid. 

This practice of appealing direct to the President's Office was wide- 
spread among Gypsies but in no way was it unique to them. 
'A practice has... developed whereby individual citizens, if not 

encouraged, are at least not discouraged from approaching various 
political authorities directly with their demands'. The citizenry 
increasingly fail to consider final and binding an unfavourable 
ruling by any state organ. For many years the central authorities 
have been inundated with requests of this nature. -Hundreds of 
t.: ousands of complaints and requests reached Prague, in particular 
the Office of the President of the Republic. The practice of 
approaching the president directly became popular at the time of 
Zäpotocky [1953-1957] and continued under the less accessible and 
certainly less popular Novotny". (Ulc). 
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When we built our new houses after the War, we 
built them already wired for electricity - but 

we had to wait until 1958 and use oil lamps in 

the meantime before the council would put up 
the posts to carry the cables to us. 

It cost 2,000 crowns for each house to be 

connected but everyone paid except three KAL0 AJ 
families; they still don't have any electricity, 
even now. 

Although the Polomka Gypsies were inclined to blame their local 

council for every setback, this partic,: lar delay was probably not 

entirely the council's fault for there had been a plan to electrify 

the settlement in 1955 and two years later a lament in the village 

chronicle su6tested that local officials had difficulty in influencing 

their superiors in the district council effectively. Indeed it was 

around this time that the Polomka council lost its appeal to be 

regraded to a nigher level. 

This request of ours [for the electrification of 
the settlementJ. .. which the citizens of gypsy 
origin have already been demanding for years,. .. 
does not meet with understanding in the appropriate 
places. 

Since 1959, the opening year of the assimilation campaign, no 

alterations tu settlement houses had been permitted in Polomka nor 

had there been any improvement of basic amenities, apart from the 

brighter street lighting and the new bridge at the cost of a child's 

life. Yet although conditions there were still appalling in the 

early 1970s, they were better nevertheless than in many other settle- 

ments for at least the majority of houses were of brick, the water 

was comparatively safe and there was limited access to a road. For 

these reasons it was surprising to see Polomka listed in 1971 by the 
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district medical autnority as one of the district's worst 

settlements. 

Some of the Gypsies built for the most part decent 
family houses as in [four named settlements including 
Fodhradie]. :n the other hand gypsy settlements 
predominate where the way of life is on a very low 
level and livinb conditions consist of little 
better than huts. These should be eliminated as 
in Eseven named settlements including Polomkaj. 

(174). 

The same report went on to give a terrifying picture of the 

latent threat to the district's settlements in their unimproved 

supply of drinking water. 

Gypsies livi. ig in settlements take their water 
either from wells that are primitively constructed, 
unsuitably sited and repugnant on hygnic grounds 
or even from untreated springs and surface streams. 
It can be estimated that 90 per cent of all such 
water sources yield water that is permanently 
unsafe. Only one settlement [named] has a 
hygienically adequate well whilst in seven [named] 

settlements surface streams are used for drinking 
water and other purposes. 

(ibid). 

Before dismissing out-of-hand the amenities of Poloinka and other 

settlements in the district as totally inadequate, it is worth 

pausing briefly to consider the wider context of Slovakian villages. 

In spite of the policy to gqualise town and country, these villages 

do not in general possess the public water supply and -sewerage system 

of the town but instead the norm of self-built family houses has meant 

that the provision of adequate drinking water and washing and sanitary 

facilities has remained the responsibility of the individual house- 

owner. 
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The Polomka Gypsies had built all of their new houses in the 

first decaae after the initial migratory wave and what they built was 

based on their idea of a proper village house. At that time, however, 

the Polomka village house with a separate bathroom and flush toilet 

was the exception - certainly such village notables as the council 

cnairman and the headmaster did not have then. The Gypsies were 

familiar with such amenities from their stay in Czech cities but they 

were in a hurry and, unlike electric lighting, a bathroom and toilet 

involved a lar5er house and more complex building problems. To them 

a lavishly furnished 'best room', in imitation of the villagers' 

'izba' (literally 'room') was a more immediate demonstration of their 

respectability and better supported a claim to higher status. The 

Gypsies spent thousands of crowns on massive beds, veneered wardrobes 

and dressers and exceptionally mirrors and ornaments of costly cut- 

glass; only later did bathrooms become a mark of status and by then 

it was too late for even if they had wanted to match the council 

chairman's new bathroom and toilet, they would have been refused the 

necessary permission to build. 

The generally lower level of amenities in Slovakian villages 

was reflected in the most common indicator of living conditions, the 

infant mortality rate. Figures for the 1960s show that although 

there was an overall decrease in infant mortality during the decade, 

the rate remained higher in Slovakia than in Czechoslovakia as a 

whole, still higher in the East Slovakia Region and higher yet in the 

Spissk Nova Ves district, which a 1970 survey (167) reported as 

having worse health amenities than the average for the region and a 

declining number of beds in hospitals and sanatoria. 
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The 1970 survey did not mention the Gypsies, whose infant 

mortality ran at about double the rate for the district as a whole, 

but in spite of the growing pressure on already inadequate amenities 

in the settlements teere was a marked improvement in their case too, 

due largely to more syste«atic innoculation and an increasing 

proportion of hospital births. (e. g. 86.7 in 1964 (164)). Pre- 

natal care also improved and whereas in 1960 only 26 per cent of 

Gypsy pregnancies were known to doctors by the fourth month, by 

197U this proportion had risen to 86 per cent (173). * 

Comparative infant mortality rates in Czechoslovakia (1963 and 1963) 

(deaths per thousand live births). (167). 

t Slovakia E S isska Novä Ves district 
Year 

Czecho- 
Slovakia 

Slovakia as 
Region total pop. Gypsies only 

1963 22.1 2b. 2 30.3 33.2 67.9 

1968 22.1 23.3 27.7 31.8 55.9 

(55,160) 

THE ASSIMILATION CAMPAIGN AND ITS Eý'Fr'ECTS 

i) 1956 

Cn this evidence the assimilation campaign cannot have made any 

real contribution to improve living conditions in Poloinka and many other 

Gypsy women had also been given more control over their own 
" fertility. In 1970 a total of 36 intra-uterine coils were fitted 

and 31 abortions performed for Gypsy women in the district; the 
1965 abortion total had been only five. 
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settlements in the district, but now was it carried out and why were 

its effects so negligible? 

A reply to the 195ö questionnaire had given some idea of the 

Polomka village officials' opinion of their settlement Gypsies. 

Apart from building houses they have no idea of 
how to use their money properly. .. 

[Their main 
aims] can perhaps be foriaulated in this way 
eatin6, drinking and sexual enjoymeiit. 

In the following year these same officials were instructed to 

decide which of tneir local Gypsies should be classified as 'nomads' 

under law 74/1958, and in February 1959 they included on the Nomads' 

Register 

seventeen persons over the age of fifteen [of those 

present at the time], five of whom had to be provided 
with an opportunity to work. 

(b? ). 

Needless to say, no attempt was made to disperse these seventeen 

by providing them with alternative accommodation amon,, st the Slovak 

villagers. 

On the day the register was prepared, however, many of the 

Gypsies listed as permanent residents of Polomka were living and working 

in Plzen and Ostrava and were either included on the register there-, 

presumably after consultation with the Folomka council(? ), or else in 

cases "where their precise address could not be ascertained" were 

later included in their absence by the Poloinka council. When these 

'nomads' were added to the original 17 in Poloinka itself, the total 

reached 63- (66). This was slightly over half of the adult Gypsy 

population listed as permanent residents of the community and represented 
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the highest proportion of 'nomads' of any settlement in the district. 

In Sedlice there were only 18 registered 'nomads' in all, roughly 

a tenth of the adult Gypsy population. (69). 

It is hard to say on what oasis Folomka Gypsies were included 

it the Uomads' Register but the main criterion appears to have been 

not ' ,: ay of life' but the simple fact of having migrated whilst 

listed as a permanent resident of Folomka. Although 56 year-old 

Frantisek FUSSCAR, the co-builder of the settlement's first brick 

house, escaped registration, his sons in Plzen did not and neither 

V 
did 62 year-old Karol PUSI. AR, the miner who had been in France and 

Belgium between the wars. Likewise the most respectable of the CURIs 

were registered and also the disreputable KALOC Js. The only families 

to escape registration more or less 'en masse' were the CINAs who 

had remained working locally at the state farm or sawmill and who 

still lived in their cramped, pre-war cabins of wood. 

By 1964, however, 26 Polomka Gypsies had applied successfully 

to be removed from the register (77), * a few had tried in vain and* 

the remainder had not bothered to attempt it - either from apathy or 

because they feared that further bureaucratic entanglement might make 

their position even worse. In this way some of the most respectable 

and hard-working Gypsies in the settlement were still registered as 

'nomads' fifteen years later in the early 1970s. 

* 
In Sedlice three of the original eighteen registered Gypsies 
had been removed. (78). 
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During the early 1960s rolomka's 'Committee for Solving 

questions of the Gypsy Population' busied itself in producing the 

occasional report when requested by the district council, but 

apparently did little else. One such document from 1961 (70) 

stated that the cognittee met monthly and listed the cok. imittee's 

activities as follows: 

LNC council measures for improving the situation 

as regards the gypsy question. 

1. The [main] committee checks hygiene in the settlement 
and the cleanliness of the houses and their surroundings. 

2. The education committee takes parents to task when 
their children miss schoo. " 

3. The building committee. .. goes right into the gypsy 
colony where it guides and directs the construction 
of family houses in the settlement. With the help of 
council members it tries to impress upon each family 
the importance of constructing; toilets (because until 
now they don't exist) and to persuade groups of three 

or four families at a time to combine and dig a common 
well for drinking water. 

4. The committee for public order solves the problem of 
mutual relations so that co-existence with citizens 
of gypsy origin shall be of the highest order. In 
this task it is assisted by the police and the public 
prosecutor. 

A report from Sedlice in the same year was in very similar vein. 

Members of the committee visit citizens of gypsy 
origin as required and set them various tasks such 
as clearing bones, rubbish and old iron from around 
their houses. Committee members warn parents to 
send their children to school clean and tidy and 
even supervise matters of hygiene in the houses 
themselves. (72). 

Behind this screen of verbiage there was no corresponding activity 

to improve basic amenities and indeed the one instance of positive 

action was an outright lie; far from 'guiding and directing the 
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construction of family houses in the settlement' as it claimed, the 

Polomka council was doing its utmost at this time to block even the 

simplest alteration! 

The secretary of the district council's committee was not 

deceived and neither was a 1963 control commission which named 

Polomka and Sedlice as among those LiCs which "concern themselves 

with the gypsy question only rarely or not at all" (40), but nothing 

came of this reprimand. (See Chapter Four). 

riowever local councils did organise occasional educational talks 

and courses (42) as well as producing some basic statistics, which at 

least give a glimpse of life in the Polomka and Sedlice settlements 

during this period and in particular reveal some important differences 

between Polomka and Sedlice. A 1961 report showed that while no 

employers were assisting their Gypsy workers in either settlement to 

build a family house, 18 Gypsies in Sedlice were saving for tnis 

purpose; in Polomka the corresponding figure was 1. (70). Another 

report from 1964 showed other differences, especially that at almost 

every level of education (nursery school, apprenticeship and higher 

education) Sedlice had a distinct advantage over neighbouring Poloinka. 

ii) 1965 

In theory the 1965 measures Lave Gypsies the possibility of 

being transferred to the Czech lands or dispersed locally but this 

depended on the plans of the district council's committee for Gypsy 

affairs and also on the local council's classification of their 

Gypsy inhabitants. 
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IV. CULTURAL AXEL ITIFS. 

Polomka 

Sedlice 

TVs. Radios Cars motor-bikes 'eispapers 

or Xatý azines * 

2 d u u 2 

1 26 0 5 2 

* i. e. taken regularly by a Gypsy family. 

V. EDUCATIOIAL TALKS AND COURSES 

Polomka 

Sedlice 

Note: 

Illiteracy courses* 

Talks No. Course members 

1 (Criminal activity) 

4 (Health) 

1 

1 

12 

15 

0 During which period is not specified. 

This report has been considerably simplified and notes 

have been added for clarity. 

0 
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The Polomka Gypsies were lost from the very start for the 

district council decided to transfer Gypsies from OLe settlement 

only - that of Bystrany where tike Gypsies ixe the settlement were 

rapidly outnumbering the Slovak villagers (see above) and which had 

a terrible reputation into the bargain. In spite of the fact that 

visitors to the Bystrany settlement were popularly said to be greeted 

'with a brandished hatchet and a war-cry', * the Lystrany council had 

no hesitation in placing all of its Gyisies in tue second category 

of 'adaptable'. This was particularly convenient since Gypsies of this 

category were the most eligible for transfer and dispersal whilst 

those of the third category were not eligible at all. 

When asked why Polomka had not been chosen the subsequent 

secretary of the district committee confessed: 

Well - because the Gypsies there were never any 
real-(trouble to us. 

In other words, rather than choose, as instructed, from amongst 

the most promising Gypsies who could be expected to make a success of 

the move, the policy of the Spis°skä Novä Ves district council was to 

rid itself of part of its burden by dumping on the Czech lands those 

whom it regarded as its most troublesome Gypsies. It was this council 

that had been praised in 1967 by the North Moravia RNC for its 

responsible approach to transfers. (100). 

" In fact we had visited the Bystrany settlement briefly on our 
initial tour of the district and instead of advancing with a 
hatchet, a young Gypsy couple had brought us their new-born 
baby to admire, wrapped in an immaculate shawl of snowy wool. 
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It might have been expected that the Polomka council would have 

followed the example of Bystrany in the hope of shedding some of its 

Gypsies but instead it used the opportunity to express yet again the 

low opinion in which it held the settlement Gypsies. The government's 

'. lain Directions' document (85) had characterised the bottom category 

as follows: 

... the most backward and most wretched part of the 

gypsy population. They live a typical gypsy life in a 

gypsy concentration and as yet have no interest in 

leaving this concentration. If they work at all they 

work irregularly. .. and it cannot be said of them 

that they have attained any cultural level for they 
live in filth and from their numbers are recruited 
parasites and criminals. 

(85) 

In this description the Polomka council felt it recognised its 

own Gypsies and assigned them all to this lowest category without 

exception. Of the 63 local councils in the district with Gypsy 

inhabitants only two others did the same. (133). For good measure 

the Polomka council added that all of the settlement's 31 houses 

(including 9 huts*) were "hygienically or otherwise unsuitable" (ibid). 

The approach of Sedlice and Podhradie was quite different. Sedlice 

divided the bulk of its Gypsy inhabitants equally between the first and 

second categories, assigning only 2b to the third and lowest group 

(less than 7 per cent), although it did declare 34 of the settlement's 

50 houses as unsuitable. Podhradie, on the other hand, took the 

instruction more literally that Gypsies of the first category should 

live 'outside a gypsy concentration' and accordingly placed all of its 

Gypsy inhabitants in the second category. 

" Previous statistics (70,72,73) had listed only 4 huts; evidently 
" the Polomlca council had redefined its criteria in the Meantime. 
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If Polomka Gypsies were not to be dispersed or transferred, at 

least plans were drawn up in 1965 to improve the amenities of the 

settlement -5 huts were to be eliminated by 1970 and a new well, 

toilets and rubbish pits were to be dug. (57). A little later in 

1967 the plan to dig a well (at a cost of 5,000 crowns) was repeated 

and also a new proposal added ""to repair the road to the gypsy colony 

and in the colony itself" (at a cost of 50,000 crowns). (132). 

All these plans suffered the same fate as an earlier proposal 

in 1963 to demolish 7 huts in Poloinka by 1970. (75). They lay neglected 

in the council files gathering dust and even eight years after the 

original 19b5 reorganisation, nothing had been done except to replace 

the bridge. 

Although the Polomka council was apathetic in pressing its case, 

it was by no means alone in the district in failing to achieve any 

improvement in the amenities of its settlement during this period. 

Funds were available but important officials within the district 

council were opposed to their use in this way and from their position 

of power had little difficulty in blocking a wide range of proposals. 

The secretary of the committee for Gypsy affairs - the ironically 

titled 'plenipotentiary' - watched helplessly; if his protests were 

too vigorous his chances of promotion within the council would be 

severely blighted and so, as a prudent man, he spent much of his time 

in the ritual compilation of reports. (165). 

Looking at the experience of the Folomka settlement it is hard to 

say what was achieved for its inhabitants by the 1956 measures other 

than to limit the freedom of movement of half of their number. Likewise 
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the practical effect of the 1965 administrative reorganisation was to 

extend comparable restrictions to the entire population of the 

settlement. Although intended to promote more vigorously the policy 

of assimilation by dispersal, certain of the 'principles for organising 

the dispersal and transfer of the gypsy population' could be used 

selectively by councils to block the scheme and had the Polomka Gypsies 

obeyed the regulations they would have been as effectively sealed in 

their settlement as at any time in their past history. 

Possibly the situation of the Polomka Gypsies actually deteriorated 

as an indirect result of the assimilation policy for the wave of return- 

ing migrants in tine late 1950s may well have provoked the Polo; nka 

council to manipulate the building regulations and block all improvements 

to settlement houses in an attempt to deter further remigration and to 

encourage present Gypsy residents to leave. Certainly the council 

did nothing to hinder its Gypsies from leaving Polomka but on the 

other hand it usually allowed them to re-register attain, grudgingly 

conceding that they had some sort of human right to return to their 

homes. * 

This was not always the case however. In the late 19ýOs a 
V 

PUSKAR woman married a Gypsy from a nearby settlement and went to 

live with him there, changing her residence registration accordingly. 

A few years later the couple decided to move to Poloinka as there 

were houses left vacant by miCrants to the Czech lands. They bought an 

Other local councils sometimes denied this right including Sedlice 
which occasionally tried to prevent its Gypsies from re-registering. 
Technically this practice was no less illegal than the refusal of 
Czech councils to register incoming Gypsy migrants but when return- ing home Gypsies were not prepared to acquiesce to such a natural 
injustice and usually the council gave in. (See Chapter Four). 
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older, wooden house for 17,000 crowns without any legal contract and 

moved in, but in any case the sale was illegal since neither of the 

couple was registered as a resident of rolo; nka. 

The council clerk was quite frank in stating why the rolork{a 

council absolutely refused to register the couple. 

We won't register them because the man is not our 
Gypsy. There are lots of empty Gypsy houses here 

and if we were to start accepting Gypsies that 

aren't ours, it would soon be like it was before. 

This view was shared by the Polomka Gypsies themselves who were 

only too well aware of the Slovak villagers' anxieties. In the hope 

of an easier life-the Gypsies accepted council policy on the matter. 

v 
A Gypsy member of the council, Koloman CURI, said: 

We don't want any foreign Gypsies here, it would 
only mate things worse. It's better when there 
are less of us. 

Having established its precedent, the Polomka council feared to 

press the matter further by attempting to expel the couple for it was 

well aware of the illegality of its action and was consequently 

unwilling to expose it. to judicial scrutiny. And so the situation 

remained in a state of uneasy truce whereby the couple and their 

children were allowed to live in Folomka, although not legal residents, 

in a house which they had bought, but to which they had no legal claim. 

By a co-incidence there were no problems with employment for 

although the man worked locally in the woods, this branch of the State 

Forestry Commission happened to be based at his own home village. 
v 

Alongside the man worked Koloman CURL who had acquiesced to his official 

non-existence. 

By a cruel irony it was the child of this couple that fell through 

the hole in the bridge and was drowned in 1970. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

MAKI14G A LIVING 

MIGRATION AND REMIGRATION 

If it was indeed the Poloinka council's intention to drive out 

its Gypsy inhabitants then this hope was fulfilled - at least in 

part, for between 1961 and 1968 the population of the settlement 

showed an absolute drop in numbers of 30* in spite of the continuing 

high birth rate and the limitations on natural migration imposed by 

the 1956 and 1965 measures. In comparison Sedlice's Gypsy population 

increased by 116 over the same period. 

Gypsy Population Levels (1961 and 1968) 

11.61(72) XII. 68(Cens. ) 
lnc r 

No. 

pop. Polomka 274 244 - 30 -11% 

Sedlice 330 446 +116 +35% 

These generalisations are supported by thedetailed figures for 

migration included in the special Gypsy censuses of 1967 and 1968. 

Gypsy Migration to and from Polomka and Sedlice (1967,1968). 

e 

POLOMKA SEDLICE 

Inmigration 7 ýö 

967 Outmigration 46** 

Migratory Balance -39" 

Inmigration jj 4 

1968 Outmigration 36** 4 
Migratory Balance -36"" 0 

* If, the natural increase of 43 is taken into account the population 
loss due to outmigration of 73 persons is even more dramatic, repres- 
enting 23%. 

_of 
the potential 196 population of 317. Unfortunately 

figures for Sedlice Gypsies' natural increase have not been compiled 
but assuming the same rate as for Polomka (16966 over this period) the 
population gain due to inmigration would total 63, i. e. 16% of the 
potential 1966 population of 333. 
All of these outmigrants went to the Czech lands. 
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Although data is incomplete, popu)ration levels at three-yearly 

intervals indicate that after the initial surge in numbers between 

1955 and 19b1 the Polomka settlement shrank in size while the 

neighbouring Sedlice settlement continued to grow. 

Gypsy Population Levels at 3-year Intervals (1955-1970). 

1955 1956 1961 1964 1967 1970 

ypsy pop. Polomka 

Sedlice 

101 

- 

242 

- 

274 

330 

259 

354 

240 

426 

232 

- 

(64) (65) (70,72) (76) (Census) (171) 

The 1970 survey of the resources of the Spisska Nova Ves district 

(169) showed that the administrative community of Polomka as a whole 

diminished during the decade 1960-1970 and that although Gypsy out- 

migration accounted for much of the population loss, there was also 

outmigration by non-Gypsies. 

Population Levels of Gypsies and Non-Gypsies in 

Polomka (1960 and 1970). 

Fop. Natural Total Pop. Migratory Migration 
Increase 

1960 1960-1970 197U Balance Rate x 

otal pop. (169) 692 +117 1009 633 -176 -17A 

of which Gypsies 274° + 71* 345 2322 -113 -33% 
of which non-Gypsies* bid + 46 664 601 - 63 - 97 

*., Calculated from above data. 

o 11.61(72) 

x For slightly earlier decade 1958-1966 
® (171) 

x Migratory balance as % of total. 
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Even the prospering community of Sedlice experienced a growth 

in absolute population of only 125 during this decade but this was 

typical of the "slight but ever-increasing tendency to outmigratiun" 

in the district as a whole. (1b7) (See Chapter Five). The steady 

growth of the Seduce settlement, however, ran counter to this general 

trend. 

The economic motivation of the district's migrants was seen in 

the fact that two-thirds or them were of productive age and that the 

growth in out-migration coincided with the relative decline in the 

industrial importance of the Spisskä l, ovä Ves district. Whereas in 

1961 it had still held first place among districts in the East Slovakia 

Region for size of industry, output and number of workers (with iron- 

ore mines, engineering, textiles and paper), by 196ö it had slipped to 

fourth place and 1969 showed this trend continuing. Nevertheless 

industry was still the strongest sector of the district's economy and 

in 1966 accounted for 41.2% of all employed persons (compared with 

averages of 3u. 5% for the East Slovakia Region and 36.9p for all 

Slovakia). (ibid). 

The motivation of the early post-War Gypsy migrants needs no 

subtle explanation for it was identical in type if not in degree to 

that of the many Slovaks who eagerly seized the same opportunities for 

well-paid unskilled employment. beyond this immediate reason, however, 

there was much more besides for the appeal of high wages lay in the 

promise they offered of a transformed life. Which of the myriad 

possibilities might be realised was not clear but to the wretched 

settlement Gypsies such an attraction had the force of an irresistible 

compulsion. 
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Later, when the settlements' outposts were well established in 

Czech towns, the motivation of migrants broadened to include other 

positive reasons sucn as visiting or supporting relatives and the 

desire for the superior amenities, entertainments and educational 

facilities of the city as well as more negative reasons such as 

escape from the claustrophobic atmospnere of a settlement they had 

come to loathe or disgust at the continuing discrimination against 

them by Slovak villagers. Yet, at the end of it ali, work opportunities 

remained the overwhelming motive for migrating to the Czech lands. 

Remigration to Slovakia seems, at first sight, an altogether more 

puzzling phenomenon for why should anyone voluntarily leave a good job 

and relatively modern urban flat to risk a substantial cut in wages 

and subject his family to the privations of settlement life once more. 

To try and understand this it would have been possible to take the case 

of the Polomka and Sedlice settlements and tabulate the reasons given 

by the inhabitants to explain their return from the Czech lands. 

However, it would have been difficult to show by such a table the 

multiple motivation that was usually bound up with the decision to 

remigrate, so perhaps a better way is to mention the sorts of reasons 

that were most important and then show, in subsequent sections, some 

concrete examples of how families tackled the painful problem of 

whether to go or stay. 

Undoubtedly many of the early migrants returned to their 

settlements because, like their Siovak predecessors, they had not 

envisaged doing otherwise and once they had started to build their 

new houses they became tied to the settlement by their investment. 

But many later migrants and second-time migrants too never managed 
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to feel completely at ease in the city and still thought of their 

settlement as home for all its many disadvantages. 

It is not so strange that country-bred people should take the 

village as their norm and overlook its familiar limitations to some 

extent, whilst reacting strongly against the rather different short- 

comings of the city. In particular Gypsy mothers from Poloinka appeared 

to take their contaminated water supply almost for granted but many 

of them were horrified by the polluted air of the industrial cities, 

attributing a wide variety of illnesses to this cause. 

One Gypsy family from Poloinka migrated for the first time in 1950. 

The school register for 1950/1951 noted that their son "left school on 

October 30th when his parents moved to the Czech lands to work. Returned 

19.3.51". The mother explained: 

We only stayed a few months in Ostrava because we 
didn't like it there. The air was very dirty and 
it was so cold as our flat had a concrete floor. 
Our new baby was ill all the time we were there, 

so we came home again. .. 
later we went to Plzen where things were much 
better, though it could be very dirty too, especially 
where we were - near the railway station. 

Home meant much more to settlement Gypsies than familiar surroundings 

in which they had grown up for it was also their 'spiritual community' 

where they and their families were known and assessed. Tie main aim of 

migration was not just to transform themselves into 'proper people' 

but perhaps even to establish their claim to humanity, for continual 

Slovak taunts rankled deeply and undermined what little self-confidence 

they had. A common Slovak 
. 
jingle ran like this: 

"From a dog will never come bacon 
Nor from a Gypsy a human being". 
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Living in a rented state flat in an unprepossessing block and submerged 

in the relative anonymity of a Czech town, it was hard to demonstrate 

one's transformation to people who would properly appreciate the 

achievement, but to build a new and substantial family house among 

one's peers was something different. The Sedlice priest reflected on 

this with genuine yet slightly patronising affection. 

I think they come back here to build their houses, 

partly because it's hope, but also because they're 
no-one in the city - even with a fine flat and 
furniture. But here they can play the great gentle- 
man; they've got an audience! 

A single family from the Polomka settlement had achieved the 

equivalent in the Czech lands by buying a complete tenement of three 

flats in Plzen. Hearing the Gypsies talk in awed tones of this 

IV V ('tenement') it began to grow in our imagination to at least 

the size of a chateau. This isolated coup would not have been easy 

to emulate since it involved considerable expense also because of the 

legal obstacles that could be expected from Czech councils. 

The home settlement also represented a refuge from the many 

vicissitudes of the migrant's life, whether from ill-health, loneliness, 

family break-down, unpleasant work, pursuit by the police or from less 

specific problems such as fear of new measures against Gypsies. As the 

outposts grew in size, however, this kind of motivation also began to 

operate in the reverse direction. 

The constitution of many of the older Gypsies had been weakened 

by the privations of their childhood and was further undermined by 

the punishing physical labour they sought for its high remuneration. 

Sooner or later their health failed and they often returned to the 

settlement to exist on an invalid pension for a few years before an 

early death. 
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Typical of several elderly Gypsies in the Polomka settlement was 

V 
Julius CONKA who had migrated to Ostrava in the early 1950s where he 

worked for years in both the main steelworks before becoming a road- 

maker for the higher wages. The hours of his new job were far longer, 

in summer from four in the morning till ten at night much of the time, 

but it was contract wont and the bonuses were good. 

After a few years, at the age of 52, his health broke completely 

and the doctors said he would never work again. ne received a disability 

pension of 1,100 crowns a month (somewhat more than half the average 

industrial wage in the Czech lands at that time) and thereafter he 

pottered around his flat doing housework while his wife continued with 

her job as a street cleaner, although eight years older than him. When 

she died Julius returned to Polomka to live with his married daughter. 

V 
The return of 17 year-old Alexander PUSKAR* and his parents was 

more complex but, although unusual in some of its details, it provides 

a good example of the intertwined motives that commonly lay behind a 

decision to remigrate to the settlement. 

While living in Plzen, Alexander had fali¬n in love with a 15 

year-old white girl from a circus family. The girl had no father and 

her mother was evidently emotionally disturbed for she had spent periods 

of time in mental hospitals and treated her two daughters with great 

cruelty, beating and starving them as punishment. The girl's elder 

sister nad run away from home and she too had left school early. 

Bitterly unhappy at home, she was made even more miserable by her 

mother's fierce opposition to her relationship with Alexander. To make 

things worse she was pregnant. 

"A grandson of Karol PUSKAR, the miner. 
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Alexander knew a local policeman quite well and has asked his 

advice informally, which was apparently that the couple should escape 

together to Slovakia where the policeman believed such matters as 

sexual relations with a minor were treated less strictly. This upset 

Alexander for he liked living in Plzen and had a good job there but 

after talking things over with his family he decided to take the 

advice. At least there was a new house standing empty where they could 

live in Polomka. 

Alexander's decision set the whole family thirsting. His mother 

in particular hated the thought of separation from her only son and 

tried to persuade her husband that they too should return to Slovakia. 

In fact Alexander's father had been dissatisfied with his job for some 

time and seeing an opportunity to escape his restrictive contract, he 

offered little opposition to the plan. 

However there was another complication for their married daughter 

and her baby lived with them too. What was to become of them if the 

family went home? Of course she could take over their flat but since 

her husband, Julius, was away most of the time working as a migrant 

forestry worker fifty miles away on the Republic's western border, 

this would mean she would be on her own. She had uncles and aunts 

nearby but that wasn't the same as parents in the same house, always 

willing to lend a hand with the baby. Eventually it was decided that 

the daughter and her baby should move back to Polomka with them as 

weil, for since she only saw her husband at weekends i#made little 

difference whether she lived fifty or five hundred miles from his work- 

place. 

Only Alexander's younger sister disagreed violently. She had 

spent most of her life in Plzen and the idea of exchanging her friends, 
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her school and the shops and cinemas of Plzen for a muddy settlement in 

the wilds of Slovakia filled her with horror. However she was 14 years. 

old and had no say in the matter. 

So one night Alexander's lover fled from her mother, bringing 

only the clothes she wore. A few hours later the whole group boarded 

the trans-Republic express. 

Back in Polomka the family were anxious in case the girl should 

be ashamed to live in a Gypsy settlement and did everything they could 

to make her feel welcome. They bought her attractive new clothes and 

every other day Alexander would go by bus to the district tow:, to buy 

her the fresh vegetables and yoghourt she liked but which were not 

available locally. The girl seemed happy enough, perhaps a little 

overcome by so much unaccustomed attention. 

The mother did not take long to trace her runaway daughter to 

Folomka and started legal proceedings against Alexander. His parents 

were very worried because the penalty could be imprisonment but 

Alexander saw no point in escaping once more, only to be rediscovered. 

He took legal advice and was assured that by the time the case came 

to court the girl would probably be sixteen and since they were living 

together as man and wife and the girl was several months pregnant the 

court was likely to be lenient. 

Meanwhile Alexander and his father were grappling with other 

problems - about work. Alexander obtained his release from his former 

employer without much difficulty but saw little chance of a local job 

comparable to that he had reluctantlieft and the only other alternative 

seemed to be seasonal haymaking for a pittance at the state farm. His 

father's situation was much worse for his contract still had five months 

to run and his, plea to be released on personal grounds was refused. 
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Technically this meant that no other employer could offer him work in 

the meantime. 

Fortunately for them both, the co-op production units were still 

operating at this time for in their eagerness for workers these paid 

scant attention to such legal niceties. At this time Julius' father, 

vv Stefan PUSKAR (part-owner of the largest settlement house), was working 

for a co-op which had a contract to reline the blast furnaces at the 

Kladno steelworks, a dozen miles west of Prague, and he suggested 

that Julius, Alexander and his father join him. Julius did not hesitate 

and gave up his job at once. 

Alexander and his father thou6ht it over. The work was hard and 

it meant leaving their families behind, returning only once a month 

for a visit of a few short days, but the pay was good and neither of 

them had worked for more than two months. So they swallowed their mis- 

givings and left for the Czech lands once more, this time without 

their womenfolk. 

There was often strong disagreement within nuclear families about 

decisions to migrate or remigrate. Although an oversimplification it 

is nevertheless true that on the whole men and teenage children preferred 

the amenities and entertainments of the city while wives and mothers 

preferred the security of the settlement - and the women often won 

the tussle. 

It was not uncommon for Gypsy husbands to take advantage of the 

anonymity of the city to have affairs with other women, returning late 

from cafe or cinema with a tale of overtime at work. ' This fear haunted 

some wives to such a degree that they were willing to give up the 

benefits of city life to have"`their menfolk once more under their watchful 
eyes in the restricted confines of the settlement. For them, social 

isolation had its compensations. 
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"Why did you leave Ostrava", I asked one well-qualified worker, 

Jan PUSKAR, who had spent years in the city. 

He jabbed his finger at his wryly grinning wife. 

"She made me come back - because I had too many girl-friends", 

and he sighed at the memory. 

"It was a great life there! I was a good-looker in those days, 

dressed sharply and there were lots of girls in the cafes". 

He thrust forward his identity card, held open to reveal the 

photo of a younger man, fuller in the face, with large liquid eyes 

and a wisp of dark moustache -a romantic film-star of the 194us. 

"She went off to Po. Lomka with the children. I couldn't be without 

then so I came back too". 

"Oh yes, dad was a great one for the girls: " chuckled his daughter 

appreciatively, but his wife did not share this admiration. 

"At least 1 can keep my eye on him here", she said sourly. 

There had been a great scandal in the Sedlice settlement when a 

Gypsy wife was told by her brother of her husband's infidelity whilst 

away from home on contract work. At the time he had been a member of 

a co-op labouring gang in Prague, together with many other men from 

the Sedlice settlement. After he had unsuccessfully denied the charge 

he pleaded in mitigation that he had only done the same as everyone 

else. Recriminations were so bitter that the outraged wives recalled 

almost the entire gang to work locally in the future. 

So far in this section all the examples of remigration have been 

of more-or-less voluntary return to the settlement but many of the 
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Gypsies living in Polocka had not wanted to return at all but had been 

forced back by the restrictive practices of Czech councils. Sometimes 

these unwilling inhabitants of the settlement had remigrated after 

only a short spell in the Czech lands but in other cases they had 

spent most of their lives there. 

The sister of the young woman who had been so angry about the 

bridge had manabed to cling on for only a few weeks before giving up 

the struggle as hopeless. 

I went to Ostrava last year with my young son and 
stayed with my aunt there, but the council wouldn't 
give me a residence permit - not even a temporary 
one. 

They told me: 'We've got people of our own here 
waiting for flats and you come along and think you've 
got the right to one immediately. Well - there's 
a law that says we can't register any Gypsies from 
Slovakia'. 

At the central station in Ostrava they said I could 
have a job as a waitress but they couldn't take me 
on without a residence permit. So that was that. 
I was afraid the police would catch me without a 
permit so I sold my spare clothes for thirty crowns 
to help pay the fare and came back on the slow train. 
It takes twice as long as the express but its cheaper. 

She had raised part of her fare home in another way too. Waiting 

until nearly closing time, she had gone to the rough pub opposite her 

aunt's where she bought the watch of an inebriated Czech who had run out 

of cash and wanted to carry on drinking. She paid thirty crowns for 

the watch, sold it next day to a second-hand shop for sixty and later 

saw it displayed in the window at a price of over a hundred crowns. 

Although such illegal'dealing' was by no means limited to Gypsies, 

official reports usually saw it as a uniquely Gypsy phenomenon and - 

even more mistakenly - believed it to be a main source of income for 

most Gypsies rather than what it really was -a desperate device of 

poorer Gypsies. 
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The next-door neighbour of this woman, however, had migrated to 

Ostrava as a child of four with his parents in the late 1940s and had 

remained there ever since until his unexpected re-appearance in Polomka 

in the early 197us, together with his young wife and baby and widower 

father. The explanation he gave of their move was plausible enough. He 

had returned temporarily to his old family house because Poloilea would 

soon be floodeu and he would be paid more in compensation if the house 

were occupied at the time of compulsory purchase. 

But this was only half the story. His wife later admitted that 

he had just been released from prison (for petty theft) and the council 

in Ostrava had refused to renew his temporary residence permit, forcing 

him to return to Poloinka or else remain illegally in Ostrava and unable 

to work. 

Incredibly his father had never bothered to deregister from 

Polomka and during all their years in the Czech lands the whole family 

had remained as temporary residents. In spite of this the family had 

not been included on the nomads' register in 1959, perhaps because they 

had been ten years at the same address and because the children were 

doing well at school. When the son did realise the insecurity of his 

position and try to register as a permanent resident it was already too 

late for by then many Czech councils, including Ostrava, had adopted 

the practice of issuing temporary residence permits to their Gypsy 

inhabitants wherever possible, or preferably none at all. This tactic 

left councils with the option of refusing to renew temporary permits 

whenever they saw fit. 

This was the fate of the young man and on his release from prison, 

the council imposed, in effect, a further sentence of indefinite 

deportation. None of the family had expected to return to Polomka 
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they had long ago become city-dwellers - and so the house to which they 

returned was an unimproved cabin without electricity. 

The young man was completely demoralised by the blow and spent 

his time gambling on cards in the settlement, drinking in the pub or 

doing occasional odd-jobs for Slovak villagers such as laying a concrete 

path. Almost every day he would have violent quarrels with his wife 

or aged father. Eventually he adopted the same solution as Alexander 

and Alexander's father and went to Brno in South Moravia to work in a 

co-op gang, in this case a Gypsy Association unit run by Nevodrom. 

These few examples illustrate some of the reasons why Gypsies 

migrated and remigrated between their home settlement of Polomka and 

its Czech outposts in Plzen and Ostrava. Far from being the unpre- 

meditated 'fluctuation' alleged by official reports the roves almost 

invariably followed a rational assessment of alternative prospects 

and as for 'inherent nomadism', there was no evidence whatsoever to 

suggest that it existed. * In fact the Gypsies hated travelling! If 

an entire family moved this meant awkward luggage, screaming children 

and considerable expense, while the periodic journeys of the migrant 

workers to and fro between workplace and settlement represented long 

hours of monotonous discomfort which they tried to avoid as best they 

could by a game of cards, a drink or spells of snatched sleep in a 

The same motivations applied in Sedlice and other settlements too 
but although this section throws light on the problem of Gypsy 
movement, it does not explain differing levels of migration and 
remigration - the shrinking of Polomka and the growth of'Sedlice. 
This question is bound up with the way Gypsies regarded their own 
settlement and is dealt with in the following chapter. 
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corner seat. Throughout many hours of discussion about migration I 

only discovered one Gypsy who positively enjoyed travelling and ne was 

a 14 year-old boy who had acquired the taste for train journeys from 

trips organised by his Czeca school! While he took every opportunity 

to travel that he coula, his parents remained rooted in Ostrava. 

During twenty years there they had only moved house once - two hundred 

yards along the same street to a larger flat. 

WORK 

Almost all of the following data refers to the late 1960s and 

early 1970s and it serves the purpose of giving an overall picture of 

the employment of Polomka Gypsies at a particular time. However, much 

of what is written would be equally true or any period since the return 

of many migrants to the settlement in the late 1950s if several important 

qualifications are borne in mind : that wage levels rose steadily during 

the 1960s in the Republic as a whole and in the Spisskä Novä Ves district 

too*, that there was an expansion of light industry particularly in the 

district town beyond Bukovec and that co-op production units were in 

existence only from the start of 1967 until the end of 1971 with the 

Gypsy Association co-ops lingering on.. until 1972. 

Yet in spite of these changes the type of choice facing a Gypsy 

worker in Polomka remained basically unchanged from 1958 onwards. He 

could either work locally for low pay, commute to either district town 

where better-paid jobs existed but were hard to obtain or else he could 

travel to the Czech lands where highly remunerative yet arduous jobs 

s 
Wages in the district had increased considerably during the 
decade (in industry by 27.1k) and were above the Slovak national 
average (S1. N. Ves = 1,790 crowns/month; SSR = 1,752 crowns/month - 1968 figures (167)). 
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were plentiful. During the 1950s it was relatively easy for him to 

travel to the Czech lands for work with his family but during the 19b0s 

this became much harder and from 19b7 onwards it seemed a less risky 

compromise to many to join a co-op unit, travelling to the Czech lands 

as a migrant worker and leaving the family behind in the settlement. 

Local work 

As has already been said, local employment opportunities had 

remained the same since the late 1940s; there were the woods, the 

state farm and the sawmill. Gypsies in general tended to work together 

in family groups wherever possible and this was certainly true of those 

v 
Polomka Gypsies who worked locally. The lowest status KALOCAJ and a 

poor but respectible CINA worked at the sawmill, the remaining CINAs 

v 
worked as full-time employees of the state farm, a few CURIs worked 

in the woods throughout the year and their womenfolk joined them when 

V 
seasonal labour was required whilst PUSKARs preferred to work seasonally 

on the farm, 

Most CURIs and PUSKARs, who were relatively high-status, scorned 

local work and these families provided the bulk of the early migrants 

and later of the co-op workers. In this way they refuted the unchanging 

government assumption that the 'best' Gypsies moved least while the 

'worst' Gypsies 'fluctuated' most. It was the other way round. The 

most highly motivated Gypsies were constantly watching for better 

opportunities and made tremendous sacrifices as migrant workers to 

attain their goals, whilst the CINAs were content to plod on year after 

year in the same job without venturing futther afield. In reward for 
Vv 

their enterprise the names of the CURIs and FUSKARs filled the Nomads' 

Register and they had many difficulties with residence registration but 

the CINAs were untroubled by either problem. 
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Very few Polomka Gypsies worked full-time locally, not because 

of any 'traditional Gypsy aversion to agricultural work', as is some- 

times reported in the literature, but simply because they could generally 

earn better pay elsewhere. However there were not many permanent jobs 

available because of the highly seasonal nature of much of the work. 

For both the forestry and farm managements the most economical 

system was to have a fairly small permanent labour force which they 

augmented by large numbers of casual workers in the summer for such 

jobs as planting new trees or haymaking. This was a double saving for 

as well as avoiding a costly winter payroll when there was little work, 

these firms were not obliged to pay family allowances to seasonal 

workers, this responsibility passing to the state. Such casual work'- 

was exceptionally poorly paid since the managements calculated wages 

on the basis of a labour force consisting mainly of married women and 

teenagers. 

In June 1971 a highly intelligent teenage Gypsy decided that he 

would work flat-out at harvesting to earn as much as possible to buy 

a new suit (which would cost at least 50U crowns for the cheapest kind). 

He worked more days, longer hours and harder than any other Polomka 

Gypsy and at the end of his 17-day stint he had amassed 669 crowns at 

a rate of 4U crowns a day (roughly £2). Working for a month at this 

rate - not that continuous work was possible - the pay would have 

amounted to only half that of a full-time, unskilled employee of any of 

these local firms. 

Such single-minded determination was unusual of course and most 

Polomka Gypsies treated these spells of temforary employment for what 

they were - casual work. Nevertheless most able-bodied women and 

teenagers as well as men, temporarily back from the Czech lands, went 

out to do some seasonal work in easy-going fashion when the opportunity 

arose. 
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The Gypsies' disparagement was reciprocated by their employers, 

especially by the forestry management. 

They don't ask for a permanent job and we wouldn't 
want to give them one because they are so unreliable 
and only turn up when they feel like it. If we had 
to rely on them we'd be unable to fulfill the 
[production] plan. 

-Even for casual work we prefer to take on white 
women from a village ten miles away, even though 

we have to send a lorry for them. 

This forestry officer's unenthusiastic view of his Gypsy casual 

workers was echoed by a manager of the state farm. 

Generally they only work for a few days a month - 
when it's fine weather, but never just after they 
have been paid. 

In fact both of these firms employed a small number of Folomka 

Gypsies Nrn. anc, %{Ir, 

V 
The foreman of a gang of Gypsy forestry workers was Koloman CURL, 

the council represent&tive, and he had accepted the job for largely 

negative reasons. He had been an early migrant, had returned to build 

a new house and stock it with furniture and then had left once more with 

his family to work as a labourer in the Czech lands. This time there 

were problems with accommodation and meanwhile his new furniture suffered 

so badly from the damp in the empty settlement house one winter that 

eventually it had to be thrown out. 

It was that modern sort of furniture. It looked nice 
enough but it was only Stuck together -'not properly 
made - and it just fell apart after a bit. 

So Koloman decided to return and found a reasonably well-paid 

job in an enamel-ware factory near the district town beyond Bukovec. He 

worked there for more than seven years, as did his elder daughter who 

had no other employment since leaving school, but the work affected his 
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lungs and eventually his wife persuaded him to join her working in the 

woods for his health's sake in spite of the lower wages. 

Although Koloman's health improved he became more and more 

dissatisfied with his pay and finally requested to be released from 

his job. He was a good worker and the management was reluctant to 

lose him so Koloman decided to force the issue and stopped going to 

work. After six weeks without pay or family allowances he was released. 

The forestry management could have held out for six months but saw no 

point. As a forestry officer put it: 

What can we do with him? He hasn't been to work 
for more than a month and there are other workers 
who would like his job. 

Koloman tried to get a labouring job in Spisskä Novä Ves but such 

work was hard to come by. 

"The enamel-ware factory would take me back at once but I'd like 

sometling healthier", he explained. "It was so hot in that factory, 

I could hardly breathe and the work made my eyes sting". 

Two weeks later he was back at his old job of enamelling. 

"What about his health? " I asked his wife who had been the one 

to persuade him to leave before. She sighed. 

"Well, I suppose he's old now anyway - and he was earning nothing 

in the woods". 

Koloman's younger daughter left the gang around the same time but 

for an entirely different reason. She fell in love with a PUSKAR lad 
vv- 

and since the CURIs and PUSKARs hated each other, there could be no 

peace for the young couple"in Poloinka. The lad worked for a Gypsy Assoc- 

iation co-op in Brno and so one day Kolornan's daughter left with him. To 

avoid rows she gave no warning of her intentions to her parents nor her 

employer and did not even bother to collect her pay. 
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There were four full-time employees of the state farm in the 

Folomka settlement - all CINAs - and they earned an average about 

1,6UU crowns a month, which was roughly three-quarters of the wäge of 

a full-time forestry worker. However the working atmosphere was 

relaxed and there always seemed time for a chat or a quiet pint between 

jobs and besides the, CINAs were genuinely fond of their work and 

U 
appeared almost entirely without the fierce ambition of many CURIs 

V 

and PUSKARs. However, in consequence, they had not been able to amass 

the savings of a migrant and still lived in wooden houses with the 

exception of the eldest of three brothers, Jozef, who had just managed 

to build a new house before the building ban took effect. * Even so, 

nis brick house was very sparsely furnished. 

Jozef CINA had driven horses for small farmers between the wars 

and still did the same job for the state farm in the 1970s. He had 

tried the migrant's life for a brief spell but for him it could not 

co. 7ipare with life on the farm. 

I went to Plzen after the war - digging on building 
sites like the others from here - but really I prefer 
working on the land. I stuck it for three years in 
the Czech lands but"that was enough and I came home. 

Since then I haven't shifted from the farm here - 
working with horses mainly, driving and training 
them. I've still got two hands and one eye - 
that's enough to make an honest living. 

The Polomka farm was famous for its horse-breeding but Jozef was 

very upset when his proteges had to be sold. 

" 
His permit, dated 1961, was the last to be issued to a Gypsy 
in Polomka. 
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They've just sold two mares, as black as crows, 
I made a mistake there. I should have trained 
them to kick so that no-one else could have 
handled them. I'm as sad about them as if I'd 
lost a young wife. 

Jozef was a very heavy drinker but as he was a valued worker the 

farm managers looked on his predictable absences with paternalistic 

tolerance, granting him sick leave without objection when he was 

occasionally sent to a treatment centre for alcoholics. 

On tr: e morning after the festival of Poiomka's patron saint, Jozef 

sat in the village pub, gently swaying after his fourth vodka that day, 

when one of his bosses walked in. It was a clearly familiar situation. 

"And what about work today then? " the manager asked in a tone of 

friendly regret. 

Jozef considered the proposal for a few moments and then answered 

with great dignity. 

"Do you think I'd go to work drunk? No, I'd never do that. It 

would be a disgrace". 

"But you'll be missed", the manager said gently. 

The pride in Jozef's voice was evident as he answered. 

"Yes, I know I'll be missed. They need me all right but I can't 

go to work because I'm drunk, so I might as well have another', and 

he downed his fifth vodka. 

Jan, the youngest of the CINA brothers, also worked locally at 

the nearby sawmill. Like Jozef, he too had made only one attempt at 

migration and it had been a strange affair. 

In 1963, at the a&e of twenty-seven, he had been persuaded to 

follow the example of the others and seek his fortune in the Czech 
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lands and had answered an advertisement for a quarryman's job, not 

in Ostrava or Plzen, but in a small country town in North Moravia. 

At first everything had gone well for pay and working conditions were 

quite satisfactory, a flat had been provided for As family and the 

neibhbours were pleasant enough. There were even two married brothers 

of Jan's wife in town together with their families, although this 

turned out to be a drawback for the younger brother's wife soon proved 

a constant embarrassment to them. 

She was a right whore and no mistake - she'd even 
do it for chocolate! 

said Jan's wife in disgust. 

. and sometimes she'd borrow our kids and go 
begging round the town with them, 

interrupted Jan. 

So one day I beat her up to teach her a lesson 
and she went to the police to complain. That 
did her no good - they said she deserved a 
bigger hiding than she got! 

But this was not the reason why they returned home. Jän*s wife 

tried to recall how she had felt in that strange place. 

I don't know how to say it but that house where 
we lived seemed to have an evil spell on it. 
Three of our four children [at that time] were 
injured in a single week - one broke both legs, 
another fell out of the window and another hurt 
his neck. 

So I started thinking about going home E to 
Slovakia]. I longed for it but Jan was quite 
happy there and told me I was stupid. One 
evening the idea just filled my head -I had 
to go back - so I grabbed an axe and began 
hacking at the door. 

Jan just stood there watching me - not saying a 
word or trying to stop me. This got me so mad 
that I went for his legs with the axe - cut them 
to the bone! I really did, you know. 

and Jan's wife shook her head slowly in bewilderment that she could 

have done such a terrible thing. 
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"You see what a wonderful wife I have, " Jan teased her with 

a gentle smile and then took up the narrative again. 

They took me to the hospital but when they let me 
out, I found she'd gone home with the kids to her 

mother's in Sedlice. I stayed in Czecho for 
another month after that but then she came for me 
and we both went home to Polomka. 

Since then we've never left it -I wouldn't dare 
to! 

and everyone laughed. 

Since the return from the Czech lands, Jan had worked steadily 

at the sawmill and was a conscientious and reliable worker. Meanwhile 

his family lived in his father's old wooden house near the back of the 

settlement where conditions were among the most overcrowded in Polomka. 

Two adults and eight young children slept, ate and watched TV in a 

single cramped room and even before the two most recent children had 

been born, the other Gypsies of Poloinka had petitioned for the removal 

of this family from the settlement giving this reason. * 

Ideally Jan would have preferred to move to Sedlice for he was 

one of the few Polomka Gypsies with a Sedlice spouse (a VAGA7) and 

was on good terms with his mother-in-law there, visiting her often. 

She, in turn, was the only Sedlice Gypsy to make regular visits to 

Polomka. However Jan thought he had little chance of a plot in Sedlice 

for he was not "one of their Gypsies and anyway it was Slovaks first, 

then the Gypsies". In any case his relatively low pay had not 

allowed him to save enough to build a new house. 

The only practical alternative by which Jan could improve his 

family's living conditions was to extend his existing house. He had 

" 
See the following chapter. 
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been trying to get permission to build an additional room for several 

years but nis application had been repeatedly refused on the stated 

brounds of the building ban. This reason infuriated Jan for he knew 

quite well that other permits had been issued in spite of the ban, 

including one for the council chairman's bathroom. So whenever he 

saw the chairman in the street, Jan would buttonhole him and start 

to argue his case once more, but all to no avail. 

Commuter Jobs in the District 

Less than a dozen Gypsy men in Polomka worked locally and an 

equally small number commuted to a variety of jobs in the district. 

Undoubtedly the most highly prized district employment was the sort 

of construction work that migrant workers sought in the Czech lands. 

The wages for such jobs were usually slightly lower than for their 

Czech equivalents but the difference was not great and was more than 

offset by the nearness of home. However such jobs were in short supply 

and were regarded as desirable by local Slovaks so only two Polomka 
V 

Gypsies had been lucky where Koloman CURI had failed. 

The 'film star' Jan PUSKAR, whose wife had dragged him back from 

Ostrava, dug trenches for the North Slovakia Paper and Cellulose Works 

in isskä Novä Ves and earned over 3,000 crowns a month - twice the 

wage of a regular farm worker - and his sister's husband, Ludevit, 

drove a mechanical shovel for a brickworks in the other district town 

beyond Bukovec. Ludevit was especially fortunate for his 50 year-old 

wife could work with him as his labourer, bringing home as much as 

1,400 crowns a month on her own account which was as much as a full- 

time farm worker and twice what most women in the sebtlement earned. 
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There's no decent job in Polomka", said Iudevit sniffing 

his fingers with a grimace as if they stank of manure. 

"Much too dirty - its better to work in town. .. 
and the pay's so much better. We can save a lot". 

His work was not so pleasant though. In the midsummer heat he 

was plastered completely black with dirt and sweat, his eyes red-rimmed 

and stinging from the dust. ' They issued him with goggles at work but 

if he wore them he could not see to drive the shovel. 

ludevit was the only Polomka Gypsy to have been offered accommod- 

ation by a Slovakian employer -a small works flat at the brickworks. 

This would not have been large enough for them and also the youngei 

children of his wife's first marriage but the couple certainly had a 

strong incentive to move there. 

Although a handsome and intelligent man and a skilled worker too, 

V Iudevit was nevertheless a KALO AJ from the lowest-status Poloinka 

family at the back of the settlement and had abandoned his first wife 

u 
and six children to live with his current wife, a PUSKAR widow thirteen 

v 
years his senior, in her new brick house. The widow's PUSKAR relatives 

would sneer at her for taking up with a disreputable KAIACAJ, while 

Ludevit's family often reproached him for his desertion. 

At times the tensions became unbearable and on one such occasion 

the couple accepted the brickwork's standing offer of a flat. It was 

not a good flat but at least they had some respite from the constant 

bickering in the settlement. They took with them the widow's'two 

youngest sons and moved her three teenage daughters into an empty 

settlement house that belonged to her mother, locking up the widow's 

own house for security. 
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When the widow returned for a funeral a month later her house 

had a broken window and peering inside, she saw blood on the floor and 

damage to the furniture as if there had been a fight. Although nothing 

had been stolen the couple moved back to Polomka immediately for the 

substantial, three-roomed house was the widow's main claim to 

respectability to set against the background of her husband. She kept 

it immaculately and when gossiping about the widow other settlement 

women would usually concede that 'for all her faults she keeps a very 

clean house'. 

"We're here for the sake of the house, otherwise we'd never have 

come back", she explained sadly. 

"As it is we've had to repaint all the walls". 

Rather less remunerative than construction work was skilled work 

in a factory, such as the enamelling job of Koloman CURI. However 

many. - such posts required a previous apprenticeship and most Polomka 

youths lacked either the necessary educational qualifications or else 

the incentive to serve for several years on low pay while their fellows 

earned perhaps three or four times as much labouring in the Czech lands. 

Nevertheless several Polomka Gypsies did complete apprenticeships, 

v 
mainly CURIs, although such a course often led them away from the 

settlement. 

A son of tefan 
CURI, 

Koloman's brother, had completed his 

engineering apprenticeship (roughly equivalent b the English H. N. D. 

grade) and now worked as a qualified section leader at the blast 

furnaces of the East Slovakian Steelworks in Kosice, the regional 

capital and home town of his wife. 
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I've been there for eight years now and to be 
honest I was glad to get away. I try to come 
back here to Polomka as little as possible, 

he confessed. 

When I first joined the steelworks I asked how to 

get a works flat. They told me that they were 
given to blast furnace workers because the work 
was so tougn and dirty that no-one wanted to 

stay on that job. So I went to work as a blast 
furnace-man. Later I realised that they give 
works flats to rolling-mill workers too so now 
I'm trying to change my job, but the blast 
furnace bosses don't want to let me go. 

vV 

A younger son of Stefan CURL, Jozef, had also completed his 

engineering apprenticeship but he had not followed his trade for 

some time. 

"I Get more money as a labourer with the Railway Construction 

Company in Prague, so what's the point? " he said matter-of-factly. 

Perhaps his example had influenced his 17 year-old cousin, Kolomon's 

son, who had recently abandoned his apprenticeship at a light engineering 

works near the enamelling factory to be a labourer in the same gang. 

Even less attractive than skilled factory work was unskilled work 

in light industry. Conditions in the modern factories that had sprung 

up around the district town beyond Bukovec were pleasant enough add 

there was not the deterrent of an initial apprenticeship, but the 

workers were mainly women and the pay was correspondingly lower. Several 

teenage girls from the Poloinka settlement commuted daily to such jobs 

while they awaited marriage and Gypsy youths would also occasionally 

work there for a spell. 

Migrant Work in the Czech Lands 

In the Czech lands it was possible to wrk either directly for a 

regular employer or else for a co-op unit which functioned as a sub- 
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contractor of labour. To the Polomka Gypsies there seemed little to 

choose between them. A regular employer gave more security and perks 

and the 'ob varied less while co-op work was more unpredictable but 

on the whole paid higher bonuses, although these were not certain. 

The Liailway Construction Company in Prague came into the former 

category. As its name implied the company's task was to undertake non- 

specialist building work on the complex rail network around Prague 

and for this purpdse it employed about 250 heavy labourers, mainly 

Gypsies, which it housed in barracks if, a compound near the river. 

As many as 1bO labourers came from the Spisskä Novä Ves district 

and its neighbouring district and of these nearly 100 came from just 

three villages (Smizany (46), Levoca (33) and Vydrnik (20)). Of the 

remaining 20 villages in these two districts that supplied workers, 

Polomka and Sedlice provided eight each. Although the vast majority 

of Gypsy labourers travelled from Slovakia, a few came from other 

Czech towns. 

The company paid good wages which could be above 3,000 crowns a 

month, double the pay of a Poloinka farm workers and perhaps 500 crowns 

more than a qualified worker could earn in a Slovakian factory. In 

addition to the normal family allowances, the company paid bonuses of 

up to 20 per cent of the basic rate because of the urgency and arduous 

nature of the work. Benefits included free travel home and back each 

weekend, cheap rail travel for workers and their families after three 

months service and cheap coal after a year's continuous employment. 

Although most of their workers remained with them for at least a 

year or two, the company complained of the high labour turnover, 

especially among Gypsies, which it tried to check by appeals to police 

and-councils. 
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When a worker left without his employer's consent the procedure 

was first to write to the employee warning him that the police would 

be notified he was not working unless he returned immediately. If 

this letter had no effect, the threat would be carried out. In the 

meantime the employee was technically unable to work elsewhere 

because his employer's uncancelled stamp in his identity card would 

clearly show that there had been no consent to his release. In theory 

the police would then track down the runaway and his local council 

would prosecute him for parasitism, which was punishable by a fine 

or even imprisonment. If the employer wished the worker was also 

obliged to return to his job. 

Until 1966 the employer was able to retain a worker until a 

suitable replacement had been found, which in practice could mean 

indefinitely, but as part of the reforms the law was changed to allow 

a worker to leave after a maximum period of six months of handing in 

his notice, whether a replacement had been found or not. 

These restrictive conditions, reminiscent of serfdom, did little 

to improve the work morale or productivity in the Republic as a whole 

but whereas other dissatisfied employees retaliated by working as 

little as possible, * Gypsies simply left their jobs, either singly or 

often in a group, especially in spring when labouring opportunities 

multiplied as the weather improved. 

In one Czech firm where I worked for-a year the entire section 
of which I was a member operated a 'go-slow' throughout because 
their boss would neither give them pay-rises nor release them to 
take jobs elsewhere. This situation was not uncommon. 
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Once back in Slovakia the Gypsies had their own ways of dealing 

with the incriminating stamps in their identity cards. Often they 

would claim to have lost their cards and the replacement would have 

satisfyingly blank pages but in any case the spread of the co-op units 

after 196? created a host of potential employers who paid little 

attention to stamps of previous employers. 

A Railway Construction Company manager protested bitterly that 

the company's attempts to recapture its runaway employees were 

ignored in Slovakia. 

We've many workers that are still officially employed 
with us, yet we know they are working somewhere else 
in Slovakia. We've complained to councils and the 

police but often they don't even bother to reply.... 
Those councils in Slovakia write anything the Gypsies 
Want. ' ... 
It's the same with house-building. If a Gypsy builds 
a house in a settlement in Slovakia perhaps he has 
to pay a 50U-crown fine, but here they'd knock his 
house flat and put him straight into prison. 

This echoed the familiar complaints of Czech councils about their 

Slovakian counterparts in many official reports. The manager recognised, 

however, that the disregard for legality in Slovakia was not because 

of any sympathy for the plight of the Gypsies but in order to have a 

free hand in dealing with them. In the stricter Czech lands at least 

Gypsies knew where they stood but in Slovakia anything was possible. 

"I think our gentle treatment of Gypsies is a mistake 

perhaps", continued the manager thoughtfully. 

Gypsies come here and think they can have everything, 
but in Slovakia they come to the office with their 
hats in their hands. If I did here some of. the things 
officials do to Gypsies in Slovakia, I'd be sacked in 
no time! 
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One aspect of Czech punctiliousness, amazing to find as late as 

1971, was that the Railway Construction Company carefully checked 

whether a potential Gypsy employee was still included on the 1959 

Nomads' Register and refused him if he was. 

The police come to the compound and check identity 

carves. .. Just recdntly we had to refuse a Gypsy 

because his identity card still had an uncancelled 
Nomads' -te6ister stamp. He should have brought a 
document to say he was cleared but he didn't. He 

was a decent enough fellow but we had to send him 
back to Plzen. 

One of the Gypsy employees of the company from Polomka was 23 

year-old Jozef CURI. When he had first turned his back on engineering 

and joined the company he had worked as a heavy labourer on such jobs 

as erecting floodlights at stations with a gang of Gypsies from a 

settlement near Polomina but later he graduated to driving a road- 

roller and worked with seven Czechs. 

Jozef disliked being away from his wife and young child the whole 

week but at least there were compensations for, living in Prague, a 

keen football-fan like himself could go regularly to support Sparta, 

a leading first division club. However Jozef took his responsibilities 

seriously as a family man without a house of his own and rarely went 

out in order to save as much as possible. 

Of course when I was young I fancied myself - always 
buying new clothes and chasing the girls. But when I 
was doing my national service I came to my senses and 
saw I couldn't carry on like that for ever. So I got 
married properly and now we're saving for a house. 

His 17 year-old cousin, Koloman's son, had no such worries yet 

and used his high wages as a company worker to enjoy city life to the 

full. This was much better than his' relinquished apprenticeship in a 

dull Slovakian district town. 
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Most days alter work i go into town with three work- 
mates. de always stick together and have a great 
time - cinemas, bars, dances! 

Jozef would have liked to move his family to Prague but this was 

quite out of the question for company workers were only given temporary 

residence permits which automatically debarred them from putting their 

names on the housii: g list. 

In this case this practice was not directed against Gypsies alone - 

although the 1965 measures had specifically ruled out the possibility 

of Gypsies moving to Prague - but was part of the Government's general 

policy to prevent Prague mushrooming uncontrollably like other capital 

cities. This reasonable aim of avoiding the overburdening of the city's 

infrastructure had the unfortunate side-effects that pressure on the 

already scarce supply of accommodation was greatly increased and Prague 

came to depend for many of its basic services on workers who were 

forced to commute or migrate, often from considerable distances. * By 

the early 1970s, for example, road repairs in Prague seemed almost to 

have become monopolised by migrant Gypsy labourers who were housed in 

functional dormitories or barracks and who returned to visit their 

families at best at weekends but more commonly only once a month. 

The barracks where Jozef and the other Railway Construction Co. 

labourers were accommodated was fairly typical of the arrangements for 

such migrant workers. Three or four single-storey, pre-fabricated huts 

stood in a bare and dusty compound surrounded by a high wire fence. 

At the single gate sat a watchman in his wooden hut who described his 

job good-naturedly. 

s 
To a lesser extent the same thing happened in other Czech cities 

" like Ostrava because of the inadequate rate of house-building. 
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It's not a bad job really. I have to patrol the 

compound at nibht with my alsation to see that 

everything's in order. The dog's very useful 
because the Gypsies are afraid of him. It's 
funny, he only barks at Gypsies but never at 
Czechs. 

Walking along the bare corridor of his nut, Jozef identified 

eac1 room by the home settlement of its occupants - I'Levoca, Vydrnik, 

Michalovice. . . ", all familiar names. Every room looked the same, 

uncarpeted and furnished with only the minimum essentials - four iron 

beds with mattresses and blankets, a small table and a few wooden 

chairs. The windows were barred, the light a bare bulb dangling from 

the low ceilic. g and the only aecoration on the dun walls a 'No 

Smoking' notice, which everyone disregarded. 

Jozef shared a room with his cousin but ate with his Bukovec 

father-in-law, who also worked for the company. As they were both 

saving as hard as possible their main meal was their subsidised canteen 

lunch and in the evening they t_: ied to economise. That night's supper - 

a swall panful of cold potatoes - lay uninvitingly on Jozef's table. 

We also have a washroom, toilets and a social room 
but that's only got chairs, tables and a T. V. set, 

explained Jozef. 

It's a right hole - nothing like when I worked at the 
blast furnaces in Ostrava. There they had everything - 
billiards, magazines, chess - just everything. 

This is all right for my cousin for he's out on the 
town every night, but I can't afford that so I have 
to stay here. Well - at least it's free here. 

It must have been a dismal place to spend the evenings. Overnight 

visits of friends or relatives were not allowed - not even of wives - 

and were punished by fines if detected afterwards. Some time earlier 

the company had allowed some of their Gypsy workers to live with their 
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families in disused railway carriages but the company had become 

perturbed about the lack of sanitation and even more by the fact that 

Gypsy children ran all over the railway lines and so the sanitary 

inspector and the police were notified. Since then i: o families had 

been permitted. 

v 
Unlike the CURIs who sought skilled work or else the regular 

employment of the Railway Construction Company, the Puskars seemed 

to prefer the more uncertain co-op production units for their 

phenomenal wages. 

VV 
Stefan PUSKAR, part-owner of the settlement's largest house, 

worked in a co-op gang digging trenches for telephone cables in North 

Bohemia near the German border. Like so many of the Gypsy labouring 

gangs it was largely composed of relatives - in this case the brothers 

and cousins of Stefan's wife from a village five miles north of Polomka. 

V 
The work was very well paid and Stefan brought home about 5,000 

crowns each month, over three times as much as a local farm-worker, 

but since it was piece-work these high earnings depended on long hours 

of arduous toil, including weekends. The gang usually dug about fifty 

metres of trench daily, snatched a meal and then collapsed into bed 

for life on the job was nothing more than a relentless cycle of dig-eat- 

sleep. 

V Stefan's wife had once tried working with the gang. 

I only lasted two months. I couldn't stick it - it 
was too hard. I was written down as one of the gang 
and had to cook and keep house for the nine men as 
well as do some digging. .. 
We had a three-room house with a kitchen and bathroom 
and everyone had to pay seven crowns a day for rent. 
I earned good money though - 3,000 crowns a month - but there you are. My brother's wife does the job 
now and good luck to her. 
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Stefan 

was away working for most of the month and then made the 

weary, fifteen-hour train jo rney to spend perhaps five days at home 

before returning again. When at home he seemed exhausted, sleeping for 

much of the time and suffering from frequent attacks of severe migraine. 

"I don't like travelling so far, but what can I do? Here in Slovakia 

there's just no : coney", and he sadly rubued his thumb and index finger 

toöether in a gesture that needed no translation. 

I shook my head as I passed him his customary dose of pain-killers. 

But why do you have to work so hard? You already 
have a fine house and furniture, so wouldn't it 

be better to get a job locally and see more or 
your family? You'll kill yourself like this! 

V 
Stefan gave a sigh. 

"JAah - you don't understand. We need the money", and he 

pointed to his two teenage daughters. 

They need clothes and will be getting married soon. 
You saw that Gypsy wedding at Sedlice, didn't you? 
Well - just like there - I'll have to give 10,00u 

crowns to each daughter and pay for most of the 

wedding too, of course. 

"But that's not for some time yet: " I said, for the girls were 

aged 15 and 17. 

"Soon enough, soon enough! " Stefan groaned. 

But our gang's been working in the one place for a 
year now and the work's coming to an end, so perhaps 
the next job will be a bit nearer - and a bit 

easier too. 

In fact his next job turned out to be horrific, but Svtefan was 

satisfied because the pay was even higher - up to 7,000 crowns a month! 

The hourly rate was actually lower but it was overall earnings that 

mattered and when Stefan's son, Julius, came back from Plzen the 

prospect of a nearly doubled pay-packet soon persuaded him to switch 
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jobs and join his father. A little later Julius' brother-in-law, 

Alexander, and Alexander's father joined too. The reason that the 

jou was so highly paid was that the co-op labourers worked 'sestnäctky" 

('sixteeners') or double shifts. This meant two shifts on, one shit 

off and deducting time taken to travel, wash, eat, dress and undress, 

this gave them about five hours' sleep before working for a further 

sixteen hours. Each day they would go to sleep at a totally different 

time. 

The job itself was to reline the walls of the blast-furnaces of 

the Kladno steelworks west of Prague where the special quality steels 

are produced to make Czechoslovakia's world-famous precision small 

arms. 

The co-op workers had to descend wooden ladders into the still- 

hot blast furnaces - for lost time meant lost production - and pull 

out the bricks from the furnace lining. The heat was so intense that 

they found it hard to breathe and could only bear ten minutes inside 

at the most, returning once more after a ten-minute break. While they 

worked in the furnaces their fellows would pour buckets of water over 

them to prevent their clothes catching fire and over the ladders too 

for the same reason. These primitive precautions were not very 

effective and both Alexander and his father had extensive burns on 

their backs. 

My shirt caught fire and when I went under the shower 
to cool my back, all the skin just peeled off, 

said Alexander cheerfully. 

Our boots and gloves burn through as well. They're 
only ordinary working boots and, can't stand up to 
the heat. 
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Julius and Stefan managed to avoid burns somehow but while Julius 

had been plump with a bit of a beer-belly during his relatively 

comfortable job in the woods, he soon shrank to an almost tubercular 

gauntness. Stefan had no spare flesh on him anyway but looked, if 

possible, even more tired. 

Apart from ignoring the law about employers' stamps in identity 

cards, the co-ops also side-stepped safety regulations on occasions 

for this gang were r. ot issued with any protective, fireproof clothing, 

nor were they given any medical examination before such punishing 

work. Alexander had a weak heart and was afraid he might be turned 

down as unfit "but there wasn't even a check-up: " 

Alexander recounted a fatal accident he had witnessed at work 

which was in part due to co-op negligence in failing to examine its 

employees. 

We were near the furnaces when something went wrong 
with a crane carrying a ladle of molten iron. A 
man shouted a warning and we ran for our lives. 

But one of our gang, a Czech, was completely deaf 

and didn't hear anything. When he saw us running 
he began to run too, but it was too late and the 
iron poured over him. His flesti just melted away - 
you could see his bones sticking through. 

I'd had breakfast with him that morning too. Even 
though he was deaf, he was very cheerful and a good 
worker. I felt so sick I couldn't finish that 

shift and went home. 

Relining blast-furnaces was not the only work done by the gang, 

but whatever the jab it was always gruelling and always double-shifts, 

as Alexander went on to explain. 

The foremen work you very hard there. One of them 
told us to shovel wet sand from a railway wagon in 
a single shift. That job normally takes three shifts 
but he said itýad to be done in one. We did our best 
but when we didn't finish in time he cut our money 
for that shift by half. 
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We told him we'd had enough of himso we missed 
a shift and started our next 'sixteener' eight 
hours late rather than work for that bastard 

again. 
It's good pay - sure enough - but really I'm not 

sorry the government's goiLg to close down the 

co-ops in a few months time. The work is too 

much. 

One of the effects of the imbalances in the national labour 

market was that not all well-paid migrant work in the Czech lands 

was necessarily industrial. 

Before working ut the Kladno steelworks Julius PUSKAR had a 

forestry job at the other end of the country which was identical to 

the work of Koloman CURI's forestry gang at Poiomka. His mother 

protested at the absurdity of a situation which the Gypsies were 

powerless to alter, yet which had such an effect on their lives. 

My eldest son works five hundred miles away - in 
the woods. He could do the same job here, except 
that there he earns 4,000 crowns a month while 
here, for exactly the same work, he would only 
get 1,500. 

When a kilo of flour costs the same in the Czech 
lands or Slovakia, why don't they pay the same 
for the same work? If only they did that, nobody 
would have to leave home and go off to Bohemia! 

The cost of his wages to the migrant worker was not only physical 

exhaustion but tremendous strains on his marriage as well. The young 

couples struggling hardest to save were the worst afflicted, their hopes 

of married life blighted by the reality of almost constant separation. 

Their affection for each other was often dulled and in many cases this 

led to the break-up of their marriages. One man in his early thirties 

reflected sadly: 

I'm away working most of the time and I'm so tired 
when I come home I just want to sit and have a beer 
or go to sleep. It's the same for her too. She's 
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got five children to look after and works on 
the farm when she can. 

No, there's not much between us now. 

After his return from Plzen, Julius FUSKAR borrowed money from 

his father to add to his own savings in order to buy a small brick 

house in the settlement that had stood vacant for years. His father 

had also helped him by buying for him a suite of second-hand 

furniture very cheaply from Jan KALOCAJ who needed money desperately 

to migrate to the Czech lands with his family. Although the furniture 
J 

had cost nearly 10,000 crowns when new, Stefan had mana, ed to buy it 

for only 2,000, making much of the various knocks it had received in 

the meantime. But it was a buyer's market as they both knew only too 

well. 

Now the building ban was at last at an end, Julius planned to 

build a new room onto his house but his wife gave first priority to 

new furniture. 

"She wants new furniture, so what can I do if she says so"", 

Julius joked. 

Anyone could see that he doted on his plump, quietly-smiling 

wife and two year-old daughter. Furniture it would be and after a few 

months at the Kladno steelworks he would have paid off his debts to 

his father and could begin to think about the new room. 

Tate one night, long after the last bus had gone, Julius and his 

father climbed wearily from the trans-Republic express and walked the 

last few miles to Polomka. In the settlement they separated and Julius 

went eagerly to his bedroom window and tapped on the window-pane for 

his wife to unbolt the door. There was no answer and puzzled, Julius 
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walked the two doors to his parents', thinking that perhaps she had 

gone there for company. 

His mother told him the sad news that his wife had vanished two 

days before he and Stefan were expected back from Kladno and had taken 

their daughter with her. 

Next morning, after a sleepless night, Julius walked to Sedlice 

with his parents to make a long-distance telephone call to his wife's 

uncle in Plzen where they thought she might have gone. 

Later in the afternoon I noticed Julius digging the front garden 

of a villager with furious energy. He was laughing and joking with 

the Slovak but his eyes were wild. He was a bit drunk, Nearby stood 

his mother, her hands clasped tightly on a handkerchief and tears in 

her eyes. She told me what had happened. 

She was there all right but the post-office in 
Plzen said she refused to accept the call. We 
tried several times but it was no use. So we 
went to the restaurant in Sedlice and tried to 
calm Julius with some vodkas. 

But it didn't make any difference. He's so worked 
up he's completely lost his head. 

His : pother managed to lead the still-joking Julius home where he 

stood in the middle of the kitchen and talked incessantly, tears 

trickling down his face. At times his voice rose until he was roaring 

out the jumbled words, purttuating his monologue by smashing his fist 

down hard on the iron stove. Then he would grow calmer and sink onto 

a chair in the corner, head tipped down and tears splashing on the 

patterned lino - but still talking without a pause. 

Stefan 
shook his head in bewilderment. 

k 
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What more can she want? He works 'sixteeners' 

so they can have a good house and new furniture. 
He's at home sometimes eight days in a month. 
Surely all that is enough. He can't do more! 

"He loves her too much, that's his trouble, " 

added Julius' mother in an undertone. 

"We're only afraid she's arranged to live with 
someone else". 

But she need not have bothered to lower her voice for Julius was 

in a world of his own private grief. 

This story ended happily for two days later Julius overcame his 

fears and went to Plzen. The family went home to Polomka together, 

apparently very happy to be re-united but Julius' wife would not, or 

perhaps could not, say why she had left. Whether it was home-sickness 

for the city where she had spent much ofhier life, sudden revulsion at 

Polomka, the strain of being without her husband or even a lover in 

Plzen, - Julius hardly cared. He was overjoyed to have her back again. 

Butinthree days time he was due to leave for Kladno once more. 

Other Ways of Making a Living 

Most families in the Polomka settlement derived their main income 

from one or more full-time jobs but some relied on pensions of various 

kinds and usually eked these out with the help of odd jobs and seasonal 

work on the farm or in the woods. 

Apart from a number of old-age pensioners, three women drew 

widows' pensions - two of whom had lost their husbands fighting for 

the partisans against the Nazis. Although these pensions were auto- 

matically paid each month as a rule, they were not entirely secure 

for if it was suspected that pensioners were earning too much in 
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other ways, their benefits could be reduced or cut off without 

warning. To restore them again could be a nightmare. 

One migrant, whose health collapsed under the strain of 

construction work, returned to Poloinka with his family in 1965 and 

had lain four years in his bed, a permanent invalid, until his death 

at the age of 45. During his long illness he had received an invalid 

pension of 645 crowns a month, plus family allowances, but after his 

death his widow received only half this amount as a pension. Together 

with her family allowances of 1,030 crowns monthly for her four 

youngest children this only amounted to the wage of a local farm 

labourer without family allowances and so she supplemented her meagre 

income by cleaning work at the village headmaster's house a few 

mornings each week. 

One day the district pensions' office abruptly cut off her pension 

and at the same time her family allowances as well, vithout explanation. 

In desperation the widow went immediately by bus to Spisskä Novä Ves 

to plead her case but was told that nothing could be done. 

This was not surprising because many district officials seemed 

to treat all Gypsy petitioners as cunning liars and thieves and 

consequently made little effort to investigate their complaints. I 

well remember an old, illiterate Gypsy woman nervously proffering a 

handful of jumbled papers, including bus tickets, to a district 

council official and inviting him to take the relevant documents. 

"It's nothing to do with me. You must take your papers to the 

town officials", he told her. 
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"But I've just been there and they sent me to you", she stammered. 

The official shouted back at her in angry frustration. 

"I know they sent you to me but that was only to get rid of 

you. It really is their business, not mine. I can't help ycu". 

Reflecting on the situation the Polomka widow did as many other 

Gypsies did when thwarted by bureaucracy, she appealed by letter to 

the office of the President in Prague. Within a few weeks her pension 

and family allowances were restored to her, as mysteriously as they 

had been withdrawn in the first place. 

Another widow had tried to augment her pension when she heard, 

as a result of Gypsy Association publicity, that widows of partisans 

and victims of concentration camps were entitled to special pensions. 

Her dead husband haü fought with the Russian partisans during the war 

and had been wounded in the shoulder and had suffered frostbitten feet.., 

For his war service he had been presented with a medal and a certificate. 

There would have seemed little problem in verifying her claim but 

the widow had buried the medal with her husband many years earlier and 

no longer possessed the certificate either. 

We used to have it framed on the wall but when the 
Russian Army came here in 1968, I was afraid that 
the Germans would be coming after them - like before - 
and would find the certificate and have us all shot. 
So, to be on the safe side, I burnt it in the stove. 

The only evidence the widow now had was a photograph of her 

husband's corpse, lying out in his coffin in his best suit with the 

treasured medal on his chest. She sent the photo with her claim but 
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was told that it was too blurred to identify the medal and that other- 

wise there were no records of her husband as a partisan. So she 

forfeited the special pension. 

Stefan PUSKAR's stefiotietwas the widow of Frantisek, who had built 

the largest settlement house together with Michal the smith before 

the war. Now she occupied the back half of the double-sided house 

and subsisted on a widow's pension of 60U crowns a month on which she 

also had to support a deaf-and-dumb daughter in her thirties who was 

also mentally defective. The widow did as much seasonal work as she 

could to make ends meet but was particularly upset that she received 

no state benefits for her daughter. 

She gets so wild at times, it's hard to control her. 
Just last week she tore to shreds two sweaters and 
a new pair of trousers. 

We took her to the hospital five years ago and they 

said she is, stupid and angry and will get worse every 
year. So we wanted to put her in a home where she 
could be looked after but then they said she was fit 
to work, so we don't even get an invalid pension for 
her. 

But what work can she do? No firm would have her 
as a regular worker so it's only three months a 
year on the farm and then nothing: 

Of all the Gypsies in Polomka who received a pension there was 

only one who appeared satisfied to subsist on this, plus family allowances. 

In this he was a complete exception for all the others sought work of 

some kind, no matter how badly paid. This unique case was the Jan 

KALCCAJ, who as a child had travelled Europe with his step-father by 

horse and cart. Yet even he did not entirely fit the government 

stereotype of third-category Gypsies, "among [whom] are included many 

chronically ill or feeble people and pensions who do not even want to 
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be cured because their illness brings them an income without work". (85). 

Jan's arm had been injured during his national service and he 

still drew a minimum disability pension (15% disabled). After that, 

he had worked in Ostrava and Plzen for five years but had returned 

to Polomka in 1954 and worked for a time in the iron-ore mines, south 

of Spisska Nova Jes. Nowadays, however, he was content to live in 

his wooden house and work only seasonally for the state farm loading 

potatoes. He explained his position. 

It's not too bad. If the weather holds then the 
farm work will last till Christmas but anyway I've 
got my invalid pension of 195 crowns, my eldest 
son gets an invalid pension too [as a mental 
deficient] and my mother has her old-age pension.. 
Well - together with family allowances on my seven 
children, we get nearby 39000 crowns a month. That's 
enough for us, so why should I work through the 
winter. It's unnecessary. 

The other Polomka Gypsies did not share Ja'n's nonchalant attitude 

to making a living, for them it appeared a lire-and-death struggle, 

and they were bitterly critical of his idleness. fey dismissed his 

claim to be part-crippled with particular scorn, pointing out that if 

he could lift potato sacks he was capable of any work. 

Yet Jan cannot have been as complacent as he pretended for twice 

he had attempted to move to the Czech lands, as when he had sold his 
VJ 

furniture so cheaply to Stefan PUSKAR, but these bids to escape the 

resentment of the Polomka settlement against KAIACAJs in general and 

himself in particular were unsuccessful. A few weeks later he was 

back again, worse off than when he had started. 

There was one Gypsy in Poloinka, another KALOCAJ, who appeared 

to make a living by begging. Both Gypsies and Slovaks alike were 
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particularly ashamed when he woulu beg from the occasional tourist in 

summer but no-one could do anything about it. 

He was a small, dapper sixty year-old with a perpetual beaming 

smile on his face and would greet his victim with upraised hat. After 

a few courteous remarks he would explain that unfortunately he was 

short of a small sum he needed for tobacco and if he was refused he 

would simply repeat his request, over and over again, following his 

victim along the road until the insistent pleading wore him down. 

In the early 195Us he had migrated to Plzen, where all of his 

children had remained, and now he and his wife lived alone in Polomka 

with no close relatives in the settlement. Evidently they had started 

off like other migrants, saving enough to build a new house, but what 

had happened afterwards was a mystery. 

Theirs was a strange house. Large and solidly-built of brick 

and grey breeze-blocks, it had the air of being unfinished and 

uninhabited. During the day it's dirty windows were impenetrable and 

at night a light never shone there. Even though it stood near the front 

of the settlement, massive and solitary on a little promontory over- 

looking the track, it was easy to forget its existence altogether. 

Although his manner was so affable the beggar never really talked 

to anyone, as if his affability was a public face, presented unfailingly 

to Gypsy and non-Gypsy alike. Yet hqhad suffered more than his share 

of family tragedies. One of his sons had been killed in a prison 

fight and during one of our visits a telegram arrived from Plzen to 

say that his 24 year-old daughter had gassed herself. 9he funeral was 

to be a few days later and he tried to borrow money from the council 

and from Cjpsies for the train fare. No-one would lend him such a sum 
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in the conviction that he would not go in any case and was merely 

using the occasion of his daughter's suicide to extract more money. 

The Gypsies added that there had been little love lost between father 

and daughter. 

Whether he would go was never put to the test and the beggar 

spent the day of his daughter's funeral in the village pub, smiling 

as usual into his beer. 

In some ways the sorts of odd-jobs done by Polomka Gypsies for the 

villagers had not changed much from before the war or even earlier. It 

was true that now men did jobs like shovelling a load of coal on a 

much more casual basis than formerly, for they now had an alternative, 

but some settlement women still did the regular cleaning jobs that their 

ancestors had done in the times of Maria Theresa, sometimes accepting 

payment in kind rather than in cash. However these were usually older 

women; the unuhrried girls preferred the social life that was part of 

a factory job in town and a proper pay packet. 

As well as the widow who cleaned for the headmaster, the 70 year- 
V 

old mother of Jan PtSKAR did sucn work, as well as other odd-jobs. 

She was usually paid 50 crowns and her lunch for a day's work but after 

a day's potato lifting she was offered the alternative of a sack of 

potatoes, worth 35 crowns, plus the remains of a home-smoked ham, some 

smoked bacon-fat and fruit from the villager's garden. She chose the 

latter and went home well satisfied. 

Payment for cleaners naturally reflected the wages for casual 

farm work for if the villagers paid much less, they would lose their 

cleaners for the duration of the summer. 
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The services supplied by the old KALOCAJ widow from the back of 

the settlement were more marginal. Between the wars she had collected 

firewood in the woods and exchanged it for food and now she gathered 

forest mushrooms to sell or barter to the villagers. 

She also kept leeches in a jar - to doctor herself and other 

Gypsies and occasionally older Slovak villagers who had more faith 

in such traditional remedies than in modern medicines. Leeches were 

hard to come by and relatively dear and the widow had to go to Kosice, 

the re6ior_al capital, to buy them from an old Gypsy woman but she did 

not regret her investment for it yielded a regular return in flour 

and bacon fat. The widow was in her early seventies and frequently fell 

ill herself but she attributed the fact that she was still alive to 

her precious leeches. 

You can use them for all sorts of illnesses you know - 
pneumonia, headaches, stomach-aches, high blood-pressure - 
everything! You just pop a leech onto the place where 
it hurts and it goes creeping, creeping about as it 
looks for the root of the pain" 

and as her finger traced an imaginary path across her forehead, her 

eyes were big with wonder at the ability of the leech to find its way 

so unerringly. 

Then, when it's found the place, it bites and starts 
drinking the bad blood. When that's all gone the 
leech drops off by itself. I pick it up and put it 
into a jar with a little clean water - that helps 

when I squeeze the blood out. Completely black the 
blood is - horrible - but in that blood is the illness 
that was in the person, you see. After I've squeezed 
out the blood I can use the leech again. 

Do you know, some of those villagers send for me with 
my leeches - they haven't any of their own. Not long 
ago a Slovak woman had a nasty fall and hurt herself. 
She had a high fever too. Well - she sent for me to 
put myAeeches on - she was afraid to do it herself. 
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They helped a lot of course and she was so grateful 
she gave me a huge bit of smoked bacon fat as big 

as my forearm. 

Ch yes - these beauties keep us from starving. 

and she laughed, but the joke was a little too near the truth to 

be funny. 

In the eyes of many officials most Gypsies were little better than 

parasites who subsisted on. a mixture of state support and illegal 

dealing. Closer study of work patterns in Poloinka, therefore, provides 

detailed support for the important point made in Part One that, as a 

whole, the Gypsies were exceptionally hard-working and in many cases 

literally worked themselves to death. In 1967 and 1966 all of 

Folomka's Gypsies were classified as 'third category' - who "if they 

work at all ... work irregularly" - yet of 35 houshold heads, 21 were 

in regular employment and only 14 relied on pensions of various kinds. 

Of these 14,6 were old-age pensioners and 3 drew widows' pensions. 

In a settlement of roughly 250 people, only one old man begged 

and only one man was content to live on an invalidity pension plus 

family allowances and these two were bitterly condemned by their 

fellow Gypsies for their behaviour. 

Occupation types of household heads in Polomka settlement (1971). 

In Regular Employment M F Others H F 

Local work 8 - Old age pensions' 2 4 

ommuter jobs 3 - Invalid pensions 1 - 
Migrant work of which Widows' pensions - 3 

Railway Construction Co. 5 - Family allowances* - 2 
Co-op gangs 5 - 

Beggar 1 - Prison pay 1 - 
Lotal 

21 - 5 9 

* Deserted wives. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SELF PERCEPTIONS 

Being a Gypsy in Czechoslovakia 

In 'Stigma', Goffman made the important point that it is difficult 

for minorities to maintain positive self-evaluations in the face of 

denigratory judgements of them by dominant majorities but believed 

that the Gypsy might be an exception for, "protected by identity beliefs 

of his own, he feels that he is a full-fledged normal human being and 

that we are the ones who are not quite human". 

While this might be the case with some nomadic Gypsies in western 

Europe, it was certainly not true of settlement Gypsies in Czechoslovakia 

whose attitude towards their identity was marked by the same deep 

ambivalence that Fanon found among Blacks ana Sartre among Jews. They 

were at the same time both proud and ashamed of being Gypsies. Proud 

of their music and dancing into which they poured their pain and joy; 

ashamed of their fighting and drinking - other ways of coping with the 

same feelings and the situations that aroused them. 

They were righteously indignant at the hostile stereotype others 

held of them. 

They say we're always in prison but we read the 
papers. We see what terrible crimes other people 
do. Gypsies don't do anything like that. 

We're not the only ones who drink - just look at 
our council chairman! He used to be a right 
drunk - lying in the__roa& after the pub had 
closed, pissing his pants. His old mother had 
to come looking for him and drag him home - though 
he's calmed down a bit since he got married. 
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Yet at the same time they were unable to resist internalising 

this stereotype. 

She's so white and beautiful you'd never think 

she was a Gypsy. 

Now we're not going to tell lies like Gypsies, are 
we? 

(The colloquial verb 'to lie' in Slovak is 'cigänit' - literally 'to 

Gypsy' - and tiiis was used as freely among Gypsies as among Slovaks). 

Clear off, you nigger! * 

(often said by Gypsies to each other). 

Many higher-status Gypsies were terrified of appearing to be 

drunk in case they should be lumped together with those who had long 

ago given up the painful struggle for respectability. As Sartre put 

it: 
They have allowed themselves to be poisoned by 
the stereotype that others have of them, and 
they live in fear that their acts will correspond 
to this stereotype. ... We may say that their 
conduct is perpetually overdetermined from the 
inside. 

Many of the Gypsies' songs tried to cope with aspects of their 
V 

negative stereotype. Some Polomka KALOCAJs often sang a certain refrain 

to accompany dancing but although the tune was gay and spirited, the 

words jabbed bitterly at the Gypsies' reputation as eaters of carrion 

and offal. The first two lines were sung in Romanes, the last two - 

significantly - in Slovak. 

The term 'more' used by Gypsies to express their utmost contempt 
for each other. Apparently of Romanes origin it is rarely used 
by Slovaks of Gypsies. 
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I'll cut up chitterlings 
And in town I'll shout: 
'Chitterlin, s for sale! 
'Chitterlings for sale! ' 

Another popular Gypsy song ran along similar lines: 

'Gypsy, Gypsy, 
How does your wife feed you? ' 
'With potatoes and chitterlings 
And the blood of pi6s'. 

(Hübschmannovä : 36) 

Part of their shame found expression in acute colour consciousness 

for while the Czechs and Slovaks were pale-skinned Europeans, settlement 

Gypsies had retained much of their racial purity during the thousand 

years since their ancestors left India and closely resembled Indian 

immigrants to Britain in skin tones and other physical features. 

On an early visit to Polomka I made the mistake of photographing 

a Gypsy woman in a light headscarf against her whitewashed wall. She 

was horrified with the result, blurting out: 

"But I'm not as black as that! " 

I later learned that she had torn up the photo. 

When I took photos of Gypsies after that, they would often 

instruct me quite explicitly: 

tIMake us look white now: ' 

With misgivings I would deliberately underexpose when printing 

portraits to make them paler but the Gypsies were delighted. 

A Gypsy girl who had just started work on the farm suffered badly 

from sunburn although darker-skinned than most Folomka girls. To 

relieve the burning she bought a bottle of sun-tan oil and used to 

apply it on her return from work. When I suggested that it would be 

more effective in the morning, to protect her skin from the sun, she 

was shocked. 
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"Oh no! That would make my skin blacker". 

In general the Gypsies associated darker skin with uncouth 

behaviour and coarseness whereas light skin was a sign of refinement, 

yet they co,, nonly referred to themselves as a group as 'blacks' 

('cern(') and to Czechs and Slovaks as 'whites' ('bill')+, although 

'Gadze' ('Gorgios' i. e. non-Gypsies) was also used frequently. 

The Gypsies' ambivalent attitude of mingled pride and shame, 

especially in relation to their colour, was the theme of many of their 

most poignant songs. 

You were born, my brothers, 
Of a black mother. 
What are you ashamed of? 
Perhaps that you're not white? 

You play at being Gorgios, 
Your own blood isn't good enough. 
Couldn't pride grow then 
In a Gypsy heart? 

People treat others 
Just by what they're called. 
Yet the blood of blacks and whites 
Is red just the same. 

(Hubschmannovä : 65). 

The Ranking of Settlements 

While it was always stigmatising to be a Gypsy, there were 

differing degrees of stigma. In Slovakian districts such as Spisskä 

Nova Ves the non-Gypsy inhabitants saw some of the local settlements as 

'better', others as definitely 'worse'. As in the case of their identity 

Slovaks, on the other hand, would refer to themselves as 'bili' 
('whites') but to Gypsies simply as 'cigäni' ('Gypsies'). 
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in general, Gypsies were well aware of the popular evaluation of their 

settlements and equally seemed unable to prevent themselves accepting 

it, at least in part. In Polomka we had been asked 

Why did you choose us? Was it because we are the 

worst Gypsies? Did the council tell you how we 
drink in the pub? 

In a low-ranking settlement the Gypsies would vehemently protest 

tha. their bad reputation was undeserved but they were always on the 

defensive and in moments of despair they would often lapse into a mood 

of self-loathing where they embraced fully their negative stereotype. 

No Polomka Gypsy has enough for a car. In other 
settlements they know how to save money - here 
we just go to the pub. 

As well as its relative position, each settlement has a specific 

reputation. Polomka Gypsies were said to be heavy drinkers, those in 

V 
Bystrany to be fierce and uncontrollable, those in Zehra to be filthy 

and primitive and so on. Branding neighbouring villages with denegratory 

reputations takes place the world over but as pariahs within Slovakian 

society and a near-segregated 'caste' within their own villages, the 

settlement Gypsies were in a particularly vulnerable position. Their 

reputation affected how they were treated by district officials and 

villagers and could not fail to penetrate their own self-perceptions 

too. 

The 'ranking' of settlements in the district appeared related to 

a number of factors - the distance separating the settlement from the 

village proper, the physical amenities of the settlement such as roads 

and public lighting, the proportion of new brick houses to wooden huts, 

the size of the settlement, the prevalence of fights, thefts and 

drunkenness, the treatment of visitors, the presence of highly 



esteemed individuals in the settlement and other factors besides. But 

of all these perhaps the first was tae most important for physical 

distance between settlement and village was often taxe., as an indicator 

of social distance. Where the settlement formed a quarter of the 

village proper this was regarded as a. demonstration that the local 

Gypsies were relatively acceptable. * 

They myst be quite good Gypsies for the villagers 
to have allowed them to build their houses so 
close. 

While there was no complete agreement on the relative positions 

of Gypsy settlements - villagers tending to rank the local trouble- 

spots in their own part of the district particularly low - there was 

general consensus that Sedlice and especially Fodhradie, with its multi- 

storey Gypsy houses, were near the top of the list and Folomka was in 

the lower half, although by no means at the bottom. 

We never encountered any sophisticated attempts by villagers to 

explain the variations between settlements. Most people appeared to 

accept that the difference between 'better' and 'worse' Gypsies was 

somehow hereditary and unalterable. 

They've always been like that in Polomka - that's 
the sort of Gypsies they are. They'll never change - 
not in a hundred years! 

However, important social factors seemed to be involved in the 

ranking of settlements, for example the sorts of amenities provided 

" This was of invariably true, especially where the settlement was 
large. The Gypsy quarter of Kosicelthe regional capital, was a 
case in point. It contained several thousand inhabitants and 
was viewed with disgust by Slovaks and Gypsies alike. 
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in the settlement were often a reflection of the level of amenities 

in the village as a whole. Also the relative prosperity of different 

villages in the past was relevant both to their present position and 

to the historical development of their Gypsy settlement. Although 

there were too many exceptions to state a general rule, nevertheless 

hi6her-rankin6 settlements often occurred where there were prosperous 

villages. 

The president of the district branch of the Gypsy association 

argued a direct link between the economic position of a village and 

the ranking of its satellite Gypsy settlement. 

Sedlice and Podhradie have always been more important 

centres than Polomka - bigger and with better 

amenities - but Polomka was, and still is, a one- 
horse town. Size meant more work for the Gypsies 
in the past, you see, and it encouraged those 
Gypsies to identify with their villages while 
Polomka Gypsies are ashamed of theirs. 

In the case of my village, Smizany [a very large 
village that is almost a suburb of Spisskä Nova 
Ves 3, - well, that's even better of course, so 
we SmiLny Gypsies really are something, 

and he beamed complacently. 

What can you expect from the Polomka Gypsies 
when even the Polomka whites feel inferior to 
Sedlice whites?! 

This was not the whole story, however, for population levels 

were crucial as well. Too larbe a settlement population - whether in 

the past or present - could easily negate the advantages of nearby 

employment opportunities and amenities. This had happened at Levoca, 

one of the historic trading centres of the district, where the Gypsy 

settlement numbered over a thousand inhabitants in 1967. 

Far more preferable, to villagers and Gypsies alike, was a 

situation as at Janovce, the home village of Stefan. FUSKAR's wife, 
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which although small had very few Gypsies - all closely related. 

She described it in glowing terms. 

It's much better there thar. here in Polomka for 
there's only seven Gypsy families in the whole 
viilaLe - all relatives of mine. They've built 
fine houses. .. and they don't live all together 
but among the Gorgios. * 

Such a situation was the most that Gypsies could envisage as a 

happy outcome to their ruany tribulations and to this end they had 

striven since the times of t"laria Theresa and before to keep down 

their numbers, not by limiting their families since they knew half or 

more of their offspring were destined to die in childhood, but by 

preventing 'foreign Gypsies' from nearby settlements from moving in. 

Since these aims co-incided with and indeed were a reflection of those 

of local authorities - enough Gypsies to undertake certain necessary 

tasks but not so many as to be a burden on the community - the result 

had been the creation of a highly fragmented Gypsy society consisting 

of large numbers of artificially stati. C settlements that were segregated 

from the villages they supplied with labour, isolated from each other 

by long-engrained insecurity and riven internally by deep status 

divisions. 

" These examples might seem to vindicate the government policy 
00, of dispersal but in the case of Janovce the situation had 

developed naturally and had not required the separation of 
kin from each other nor. any renunciation of their Gypsy 
identity. As was stated near the end of Chapter Five, the 
Gypsies main aims were not in fundamental opposition to those 
of the government. It was to the bureaucratic means of 
achieving - or rather, not achieving - those ends that they 
objected most strongly. 
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Whatever their cause, the differences in reputation indubitably 

existed and because of the importance given to them, they had a profound 

effect on relations between neighbouring settlements. Although Sedlice 

lay only a mile from Folomka there was virtually no social contact 

between the two settlements, whilst between Sedlice and Podhradie - 

which regarded themselves as more or less on a par - there was 

frequent intermarriage and constant visiting. 

v 
Before the war a brother of Karol PUSKAR, the miner, had married 

a Sedlice girl and had gone to live in his wife's settlement but 

V 
although his sons now worked together with Polomka PUSKARs in the same 

gang at the Railway Construction Comiany, these never visited each 

other when at home. The only Sedlice Gypsy to make rggular visits to 

Polomka was a relatively low-status mother of a woman who had married 

a Polomka LINA. Sedlice Gypsies never even went to the Polomka village 

for what on earth would be the purpose, as they scornfully pointed 

out - they who had shops, cinema, restaurant and dance-hall. 

On the other hand Polomka Gypsies went frequently to Sedlice for 

its many amenities but they almost never ventured into the settlement 

and warily kept their distance when they encountered Sedlice Gypsies 

in the village street or shops. 

A Polomka PUSKAR accompanied me to Sedlice one day and as we 

entered the village he was greeted by two Sedlice Gypsies in an off- 

hand way. 

"They're cousins", he said curtly, sensing my unspoken query. 

"Do you cope here to see them often? " 

My question was not entirely innocent but I was unprepared for 

the heat of his answer. 
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"Why should I bother to come to 5edlice? " he exploded. 

I've bot brothers and family of my own in Polomka! 

3esides they're a stuck up lot here and think they 

are on a much higher level than us. But look at 
their village festival - they didn't have nearly 
such a good time as us! In Folomka we had lots 

of meat and cakes, vodka and beer, but those Gypsies 
in Sedlice only bought a litre of vodka and ate a 
normal meal. That was their festival! 

and he spat vehemently on the ground. 

GYPSY VIOLENCE AND ITS CAUSES 

Feuding within the Settlement 

Deep rifts could occur within settlements as well as between 

thein and these often took the form of family feuds or status divisions 

which could run back for generations. The feuds were unhesitatingly 

regarded by the authorities as 'primitive remnants of tribalism', 

yet another aspect of the Gypsies' inherent backwardness. 

In Polomka there was a long history of feud between the PUSKARs 

and CURIs* which stretched back at least to the inter-war period when 
v 

the FUSKAR smiths had been more successful in the contest to obtain 

work. 

Perhaps in an attempt to redress the balance a CvURI had agreed 

to become 'chief' of the Polomka settlement during the war. Although 

such an institution has been reported among nomadic Gypsies** it 

+ The names of these two family groups were singularly appropriate, 
PUSKAR meaning 'Gun' ('PUSKA' in Hungarian) and 6URI 'knife' (in 
Romanes). 

Having read too much of the unreliable literature on the subject we 
first went to Polomka in the expectation of finding a 'chief' ('vajda' 
in Slovak, 'cibalo' in Romanes). Horväthovä, who had Jone her homework 
better, wrote: "The chief of a Gypsy settlement... was above all an 
assistant to the village authorities in matters of local Gypsies". 
(Horväthova : 329). 
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appears to have been long defunct among settlement Gypsies, if indeed 

it ever existed on any scale. Certainly in this case it was an invention 

of the Slovaks who above all needed someone through which they could 

exercise some control. According to the Gypsies the Hungarians had 

done the same during the First World War. 

Probably the Slovaks also felt that such a traditional, authoritarian 

figure was appropriate for 'primitives' like Gypsies but in any case 

they arranged a grotesque inauguration for the new chief. They wrapped 

a broad, pink sash around him, sat him on a ladder and had the Gypsies 

carry him in triumphal procession around the settlement. 

Thereafter, whenever the fascist Hlinka Guards wanted anything, 

V 
they would first approach the chief. According to the FUSKARs - who 

v 
were hardly a source of independent testimony on this - the CURL 'chief' 

acted jainly as an informer and used his influence with the fascists 

V 
to settle old scores with his PUSKAR rivals. Thirty years later the 

memory still rankled. Probably it was pure coincidence but the Gypsies 

fought with the partisans were all FUSKARs. who 

Hitherto the PUSKARs had always been secure in the knowledge 
W 

that they commanded an absolute majority in the settlement but this 

state of affairs was temporarily altered as waves of post-War migrants 

left the settlement. 

V 

On one such occasion the CURIs seized their opportunity and gave 
V 

a sound beating to old Karol PUSKAR, the miner, breaking his arm in 

V 
the process. The weakened PUSKAR faction immediately sent a telegram 

to Plzen to summon re-inforcements for what would be "a bloody battle", 

as one of them told a villager. 
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Next morning the over-night express disgorged returning PUSKARs 

who, without waiting for the bus, raced the dozen miles to Polomka 

crammed into two 'war-taxis'. The villagers knew what was coming but 

tney didn't tell the police - they were looking forward to the fun. 

v 
The battle raged all day and every single CURL window in the 

settlement was broken - and quite a few ribs besides. Eventually that 

night an ambulance was called to pick up the casualties and the police 

arrived to deal with the remaining combatants. 

VV 
CURIs and PUSKARs alike referred to themselves as our side' and 

to their rivals as 'their side' and indeed both Croups had tended to 

build their houses on opposite sides of the settlement's central track - 

fathers and sons commonly building next door to each other. The 

physical layout of the settlement seemed almost a map of social 

divisions. After crossing the bridge - the frontier between white and 

black worlds - the first houses in the settlement were CvURIs to the 

V 
right, PUSKARs to the left. Beyond, on either side, lay CINA houses - 

a sort of buffer state of the 'respectable poor' - and finally, at the 

furthest point from the white village, the houses of the most disreputable 

J 

KALOCAJs. 

Most of the new Gypsy houses in Polomka had been built by PUS KAR 

families and in spite of their heavy migration to Plzen and Ostrava, 

the PUSKARs still formed a sizeable majority in the settlement. They 

were not enthusiastic about Polomka and periodically tried to escape 

but at least it had the compensation of kinsmen., 

V 
For the CURIs there was no such mitigating circumstance and their 

almost uniform reaction to, their painful situation as a minority within 
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a minority was to fragment and cast off their identity - as Gypsies, 

V 
as natives of Polomka and even as CURIs. Only the vestiges of filial 

bonds brought bacK the adult children of the two remaining GVtJRI house- 

owners in Polomka on infrequent visits from their new homes scattered 

throughout the republic - and then only with the greatest reluctance. 

v 
As early as the initial migration to the Czech lands the CURIs had 

v 
tended to fan out in comparison with the clusterinb of the PUSKARs. 

Stefan CURI's adult children were an extreme but not untypical example 

for of these seven)only two lived in the same place and even these two 

V 
rarely saw each other. Although Stefan tried to persuade himself 

otherwise migration and long periods of separation had severely 

weakened family ties and bitter jealousies had arisen over the conflict- 

ing demands of loyalty to kin and economic and social benefits. 

Just look at the photo of my elaest son. You can 
see how he weeps for his relatives who are still 
here, 

Stefan had said to us once, but on a rare visit to the Polomka village 

festival the son had told a different story. 

I haven't been back for three years but I don't 
regret it. I try to come here as little as 
possible. In Sokolov in West Bohemia I live 
among whites and try to avoid Gypsies - even my 
sister who lives in Sokolov too and is married to 
a Czech. 

The same fragmentation took place in employment for instead of 

seeking the high wages of unskilled construction work alongside other 
V 

Gypsies the CURL men had generally served some industrial apprentice- 

ship and then taken skilled factory work among non-Gypsies. The CURI 

women, too, followed a similar pattern as far as they were able. 

v One of Stefan's daughters was a policy-rakers' dream! She had 

married a Gypsy from a nearby settlement and together they decided on 
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the almost unprecedented course of seeking permanent farm work in the 

Czech lands. Instead of setting off immediately with their young 

daughter in the quite justifiable hope of finding somewhere, the young 

couple lived separately with their respective parents for over a year 

until two appropriate jobs together with a works flat could be 

arranged for them through the proper channels. In the meantime they 

saved up for the move. 

This couple were ideal people for the p1965 'Dispersal and Transfer' 

scheme for their ambitions corresponded almost exactly with the 

government's plans for Gypsies. However it is an important coirment 

on the unreality of the scheme as a general blue-print for large 

numbers of Slovakian Gypsies that the outlook of this couple was not 

shared by anyone else in the Polomka settlement and was evidently 

uncharacteristic of most other settlements in the neighbourhood as 

well. 

v 
Although the CURIs had a number of allies in the settlement, 

there were only two permanently occupied CVURI houses in the early 

1970s - those belonging to council member Koloman CvURI and his brother 

Stefan 
- and these represented not positive commitment to stay but 

rather failure to leave. Stefan 
and his brother Koloman had migrated 

together to West Bohemia in the late 1940s but had soon returned to 

build new houses. To a large extent it was this early success that 

had sealed their fate for they were left with the dilemma of balancing 

the tension of daily life in the settlement against the fact of their 

considerable investment in their houses. Two CURL 
cousins decided to 

V 

cut their losses and leave but Stefan and Koloman had remained dithering 

until it was too late. 
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I did try to move away recently - anywhere - but 
I couldn't. Now I won't even bother to try for 

where could I go? At least I've a house here. 

I tried to sell my house to the council but they 

said its a Lood house and they only buy up huts. 

and Stefan glumly placed his finter-tips together in an inverted 'V' 

to represent the sloping roof of a Gypsy 'koliba'. 

Those good-for-nothing Gypsies were cleverer than 

us. They were paid good money for their miserable 
huts and bought houses or flats in town, but we 
built new houses here with our own savings - 
and where are we now? 

Since Stefan was away working in Prague for most of the time, 

it was Koloman who felt the tensions of settlement life most keenly. 

That Stefan PUSKAR - when he has a couple of vodkas 
inside him, he calls out the other PURARs against 
us. But I lock myself in my house and don't hear 

anything. Is there any sense in doing anything? 
No - no sense at all! 

V 
but if my son and Stefan's sons were home, those 
PU KARS wouldn't behave as they do now. But I'm 
alone and can't do a thing. .. 
When I come home from work, do you see me in front 
of my house? Igo, I stay inside and in the morning 
I escape as soon as I can. And you don't see my 
wife outside either. 

In fact Koloman's wife did spend much of her spare time sitting 
vv 

in front of her house with Stefan's wife and other CURI womenfolk, 

scowling across at the assembled PUSKARs who used to sit on a grassy 

bank overlooking the track. Often catcalls flew back and forth and 

sometimes the sporadic insults would escalate into a full-scale argument. 

This was mainly a women's pastime and after the men had tried in vain 

to restrain their wives, they would retreat to their houses away from 

the mounting barrage of shrieks and curses. 

In summer the commonest time for such arguments was when the casual 

workers were gathering for work - between half past five and six in the 

morning. 
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"Rows - that's their breakfast here! " muttered Stefan PUSKAR's 
VV 

wife in As6ust, for, contrary to what Koloman CURL had said, Stefan 

and his wife hated such pointless rows as much as Koloman did and tried 

their utmost to escape them. It was not easy though, living face to 

face in a small settlement with one's enemies and only the village pub 

V 
for recreation. To minimise unwelcome encounters the CURIs avoided 

the pub as much as possible, sending a small child with a jug for beer 

VV 

when they wanted to drink, and Stefan PUSKAR and his wife did the 

same. 

Very rarely the rows became proper fights with stone-throwing, 

scratching and hair-pulling. These more serious incidents were often 

connected with cases of intermarriage between the two groups. As a 

v 
minority the young CURIs usually had to marry outside their group 

v 
while the much more numerous PUSKARs could afford to be more endogamous. 

These mixed marriages might have served to heal the bitterness between 

the two groups by creating new bonds but instead they did the opposite; 
Vv 

each CURI-PUSKAR liaison was a potential and often actual flash-point. 

viv 
The families of Koloman CURI and Jan PUSKAR were constantly at 

each others' throats because of the marriae of Koloman's eldest son 

to Jan's eldest daughter. Yolornan gave his version of what had 

happened. 

He was a quiet, decent lad but she was always the 
flighty sort., so when he had to go away on national 
service he began to worry what she was up to. 

He fell into bad ways and once after three days on 
bread and water in the cells, he and his friend 
sold a watch and bought a bottle of vodka. Of 
course they got drunk but my boy had sentry duty 
that night and fell asleep at his post. They took 
his machirre-gun away while he slept - that's what 
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they usually do to show you how serious it is - 
and next morning he had to tell them he'd lost 
his gun. tie got twenty-seven months detention 
but he deserved it - the fool! 

Kotoman was vehement on this point, gut his anger grew as he 

recalled the behaviour of his son's wife. 

She went off to Ostrava and lived with one man, 
then another and then yet another - the filthy 

whore! I was working in Ostrava at the time in 

a co-op gang but when she saw me the didn't 

speak to me - acted as if she'd never seen me 
before! 

And now she says she wants to live with my boy 

when he comes out of prison in a few months 
time. Well it's not on! - Absolutely out of 
the question! 

We're always rowing over it with her mother - the 
old arse. 

V 

and at the insult the CURI women chuckled appreciately. 

Of course the whole family's the same. Just look 

at her aunt - living with a man thirteen years 
older than her [ Ludevit] ! As for her grandmother - 
Weil - over seventy years old and still living 
with a lover! 

CURI-PUSKAR couples with any sense escaped from Polomka as fast 

as they could for however affectionate they might be, their relation- 

ship would soon be torn apart to provide ammunition for the continuing 

feud. Even in their absence they could serve this function. Koloman 

held up a photo of his brother's eldest son who had also married a 
V 

PUSKAR and had lived for years in a West Bohemian industrial town - almost 

as far as he could get from Polomka. 

He's a real good-looker and all the Czech girls go 
crazy about him. His wife is terribly jealous but 
all she can do is stay at home and weep, 
J 

and the CURI women sighed in satisfaction at this slight inflicted on 

their rivals. 
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Status Divisions 

The previous bitter rivalry for employment which was probably a 

root cause of feuding also appeared to underlie the status divisions 

in many settlements. While feudin, was commonest between relatively 

better-off family groups which had been in direct competition with 

each other until the post-War exodus, the most strongly-felt status 

divisions separated these ex-artisans and musicians, formerly under 

the 'patronage' of their farmer and gentleman clients, from those 

family groups who had been excluded and had been forced to glean a 

living in whatever way they could. As such these wretched families 

embodied the stereotype of the dirty, thieving Gypsy and for this they 

had been loathed by villagers and Gypsies alike. 

The possibility of migration to the industrial Czech areas mibht 

seem to have removed the material basis of both feuding and status 

division, for the rapidly expanding labour market provided ample 

opportunities for all Gypsies, whether high or low status, to earn, 

save and then build new houses with the proceeds. It is not incon- 

ceivable that all would have rejoiced in their good fortune together. 

In practice shameful family reputations were not so easily cast 

off and many poorer families appeared as if paralysed by them. Although 

such families had an overwhelming incentive to migrate, since their 

home settlements offered them nothing, in fact they migrated far less 

than better-off faOilies and when they did move it was usually in an 

unpremeditated and chaotic manner that led inevitably to failure and 

a humiliating early return to the settlement. Each defeat was seen 

by others and by themselves as yet a further proof of their intrinsic 

worthlessness and of their inability to change their lives. Under- 

standably they often sought refuge in drink which only diminished any 
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chance of success. Rather than sympathising with their plight, 

the more prosperous Gypsies hated them for being a constantly visible 

reminder of what they themselves were trying to escape in their 

struggle for respectability. 

: [jfstand of discussing status divisions in the abstract, it is 

perhaps more helpful to give concrete examples of the importance of 

these divisions in Poloxka. As well as showing the gulf in material 

standards that often exist witiiin a single settlement a comparison of 

two families at the top and bottom of the settlement's social scale 

reveals the totally different perspective on life that characterise 

high and low status families. Whereas Stefan PUSKAR and his family 

were ambitious and cautiously weighed their options before taking 

action, the KALOCAJs lived an erratic, nand-to-mouth existence in 

which planning played little part. Yet for all their prudent calcul- 

ations the PUUAR3 were as trapped in Polomka as the luckless KALO AJs. 

Finally a sketch involving both of these families but centred 

around Ludevit KALOCAJ* shows something of social relations within 

the settlement. 

rnVtV 

PSKARS 
Stefan PUSKAR, who has already figured prominently in this account, 

lived with his wife and five younger children in the front half of the 

settlement's largest house that was built by his father before the War. 

The position of Ludevit was almost unique, for his low-status 
background combined with high-status elements such as his well- 
paid job and liaison with the PU KAR widow allowed him to enter 
hign and low status houses with equal ease. 
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In the other self-contained half lived his widowed step-mother and 

some of her children. 

stefan's house, kept clean and tidy like most other houses in 

the settlement, consisted of two large rooms. The carpeted bedroom 

contained a huge double-bed covered in a gaily-patterned quilt, a sofa 

(also used as a bed), two upholstered armchairs, two large and elegant 

wardrobes of polished wood and an elaborate dressing table, decorated 

with lacy mats and ornaments. On the walls were framed photographs 

of relatives, stiffly formal in their best clothes, and sentimental or 

religious desi6ns on linen cloths of the kind sold at fairs and popular 

throughout Slovakia. A deliberate attempt was made to keep this as 

the 'best room' and it was used only for sleeping and occasionally for 

receiving honoured guests. In this they followed the custom of Slovak 

villagers. 

The family spent most of the time in the cheerful, linoleum-floored 

kitchen-cum-living room that was heated by a large wood-burning range 

in the corner. Here the furnishings were much more functional -a 

washstand and basin by the range, a dresser for pans and crockery, a 

large wooden table and straight-backed chairs, a single bed on which 

the youngest children slept and which served as a sofa during the day 

and of course the TV set, the focal point of evening life. 

It was here the family ate too, generally three times a day -a 

small breakfast of bread and jam and tea, a light lunch which was often 

left-overs from the evening before and a main meal in the evening after 

work. Contrary to the fantasies of Prague restaurants which offered 

exotic and highly spiced chops and steaks as 'Gypsy specialities', the 

PUSKAR meals were extremely plain - chicken soup, stews, boiled 
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potatoes, dumplings and simple, home-made cakes. The Gypsies' 

insatiable appetite for meat and disinterest in green vegetables made 

their diet distinctive from usual Czechoslovak fare and they would 

buy vast amounts of the cheaper cuts of beef which they would simply 

boil or roast. As one of them joked: 'We have centuries of deprivation 

to catch up on'. No wonder they complained at the lack of a butcher 

in Folomka. 

V 
Stefan had originally migrated to Ostrava but not liking it there 

and dogged by ill-health, he and his family had moved to Plzen where 

things went much better. They remained there nearly ten years and in 

1959 Stefan 
and his eldest son Julius were entered on the Nomads' 

Register there "because the Plzen council would only give us a 

temporary residence permit, not a permanent one". 

Four years later the family returned to Polomka. 

V 
"I was stupid, I should have stayed there", Stefan confessed 

miserably, slowly tapping his forefinger against his temple. His 

wife interrupted his sighs. 

We came back because we thought there would be a war 
from what they were saying on T. V. [at the time of 
the Cuban missile crisis], so we thought we'd be 
safer here in Slovakia and just packed up and left. 

Although fear of nuclear war was the immediate cause of their 

remigration there were also other considerations which made returning 

hope a reasonable move rather than just panic-stricken flight. 

I have this house which is worth a lot of money 
and I couldn't just let it go to waste, 

V 

explained Stefan. 
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A few of the other Gypsies managed to sell their 
houses here but that wouldn't have been easy for 
me because of my relatives in the other half of 
the house. People wound prefer a separate house. 

Anyway the other Gypsies here who'd want to buy a 
house don't have enough money. Look at Koloman 
PU KAR! [Alexander's uncle]. He's been in Plzen 
for ye_: rs and owns a big tenement there but his 
house here lies empty iecause no-one here can 
afford it. ... The Council wouldn't let an 
outsider buy it because there's a lot of us 
[Gypsies] here already. 

At first it seemed strange to me that Polomka Gypsies who appeared 

to have abandoned the settlement were reluctant to lower the price of 

their empty house and insisted on full value (of about 40,000 crowns 

upwards) but not only was it mortifying to lose on the transaction but 

there was always a remote possibility that they or their children 

might need the settlement house some day. Besides, there might be a 

generous compulsory purchase if the dam was built. In any case the 

house was not depreciating in value while it stood empty for the cost 

of repairs was more than offset by the rising price of building 

materials needed for a new house. 

After five years in Poloinka Stefan and his wife had had enough 

v 
and resolved to follow the example of Koloman PUSKAR and return to the 

Czech lands, leaving their house empty if needs be - but this plan 

was thwarted by the opposition of Czech councils. 

I tried to buy a house in Ostrava for 6U, 000 crowns 
from a Czech lawyer. Everything had been agreed 
between us and he even came here to see me! But the 
Cstrala council wouldn't let me register as a 
resident there. 

Then I tried to buy a house in Plzen but it was the 
same story there. I can't understand it. I'm still 
on the Nomads' Register in Plzen, so surely that 
gives me the right to live there, doesn't it? 
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Stefan 
pulled out his identity card and scrutinised the uncancelled 

visa-like stamp as if it might somehow tell him the answer. His wife 

mocked him affectionately: 

Get away with you! how can you have the right 
when you're registered here now? 

After these setbacks Stefan had abandoned As attempts to buy a 

house in the Czech lands and waited despondently for the dam to be 

built so that the whole of Polo, a. ka and its settlement would be drowned. 

Then they will buy up our houses and with the money 
we can buy tenements in the city - at least that's 

what we 'on our side' want. 
(i. e. PUSKARs). 

Stefan was the most highly respected man in the settlement and 

through his relatives he might have exerted considerable influence, 

but instead he did his utmost to disassociate himself from the Polomka 

settlement while awaiting deliverance. For most of the time he worked 

in a co-op gang with his wife's relatives rather than with Folomka 

Gypsies. Likewise he and his wife avoided Poloinka dances and wedding 

celebrations, preferring those in his wife's village, and the couple 

were rarely to be seen in the Polo, mka pub. They were careful not to 

be drawn into any arguments or fights, although the claims of kinship 

could not always be resisted- Once, Stefan had been sentenced to six 

months imprisonment after coming to the aid of his son's father-in- 

law in a fight against Slovaks, although the case had been dismissed 

on appeal. 

Yet however much Stefan and his wife might try to ignore the fact, 

they did live in the Polo*ika settlement and could not entirely escape 

, being lumped together with the other Gypsies by the villagers. 
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Sometimes a well-meant act would show them respect and at the same 

time subtly reveal the Slovaks' belief that, although acknowledged as 

the 'best' Gypsies in Polornka, they were nevi-ýrtheless only dirty Gypsies 

after all. 

On one occasion the headmaster's daughter gave to Stefan's wife 

a chicken that had begun to smell. Although the Gypsy women would no 
V 

more think of eating such tainted meat than the Slovak, Stefan's wife 

swallowed the unintended insult and accepted the gift witn polite thanks. 

She then passed the chicken on to the impoverished PUSKAR widow who 

reported that it had tasted delicious. 

V 

KALOCAJS 

V 

The first KALOCAJ to appear in Polornka was a smith by profession 

and he came from the Bystrany settlement around 1ä6U in order to marry 

a girl from the original CONKA fa. "ily. Some of the offspring of this 
vv 

union intermarried with PUSKARs and particularly CURIs and their 

descendants later came to be incorporated in these more prestigious 

groups, but others retained their separate and apparently shameful 

identity. * From the latter were descended the most despised Gypsies 

in Polomka - the incorrigible beggar, the invalid pensioner who had 

travelled Europe and the recently deceased husband of the widow with 

the leeches. 

In the 1890s records for Polomka only two women had been listed 
as beggars without any additional occupation. One was the mother- 
in-law of the KALOCAJ widow and the other the grandmother of the 
CITJA brothers, who had given the group its name. 
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v 

The more unfortunate KALOCAJs retained their link with the bystrany 

settlement throughout, for the widow came from there and one of her 

sons (Ludevit) and his cousin (the invalid pensioner) married two 

sisters from Bystrany; indeed, these three women were all from the 

same family öroup. This and other evidence suggests that lowest 

status Gypsies had links with similarly placed Gypsies in other 

settlements rather than with their social superiors in their own 

settlement, in this way forming almost a 'caste within a caste'. 

Y 

Their fellow-Gypsies' low opinion of the KOCAJs was shared by 

the local council and in 1959 almost every adult in the group was 

included in the Nomads' Register* even though, as might be expected, 

this poorest of all groups was relatively immobile in comparison with 
JV 

the PUSKARs and CURIs. 

The widow's small house at the back of the settlement gave shelter 

to herself, her son Bartolomej and his wife and six children, her 

daughter Maria with her young child and teenage son and daughter-in- 

law and finally two teenage sons of the widow's other son, Iudevit, - 

fifteen people altogether. For a while a daughter of the widow had 

also been living there together with her husband and nine children 

but they had eventually moved away to Bukovec, thýiusband's home 

settlement. Somehow, this mass of people had managed to pack into 

two rooms. 

The main room was a medium-sized bedroom (perhaps 12' x 12') 

containing a large double-bed, an almost empty battered wardrobe, a 

r 
Even the widow was mistakenly listed, although over 60 years old 
at the time. 
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chair, a stool, a small table and the usual wood-burhing stove. The 

floorboards were tare, the window-panes brocen and the stained walls 

unrelieved by any decoration except for a cheap paper reproduction of 

a South Bohemian fishing scene, bought at the local store, whose 

incongruity made the room seem even more desolate. 

The metal-framed bed supported a sagging mattress on which lay 

strewn a few tattered blankets and old coats in place of the customary 

quilt. On this bed slept the widow, her daughter and the young couple 

and an assortment of other children if they could find any space, 

while the elder boys slept on the floor. 

The much smaller kitchen contained nothing but another stove, 

a couple of pans and basic provisions on otherwise empty shelves and 

a single bed on which slept Lartolomej and his wife and their three 

youngest children. 

"We used to have quilts once but we had to sell them for food", 

the widow explained almost apologetically. 

Perhaps the roomiest quarters there were enjoyed by the Alsation 

dog, 'Prince', for whom Bartolomej had built a sturdy, wooden kennel. 

Apparently 'Prince' was an ex-police dog and Bartolomej took great 

pride in exercising and training him for hours after work "so that he'll 

guard properly". But there was nothing for him to guard for apart from 

a few clothes, 'Prince' seemed to be the family's sole possession. 

Previously the main breadwinners for the complex household had 

been Bartolomej and his brother Ludevit but then Ludevit had abandoned 

V 
his wife and six children to live with the PUSKAR widow and now only 

paid 3UU crowns a month for the upkeep of one younger son. Bartolomej 
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had a regular job at the sawmill with Jan LINA but the pay was relatively 

low - only 1,5UU crowns a month, althoubh this was supplemented by 

family allowances and the minimal pension of the widow. Yet however 

their joint inco-e is calculated it is certain that this household 

was perpetually poverty-stricken. 

Each monthly pay-day tue widow's tactic was to demand as much as 

she could of the available money and then spend almost all of it on 

basic foodstuffs such as flour, fat and pulses to last the following 

month. These supplies never quite sufficed and durinb the last long 

week before pay-day the older boys would sometimes prowl the settlement 

at night in search of a house left temporarily vacant by a trip to the 

pub or, better still, a visit to the Czech lands so that they might 

steal a little flour or some potatoes to stave off the family's hunger. 

These KALOCAJs had come near to starvation at times during the 

winter when Bartolomej was imprisoned, following a petition to expel 

the family from the settlement. In theory the earnings of prison 

inmates were remitted to their families but since this pay was dependent 

not only on work performance but good behaviour, it was hardly to be 

compared with a regular pay-packet. At this time a teenage daughter of 

Bartolomej had to be taken into care because'she was seriously under 

weight and two younger children were treated for bites when duhing the 

night parts of their ears and noses had been gnawed off by rats. 

Occasionally, when the family appeared particularly destitute, the 

local council would give them a special winter hardship grant to provide 

for firewood and potatoes - but this could have an ulterior motive for 

it was also an ingenious way of recouping back taxes to set the council's 

books in order. One year a grant of 5u0 crowns was made but of this 
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206 crowns were immediately deducted - being two year's unpaid taxes 

on the dog at 60 crowns a year and the house at 43 crowns a year. 

In normal times the family's combined income was just enough for 

them to scrape by, provided they used it sensibly, but ti: is was a lot 

to expect of people in their desperate situation. The widow struggled 

valiantly but to the others the excitement of a purchase often appealed 

more than frugally parcelli.. g out what little they had. Oiie pay-day 

two of the teenage boys pooled most of their earnings from casual farm- 

work to buy an over-priced toy accordion which the younger children 

broke within two days. 

The KALOCAJs had, in fact, made tremendous efforts to improve 

their situation for their house-was relatively new and brick-built, 

although much inferior to the PU KAR and CURI dwellings. Their 

resources had not been enough for electrification, however, and their 

house remained one of the three in the settlement still unconnected 

to the arid. While we were there this family also built a separate 

hut for the teenage couple to give them some privacy. This was a 

simple, one-roomed construction -a wooden 'koliba' - but they could 

not afford anything larger and in any case knew that building 

permission would be refused for a proper extension to their house. 

Their surmise was correct and although the council knew of the new hut, 

a blind eye waa turned. 

V 
For all their striving the KALOCAJs remained the scapegoats for 

the entire settlement. To villa&ers and Gypsies alike they were known 

as Polomka's 'worst' Gypsies - because of their overcrowding, their 
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poverty, their insanitary conditions and Bartolomej's sporadic 

destructive outbursts. 

Bartolomej was a good-looking, powerfully-built man with the deep, 

sensitive eyes of his brother, but unlike Ludevit who was able to 

counter at least some of the hositility towards him by his exuberant 

charm, Bartolomej was taciturn by nature and tried to bottle up his 

resentment within himself. Sometimes the misery and hopelessness of 

his position became too much to bear and he would give vent to his 

frustration in heavy drinking and senseless acts of violence - as 

often turned against himself as directed at others. 

Although he spent most of his evenings at home, Bartolomej was 

occasionally lured to the pub by Ludevit, who turned to him for 

v 
companionship whenever he fell out with the FUSKAR widow. On one 

such occasion when the brothers had been drinking, all afternoon, 

Bartolomej suddenly gave a great groan and punched clean through the 

pub window, badly gashing his hand. The mana6eress firmly ordered 

the brothers out and they went quietly enough. 

Twenty yards down the road they staggered into the other new pub 

where the manager, failing to realise their state, served them with 

vodkas. Before long Bartolomej rose shakily to his feet and pulling 

out a cut-throat razor began to make mock slashes at his own throat 

which was already deeply scarred from previous self-inflicted wounds. 

Trembling violently and sweat pouring from his face, the manager 

stammered that some Gypsy had left without paying and using this as 

a pretext he eventually managed to hustle everyone outside and barred 

the door. 
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In the street again Bartolomej tore a wooden paling from a 

villager's garden fence and wArled this around his head, inter- 

mittently lunging at the fence with wild- cries. Those villagers who 

witnessed his performance stood frozen and stony-faced, full of loathing 

yet afraid to show it. 

A few minutes later Bartolomej's eighteen year-old daughter, 

Cana, arrived on the scene and putting her arm around her father began 

to sing a mournful Gypsy blues to pacify him. 

Hungry and ragged, 
We go looking for work. 
Everywhere they drive us out; 
Everywhere they brand us - 
'Vagabonds! ' 'Thieves! ' 

Ludevit joined in and with their arms around his shoulders they 

led the now despondent Bartolomej slowly back to the settlement, 

softly singing as they went. Meanwhile the villagers resumed their 

activities, grumbling resentfully at the interruption. 

Hana had her own problems for she was pregnant and had recently 

been abandoned by her lover, a son of the PUSuKAR widow with whom 
v 

Ludevit lived. The widow and the KALOCAJs were already at each others' 

throats over Ludevit and this new relationship made things even worse, 

if that were possible. 

The widow had been so outraged that she had threatened suicide 
V unless the couple separated but the KALOCAJs' attitude was deeply 

ambivalent for they knew Hana had little chance of a match within the 

settelement because of their status. They suspected that the widow's 

son was only interested in a casual affair but for Hana's sake they 

were prepared to give the youth- the benefit of the doubt. To assist 
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riana's courtship the family even put the newly-built hut at the pair's 

disposal while the couple for whom it had been built continued to 

sleep in the main room as before. 

Perhaps the family's misgivings were well-founded or perhaps 

the surrounding tensions proved overwhelming but shortly after Hana 

became pregnant the youth abandoned her with scornful recriminations. 

I don't know how I stood living there forrthree 

months. 

The stench is terrible - especially when they all 
lie down to sleep at night - Ugh: Don't go there, 

or if you do, be sure to take an oxygen canister 
so you can breathe. 

And their food! Believe me, I didn't touch any of 
it. 

I'd rather pay a paternity order than live with 
that lot. Besides, if I take a low-paid, part- 
time job I won't have to pay them m4uh and I can 
make a lot working on the sly without anyone 
knowing. 

Liana bore her fate stoically without complaint, she had nothing 

and could expect nothing. 

The KALOCAJs' only refuge against unrelenting hostility was their 

own warmth and loyalty to each other on which they knew they could 

depend. When Ludevit had separated from his first wife she had gone 

with the youngest children back to her home settlement of Bystrany 

and thence to Vsetin, * leaving Ludevit with responsibility for the 
V 

older sons. However the PITSKAR widow would not allow them inside her 

house - the most they could hope for was an occasional bowl of soup 

The only Gypsies to be transferred from the Spigskä Novä Ves 
district under the 1965 scheme were taken from the Bystrany 
settlement and sent to Vsetin in North Moravia. It is not clear 
whether ludevit's wife and children were part of such a 'planned 
transfer' or whether they moved on their own initiative in the 
wake of relatives. 
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outside ti-, e door - so the boys remained in their grandmother's house. 

v 
Even when the KAi., CC. ýJs had to pay fines they could ill afford, imposed 

because the boys never went to school, there was no attempt to force 

them to undergo what the fa: iily understood to be a humiliating experience. 

The pillar of the KALO'AJs' family life was Bartolomej's sister, 

Maria, an indomitably cheerful woman in her early forties and a 

magnificent singer. She was unmarried but hack three children - all 

with different surnames - the eldest of which lived with a Czech 

husband in Bohemia. Even when there was no money for candles and the 

food supplies were virtually exhausted evenings could be merry at the 

KALOCAJs as the whole family joined in the songs and dances, beating 

out the rhythm on their, empty pans. We enjoyed many sessions there, 

V 

much to the perturbation of the PUSKARs who repeatedly warned us of 

the diseases we would contract and the thefts we would suffer as a 

consequence. To the other Gypsies' horror we accepted the offer of 

Ludevit's boys to carry our heavy bag with cameras and cassette 

recorder and they would take turns to bear this proudly through the 

settlement, assuring us that they would protect it against "all those 

thieving Gypsies". 

One cold November evening as we sat watching TV at Stefan PUSKARs', 

there was a loud knocking at the door. It was Ludevit whom we had 

arranged to see later but he had fallen out again with the PUSKAR 

widow and could not wait to pour out his woes. 

The whole Polomka settlement was quite familiar with the pattern. 

Perhaps every second pay-day Ludevit would drink heavily and then 

start to bemoan the fact that-the widow was thirteen years older than 

him which naturally infuriated her. Usually she would simply turn him 
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out of her : souse for a couple of days until he had sobered up but 

sometimes she tore up some valuable garment which he had given her, 

which would provoke him to take an axe to his most treasured possession - 

his TV set - and reduce it to fragments. Once one of these repeated 

rows had culminated in a pitched battle in the pub with the pair of 

them hurling beer-mugs, bottles and even chairs at eacn other, causing 

several thousand crowns' worth of damage and earning them both a month 

in prison - not at the same time but consecutively, to avoid too early 

a repetition. 

On this occasion the widow had retaliated to his complaints by 

refusing to feed him and then stacking all nis possions in a neat 

pile on her doorstep - his clothes, quilt and on top his T. V. set. At 

first Ludevit spoke defiantly, threatening to leave for Ostrava where 

he had worked some years before but then his mood changed suddenly to 

dejected self-pity. 

I've nowhere to go - I've wasted my life! Oh 
God - what a mess! What can I do? 

No-one seemed to take Iudevit seriously and 
'Stefan's teenage 

daughters had great difficulty in smothering their giggles. Only 

Itefan's good-humoured wife showed some sympathy and tried to console 

him, but her eyes too were twinkling. 

Farewell - but just for a days Tomorrow you'll 
give her a kiss and get a plate of goulash soup 
and everything will be fine again, just you see 
if it isn't. 

I'll never go back to her. I'll sleep outside - 
that'll show her! 

Iudevit protested Vehemently. 
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This prompted another outburst of strange splutterings as 

the girls tried to stifle their laughter, clutching at each other in 

the attempt. It was already freezing any snow was expected any day. 

When she had reý, ained her composure the youn, _. er daughter leant over 

to us to whisper an explanation. 

Last summer he did sleep outside for a day or two. 
He took a sheet and made a tent of it behind her 
house and put As quilt inside. He even used to 

cook on a little fire. Oh dear - it was so funny! 
We nearly died laughing. 

She 1nopped her eyes helplessly as she recalled the scene. 

Ludevit refused to be comforted and we went with him to help him 

carry his possessions. When Stefan's 
six year-old son realised that 

we were going to the KALO MS' house - of which he had been given 

terrible warnings - he burst into anxious tears. 

It was not easy to negotiate the slippery, poorly-lit track that 

led to the back of the settlement but we manated it without dropping 

v 
anything. At the KALOCAJs' the mood was more sombre. The family 

knew Iudevit would soon desert them again for the PUSKAR widow but 

for the moment he was home again. They did not mock him but shared 

his grief, singing the blues with him while he wept -a circle of dark 

figures, eyes and cheek bones glinting in the flickering light of the 

stove. 

A bottle of home-made vodka appeared and the only glass that the 

v 
KALOCAJs possessed was refilled and passed to each drinker in turn. As 

it was a special occasion a precious jar of pickled gherkins was 

ceremoniously opened and offered, together with bread. Ludevit refused 

to eat anything and we were uncertain what to do as we knew this was the 

only food left in the house. We glanced at each other in consternation. 
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"They're bought: They're shop gherkins - not ours! " chorused 

v 
the KALO&Js, misinterpreting our hesitation as fear that the gherkins 

might be home-bottled and therefore contaminated. They had accepted 

their stereotype to such an extent that it seemed quite natural to 

them that we should be disgusted by their food. 

The raw spirit was too much for Ludevit's empty stomach and he 

rapidly became drunker, swaying on his feet as he sang. 

"Why don't you try and sleep? " I advised. With a jerk of his 

head indicating the ragged bed, he bent towards me so that his brother 

could not overhear and with an involuntary shudder whispered: 

"No I couldn't - not there! " 

A few moments later he fainted but his brother caught him as he 

fell and gently laid him on his quilt on the kitchen floor. 

After Ludevit's departure the songs became gayer, switching from 

blues to lively drinking songs that soon had everyone dancing or 

beating time to their infectious rhythms. 

What have you done, mum, 
With your hungry children? 
I threw them in the water 
To feed the fish. 

At Märia's suggestion we recorded some of these songs and so that 

I might see the recording-level needle her ten year-old daughter stood 

patiently beside me holding an improvised lamp. This was fashioned 

from a spoon containing fat with a piece of torn rag hanging over the 

lip of the sppon as a primitive wick. Whenever the light seemed in 

danger of guttering the young girl would gravely push the unlit end 
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of rag further into the reserv: ir of fat with her forefinger, taking 

care not to spill the precious fat or burn herself on the hot spoon. 

"Hey - not so much light there! Remember that's our breakfast 

you're burning! " joked one of Ludevit's Qons in mock anxiety. Every- 

one roared with laughter but what he had said was the truth. Yet 

that night they were going to sing their fill and Maria led off again 

with another gay csärdas and everyone bellowed the chorus: 

"So kerava, to man love nane? " * 
(what shall I do without any money? ) 

v -i %I 
Next day Ludevit went back to the PGSKAR widow as Stefan FJSKAR's 

wife had confidently predicted. 

He had no money and no-where to live, so he had 
to go back to her. .. 
But they love each other a lot really - for all 
their rows. They always fight when he's had a 
few drinks on pay day but he always goes back. 
So manic people speak against them here that it 
drives them crazy - perhaps fighting is their way 
of clearing the air. 

The Roots of Dissension 

Having already discovered that there was no-one even remotely 

resembling a 'chief' in the Polomka settlement, I read 'Tribes without 

Rulers' with great excitement for it seemed relevant to the problem of 

violence there. In an early attempt to understand this violence ('explain 

its function'), I wrote the following: 

s This and other songs recorded at Folomka are available on 
'Romane Gila' - Anthology of Gypsy Songs', Supraphon 0171389. 
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Preliminary findings indicate that in formal 

organisation the Gypsies have something 
resembling a segmentary political system : that 
is, 'lacking ranked and specialised holders of 
political authority the relations of local groups 
to one another are seen as a balance of power 
maintained by competition between them'. 

This has important consequences for understanding 
certain aspects of Gypsy behaviour, currently 
defined as social problems. For example, the 

prevalence of fights among Gypsies could be seen 
as an integral feature of social systems where 
violence is a for: ai of self-help and indeed may be 
'the recognised means of maintaining law in default 

of a superior judicial authority'. 

(quotedkRehfisch : 225,226). 

This account appeared to apply to the feuding of the PUAKA}s and 

CURIs 
and to other disputes besides, for the Gypsies not only had no 

judicial mechanise of their own but in practice were usually denied 

the possibility of utilising state bodies such as the police. Contrary 

to popular belief, this was not because Gypsies were reluctant to call 

on outsiders but was mainly due to official indifference to Gypsy 

matters : what went on in settlements was of no interest except in 

the case of serious crime i. e. murder, theft (from non-Gypsies only) 

and occasionally under-age sexuality. 

However this could not be a complete explanation for the social 

circumstances of African tribes differed fundamentally from those of 

Gypsies. Middleton and Tait had written of "indigenous systems 

unaffected by European contact" (ibid. ) whereas the settlement Gypsies 

of Slovakia had been a pariah minority from the time of their first 

arrival. In view of the Gypsies' 'colonial' experience, where feuds 

possibly arose from coppetition between families for the scarce resources 

doled out by their employers, it made sense to look at conflict not 

only as an 'institutionalised means of maintaining law' but also as 
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an expression of frustration in an unbearable yet insoluble situation. 

Geismar's remark is significant. 

In a colonial society all violence is turned 
inward; the natives kill each other rather than 
the settlers. 

(Geismar : 191). 

After the Second World war, when every citizen was given the right 

to work for a decent wage, the previous direct exploitation of Gypsies 

had been replaced by subtler forms of discrimination, justified by 

hostile stereotyping, for in spite of the Gypsies' hard-won new houses, 

most Slovak villagers remained convinced that nothing had really 

changed and were evidently ready to act on their beliefs. 

The Gypsies saw this quite clearly for they had no need to read 

sociology books to understand how stereotyping worked; they had more 

direct ways of learning. Koloman CURI put it in a nutshell. 

I've been round the village making a register of 
cattle and so on as part of my council work. Some 
of those outlying Slovak cabins - you should have 
smelt them! But the whites keep quiet about their 
own bad examples - yet if any Gypsy is dirty, they 
point to him and say to the rest of us: 'That's 
what you're like, you Gypsies! ' 

Understanding didn't seem to help much though, not in a situation 

where there seemed no possibility of effective action to change things. 

So instead the Gypsies did stupid things, despairing things with no 

prospect of success, and in their failure the whites mocked them all 

the more. 

The same man, Koloman CURL, was one of the organisers of a petition 

by Poloinka Gypsies to have the most disreputable families expelled from 

the settlement in the vain hope of improving the settlement's reputation 
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as a whole. The main targets of their wrath were, predictably enough, 

the old KALOCAJ widow, her children and grandchildren and Jan KALOCAJ, 

the invalid pensioner. 

iowever the brother of Koloman CURI's 
wife, Jan CIiA, was also 

included, for no better reason than that his large family still lived 

in a one-roomed wooden cabin. de had been trying for years to get 

council permission to extend it but had been regularly refused a permit. 

Ludevit KALOLAJ, his second wife and her children were added as an 

aftertnought - perhaps because they seemed to be in the thick of many 

fights. 

In the stilted wording of the petition could be discerned the 

hand of Jän PUSKAR, so proud of his literacy and of his copper-plate 

handwriting that had once been framed by his employers and sent to 

an exhibition of 'Gypsy progress' in Prague. His name was among the 

signatures, even though his own sister, iudevit's wife, was one of 

those to be expelled. 

The preparation of this sad hotch-potch of complaints appeared 

at first a futile activity for what other place would accept such 

undesirable Gypsies, but at least the petition comprehended the 

reality of district council practice - to transfer its most troublesome 

Gypsies as opposed to those it regarded as adaptable. 

The outcome of the affair was the inevitable fight. A PUSKAR 

who collected the signatures, the other Gypsy LNC member, was sentenced 

to five months imprisonment, I devit KALO AJ to six months and his 

brother Bartolomej to five months - suspended. A fortnight later 

Bartolomej was involved in a fight with a Slovak and so served his 

suspended sentence, leaving his impoverished family without a bread- 

winner during the winter. 
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Polomka 24th July 196? 

From : The citizens of gypsy origin in Fobmka. 

To : District National Committee 
Committee for Solving the Gypsy question 
Spisskä Novä Ves 

re: PETITION 

The undersigned citizens of the gypsy colony in Polomka 
hereby request the removal from the gypsy settlement of the 
following fellow-citizens. 

1) Bartolomej KAIACAJ -4 families in one room, 26 

persons in all. 

2) Jan KALOCVAJ -2 families in one room, 12 persons 
in all. 

3) Jan CINA -1 family of 7 persons live in one 
room about 3 metres x3 metres. 

As a reason we submit: 

The above-named citizens, who live together with us in 
the colony do not behave in a manner befitting orderly 
citizens. They do not have proper houses nor can other 
citizens be satisfied on hygenienic grounds. Further we 
submit that the above-named hew and burn bridges and 
also dry vegetation from the fields of the state farm, 
for which other citizens of the gypsy colony later suffer. 
Also the behaviour in public of the above-named is not 
of the best. In addition we request that citizens who 
are outsiders should not be registered as residents in 
this colony and not even be allowed to live here. Like- 
wise we request the removal of Ludovit KALO6AJ, his common- 
law wife and her children. We ask that the answer be 
addressed to Koloman öURI, member of the LNC. 

[24 signatures] 
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Nothing had been achieved by the petition except to embitter 

relations in the settlement still further and of course the stereo- 

type had been confirmed once more. 

By no means all rows and fights in Polomka settlement stemmed 

from the running feud between CURIs and PIJSKARs, nor from divisions in 

status; they were common within the same family group and within 

nuclear families and could be triggered off by almost anything. 

The alle6ed theft of a pair of cheap nylon panties was the initial 

cause of the most violent dispute I witnessed in Polomka. Two young 

sisters-in-law levelled public accusations at each other and as more 

people became involved, the affair escalated to a sharp battle of 

sticks and stones. I was standing in the house of another young 

v 
PUSKAR woman when the first shouting beLan. 

T'Hmm! That sounds like a row starting. Let's see if it's anything 

interesting", she said thoughtfully and went over to the window to peer 

out. She beckoned me to join her and in calm, neutral tones made an 

impartial analysis of the situation, identifying the various participants 

on both sides and explaining their degree of relationship to each other. 

Then, with a despairing sigh, she added: 

What a sad life it is for young girls here! It's 
just - go to work, come home, eat, sleep - every 
day. There's nothing to do and nowhere to go - 
only the pub and what a stinking pub that is! 

Why didn't they destroy this settlement? It would 
have been much better. There's nothing here but 
senseless rows anyway. 
You know what I'd like? One day I'd like to write 
a novel about this place - to show these Gypsies 
how stupid they are! 
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When I turned to her a few aoments later, it was a shock to realise 

that she had slipped away. Then I saw her, shrieking and grimacing in 

the thick of the argument. In spite of having condemned the dispute 

as pointless since she saw the claustrophobic atmosphere of settlement 

life as its main underlying cause, she had been unable to resist 

joining in. After all, one of the main combatants was her cousin. 

Gypsy violence was not entirely contained within the settlement 

and on rare occasions it would spill over into fights between Gypsy 

and Slovak. For all their constant squabblin, with each other the 

Gypsies recognised that the fundamental problem was the way they had 

been trapped by S. iovak discrimination, although it was easy to lose 

sight of this in the trials of day-to-day existence and vent their 

frustration on a more ready-to-hand scapegoat. In spite of his 

VVV 
resentment of the PUSKARs, Kosoman CURI's brother, Stefan, saw the 

Polomka Gypsies' situation like this. 

V 
Those PUSKARs have loud mouths but it's not so 
bad between us and them. My son is even married 
to a PULAR after all. 

The real trouble is between us Gypsies and the 
Slovaks - in the way they force us to live. We 
can't even build new houses on extend them for 
our children. I wish you'd bring TV cameras 
here to show other people in what terrible 
conditions we have to live! 

Of course Polomka Gypsies fought each other far more often than 

they fought whites but when they did there was an important difference, 

as the pub manageress noticed. 

Gypsies shriek a lot when they fight each other 
but they very rarely seem to get hurt -a bloody 
nose or a black eye but that's all. But when 
they fight with whites, the injuries are much 
worse. That's when the knives come out. 
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After one such fight in 1966 Jan PUSKAR's brother had been 

imprisoned for five years for seriously wounding a Slovak villager. 

Only a year before e had been removed from the Nomads' Register on 

the grounds that: 

at work he performs his tasks to the full satis- 
faction of his superiors - including overtime. He 
behaves well in public, concerns himself with the 
education of his children and his family life is 
orderly. 

(LNC document - 23.6.65). 

%0 V Stefan FUSKAR's wife gave a vivid account of the fight. 

Jan's brother had just returned from Bohemia and 
was sitting quietly in the pub, happy that he'd 
bought a new cut-throat razor that day. As he 
drank, a Slovak and his son started to job his 
elbow so that the beer-mug hit his teeth. 

When he asked what they were doing, they grabbed 
him and threw him to the ground. Then they 
started to beat him, shouting 'Now you'll give 
up your Gypsy soul: ' 

He thought they were going to kill him so he 
struggled to bet out his new razor and slashed 
at their throats. 

V 

An eighteen year-old FUSKAR gave a quite different account of 

the same incident. 

A few years ago things were much worse here - 
Gorgios did what they wanted with us Gypsies. When- 
ever they felt like it they would throw us out of 
the pub. Some of the men talked about this and 
decided that it couldn't go on like that - even if 
they were put in prison or killed - so they fought 
back. Jän PUkAR and his brother were two of the 
leaders. 

Jan's brother cut a Gorgio's throat on both sides 
with a razor but didn't kill him and ever since 
then the Gorgios have been afraid of the Gypsies 
and don't dare to attack us -:: only when they're 
blind drunk. 

Vv 
In fact neither Stefan PUSKAR's wife nor the young man had been 

eye-witnesses to the fight büt'more important than the veracity of the 
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alternative accounts is the differing interpretation of the event 

by the narrators. 

To Stefan's wife the fight was a chance though not unfamiliar 

occurrence where Jan's brother had only used his razor in self-defence 

when in fear for his life, and as such was characteristic of the 

Gypsies' long-ingrained passivity in the face of oppression. As a 

dispersed and fragmented minority their position was hopeless for any 

attempt at serious resistance on their part risked an answering pogrom 

from their infinitely more powerful enemies that could easily wipe 

them out of existence. They fought back only as a last desperate resort 

to preserve their very lives. 

This resigned acceptance of their unhappy lot permeates many 

Gypsy blues but unlike the blues of the American Blacks which referred 

to the white man only obliquely, * these laments point unhesitatingly 

to the Gorgio as the cause of the Gypsy's woes. This explicit theme of 

the injustice of the white world and the Gypsy's powerlessness against 

it crops up over and over again. 

I didn't kill my master 
Or burgle a shop, 
Yet still they bound 
My black hands. 

With fine chains 
They bound my hands; 
With fine chains 
And iron handcuffs. (Hübschmannovä : 26). 

r 
"As a folk song of protest, the blues'was seldom outspoken... Sometimes 

_a 
verse was addressed to 'Mister Charlie', sometimes there was a 

guarded line about the 'white man' but more direct targets were 
avoided". (Oliver: 1U4). Paul Oliver was writing about recorded blues 
and attributed this reticence to the caution of recording companies 
but undoubtedly beneath the surface of these songs there was the same deep resentment as in a brutally explicit fragment from the slave perio 

"White man use whip, 
White man use trigger 
But the Bible and Jesus 
Made a slave of the nigger. " (Oliver : 10) 
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But times were changing and for the young man, the violent 

resistance was not simply an act of desperate self-defence but was a 

predictable consequence of asserting the right of Gypsies to sit 

unmolested in the pub like anyone else. The action of Jan's brother 

represented part of a broader and consciously undertaken stru,, gle by 

Polomka Gypsies to stand their ground at last against the villagers 

and although he had been imprisoned and afterwards felt it wiser to 

move away from Polowka to the Czech lands, leaving his new house empty 

and unsold, at least his sacrifice had brought about some small 

improvement in the position of his fellow Gypsies. 

While it would be a mistake to make too much of this incident, 

in general it was true that returning Gypsy migrants were often filled 

with new hopes from their experience in the Czech lands and realising 

that the post-war political changes had made unusable the Slovaks' 

ultimate weapon of pogrom, they became emboldened to resist attempts 

by villagers to reimpose on them the former relationship of subordination. 

The most common outcome of this new Gypsy confidence was not a single 

sharp battle to decide the issue, as in the somewhat oversimplified 

account of the young PUSKAR, but rather a continuing series of 

skirmishes as each side sought to establish what it saw as the proper 

balance. 

Official documents at national and local level frequently 

complained in shocked tones at the prevalence of Gypsy fighting. The 

government, in particular, assumed naively that the general guarantee 

of non-discrimination combined with plentiful job opportunities would 

strike immediately at the roots of violence but instead, if anything, 

fighting appeared to be on the increase. Yet the readjustment of the 
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balance of power should not have been expected to be a smooth 

transition and given the government's failure to enforce its 

guarantee effectively, it was not surprising that Gypsies had some- 

times taken matters into their own hands. 

This failure on the part of government to comprehend the depth 

of the problem in Slovakia in tic first place and its misinterpretation 

of the dancer signals suosequently expose not only the impracticabrhy 

of many of the concrete proposals in the assimilation programme but 

the excessively optimistic character of the whole policy. 

In spite of the Gypsies' new-found courage their fear was too 

deeply-rooted to disappear overnight and so they continued to give 

credence to any rumour, no matter how far-fetched, that fresh action 

was to be taken against them. Above all they dreaded that the Germans 

would return some day but they coped with even this nightmare by 

mocking their own fearfulness. 

One of the Gypsy forestry workers told an anecdote of this sort 

against himself in the pub one evening. 

A German tourist photographed us working in the woods 
once and wanted to write down our-address to send us 
the photo. When he reached into his pocket to get a 
pencil one of our Gypsies called out a warning in 
Romanes and we all stuck up our hands. We thought the 
German would pull out a revolver! 

This tale was greeted with uproarious laughter and prompted a 

son of the PU KAR widow to try and cap it. 

One night I was drinking in the pub with a national 
serviceman who'd done a bunk from exercises. Well - 
we got pretty drunk and I ended up by running through 
the settlement and firing his machine-gun into the air. 
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Oh dear, dear, dear! You should have seen those 

Gylsies Burst out of their houses, running for 

their lives yet not knowing where to rule and 
fallind; all ov3r each other. Ch dear: They 

thought the Germans had come! 

Tears ran down his face as he recalled the scene. 

SE R CATION I, 4 POLOINKA 

'Apartheid' would be too strong a term to aptly to the pat-lern 

of inter-ethnic relations in Polomka for while considerable segregation 

had 'Teen virtually institutionalised at village level this did not 

emood any 2; overnment-inspiked ethos but ran directly counter to the 

official policy of full assimilation of all Gypsies. For this reason 

the deliberate separation of black from white in Polomka could never 

be full-blooded and discrimination had to be covert, to some extent, 

for if challenged with sufficient resolution and skill, such practices 

might well have been conde: aned as illegal by the courts and repudiated 

by higher authorities. Rather than risk open confrontation it was 

safer for the villagers to seek to contain the situation which, in 

their eyes, had been so rudely disturbed since the war. Nor was it 

too difficult for the villagers to maintain their dominance for they 

could rely - in Polomka at least - on the disorganisation of their 

opponents. The Poloinka Gypsies, too, were well aware of their internal 

dissensions and in despair at overcoming them, they acquiesced reluctantly 

to the status quo.. 

However it is unlikely that a system of total 'apartheid' had 

ever operated in Slovakia for historical evidence from the time of the 

Gypsies' first arrival onwards attests to a limited amount of integration 

particularly as regards occupations. Foreover the small village 

populations seem to have encouraged the growth of personal relations, 

albeit paternalistic, between villagers and the inhabitants of their 
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satellite 'colonies'. Perhaps even more important a factor was the 

Gypsies' early adoption of the villagers' religion of Catholicism, 

by which means a claim was made to be fellow Christians that could not 

be wholly dismissed. 

The most striking and important instance of segregation was, of 

course, in residence. That the physical separation of the settlement 

from the village proper represented to the villagers the exclusion of 

the Gypsies from their 'spiritual community' could be seen quite 

plainly from the very first lines of the Polomka village chronicle. 

Our community lies on the left bank of the 
river ; on the right bank lies the Gypsy 

colony. 

Generally the villagers had no reason to go into the settlement 

across the river except for those who sometimes worked in the farm 

fields beyond. In such cases the villagers did not wander over the 

bridge and along the track singly or in small groups but walked swiftly 

and directly past the Gypsy houses in a compact procession. They 

looked neither to the right nor left and with their grimly set faces 

and their rakes and hoes sloped on their shoalders, they looked for all 

the world like a troop column marching through hostile territory - 

which was indeed rather how they felt. 

Even fewer villagers had ever had occasion to go inside a Gypsy 

house and the head master's middle-aged daughter who had lived most 

of her life in the village, told how recently she had done this for 

the first time. 

V 

I had heard that Stefan PUSKAR's wife had called 
the vet to see to her pigs and_I needed him too 
so I went to their house. 
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I was very nervous, you see, because I had never 
been into the colony before but I was surprised 
how clean and tidy everything was in that house. 
But then they are a good family - the best one 
there. 

i-lediating the exclusion of the Gypsies from the village community 

there was always the Catnolic Church for which the harvesting of souls 

was paramount. Even in Slovakia of the 1960s the Church was still seen 

by many Gypsies as a major institution exercising its influence in 

their favour. The Sedlice priest, who also served Pdbmka, believed 

that Catholicism attracted his Gypsy parishioners because of their 

superstitious natures but from their conversations the main appeal of 

the Church lay in the fact that it offered the Gypsies some measure 

of social inte6ration; for winning over a reluctant sweetheart or 

coping with a vampire they had their own practices. 

In Polomka, Gypsies went to mass only on special occasions but 

the story was often repeated how the priest had once directed some 

Slovak youths to give up their pews to elderly Gypsy women, standing 

humbly at the back of the church. Similarly great store was set on 

the annual procession which paraded around the entire village on the 

festival of the three kings (January 6th) and included the Gypsy 

settlement on its itinerary. "The priest isn't ashamed to come right 

into our settlement" was how the Gypsies interpreted this periodic 

visitation and in their gratitude they contributed towards the expenses 

of his trip to the United States. ("It was a terribly long way so 

he needed a lot of petrol for his car", ütefan PUSKAR's wife explained, 

but her children mocked her ignorance of geography). 

Yet, at most, the Church could offer Gypsies only partial 

integration and even when they died, their bodies were buried apart 
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from the Slovaks - in the rough ground at the back of the graveyard 

beside the unnamed graves of German soldiers killed during the dar. 

Many Sedlicypsies attended mass regularly, especially the 

women, and a good number had studied conscientiously for their 

confirmation. On a rare visit by the bishop to Sedlice the Gypsies 

turned up in Force for the important occasion. 

We put on our best clothes and were even smarter 
than the Gorgios" 

recalled one eye-witness. 

The bishop looked at us and saw immediately how 
the Gorgios were trying to keep their distance 
from us and so he preached that it doesn't matter 
if a man is a Slovak, Hungarian or Gypsy for 

everyone has a soul. The real test is what sort 
of human being he really is. 

Segregation started in childhood for a rolomka Gypsy. After birth 

in a maternity hospital (general practice by the late 1960s) and 

baptism in church, the child would spend most of the time in the 

settlement, apart from occasional shopping trips with its mother into 

the village or further afield. Since parents generally spoke only 

Romanes to their children - although amon, themselves adult Gypsies 

often spoke Slovak or Czech - most children started school et the age 

of six with a very imperfect knowledge of Slovak which imposed an 

immediate handicap. There were other and perhaps more serious handicaps 

besides. 

The headmaster of the village school at Polomka and his staff 

of four teachers* should have been amongst the most sympathetic people 

The Polomka school had only the first five grades; for the remaining 
four the pupils had to go to the much larger school at Sedlice. 
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to the Gypsies but althouL; h gentle and modest as individuals, they 

were villagers too and shared their fellows' prejudices. Consequently 

Gypsy pupils were seated as a separate group in the classroom as a 

rule, on the grounds that they were inattentive and dirty. Many of 

these children never reached the sixth grade before the age of fifteen 

but the headmaster confessed that he allowed some to pass to the Sedlice 

school, even though their educational level was inadequate. (11I just 

get fed up looking at the same faces year after year"). 

In the fifth grade there was a special humiliation to be endured - 

the school chronicle - which consisted of notes and opinions about 

village events, composed by the headmaster and dictated by him to one 

of the better pupils who acted as his scribe. The chronicle contained 

many references to Gypsies and these were almost invariably derogatory. 

Apart from unbelievably insensitive entries that condemned Gypsy 

pupils for arriving muddy to school after the bridge had collapsed or 

for stealing kindling during a winter of unusual severity, Lhere were 

also frequent remarks that were spitefully jeering in tone. 

2.3.71 

Yesterday the police distributed certificates to 
our cyclists. ... Instead of 'bicycle' one 
Gypsy pupil said 'cybigel'. * 

17.5.71 

On Sunday (16.5.71) around half past four, Gypsies 
fought in the pub breaking tables and chairs and 
shattering all of the beer glasses. They also broke 
full bottles of drink. 

None of the Gypsy children in Polomka had a bicycle. 
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It was surprising that more Gypsy children did not follow the 

example of the old KALOCAJ widow's twelve and thirteen year-old grand- 

children who could not bear the boredom of lessons they could not 

understand and the indignity of taunts they could, and so refused to 

go to school at all. Although perpetually poverty-striken the family 

eventually paid the fines that occasionally were imposed as a penalty, 

but they never made any attempt to force the children to go to school. 

"We're happier really that they don't come to school", said the 

headmaster frankly. 

They never learn anything and would only be a 
distraction to the others. 

Although blacks and whites sometimes played together in the 

breaks between lessons, the separation of the classroom soon re- 

established itself after school as the pupils gathered on the village 

street before going home. 

The avoidance of Gypsies by Slovaks greatly intensified at the 

onset of adolescence and at every stage was actively encouraged by 

the adult villagers. * The headmaster told of an occasion when a sixteen 

year-old Gypsy youth was beaten up by the police for allegedly molesting 

a white girl. 

I had expected to find a situation similar to that in the southern 
U. S. A., where white men had sexual relations with black women, but 
this was not the case; Slovak men regarded it as degrading to go 
with a Gypsy girl - even casually - and intermarriage was rare. 
When I once suggested to some Slovak lads that Gypsy girls were 
very pretty, they all shook their heads in vigorous disagreement 
and one explained: "In the Czech lands, they go with Gypsy girls 
but here we don't! " 
Gypsy prostituion was not uncommon in the Czech lands and at least 
one Polomka girl had made a living in this way, preferring 
African students as customers because they paid more. Half a dozen Polomka Gypsies had married Czechs but only one had married a Slovak. 
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One of those young KALO&J lads was walking up 
the village street beside a white girl - chatting 
to her and joking as lads do, I suppose. She got 
upset and reported him to the police as wanting 
to rape her, so the police came and beat him up. 
They told aim: 'You're a Gypsy and you've got 
Gypsy girls. White Girls aren't for you and you'd 
better remember that'. 

I don't for a moment think that he wanted to rape 
her - and on the villag4 street too. I expect the 

silly girl lost her head - or else was just annoyed 
with him. P': evertheless the police were right to 
do what they did. He's got to learn. 

It was probably in their late teens and early twenties that 

Polomka Gypsies becatre most keenly aware of the discrimination against 

then for at this ti,;, e of life they wanted to enjoy themselves before 

they were burdened by a large family to support. 

Apart from sitting in the pub, entertainment in Polomka itself 

was limited to the occasional dance which was usually held on the 

premises of the state farm. Sometimes these dances were public - that 

is promoted by the council or the farm - in which case everyone was 

admitted, but more frequently the dances were privately sponsored on 

the occasion of an engagement or marriage in the village. Although 

nominally private occasions, there was little difference between these 

and public dances from the villagers' point of view since anyone was 

welcome to the dance that followed the meal. To the Gypsies, however, 

there was a world of difference for only rarely were they admitted to 

the later stages of such gatherings. * 

To be fair to the promoters, the worst racial brawls were 
liable to erupt at mixed public lances. 
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In spite of the unlikelihood of being allowed inside at such 

private functions, the younger Poiomka Gypsies used to put on their 

best clothes and wait patiently outside in hopes that the hosts would 

relent. "At least we can hear the music", they would say with wry grins. 

Once we accepted an invitation from a technical expert on the 

farm to a reception that followed his wedding to a village girl who 

worked in the pub. We felt very bad when we arrived and saw a cluster 

of our Gypsy neighbours waiting outside in the dark - the men quietly 

resigned, the women shivering in their flimsy evening dresses - but 

they urged us to go in, assuring us that they were quite used to the 

situation. 

Not only we but other guests glanced periodically at the faces 

dimly discernable beyond the windows and some time later a young 

Slovak lurched drunkenly outside. 

"Filthy, fucking Gypsies. Clear off to your colony where you 

belong: " and he aimed a wild punch at the stomach of the KALO6AJ youth 

who had been beaten up by the police. The lad was too quick for him 

and leapt nimbly aside but the Slovak then chased him three times 

around the building before giving up the'pursuit. Meanwhile the other 

Gypsies watched this performance with mild interest, appearing quite 

indifferent to the curses. 

The Polomka Gypsies sometimes held their own dances in the empty 

half of a large house at the front of the settlement. The owner had 

been living in Plzen for many years and his cousin, who occupied the 

other half, regularly hired the empty rooms to whoever in the settlement 

wanted to organise a dance. 
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One such dance we attended at the time of the village festival 

v 
was promoted jointly by three young PUSKAR men. Although all dances 

where entry was charged and liquor sold r. eeded an official permit, 

the promoters made no attempt to obtain one and, strictly speaking, 

the dance was therefore illegal. The villagers and council officials 

knew quite well that a dance was taking place, for they saw the five- 

piece band arrive with their instruments and could hear the music later, 

but they too regarded a permit as an irrelevancy - provided the dance 

was in the settlement. The headmaster's wife explained the villagers' 

attitude. 

If they have a dance in the village there are 
bound to be fights, so it's better if they have 
a dance among their own kind. Then, if there's 
any trouble, it's away from us and doesn't matter. 

If we stopped them from having a dance altogether 
or were strict about the conditions, that would 
probably cause trouble too. So, all round, the 
best way is to ignore what they do in their colony. 

The dance was a great success for there were many visiting relatives 

in the settlement and this added to the festive, holiday atmospiere. 

The band played in the larger of the two rooms - what would have been 

the bedroom - and the floor was packed with perhaps a hundred enthusiastic 

dancers, old and young, who danced the whole night through to the 

raucous music. 

In the kitchen stood two trestle tables, one with bottles of 

spirits, a barrel of beer and stacks of cigarettes and plastic cups. 

The drink had been bought on: ýa sale-or-return basis from the village 

store and was dispensed by one of the promoters at very high prices - 

two and a half crowns for a small beakerful of beer that was sold at 

two crowns a half-litre in the pub and six crowns for a shot of vodka 
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(The equivalent pub prices were two crowns for a half-litre of 

beer and four crowns for vodka). 

At the other table another promoter sold "tickets" - plain white 

pieces of paper bearing nothing except the solitary, handwritten 

word "Entry" which had been misspelt. There was no standard price 

for tickets, indeed the entry charge seemed entirely at the discretion 

V 
of the promoter. Alexander PUSKAR was dismayed to be charged thirty 

crowns for himself and twenty for his wife - as much as for a luxury 

cinema in Prague - on the grounds that he was "earninb good money", 

whilst pehsioners paid around five crowns and children and close 

relatives of the promoters were not asked for anything. However by 

midnight the promoters were fed up of standing at the door and joined 

in the dancing with everyone else. 

In spite of the apparent high prices the profits were not 

exorbitant for when the hire of the rooms (100 crowns), the wages of 

the band (400 crowns) and the cost of alcohol and cigarettes (775 

crowns) were deducted from the gross takings of 1,500 crowns, only 225 

crowns was left to be split three ways among the promoters. 

There were a few disputes over the entry charges but nothing 

serious for some compromise was always negotiated except in the case 

of four Gypsies from a nearby settlement whom no-one wanted to admit 

anyway. To vent their anger at the wasted'bus journey these four 

relaliated by overturning all of the wooden lavatory huts but everyone 

was in such good humour that night that the discovery was greeted with 

gales of laughter. 
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Three young men from the settlement were to leave the next day 

to do their national service and so, in the early hours of the morning, 

a 'recruits' dance was demanded of them. This they danced individually, 

V 
in turn, but the undisputed star was a son of the impoverished PUSKAR 

widow. His solo was a brilliant parody of traditional Gypsy men's 

dancin6, full of bold gestures and dramatic leaps as he wheeled and 

stamped his heels to a rhythm of clapping hands, Then he slowed the 

tempo and throwing back his head began to utter aLonised cries, the 

fragments of blues refrains - "Oh God! What shall I do? " "Where shall 

I go? " - and pounded the floor with clenched fists. Finally he ripped 

open his shirt from neck to waist in one swift movement before 

crumpling in a motionless heap on the floor. 

The audience found his performance so funny that the tears 

streamed down their faces and his mother was laughing so hard that she 

could barely stand. After a moment or two her son leapt to his feet 

and coming over to her with a broad grin, confided proudly; 

"And I never even tore a button on my shirt: " 

Although the Gypsies accepted that they had no right to demand 

entry to private dances in the village, entry to the pub was another 

matter. Yet sometimes they would leave without protest when ordered 

out - usually after a fight between Gypsies - although they deeply 

resented the fact that they all had to leave, whether culpable or not. 

The preremptory tones of the manageress were especially offensive to 

Gypsies from the Czech lands who were visiting the home settlement of 

their Polomka-born brides. 
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When I'm in Ostrava, I walk into a pub and the 

waiter addresses me as 'sir' and asks me what 
I'd like, but here I'm thrown out in the street. 

'Gypsies out! ' they shout. They dopt speak to 

you like that in Ostrava! 

Relations between young Gypsies and Slovaks were a strange 

mixture. When questioned directly each group would not hesitate to 

express its contempt of the other and at times there would be skirmishes 

when blows and kicks were exchanged; knife-fighting they left to the 

older men. Yet young Gypsies from different settlements fought each 

other too, as did young Slovaks from different villages. 

Angry at the treatment of their people the young Gypsies found 

some form of defence in despising; the young Slovaks as ignorant and 
V 

untravelled in comparison with themselves. The son of the PUSKAR 

widow, whose dance had been such a success, expressed this well, 

Some of the older Slovaks aren't so bad. At least 
they've learnt a bit and perhaps they've beeh on 
national service with Gypsies and had one as a mate. 

It's the young ones that are the worst - so big- 
headed. They think they're the greatest - better 
than any Gypsy. But what are they really? Just 
hicks, that's all! They've never been anywhere, 
don't know anything. 

For their part, the young Slovaks shared the prejudices of their 

parents about Gypsies and imagined all manner of dreadful practices 

taking place in the settlement which lay so near and which they had 

never visited. 

When the Gypsies are here in the village they are 
well-behaved but when they are only with their own 
people they become primitive again, 

explained a young Slovak darkly. As his friends nodded assent, he 

remembered. and blurted, out: r, _, 
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"But you sleep over there, don't you: " - with a sharp jerk of the 

head in the direction of the settlement. 

"Yes, we have a clean and empty house there", I answered calmly. 

There was no comment. 

In spite of this mutual contempt, relations between young Gypsies 

and Slovaks could be remarkably relaxed on occasions, although there 

was always an underlying tension. 

one summer evening I wandered into the pub with the FU5KAR widow 

and her two sons aged 2U and 21. Perhaps a dozen young Slovaks in 

their late teens and early twenties sat around two tables pushed 

together and were evidently drinking heavily. Normally this would 

have been a danger sign but this time they were celebrating a birthday 

and were in high spirits. 

"Go and fetch your guitar and give us a song, Laci: "* shouted 

one of the lads as he noticed the elder PUSKAR son enter and Ladislav 

good-naturedly turned back for the settlement. A few minutes later the 

whole pub was noisily chorusing a selection of Slovak and Czech songs, 

although at times a voice was raised to ask: "Sing in Slovak, not Czech: " 

Then one lad rose to sing a solo - the light, romantic air 'Once I Had 

a Black Gypsy Girl'. Everyone applauded the effort, Slovaks and Gypsies 

alike and encouraged by his success the singer gave as an encore a 

strained rendition of Franz Lehar's 'A Gypsy Baron am V. Clearly light 

opera was a different world. 

At this point one lad who had lain slumped face-down on the table 

revived slightly and drunkenly demanded a song using some Romanes words. 

I, 
Diminutive for Ladislav. 

A 
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His intention was obviously to insult but his comrades immediately 

dismissed his suggestion as 'not serious' and thrust another vodka 

towards him with the warning: "But carefully now! It Everyone laughed. 

Durin& breaks between songs conversation ranted over topics of 

common interest - especia-ly football in England and pop music. A 

Croup of Slovak lads listened in hushed awe as Ladislav's brother 

talked about Prague dance-halls, pop concerts and the leading groups 

that they had only read about or seen on T. V. and both Slovaks and 

Gypsies agreed in vehemengly condemning the lack of entertainment 

facilities in Polomka. 

Out of the corner of my eye I noticed an eight-year-old Gypsy 

girl come in and stand patiently by the bar, clutching an empty 

lemonade bottle. 

"What d'you want? " snapped the newly-married waitress eventually. 

"Some of those sweets", said the girl, proferring her bottle in 

payment. 

"Where did you buy this? " asked the waitress, suspicious. 

"Here". 

"You're not gypsying? " Ci. e. lying) and after another searching 

look the waitress took the bottle and slapped the few sweets onto the 

counter. The barefoot child scurried out. 

All too soon it was closing time but no-one wanted to finish so 

we ran down the road to the other pub where the manageress grumpily 

agreed to serve us only one beer each as she too had been looking 

forward to closing. 

"Where have you been till now, then? " 
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Ten minutes later she switched off the lights and opened the 

door. 

"Ri6nt, that's you're lot then: " 
V 

"We're just going this minute", answered Mrs. PUSKAR sweetly, 

thrusting out her tongue at the manaieress as soon as her back was 

turned. In the dark the manaöeress knocked an ashtray from a table 

and in a moment of temper she turned on Iadislav and gave a curt order 

in Romanes: "Andre kolonie! " ('To the colony'). 

Ladislav answered gently in Slovak: 

"Tenement, if you please". 

The manageress regained her composure and said evenly: "All right - 

tenement then". They both knew well enough that Ladislav's family 

was poor aid lived in a cabin of wood. 

Outside in the street again there were more requests for music 

and so Iadislav struck up some of the better-known Gypsy tunes. 

''Is that one of ours or one of yours? - But it's all the same", 

said one of the Slovaks and then began to sing a Gypsy sons that was 

currently high in the hit parade. * He sang in Romanes although not 

without mistakes. 

This was at a time when Gypsy songs were in vogue throughout the 
country. A group of Gypsy brothers, previously well-known only 
as, accompanists, had started to sing Gypsy songs with the original 
Romanes lyrics and even though most people were unable to under- 
stand a word of them, the fire and gaiety of-the music had appealed 
to a mass audience. Jumping on the bandwagon, one of the Republic's 
most popular singers, a Czech, had recorded two Gypsy songs with 
Romanes lyrics (including the example above). This period was 
also the heyday of the Gypsy associations, organising music 
festivals and talent competitions throughout the Republic. 
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Two, two, twenty-two 
Kisses shall I give to you. 
Kisses so hard and Kisses so true, 
That I'll even catch your flu. 

We finished the session with a romantic Slovak ballad 'Dobrou 

noc' ('Good night') but before embracing and going our separate ways 

an arrangement had been made between Ladislav and some of the Slovak 

boys to meet on the following day at the local football match "to 

sing the whole match through" in a little hut near the ground and the 

possibility had even been floated of a football match - "whites versus 

blacks". The terms were used quite naturally and without rancour. 

As we walked home to the settlement the mood became quieter and 

Ladislav pensively began to strum an insistent Gypsy blues that was 

sung to often in the settlement that it was almost its anthem. The 

short, dirge-like melody matched the bitter words to perfection - rising 

ominously at the start, it reached a strained and emotional peak before 

falling away to the sombre closing bars. We joined him as he sang: 

Into the Gypsy settlement 
The police are coming. 
First they beat us, 
Then they kill us, 
For our truth. 

Yet finally the main reason for rejecting a characterisation of 

apartheid for ethnic relations between Gypsies and Slovaks in Poloinka 

and in post-war Slovakia in general must be that segregation and 

discrimination were minimal in the key area of work. 

Whether Gypsies worked locally, in the district or as migrant 

workers, they generally worked alongside whites doing the same jobs 

for the same wages. Where Gypsies were most heavily concentrated - in 
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co-op work gangs that were often all-Gypsy - this stemmed from the 

Gypsies' practice of recruiting gang members on a family basis and in 

no way from pressure by employers to isolate them. 

Of course there was discrimination at work but because of the 

general demand for unskilled heavy labour and the Gypsies' desire for 

the high wages of such work, this was relatively unimportant and 

certainly the Gy, sies did not complain much of unfair treatment at 

work. The restrictive conditions of employment that irked them most 

hampered all employees equally. 

In Slovakia, where there were local gluts of labour, Gypsies often 

found it hard to gain access to the better-paid labouring jobs they 

coveted but this was as much due to general nepotism as to strictly 

ethnic discrimination. Also Gypsies were sometimes assigned the most 

unpleasant and arduous tasks although it was usually individual whites 

who protested rather than the Gypsies themselves. A Czech intellectual 

who had been demoted to a labouring job because of his political 

activities during 1968, objected when the only Gypsy member of his gang 

was automatically assigned the dirtiest shovelling jobs and for his 

efforts was set the same tasks by the foreman. 

The real discrimination as regards work was that in spite of their 

considerable contribution to the national economy, the Gypsies were 

deliberately denied equal opportunities to enjoy the fruits of their 

labour - whether by living near their workplaces in the Czech lands or by 

building new houses in Slovak villages or by benefitting equally from 

public amenities. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

POSSIBILITIES OF CHANGE 

This chapter falls into three sections. These are 
roughly equal in size and try to snow alternatives 
to the Folomka situation described at length in the 

preceding chapters. 

The first two sections deal with life in geographically 
separate but related areas - Polomka's neighbouring 
villages of Sedlice and Fodhradie and the industrial 

city of Ostrava, the destination of many of Polomka's 
Gypsy migrants. W. _ile the atmosphere in these places 
is far less claustrophobic than in Polomka, there 

are important parallels in the problems faced by 
their inhabitants. 

The final section shows the failure of a different 
kind of alternative. The Gypsy Associations which 
were potentially a force for change were in practice 
frustrated at every level by the political and 
administrative restrictions that limited their 
action. 
As explained in the introduction, all three sections 
suffer from the insufficiency of data on which they 
are based but in spite of their drawbacks they are 
necessary as a counterbalance to the account of 
Polomka. 

SEDLICE AND PCDHRADIE 

A Different World 

If you take the field-path beyond the Polomka churchyard and follow 

it up over the bare hillside you are in Seduce in under half an hour. 

Yet, though separated by little more than a mile, the two villages 

are worlds apart in some respects - especially in the eyes of their 

Gypsy inhabitants. The contrast is apparent even to the casual 

visitor for although barely twice the size of sleepy Folo; ika, Sedlice 

has the air of a bustling market town and its main street, flanked by 

shops, 'post office, dance hall and cinema, is almost a square. Another 
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sign of vitality is the newer nouses, dotted here and there among 

the older village dwellinLs, including one bizarre futuristic con- 

struction with concrete walls and oval windows. 

The settlements, too, have little in common. Folomka settlement 

lies almost hidaen from the villa6ers' eyes behind the raised ba.. k of 

the river but its Sedlice counterpart extends almost to the cnurch, 

forming a quarter of the main village. 

The tarmac side-street flanking the church leads past a line of 

substantial, village-style houses, owned by the most respected VAGAJ 

families, before climbing gradually between neat, parallel rows of 

fenced brick houses that are either newly-built or under construction. 

In 1972 tarmac had not yet been laid here but the proud owners were 

confidently awaiting it as part of their plan to transform the heart 

of the settlement into something resembling a comfortable suburban 

villa quarter. 

A little further on, where the road swings sharply up to the left, 

is a jumble of older brick and timber houses of less affluent CINAs 

V 
and FUSKARs. Although of mainly post-war construction and similar 

to the Folomka settlement houses, these appear clumsy and irregular 

in comparison with the larger, newer buildings below them. At the 

very back of the settlement, almost hidden in a deep cleft, lie two 

V 
ramshackle huts of CINA families related to the Folomka KALOCAJs. 

The Sedlice Gypsies had great advantages over those at Polomka 

for no physical barrier separated-their settlement from the village, 

they were already better integrated as' regards work and continued to 
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benefit from the post-war expansion of village amenities and, in 

addition, they had the good fortune to pick Karvina* as their most 

favoured migratory destination. 

The employment opportunities available to both sets of Gypsies 

were basically the same but while their unfortunate neighbours in 

Polomka had been hamstrung by the building ban, Sedlice Gypsies were 

able to maintain their momentum in housebuilding. Housing was the 

most obvious difference between the two settlements for over a 

dozen settlement houses in Sedlice surpassed Stefan PUSKAR's in size 

and solidity and many of the houses still under construction contained 

bathrooms and indoor flush toilets. There was also a corresponding 

difference in furnishing for lavish suites of veneered furniture, 

rich carpets and cabinets crammed with cut-glass ornaments were 

commonplace. 

In nearby Podhradie, where the settlement lay directly beside 

the main villaöe street, Gypsy househuilding was even more dramatic. 

After lengthy spells in the North Moravian steel-town of Trinec, 

the returning migrants had often rejected the model of one-storey 

village houses and had built two-storey villas instead. One inspired 

individual had taken as his model the urban tenement and his incredible 

three-storey building was the largest family house in the whole 

village, far surpassing any Slovak efforts. It was completed by a 

fenced front garden of which the pride was a painted, ornamental castle - 
the Czechoslovak equivalent to British garden gnomes. 

s 
The North Moravian coal-mining town of Karvina was exceptional 
in its conscientious efforts to re-house Gypsy migrants (see 
Chapter V). 
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The Fodhradie fa. aily of ladislav CONU and his wife Maria 

exemplified the middling inhabitants of the Sedlice and }odhradie 

settlements but their careful, planned attitude to life would have 

made them an unusual couple had they lived in Polomka. 

They had married in their early twenties and decided to delay 

starting a family until they were better established. Eventually 

their first child was born eight years later and when they had four 

children Maria had an intra-uterine coil fitted. 

Soon after marriage they migrated to Trinec and remained there 

for almost ten years whilst they saved hard for a new house at home. 

In Trinec they had a comfortable flat and praised the attitude of the 

council to its Gypsy workers and Ladislav was well satisfied with his 

job in a construction company where he worked alongside eight other 

I/ CCIdKAs from Fodhradie. 

In 1961 the couple calculated that they had saved enough and 

returned to Podhradie where Ladislav soon found a good job in the 

district capital beyond bukovec. When the children were old enough to 

go to school his wife commuted with him to work in a coffee-grinding 

factory. 

Even though ladislav was a bricklayer by trade, the couple paid 

Slovak workers to build their new house. 

''It would have been too tiring for him to build it after work", 

explained Maria solicitously. 

Although only single-storey, the house was spacious enough with 

a roomy kitchen and three large bedroom$, all filled with elegant, 

unblemished furniture - double beds, dressing tables, wardrobes and 
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the almost mandatory cabinet with cut-glass and antiques. ;, aria was 

particularly proud of their 'best' bedroom. 

"For that room we've just bought the latest furniture from East 

Germany - the suite cost 12,000 crowns! " * 

When we asked why they had bought this new suite when they already 

had so much beautiful furniture, i"läria hesitated -a little puzzled. 

They themselves had felt it unnecessary to deliberate on this question 

before the purchase. Her answer was slow and considered. 

"If all the rooms hadn't been complete, the house wouldn't 

have been - well - tidy, you know". 

The couple slept in the second bedroorn, as did their four 

children on divan couches. 

"We tried the olddr girls [aged 14 and 12] in their own room 

but they got scared and begged to come in with us". 

The house had been built without a bathroom or indoor toilet but 

Ladislav had plans to remedy these defects by an extension "now that 

the furniture's complete". For the present they bathed in the 

kitchen and had a wooden closet in their fenced yard - just like many 

Slovak villagers. 

Their yard also contained a large pig-pen and while we were there 

a Slovak delivered a medium-sized pig on a tractor-drawn trailer. 

Ladislav had paid 1,200 crowns for the pig but by Christmas, fattened, 

it would be worth 4,000. Most of the Gypsy families in Seduce and 

Podhradie had one pig and many had two. ** 

About a quarter of-the price of-a newer settlement house in 
Poloinka. 

While we were there very few Poloinka Gypsies kept pigs although on 
rare occasions they would buy horses from peasants in the mountains to make salami. 
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The Slovak joked with Iadislav for a few moments but when he w.. s 

offered twenty crowns for the delivery, he said easily : "Oh, a bit more 

than that, I think", and an embarrassed Iadislav dragged a hundred 

crown note from his pocket. 

"That's better and we'll finish it with a drink together in 

the pub, O. K.? " and the Slovak drove off whistling cheerfully. 

"He makes a bit on the side during workixg hours. He should be 

gathering potatoes on the state farm", Ladislav confided. 

In Sedlice a few Gypsy families had mana,, ed to buy houses outside 

the settlement amongst the villagers' houses and others were 

manoeuvring to do the same. 

One young CTNA couple, who had adopted the Czech surname of 

'Urban', had lived for years with their parents in one of the older 

houses in the upper part of the Sedlice settlement while they saved 

for a house of their own. When they had 90,000 crowns they were 

offered a house outside the settlement on the fringe of the village. 

They would have preferred a house in the settlement to be near their 

relatives, they said, but the chance of a ready-built house was too 

good to be missed. 

The house had been built three years earlier by another Sedlice 

Gypsy who had managed to acquire a building plot but some time later 

decided that his prospects were better in the Czech lands. It was a 

good, solid building, exactly the same as a Slovak village house, and 

consequently its price of 105,000 crowns was over double that of a new 
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settlement house in Polomka. The balance of the purchase price was 

covered by a 15,000 crown loan from the State Bank wnich they were 

repaying in monthly installments of 500 crowns. 

They had also paid an additional 6,000 crowns for the drilling 

and installation of a pump for the house had been without a water 

supply of its own. 

When we came here first our neighbours said: 'If 

you're rice: enough to buy a house, then you can 
afford a pump too! ' and wouldn't give us any 
water. But one chanced his mind and gave us two 
buckets-full a day and now they're all quite 
friendly - now that they know us. 

As well as the essential pump the couple had also bought an 

expensive set of ornamental iron gates and iron fencing to surround 

their garden, as was common in Czechoslovakian villages. Inside the 

house, however, they had furnished only the kitchen and a single bed- 

room. Another room was prepared for conversion to a bathroom and this 

was their next task. 

We'll buy more furniture later, but bit by bit. 
Other things are more important. We're not going 
to kill ourselves like some for we want to be 
able to spend time with our four children instead 
of working all the overtime we can get. Zdena, 
our eldest, is in the fourth grade and gets top 
marks all the time! 

Their daughter, a smiling ten year-old, proudly showed us her 

exercise books to prove the point. 

Name-Changing 

The CINAs were not exceptional in having adopted a non-Gypsy 

surname for whilst in Polomka only one family, had done this, * in 

V 
* The can in question, a PUSKAR, was a, habitual drunkard and the laughing 

stock of the settlement. The other PUSKARs claimed to have forced him 
to change his name to prevent him from disgracing their family group 
still further. 
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Sedlice over twenty Gý'psy families had changed their name. 

This was not a difficult procedure and involved a fee of 100 

crowns and a written justification. In the Gypsies' case the invariable 

reason was "to avoid confusion when letters arrive" and this was always 

accepted as sufficient. The council clerk whose task was to make the 

necessary alterations to documents was in no doubt about what she 

regarded as the real reason. 

"It's because they're ashamed of their Gypsy names", she said, 

recalling the official campaign of the late 1950s to persuade 

Gypsies to change their "ridiculous" and "shameful" names for 

"proper"Slovak ones. (See Chapter Four). 

Sedlice Gypsies were reticent about their reasons for changing 

names. In some cases it was true that the arrival of letters caused 

confusion and a certain amount of hostility when they were opened in 

I 
error, for example there were half a dozen individuals named Stefan 

VAGAJ in the settlement. But there could be no problem about the 

V 
handful of PUSKARs and still less about the single PECHA who changed 

his name after coming to live in Sedlice with his VAGAJ bride. 

Nor could name-changing be correlated neatly with standing in 

the settlement for although the families who adopted new names were 

mostly lower-status CINAs, some highly-respected VAGAJ families 

followed their lead. 

One striking feature about the new surnames chosen by the Gypsies 

was that, with a few exceptions, they were Czech rather than Slovak 

names. As some Gypsies pointed out to us, this had obvious advantages 

for them when they migrated to the Czech lands for in documents at 
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least they were indistinguishable from Czechs and so stood a slightly 

better chance of slipping through the net spread to prevent the increase 

of Gypsy migrants. 

Yet for the most part Sedlice Gypsies had not chosen the comm:; nest, 

everyday Czech surnames but those with attractive connotations for 

whilst there was a single 'Noväk' and a ''Leman' family in the settlement - 

as common among Czechs as 'Smith' and 'Jones' in England - these were 

drab exceptions in comparison with names su&-estive of oak and birch 

and pine, of cliffs and mountains, of songbirds and freedom. 

One Gypsy save an additional reason for not choosing a Slovak 

name. 

I changed my name because there are several 
Josef VAGAJs in the settlement but I wouldn't 
have a Slovak name at any price -I hate them! 
So instead I chose a Czech name - 'SYKORA'. 
(literally 'Tom-tit'). 

Rather than simplify matters, name-changing could often confuse 

them still further. A case in point was a PUSKAR who adopted a 

Czech surname but whose children, on reaching adulthood, changed their 

surname yet a&ain but this time for a Gypsy name that was different 

from their father's original one. Meanwhile their parents, with whom 

they continued to live, retained their Czech name. 

It would be a mistake to think of name-changing as a widespread 

phenomenon for it seemed 'to have occurred only in pockets. In Podhradie, 

V 
for example, where most of the settlement was called CONKA and where 

the Gypsies were every bit as ambitious as those in Sedlice, there 

was no name-changing. 
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We are all CONKAss here and we are proud of being 
Gypsies and of our family. None of us has changed 
his name. Why should we? 

Against the government's simplistic assumption that Gypsy name- 

changing was an unequivocal sign of the desire to assimilate must 

be set the fact that Gypsies throughout the world : lave frequently 

adopted the commonest surnames of their host country, most probably 

in order to camoufla6e their Gypsy identity rather than as a step 

towards renouncing it. In the case of Slovakian Gypsies the motivation 

could be more complex as some examples have shown. 

Show-Weddings 

Building houses and buying furniture were the main ways in which 

Sedlice and Podhradie Gypsies sought to improve their position and 

claim an equal place in the village beside therhites. Yet other 

central aspects of their negative stereotype had to be publicly refuted 

too. Consequently they spent fortunes on clothes and at weekends would 

parade in their finery - men in their best dark suits, younger women 

in the latest fashions and their babies, spotless in radiant baby- 

clothes. Cne young couple were the proud owners of a scarlet, English- 

style pram which had cost over a thousand crowns. Such prams had only 

recently become fashionable in the Czech cities and so were quite 

unknown in Slovak villages. Only the older women took little part in 

the dressing-up but they compensated by attending church assiduously. 

Undoubtedly the most spectacular displays took place at weddinGs 

contracted between the more affluent families, when no expense seemed 

to be spared. We discovered later that the formula - church wedding, 
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reception for a host of guests, wedding presents almost entirely in 

the form of banknotes and dance continuing late into the night or 

longer - was common throughout the Gypsy settlements of Slovakia. 

These extravagent weddings appeared a parody of the traditional 

Slovak village wedding in iahich the whole community participated for 

several days and they became the rage amongst Gypsies at a time when 

many older village customs were lapsing. * 

Of course, only richer families could afford such ostentation 

and poorer couples did as settlement Gypsies had often done before - 

they simply began to live together without any legal ceremony and 

without even bmthering to claim the legal status of common-law spouse. 

This practice could often involve them in considerable difficulties, 

for example a mother had no entitlement to the earnings of her 

'husband' if he were imprisoned and ä family-unit did not count as 

such for the purposes of the housing list. Yet in spite of these and 

other drawbacks many Gypsies in settlements delayed the legal ceremony 

until they could afford the accompanying display, perhaps because 

families were not only judged by their houses and furniture but to a 

lesser extent by the splendour of their weddings too. 

In the Czech cities, however, expensive weddings were rarer and 

there appeared to be a growing tendency towards quieter registry 

This was lar6ely the result of transformed social relations and 
productive methods, for the state farm manager and co-operative 
farmer were not the squire and kulak in socialist disguise and the 
extensively mechanised agriculture of post-war years required a more 
regular work discipline. However it was the change in social relations 
that gave Gypsies their first opportunity toý. indulge in such displays. 
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office ceremonies. The contrasting patterns are not to be explained 

by differences in the Gypsies themselves - for they were the same 

people - but rather by different circumstances. quiet weddings were 

the norm among Czechs and, more significantly, social pressures on 

the Gypsies were considerably weaker and mucn of the point of display 

had been lost. 

The following sketch of a show-wedding we attended in Slovakia 

gives some idea of their lavish scale as well as of the deep tensions 

implicit in them. 

A Gypsy Wedding 

We were walking back from the Sedlice restaurant one evening 

when a middle-aged Gypsy caught the arm of our companion, Viktor VAGANT, 

and tried to dissuade him from attending a wedding the following week. 

We were mystified but Viktor shook himself free and walked on. A 

few moments later he gave a knowing laugh. 

I know what i2is game is! His own daughter is 
getting married only a fortnight after this 
wedding and he's afraid people won't have enough 
money for both. 

The coming wedding was between the daughter of Viktor's uncle, 

owner of a large house near the church, and the son of one of the most 

respected families in Podhradie and so we were very grateful for 

Viktor's generous invitation. 

You can come with me and my wife. It'll be a 
select company, you understand - not just ordinary 
Gypsies but people who know how to behave them- 
selves. 
We'll drink very slowly and carefully - only one kind 
of. spirit - so we don't get drunk. That would really 
be terrible! 
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An easy-going man by nature, Viktor nevertheless shared the pre- 

occupation with respectability, so common among Sedlice Gypsies. His 

personal obsessive nightmare was to be detected and publicly exposed 

as drunk. 

As we made our way to his house, Viktor hesitated for a moment, 

glancing doubtfully at my sweater and jeans. 

riave you any decent clothes though? - No? Well, 
thath no problem as we're about the same size. 
I'll lend you a dark suit and black socks and 
shoes - even a handkerchief for your breast pocket: 
After all, it's necessary to be properly dressed. 

Gita, his wife, was far from enthusiastic about going to the 

wedding. 

Oh God - it'll cost so rauch! When your sister 
got married last year that uncle of yours gave 

her 600 crowns, so you'd have to give his daughter 
the same if we went. 

It's the winter now and the children need new 
shoes and coats. It'd be better not to go - we 
can't afford it. 

Viktor was crestfallen and he reflected gloomily for a few 

moments. Then he gave a sigh and said flatly. 

That's all very well but I can't afford not to Sol 
I work alonGside his sons and if we didn't turn 
up to their sister's wedding they'd be so angry 
they wouldn't speak to me for months. 

And so the matter was decided. * 

By the morning of the wedding they had put these worries behind 

them and their relaxed good-humour contrasted with the evident anxiety 

of the principal guests as we from Sedlice stood outside the church in 

the pale November sunshine, waiting for the groom's party. When the 

* We had heard identical arguments at the home of Stefan FUSYAR 
" in Polomka. 
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hired car and coachful of relatives arrived from Fodhradie, everyone 

formed into a long procession and filed solemnly into church. 

The ceremony itself was impressive - the priest in full robes 

before L. is magnificent wined altar, the bride almost aidden among 

her lacy veils beside the tense and pallid groom and a packed 

congregation. To dull their boredom during the long sermon some of 

the youths chewed gum and the girls occasionally giggled among them- 

selves, while mothers in the congregation tried to soothe their 

fretful babies. Above them on the churcn wall hung a painting of the 

Virgin Mary bearing the legend - 'Blessed Mary, help us to bear 

children'. 

As the priest's amplified voice droned on I recalled what he had 

told us beforehand about Gypsy weddings. 

When they pay me, they say '; uow make sure it's a 
proper sermon. It doesn't matter so mich what's 
in it but it should be an hour's preaching at 
least'. 

As we poured out of the church door, dazzled by the sudden 

brightness, a bedraggled-looking young Gypsy - white-shirted and 

jacketless - rushed forward, waving a placard on astick. The slogan 

was in rhyme and its crude black lettering ran: 

Who wants a fine wife today 
Thousands of crowns for her must pay. 

The lone demonstrator was angrily pushed back by some guests 

until he was buried in the mixed crowd of Gypsy and Slovak onlookers 

and we never discovered the reason for his protest -a former lover of 

the girl, jilted because of his poverty? 
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The wedding procession, now more relaxed, slowly wound its way 

into the settlement led by a small Gypsy band of violin, saxophone, 

accordion and drum and then milled around outside the bride's home 

drinking small 61asses of vodka while she followed the Slovak custom 

of taking a lengthy and tearful farewell from her parents. 

The reception was held in the two main livinb rooms of the bride's 

parents which had peen cleared of their normal furniture and were now 

crammed with long trestle tables and benches. Because the house was 

so large it had been decided to hold the reception there rather than 

in the restaurant, but two of the restaurant cooks had been nired to 

prepare the food in the kitchen and in the next-door kitchen of the 

bride's aunt. 

The amount of food consumed was phenomenal but there was no buffet 

table from which guests helped themselves - quite the opposite. Each 

guest knew exactly how much food and drink he would receive - perhaps 

eight courses (I lost count) and half a litre of his favourite spirit 

to drink at table and a further half litre to take with him when the 

whole party moved to Podhradie for the evening continuation of the 

festivities. It was unusual to split a wedding in this way but since 

the two villages were only a few miles apart it was a convenient way 

of sharing both the expense and the prestige. From mid-day until late 

afternoon course followed course with unfailing regularity and in the 

all-too-brief intervals the band played and the guests danced or sang 

or just talked. Meanwhile an uncle of the bride acted as master-of- 

ceremonies and directed activities with a martial fervour. 

You'll pay later, so eat up and get your money's 
worth! Stop singing over there! Silence!: 
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Everyone take their place at table! Now you'll 
eat another course! 

And eat another course we did - and another, and another. Anyone 

who tried to miss a course or leave food on their plate was sternly 

admonished by this terrifying individual and most, like me, were 

intimidated into forcing down every last morsel. 

After beef soup with noodles, veal schnitzel with a mound of 

potato salad, pork chops and sauerkraut, goulash and dumplings, chicken 

and chips, I began to feel quite ill and made a desperate dash outside 

and round behind the house where I was sick. That was much better but 

I felt ashamed at my weakness until I realised that many other guests 

were in the sa;, ie predicament and solved it in the same way - like 

latter-day ancient Romans at a banquet. 

It was a pity that excessive food and vodka made it none too 

easy to remember the many interesting conversations we had - especially 

with young men in their early twenties. One pale-skinned man spoke with 

great pride and eloquence of his membership in the Communist Party and 

had even grown his beard "like Lenin's, in honour of his centenary". * 

* Gypsies as a group were among the most enthusiastic and uncritical 
supporters of the Communist Party - and with good reason. After the 
War they had composed many songs in praise of the Party and the 
Soviet Union. 

I had a love, 
But the guards took hid}, 
The guards took him away 
And put him in a labour camp. 

Cl. e. fascist Hlinka guards 

Return him to me, sirs 
For I have only him. 
Blood flows with grief 
From a black heart. 

Don't plead, girl! 
Your love will soon be back. 
Already he is returning, 
Brought by Soviet soldiers. 

Coat/.... 
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Fortunately there was a two-hour break as the i: ired coach ferried 

both sets of guests and their children to Podhradie where a dance was 

due to st:; Lrt at eight in the village's new community centre. Although 

the hall was large it was soon full to overflowing because the dance 

was open to all-comers without charge and as well as Fodhradie Gypsies 

who had not been 6uests, many other Gypsies came from nearby settlements, 

including a few from Polomka. However the onlywhites present, apart 

from ourselves were the bus-driver and a strange individual who kept 

his raincoat tightly buttoned and belted throughout the evening in 

spite of the tremendous heat generated by over two hundred dancers. 

The Gypsies identified him to me as a secret policeman. 

The seven-piece Gyjsy band played everything from walses and 

polkas and tr,.. ditional Gypsy dances to rock-and-roll with equal gusto 

and long before the dance finished at midnight, everyone was patting 

and pouring with sweat, even though stripped down to shirtsleeves and 

flimsy dresses. I myself was danced off my feet as I struggled in 

vain to keep up with the unflagging twist of the Polonka PUV SKAR widow's 

ei6hty year-old mother, who lived in Podhardie with her 60NKA lover. 

After the dance th9original guests made their chilly way down 

through the village and into the warmth of the imposing two-storey 

villa of the groom's parents where linen-covered trestle tables had 

been arranged in a large, square-ended horseshoe in the largest room. 

The bride and groom took their place at the head of the horseshoe, 

;.,, Cont/..... 

Play up for them, lads!, 
Let them come with praise, -- - 
For to the black Gypsy 
They are bringing his rights. 

it '4 bschmannovä) (Hü 
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flanked by their close relatives, whilst less important guests 

such as ourselves found a place along the sides. 

As I had feared, another bout of eating was about to start. 

Course followed course once more, for Podhradie was not to be outdone 

by Sedlice, but tnis time there was no eagle-eyed M. C. and it was 

possible to refuse courses. Many already-sated guests were slipping 

chops and chicken legs into paper bags to taxe home with them. 

About two in the morning the important business of collecting 

the presents began. An elderly relative made a short speech in 

Romanes about the couple and then, with a dramatic gesture, emptied 

all his pockets of banknotes into a large soup-plate on the table 

before him. 

I'll give them everything I have, for that is our 
Gypsy way - but I'll just keep back the small change 
for a few beers. 

When the laughter had subsided, the man took up the plate and 

went from guest to guest, first announcing their name and relationship 

to the bride or groom and then loudly counting their 'present' into 

the soup plate - hundred crown note by hundred crown note. There 

were evidently rough norms to which presents were expected to 

approximate depending on closeness of kinship - about a thousand crowns 

for a brother and between five to seven hundred for an uncle or cousin* - 

and whenever these seemed to be exceeded, the whole assembly broke into 

appreciative applause. 

i 
Although the norms obviously varied with the relative affluence 
of different settl$ments, these figures were roughly the same as in the village of Stefan PUSKAR's wife. 
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About half-way through this procedure an older Gypsy woman at 

the bottom end of the table rose to her feet and advanced unsteadily 

down the centre of the horseshoe, shrieking at the head of the table. 

dhat are we Gypsies then - Jews or something - to 

carry on lice this. Well, I'll tell you what I 

think of the lot of you! 

Witci these words she turned round, stooped down and threw up 

her skirts to reveal a bare backside to the bridal pair. At the same 

time she put her hand to her mouth and gave an incredibly lifelike 

imitation of a loud fart. l'hroughout this performance the bride 

maintained a frozen smile but other irate guests leapt to their feet 

and dragged the still cursing woman from the room. Then the interrupted 

ritual was resumed as if nothing had happened. 

For our present we had brought some costume jewellery for the 

bride but seeing that nothing but hundr6d crown notes were being 

given, I hastily added two of these although we had been assured by 

Viktor that nothing would be expected from us. 

"A ton", counted the present-gatherer when our turn came. 

'But it's two hundred! I couldn't prevent myself from blurting 

out. Evidently, in that atmosphere, I wanted our full money's-worth of 

esteem. The gatherer gave me a condescending smile. 

""A ton' - that's what we call two hundred". 

Last of all to give his present was the bride's father who handed 

over two thick wads of green notes - ten thousand crowns in all - and 

then came the grand finale -a note-by-note count of the now mountainous 

pile overflowing from the plate. The gatherer counted the notes into 

bundles of a thousand crowns, alternating Romanes and Slovak numbers, 
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and arrived eventually at a total of thirty-two tnousand crowns. The 

whole of this sum was destined for the bridal pair and would cover 

mucri of the building costs of a new house. 

We were later told that the entire cost of the wedding had been 

around 30,000 crowns and had been shared by both sets of parents. 

There was no fixed rule about this, although the bride's father was 

usually expected to pay for the reception - the heaviest expense. * 

The presentation of the money to the groom more or less brought 

the wedding to a close, although a few couples continued dancing and 

many more just sat around quietly drinkinö or even dozing in their 

seats. 

A little later the bus arrived to take home the last of the 

Sedlice Gypsies and we clambered aboard, laden with blanket-wrapped 

sleeping children and paper bags stuffed with cakes and meat we had 

been unable to consume. As the bus drew off it began to snow heavily - 

the first snowfall of the year. It was a merry ride for, 

invigorated by the cold night air, everyone was singing and bottles 

passed from hand to hand, mouth to mouth, up and down the bus. 

We climbed out of the bus in Sedlice into a carpet of feathery 

snow. Back towards Podhradie the sky had taken on a dull, blue tinge. 

Dawn was breaking. 

* At two comparable weddings at Janovce the previous year the costs 
of 35,000 crowns per wedding were also shared equally by both sets 
of parents. At one 21,000 crowns were collected from the guests 
and the bride's father added 20,000 crowns of his own to this sum. 
At the other, however, only about 70 of the 150 expected guests 
turned up and so their presents amounted to no more than 10,000 
crowns. 

/ 
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"Heavens! " moaned Gita. ", Ve've forgotten our son. What shall 

we do? " 

Viktor giggled delightedly. 

"He'll be alright, he's with his aunt, isn't he? Come on - let's 

throw snowballs at those lazy Gypsies! " 

And for a few minutes we bombarded each others' dim outlines 

and the black windows of the sleeping settlement houses. Fingers 

glowing and very happy we slithered up the road to Viktor's house, 

often losing our footing and sta6gering to regain our balance. 

"I'm not drunk, of course, just in a good mood - that's all", 

Viktor's voice assured us from the middle of a snowdrift. 

Back in the uouse we sat in front of a roaring stove drinking 

rum with Viktor's father, all fairly drunk except for the old man. 

"The secret of drinking", said Viktor with a declamatory gesture 

that almost toppled him from his chair, "- is to eat a bit of bread 

and dripping first - or afterwards is quite good too. Give me some, 

Gita: " 

As he sat there - head thrown back, mouth wide open and eyes 

closed - Gita obediently spread some dripping on a crust but instead 

of putting this into his expectant mouth, she gave a wink and popped 

in a large pinch of salt. Viktor chewed reflectively for a few moments, 

looking more and more puzzled. 

"That's funny rum -I won't get any more of that. It tastes 

like spa water - ugh: " and we all burst out laughing. 
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Social Control 

In the summer of 1971 a local branch of the Gypsy-Rom Association 

of Slovakia was established at Polomka but the Association's district 

president held out little hope for this new branch. 

Family feuds are too strong in Polomka, they'll 

never : Aanage to get together there. 

and he sighed resignedly. 

In Sedlice now, that's a different story. There 
are more good Gypsies on a certain level, you 
understand, and since they are in the majority 
they can control the few bad ones. But in Polomka 
the bad ones are in the majority. 

In the past there had been feuds in Sedlice and Podhradie too 

but there the Gypsies had managed to suppress them as damaging to their 

collective reputation. They clearly saw that the standing of their 

settlements could only be improved if they worked together for as 

individuals they were lost. Since they believed their settlements did 

have a viable future they were prepared to make considerable efforts 

to overcome whatever rankling dissensions had lingered on and strove 

to exercise self-restraint over themselves while pressuring others 

to conform. 

Polomka Gypsies had no such incentive. To a man they despised 

their settlement and the village itself and held out little hope of 

any improvement. At first, in the 1950s, they had returned home with 

their savings like other Gypsies to build new houses, but, partly 

because of the building ban and for other reasons too, many of these 

early builders had come to see this as a mistake and had either 

abandoned their new houses - sold them if they were lucky - or had 

left them uncompleted. Those like Stefan 
PUSKAR or the CURL brothers 
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who had been trapped in the settlement, turned their backs on it in an 

attempt to preserve a private island of respectability, all the while 

dreaming of escape. 

It was this pervasive atmosphere of despair that seemed to explain 

why the outmigration from Polomka was so much heavier than from 

Sedlice and also why there was more fluctuation. According to the 

government's analysis the difference would have been attributable to 

'deeper nomadic urges' in Polomka Gypsies but there was no need to 

resort to such mysticism; a more direct and readily intelligible 

explanation was that the flight from Polomka was its inhabitants' 

verdict on the future offered them. 

During one of our visits to Sedlice a respected VAGAJ had fallen 

out with his wife but although the strength of feelings on both 

sides was intense, there were none of the public rows of Polomka where 

partners were so filled with their belief in the undeniable justice 

of their cause that they would take every opportunity to declaim it 

to anyone who would listen or even lapse into fighting. In the case 

of the VAGAJs the aggrieved wife made her point by quietly moving to 

her mother's for a few days until a reconciliation was eventually 

negotiated. Of course the whole settlement knew what was happening 

but/the villagers remained unaware of any disturbance. 

It was the same story with school attendance. When Poloinka 

Gypsy children went to school irregularly or - in the case of the 
v 

KAIACAJs - not at all, punishment took the form of sporadic fines but 

in Fodhradie a Gypsy mother had been appointed to the voluntary post 
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of school attendance officer and was taken on her rounds by a shiny, 

blacrý official limousine. Gypsy schoolchildren in four settlements 

were her special responsibility and for anythinb more serous than the 

most occasional truantin, the provisions of law 117 were swiftly 

invoked. 

If Gypsy children aren't at school, their parents 
don't bet their family allowances - and that's 

that: 

Even such apparent trivialities as the length of youth's hair 

was a matter of public concern among Sedlice Gypsies. 

A few years ago some Gypsy boys here had long 

shoulder-length hair but their parents soon 
stopped that! It wasn't right for Sedlice - 
Slovak boys here don't have long hair, only 
Gypsy boys in Polomka. 

Although there was not enough time to investigate this important 

aspect properly, we could not find any evidence that Sedlice Gypsies 

v 
took any direct action to suppress the relatives of the KALOCAJs at 

the back of their settlement. Probably indirect pressure in the form 

of publicly shunning these few isolated families had an even more 

devastating effect than on their unfortunate fellows in Poloinka. 

"The police take care of them - we are just ashamed of them", 

explained a ZAGAJ simply. 

In Podhradie, howeverr the Gypsies had taken much more drastic 

action to rid themselves of their undesirables. A CONK1 recounted 

the chilling tale with satisfaction. 

In 1957 there were still two dirty old huts in 
our settlement. We were so ashamed for they were 
right by the main village street before everyone's 
eyes - especially those of strangers. 
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', Je are proud of our settlement and so we decided 
to remove this disgrace to us all by paying to 

replace the huts. Each family was to pay a 
thousand crowns. 

We wrote a letter suGgestin6 this to the district 

council and they decided to knock the huts down. 
But it wasn't necessary to pay because the people 
who lived in them - some primitive VAGAJs not 
related to us - were old enough to stick in an 
old people's home. 

Perhaps this had been the example that inspired a similar tactic 

in Polomka sonne ten years after, but the Poloinka Gypsies had been 

incapable of matchin, the highly organised solidarity of Podhradie 

and consequently their misguided efforts had only worsened their 

position. 

Ethnic Relations in Sedlice and Podhradie 

The villagers of Sedlice and Fodhradie can hardly be said to have 

been enthusiastic about their Gypsy inhabitants and in Sedlice the 

local council made definite and concerted efforts to prevent the 

return of migrants. On the whole, however, the Gypsies' single-minded 

determination and persistence had eventually proved too much for the 

Slovaks and their traditional defences had been breached in a number 

of places. The Gypsies' heavy weapons - their new houses - had made 

their intended ippact and the villagers could not help admiring them, 

although their praise was often mingled with resentment and even 

jealousy. Grudgingly conceding defeat, they rationalised the changed 

situation by consoling themselves that at least they had some of the 

'best' Gypsies in the district and the Podhradie council even entered 

its settlement in a competition for the 'best-kept settlement of the 

district' and supposedly won. Whether.. this was true or not, a picture 
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post-card of the settlement was on sale in the restaurant, alon6side 

tourist views; most Slovakian villages tried to formet that their 

settlements existed. 

In Podhradie a pair of old Slovak peasant women stopped to 

greet us and to, ether we looked towards the imposing facades of 

the settlement. 

They've fine houses, it's true and they all have 
brand new furniture inside, 

admitted one woman. 

But Gypsies will always be Gypsies! 

"Just look at them! " exclaimed her companion, indicating a group 

of barefoot children playing in the dirt around the painted, model 

castle. 

They are a different race - and what a race they 
are! But we do have bdtter Gypsies here than in 
other villages - ours are whiter. The worst 
Gypsies of all are in Machalovce [a few miles to 
the north] and Polomka. In Poloinka they're 
always fighting. 

The villagers often expressed fear of their rapidly increasing 

Gypsy inhabitants while, for their part, the Gypsies could never 

forget their dread of the unknown future. Perhaps their recent progress 

might turn out to be a dream to be followed shortly by renewed pogroms. 

We Sedlice Gypsies live in fear of what might 
happen. We build houses, we work regularly, we 
dress respectably - but it doesn't help. 

The Gorgios are the same as before - always the 
same. Whatever we do, we're still Gypsies to 
theml 

Although the black nightmare lingered in the Sedlice Gypsies' 

consciousness it could not be the basis for planninS their lives and 
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so instead they looked forward to the steady improvement of village 

amenities of which they would come to enjoy an equal share. It was 

not their work, nor their migration patterns, nor even their houses that 

really distinguished then from the Polomka Gypsies; much more than 

this it was their strong and positive identification with their village 

as a whole and their determination to become full members of its 

community. 

For all its disadvantages it's much better to live 
in Sedlice than in the city. It's much more 
expensive there and so dirty that you have to wear 
a clean nylon shirt every day. 

In any case, this village is expanding all the 
time. In ten years there'll be trams, paved 
streets, lights - just like a town! 

Another sienificant difference was that a number of Sedlice 

Gypsies had begun to question their previous immediate aims and in 

particular the cost of achieving them. Although the majority of men 

were still employed as migrant workers, a growing number decided that 

the high bonuses were not worth the additional strains on their health 

and family life and managed to switch to a reasonably paid commuting 

job. 

Perhaps building their own houses had given these families the 

self-confidence to relax a little in the struggle for respectability 

but for s aae this involved a redefinition of their concept of a 'proper 

person', as when they gave higher priority to their children's 

education than to the latest furniture. 
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The Sedlice settlement was remarkable in having produced two 

university graduates and although their careers naturally led them 

away from the settlement, their achievement raised the prestige of the 

remaining inhabitants. 

Adam VAGAJ had studied music and had married a white fellow- 

student. After graduatinb they had both been employed in a Bratislava 

symphony orchestra but whilst on tour in Canada in the summer of 1968, 

they had decided not to return - even though this meant abandoning 

all their possessions. 

Both sets of parents had been very upset and Adam's mother had 

been ill ever since but at least Adam wrote regularly to his parents 

and sent them fifty Canadian dollars each month. Adam's parents had 

been amazed that he had been able to send such large amounts from his 

second montn there but he explained that he and his wife had found 

jobs in a Montreal orchestra and already owned a car and rented a 

large house. 

As a matter of course the couple's state flat had been re-allocated 

but Adam's parents had been able to recover his furniture and pay off 

the balance of the hire-purchase instalments. Occasionally Adam's 

parents went to the hard-currency shop in the district capital to buy 

luxury goods such as imported material for their daughter's wedding 

dress, but otherwise they banked the dollars saying: 

Why should we exchange them when we have plenty 
of ordinary crowns already? Dollars have a 
lasting value! 
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In fact the Czechoslovak crown was less vulnerable to inflation 

than the dollar but Adam's parents remembered the sudden devaluation 

in the early fifties when, like many other Gypsies, their sayings had 

been decimated overnight without warning. 

A Gypsy music graduate was not so great a departure from the 

stereotype but Albert, a cousin of Viktor, had studied medicine at 

Bratislava University before transferring to the law faculty. When 

we saw him last he was in his final year. tie was a good student, 

hard-working and conscientious almost to a fault, but in spite of 

nis excellent marks he was perpetually unsure of himself. At 

university he was shy and withdrawn and one of his few friends there 

was a Slovak fellow-student from Sedlice who gave us this information. 

Even when in Sedlice for the weekend or on holiday Albert spent 

most of . gis evenings poring over his books and only very rarely could 

he be lured to thekub to sip at a single beer. His nervous disposition 

made him a natural target for the mischievous girls of the settlement 

who teased him mercilessly, but at the same time they respected his 

erudition and particularly his command of the Slovak language. 

Slovaks frequently ridiculed Gypsies for their mispronunciation of 

Slovak* and perhaps for this reason Albert had taken elocution lessons 

* Stefan PUSKAR's wife in Polomka had her own way of dealing with this - 
she would deliberately speak Czech in the shop which she knew would 
infuriate any Slovaks present. 

"Who do you think you are -a Czech or somebody?! " an irate villager 
had shouted at her once and she had giggled helplessly as she told 
us of the incident later that day. 
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at school and had later won a prize for recitation in Bratislava. 

His technical proficiency was also respected by the Sedlice villagers 

who sometimes came to ask his advice on legal matters. 

Albert was enbaged to a Bratislava girl and when I asked Viktor 

if his fiancee was a Gypsy, he joked: 

We've enough Gypsies in our family already! No - 
she's Slovak - white. 

Albert's well off with her for she has a good job 
in a hospital and eatns over 2,000 crowns a month. 
Her parents are very fond of Albert and when he's 
in Bratislava, he stays with them. The girl 
often comes here to Sedlice and sometimes her 
parents too. 
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IN THE CITY 

Ostrava and its Gypsies 

The Ostrava-:. arvina coal basin with its mines, gigantic steel- 

works and associated heavy industry was one of the ciiief magnets that 

drew the post-war Gypsy migrants from Slovakia. Ostrava itself had 

doubled its population in the decade following the w--r and was the 

richest - and dirtiest - town in the whole republic. Indeed the city 

administration claimed that Ostrava was one of the wealthiest towns in 

central Europe for in spite of containing 22 per cent of Czechoslovakia's 

pensioners, * over 200,000 workers were in regular employment therg, even 

though the total population numbered 270,000. This high ratio of 

employed to total population was due to the fact that 100,000 workers 

commuted from beyond the city boundaries** and that a further 30,000 

were registered as temporary residents only. (Davidovä : 84). This 

latter group included many migrant workers who returned to their 

families elsewhere at weekends or less frequently. Among their numbers 

were Gypsies too, although the proportion was relatively small. 

In the fifties two new dormitory satellites - Foruba and Hav: ffov 

(literally 'Minersville') - had been built to cope with the influx of 

workers and their families from all over the republic. Many such 

workers had come from under-industrialised Slovakia but whereas by 

1970 the Slovaks were spread fairly evenly throughout the city, forming 

* Czechoslovakian miners retire at 55, ten years earlier than 

. British miners. 

This kind of situation was disastrous for 'New York but in 
Czechoslovakia local authorities derive revenue from industries 
rather than from householders' rates. 
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between 5 to 10 per cent of the total population in each of the city's 

eight suburbs, the Gyrsies were clustered heavily ixe the older, inner 

suburbs. A third of Ostrava's Gypsies lived in the most dilapidated 

suburb around the railway station where they formed 2 per cent of the 

population whilst in the newest suburb of Poruba they were less than 

0.3 per cent of the population. (See the following chart). 

The secretary of the city's Committee for Gypsy Affairs explained 

how this situation had arisen in a frank and disquietin6 reply (dated 

12.8.70) to a questionnaire from the Institute of Public Opinion. 

The sad state of affairs is that half of the 
Gypsy-Roms live in the centre of... Ostrava 
itself... but the council sees little point 
in giving Gypsies decent accommodation for 
even when they are given flats in good condition, 
these are destroyed within a few months because 
Gypsies make no attempt to look after their own 
flats or the buildings where they live and this 
is the cause of many complaints from other 
citizens. 

Far from seeking to disperse its Gypsy inhabitants - as was still 

official policy at that time - Ostrava proposed that they should be 

segregated even more in conditions bearing a frightening resemblance 

to those of a labour camp. 

Family houses for Gypsies should be built in 
a special area and financed by the firms that 
employ them. In return, the Gypsies should be 
bound legally to remain with their employers 
for a ten-year period. 

(ibid. ) 

The council's attitude to Gypsies was unequivocally hostile and 

it could see "no positive aspects at all" in the migration of Gypsies 

to Ostrava which it believed to be undertaken for the sole purpose of 

pursuing a criminal career undetected. (quoted in Chapter Five). 
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Whether Gypsies were new arrivals in the city or not was immaterial 

for the secretary wrote of the established residents to-t: 

... even though they are acclimatised, their way 
of life is primitive and it can best be characterised 
by sayin. that it upsets... their [non-Gypsy] fellow 

citizens who justifiably criticise state bodies 
for not taking drastic action. 

... Criminal activity among them is considerable 
and... it can be said that three fifths of all 
Gypsies have been punished for crimes of property 
and morals. It is predominantly the women who rob 
drunken men... while the men commit sexual offences 
against under-age Girls and steal from shops and 
restaurants. 

(ibid. ) 

Given these opinions it was surprising to find that in the 1968 

Gypsy census well over a third of Ostrava's Gypsies had been classified 

as first cate6ory while less than a quarter were in the lowest cate6ory. 

As mi6ht be expected the "best- Gypsies" were in the newer suburbs 

and three quarters of the "worst" lived near the train station. 

Friction between Gypsies and their Czech neighbours seemed to 

have arisen soon after the first arrival of the Gypsy migrants and 

often stemmed from relatively insignificant differences in the way of 

ordering their lives. 

A Czech told how one of the first actions of a newly-arrived 

Gypsy was to chop neat, two-foot-square holes in the bottom of all the 

doors in the state flat he had been allocated - in order to let his 

dog run in and out freely. The narrator could appreciate the Gypsy_ Is 

logic but his wife and the other neighbours were outraged at what they 

regarded as wilful destruction of property. 
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A more celebrated issue was the Gypsies' disregard for the Czechs' 

view of parks - as patches of neat, well-ordered greenery and flowers 

to be admired at a distance. The Gypsies inclined more to the English 

view and soon had transformed a number of quieter parks as vociferously 

gossiping women monopolised the benches while their children played 

football over the lawns and flower-beds. In her prize-winning essay 

on aspects of Gypsy life in the city, the devoted headmistress of the 

Special School noted this particular problem. She knew Ostrava's 

Gypsies better than any other non-Gypsy for her school near the station 

had many Gypsy pupils and in her interest and concern for their welfare 

she had even visited their home settlements - including Folomka and 

Sedlice. 

Council officials used to come regularly to the 

school with complaints that young gypsies were 
destroying the public greenery in various quarters 
of the city. Lawns besides the squares had worn 
patches, flower-beds had been trodden down and the 

grass would be invaded by entire Gypsy families on 
hot summer days, whilst in spring and autumn the 
boys would play football there. 

One previously quiet and trim square was nicknamed 
'Kesely Square' after the largest Gypsy fapjily in 
the neighbourhood and at public meetings... hostile 
speeches were made about gypsies and radical, 
drastic measures were proposed to solve the gypsy 
problem... 
Negotiations were in vain and likewise discussions 

with the Gypsy parents, who were unwilling or 
unable to comprehend that the green lawns were only 
for looking at. The father of the greatest offenders 
[i. e. the notorious Kesely himself] argued that 

many of these parks were new and had been laid out 
only after the Gypsies' arrival, therefore they must 
have been intended for. the Gypsies. The first half 
of his argument was correct but he could not be 
convinced of the invalidity of the second half.... 

Afterwards the school organised a group of gypsy 
pupils to clear a plot of waste land and turn it 
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into a small park... but whether this will 
succeed in changing the attitude of non- 
gypsies towards gypsies remains to be seen. 

(Puckovä : 8). 

Research in Ostrava 

The original plan had been to build up a properly documented 

picture of the development of Gypsy migration since the war - the initial 

waves, the fanning-out of some of the earlier migrants to newer suburbs 

and the return of others to Slovakia, their replacement by incoming 

migrants and finally the predicament of the latest migrants who in 

many cases had been forced to squat in derelict buildings because of 

the city's refusal tc grant them residence registration. (See Davidovä : 

84). 

We knew well that such a pattern existed fron many interviews 

and conversations with Gypsies but to our regret city officials had 

not bothered to keep records that would allow t: iis to be substantiated. 

In the reply to the 1970 Public Opinion questionnaire, the secretary 

seemed to blame the Gypsies themselves for this omission. 

There is not and never will be any survey of 
Gypsies moving to and from our area for those 
Gypsies who move here do not register either 
as permanent or temporary residents. 

(op. cit. ) 

The previous year the same committee had declined to provide 

information on Gypsy affairs to the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social 

Affairs, stating curtly that no such information had been collected. 

(See Chapter Five). In spite of this setback it was possible to 

cannibalise the slightly earlier study of Gypsies in Ostrava (Davidovä : 

op. cit. ) in order to extract some basic data on migration. 
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However this study had the drawback that since it derived most 

of its data from registration cards, it could not provide information 

on all Gypsies living in Ostrava, but only those registered as residents. 

According to the registration cards there were 2,142 Gypsies in Ostrava 

in October 196; but the Gypsy census of nine months earlier (31.12.68) 

hid shown 2,775 Gypsies. Making the justifiable assumptions that the 

population remained at roughly the same level ovar this nine month 

period and that not all of Ostrava's Gypsies had been caught by the 

census, there were at least 633 Gypsies in Ostrava at that time who 

were registered neither as permanent nor temporary residents* (i. e. 

22.8 per cent of ustrava's Gypsies). 

Bearing in i: ind the limitations of the data, it is possible to 

use it to support some of the statements made earlier about the 

migratory pattern. In particular an analysis of the birthplaces of 

Gypsy residents over 15 years of age indicates that migration to 

Ostrava was not a uniform flow from all over Slovakia but that East 

Slovakia and within that region certain districts provided the bulk 

of the migrants. " This fitted perfectly with our picture, gained 

from field study in Slovakia, that individual settlements selected a 

limited number of migratory destinations in the Czech lands rather 

than scattering indiscriminately. 

The first table shows that although they formed 40 per cent of 

Czechoslovakia's Gypsies, migrants from East Slovakia were 56.9 per 

* cf. Davidovä : 66. 

** In fact birthplace was shown for only 67% of adult Gypsies. 
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Origin of Adult Gypsy Residents in Ostrava (IX. 1969)* 

Birthplace of Residents Rel., in Ostrava Rel.; % in CSSR 
V 

Last Slovakia 56.9 40.0 +16.9 

entral Slovakia 17.7 15.5 +2.2 

Jest Slovakia 17.2 17.7 -0.5 
'ratislava (city) 0.0 0.6 -0.6 

fioravia 1.9 7.1 -5.2 
Ostrava (city) 2.6 1.4 +1.2 

Bohemia 3.7 17.7 -14.0 

TOTAL 1001/0 1 00yä - 

Origin of Adult Gypsy Residents in Ostrava from 

East Slovakia (IX. 1969)* 

3irthplace of Residents 
(E. Slovakian district) 

Rel. % of E. Slov. 
Gypsies in Ostrava 

Rel. -;, / in 
E. Slovakia 

+/- ö 

rdejov 1.9 7.9 - 6.0 

iucienne 9.2 4.7 + 4.5 
Cos ice (town) 0.3 12.3 -12.0 

osice (district) 8.4 9.0 - o. 6 

Aichalovice 9.4 12.3 - 2.9 

Poprad 22.4 12.3 +10.1 
Presov 2.7 11.2 - 8.5 

Roznava 4.1 10.1 - 6.0 

Sp. Novä Ves 35.1 11.2 +23.9 
Trebisov 6.5 9.0 - 2.5 

TOTAL 100,0 100% -7 
* Both tables are slightly modified from tablesloriginally prepared for 

the Davidovä study of Gypsies-, in Ostrava (op. cit.: 154,157) and are based on the 67; o of ddult Gypsy residents in Ostrava for whom birth- 
place was shown. on their registration cards. 
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cent of Ostrava's adult Gypsy residents, i. e. they were over represented 

by 16.9F-. More dramatically, a second table shows that the bulk of 

migrants from East Slovakia originated in the Poprad and Spisskä iova 

Ves districts. between them, these two districts alone provided 57.5 

per cent of registerek. 4 adult Gypsies from East Slovakia and nearly a 

third (32.7 per cent) of all registered adult Gypsies iii the city. 

Unfortunately there are no records of all adult Gypsies who ever 

registered in Ostrava, from which it would have been possible to gau&e 

the rate of mi, ration but at least a table showing the period of 

arrival in Ostrava of the city's present adult Gypsy residents gives 

some idea of this. * 

The table indicates that most of the initial waves of migrants 

to Ostrava had either returned home or moved elsewhere in the Czech 

lands by late 1969. Whilst the majority of present-day residents 

arrived between 1956 and 1964 in spite of the 1958 law on nomadism, 

a full 41 per cent came during the five-year period 1965-1969 when much 

stricter regulations against 'unplanned migration' by Gypsies were in 

force. The table also compares the patterns of the Spisskä Iiovä Ves 

and Poprad districts and shows that Whereas the former follows the 

general trend, the latter has a relatively smaller proportion of 

recent arrivals. 

A puzzling finding from the registration cards was that very few 

of all Ostrava's dult Gypsies were temporary residents (only 69 of a 

total of 1144)* *although we knew from informants that it had been common 

practice for Gypsies to remain years in the city with only temporary 

* This table has been constructed from two separate tables in the 
Davidovä study. (op. cit. : 155, "x56). 

** Only 6; 6, although three years earlier temporary residents had formed 13.6; ' of Ostrava's total population! (Davidovä : 84,85). 
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Period of Arrival of Ostrava's Adult Gypsy Residents 

(October 1969). 

Period" 1945-1955 1956-1964 1965-1969 TOTAL 

No. ;a 140. No. w No. 

All residents TOTAL 45 7ý 339 52-,,, o 267 41; 651e 100°% 

of which Sp. N. Ves 

from Poprad 

10 

6 

8; ö 

7% 

69 

54 

53% 

65% 

51 

23 

39ýý 

280 

130 

83 

100,6 

100; 

Although the actual year of arrival was given on the registration 

cards, these were mistakenly coded into the above, mn-comparable 

periods for computer 1, rocessing. 

G) i. e. those for whom birthplace was shown (67; 6 of adult Gypsy 

residents). 

registration. Perhaps this indicated a chanbe in council policy, 

seeking to deter Gypsy inmigration by refusinc them any kind of 

registration, wherever possible. However more information would be 

necessary to substantiate this suspicion fully. 

In spite of the paucity of official documentation and regrettably 

few weeks of field work in the city, we came into contact with perhaps 

two hundred adult Gypsies from Polornka and Sedlice who, together with 

their children, formed nearly a third of Gypsy population of the district 

near the station. Indeed it was- a shock to enter some of the neighbour- 

hood pubs, full of familiar faces, because for a moment you forgot the 

grimy tenements and shattered side-streets outside and were instantly 

transported back to Slovakia. 
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The choice of this district for research was a good one from the 

point of view of numoers but, as we were soon to discover, it had the 

serious drawback of being very unrepresentative for it contained 

Gypsies of the middling and lower strata only; the 'successes' were 

elsewhere - in Flzen or KLarviiia. T\evertheless an attempt has been 

made to snow some aspects of the lives of people at different levels 

and throu, h them to indicate the range of problems confronting Gypsies 

ii, Ostrava, as opposed to trlose faced by their relatives in Slovakia. 

Migrants fror, Poloinka and Sedlice 

i) VAGAJs from Sedlice 

Our meeting with Ladislav VAGAJ was brief but we had heard 

much about him previously from his admiring relatives in Sedlice. 

Iadislav was very articulate and spoke perfect Czech with an easy 

confident manner. In the early 1960s he had adopted the common Czech 

surname of '1-iorak' (literally 'Highlander') and both he and his wife 

were so pale-skinned that many people in Karvina cannot have realised 

that they were Gypsies. 

Ladislav had worked for many years in Ostrava but for the past 

three years he had worked as a bricklayer in Karvina, living with his 

family in a modern and well-equipped co-op flat, which he was buying 

by instal meats. He and his wife, who did not work, were well 

satisfied with their life in Karvina and were especially proud of the 

good progress of their three children in school. The eldest daughter, 

aged fourteen, was exceptionally bright and, her ambition was to become 

a doctor. 
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Yet despite being happily settled in Karvina, they sometimes 

felt homesice, for Sedlice and travelled back regularly, sometimes 

borrowing the car of Ladislav's brother, who also lived in Karvina. 

One purpose of the frequent visits to $edlice was to build a 

large house about which ladislav was somewhat ambivalent. 

Although it's nearly finished, it lies empty most 
of the time. We only use it for holidays at 
present - like a summer chalet I suppose. 

But eventually we'd like to come back to Sedlice to 
live - perhaps next year, perhaps a bit later. 

V 
ii) Three PUSKAR families from Polomka 

Frantisek PUSKAR was perhaps the most important Polomka Gypsy 

in Ostrava for he was president of the city branch of the Gypsy 

association and it was he who had been our first contact for Poloinka. 

Like his brother, Stefan PUSKAR, Frantisek had migrated to Plzen 

in the 1950s where he had been included in the 1959 Nomads' Register. 

In that same year he had been granted permission to build in the 

Polomka settlement and together with his younger brother Gejza began 

a double-sided house. Fifteen years later the house was still an 

uncompleted shell for Gejza went to live with his wife's parents in 

Kotice whilst Frantisek migrated once more to the Czech lands, this 

time to Ostrava where he worked as a skilled driver for the LEKG 

steelworks. 

In spite of his moves-he appeared to have had little difficulty 

.: in being removed from the Nomads' Register and was surprised to learn 
v 

that Stefan was still listed. 
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He's stupid! If he went to the council, they'd 
take him off the register. That's what I did. 

In 1965 FrantisVek aana_ed to register as a permanent resident of 

Ostrava, for throughout the previous period in filzen and in Ostrava 

he had remained, a permanent resident of Poloinka and only a temporary 

resident elsewhere. Registration was not easy to obtain but Frantisek 

was helped by his good work record and probably even more by the 

fact that he had just joined the Communist Party. 

Frantisen and his family had a pleasant flat on the main street 

leading to the station but it was by no means luxurious for the 

furniture was strictly functional - including rather chipped wardrobes 

and cupboards, a TV set, a washing machine and a piano. Something 

better was out of the question for the time being for although Frantisek's 

wages were above-average, they were only half those of a migrant worker 

life Stefan; meanwhile his wife had given up her job as a tram 

conductress some years before in order to look after their six children. 

For the best part of twenty years the couple had been living in 

Czech cities but they were still ambivalent about the benefits of city 

life, weighing the better Czech schools against the cheaper living in 

Slovakia. When I asked him whether he would return to Folomka, 

Frantisek shook his head. 

No - because of the children! They were all born 
here and are used to growing up in towns. Besides 
they are doing well at school. 

Yet he could well understand and sympathise with the recent 

decision of his newly-married nephew (Stefan's eldest son) to return 

to his wife's settlement after less than a year in Ostrava. 
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You see things aren't so rosy here now for food, 

cinemas and restaurants all cost money. In many 
ways life is better in the country with your own 
house and arden where you can fatten a pig or 
two. 

here Gypsies are often given bad flats where 
perhaps something goes wrong with the water or 
sometning. They complain to the council for 

months but i. othin6 happens and it's the same if 
their flats get too small for them. All they 

can do is to look out for a better flat that's 

vacant and break in and occupy it without permission. 
it's illegal of course and the council tries to 

move them back again - but often it's less trouble 
for the council to accept it and leave things as 
they are. 

So instead of Navin, the worry of all that, perhaps 
young 

ätefan 
would rather build his own house in 

Slovakia. 

Although so many Gypsies from his home settlement lived in the 

vicinity, Frantisek professed to know little about them. Indeed he 

laughed at the idea of keeping in close contact with any of them other 

than his close relatives. 

It isn't Polomka here, you know. Pack there our 
family always tried to set a standard and never 
harmed anyone, but the other families were different. 
Why should I bother to visit them here? 

Yet other Polomka families occasionally went in search of Frantisek 

for although he was not liked, it was popularly believed that in his 

capacity as president of the association's city branch he had the 

power to influence the allocation of council flats to Gyrsies. Several 

even claimed to have bribed him with drink and money to intercede on 

their behalf but to have received little satisfaction. Wehther these 

charges were true or not, we had no means of knowing but not long after- 

wards Frantisek was arrested on a charge of embezzlement and imprisoned 

for several years. Another Poloinka Gypsy, who spoke of the affair with 

sympathy, gave a plausible account of what had happened. 
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His wife told me that he took money the state 

gave him to buy food parcels for pensioners. 
He stole thousands of crowns... but what was 
the poii. t of it? 

He shouldn't have stolen from pensioners and now 
his whole family must suffer - especially the 

children. Before they were so clean and well 
dressed but to lock at them now - oh dear! 

and she sighed heavily 

Bartolomej FEChA was only fourteen when his patents left Folomka 

V for Plzen at the end of the war, taking their children witn them. The 

family remained in that area for almost ten years before moviiýg en bloc 

to Ostrava in 1954. By this time both Bartolomej and his brother 

Ladislav had married VAGAJ women from Sedlice whom they had met in 

Plzen and soon after their younger sister Anna also married a Gypsy 

migrant from the Spisskä Novä Ves district. The parents, now in their 

fifties, did not stay long in Ostrava and returned to their wooden 

house in Polomka with their younger children but Bartolomej, Ladislav 

and Anna stayed on with their families. 

Bartolomej and Iadislav found reasonably-paid jobs at 2,000 crowns 

a month as dustmen while their wives worked as street-cleaners and 

eighteen years later they were still in the same jobs. Although PUSICARs 

by blood, they more closely resembled the placid CINAs in their 

contented disposition and unambitious outlook. The only exception was 

Anna's husband who always had an eye open for higher pay. When I met 

him he had just left a good job with a steel erecting, firm for which 

he had worked for several years. 

I was with a good gang - the-only Gypsy there but 
they treated me just like anyone else. The trouble 
was, we had to travel all over the glace and I was 
never at home. Now I work at the VLKG steelworks - 
washing coke. It's well paid-but, by God, it's hard 
work! 
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When they first arrived in Ostrava, Bartolomej and his family 

had been allocated a small, uncomfortable state flat - only one bedroom, 

a kitchen and a toilet - but after twelve years of waiting patiently 

they had eventually been given a state flat with two large rooms and 

a kitchen and toilet further along the same street. By this time seven 

of their eight children had already been born. ladislav and Anna had 

been luckier than Bartolomej for they and their large families had 

been rehoused much sooner in three-roomed flats. All of these flats 

lay within two hundred yards of each other and none of them had bath- 

rooms -a lack of whic. i angered Anna's husband greatly. 

When Bartolomej had moved, he Tana6ed to hand on his former flat 

to a younger sister in Poloinka who had recently married a Gypsy from 

West Slovakia. It was a miserable flat with peeling paint and rotting 

woodwork but in 1966 Gypsies migrating to Ostrava from Slovakia accepted 

anything they could get. With them came the husband's parents and 

together they all shared the tiny flat, the parents in the smaller 

kitchen and the young couple in the bedroom with their two children. 

Seven years after their arrival a one-room flat in the same building 

fell vacant and the council agreed that the older couple could have 

the tenancy. 

For all their overcrowding and the dismal surroundings there 

seemed little chance that the PECHAs would return to Polomka. 

Bartolomej explained: 

We haven't been home for years and we're used to 
the city, now. When I finish work I go, out to the 
restaurant at the cross-roads and sit-with a beer 
and chat to my pals - mainly your people, whites. 
Here I an, a citizen like any other but back there 
people are stupid and vulgar. 
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Bartolomej's wife nodded in agree, -Lent but evidently she kept 

more in touch with her home settlement than did her husband for she 

told me of recent developments there. 

Sedlice will soon be a town. It already has 

a restaurant and they've just build a new 
dance-hall. 

I assumed that she must have brothers and sisters still living 

in Sedlice but knowin6 that her mother lived in Ostrava, I innocently 

remarked that her mother must be glad to have her daughter nearby. 

Eartolomej's wife hooted in laughter. 

There are thirteen of us children in our family 
and all but one live in Ostrava! 

There was little chance that the children would return to Poloma 

either. Bartolomej's fifteen year-old daughter was the most scathing. 

"Polomka: tI she snorted, as if disgusted with the very name. 

"I've only been there once and never want to see it again! The boys are 

all con-ten - only after one thing". 

Her sixteen-year-old brother was less contemptuous but neverthe- 

less viewed the settlement with the condescension of a sophisticated 

city-dweller. 

I like to visit Polomka but I'd never go there 
to live - not a chancel They've only one cinema 
there, and that's in Sedlice anyway, and nowhere 
at all to dance. 

You should have seen my cousins when they were 
here last week on a visit from Poloinka. It was 
their first time in Ostrava and they were scared 
to go out because of the traffic. In the village 
they only have a few cars a day! It's dead there 
but here - it's nothing but dance-halls! 
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With these words he made a sweeping Besture of the arm and for a 

moment 1 shared his vision of Ostrava - the dirt and crime forgotten 

and in its place a glittering paradise oý amusement. 

Although apparently intelligent he had showed no particular 

aptitude for school-work and like most of the FECHA children had ended 

up in the Special School for slow learners. Now he worked for a 

relatively low wage as a packer in a warehouse but in any case life 

for him only began in the evening. He seemed to go to the cinema 

every second day and at weekends went to dances at the VGKG steelworks 

cultural centre. 

On Saturdays there's just a disco but on Sundays 
they have a live group for dancing - and its only 
seven crowns. 

He had a Czech girl-friend, a blonde, and snowed me her photo and 

a ring she had given him -a cluster of imitation pearls on a plain, 

flat silvery band. 

"I don't want to marry a Gypsy girl', he confessed to me once. 

"I don't know why - well, they're not so pretty as whites somehow". 

Lydia PUSICAR was the sister of Jan and of the PUSKAR widow who 

lived with ludevit KALOCAJ in Poloika. She first came to Ostrava with 

her parents in 1953 at the a4e of fifteen and the following year she 

married a Czech. Ever since she had stayed in Ostrava and in spite of 

many difficulties had never regretted her decision and of all the Gypsies 

I met, she was the least ambivalent about the city. 

When a person gets used to the city, it's hard to 
go back to the country. I'm so used to Ostrava that 
even if I go to Prague the-air seems strange. Then, 
when I'm back in Ostrava and breathe the air here I 
know I'm home again. 
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It was Lydia who had spoken with such sympathy about the predicament 

of Frantisek FiTo"R's wife; indeed she shared it for her husband still 

had six years to serve of an ei6ht-yeGr murder sentence when I met her. 

She was a plump, cheerful women and bore her trials with fortitude. 

The first year when her husband had been held on remand was the worst 

but now he was workin, in prison and she received a hundred crowns a 

month for each cnild under fifteen - five hundred crowns in all. In 

addition her eldest son, aged seventeen, was working for a scrap metal 

firm and she had a job in a nearby factory on the afternoon shift from 

two till ten at nibht, so things were much better. 

The family had been lucky with their flat for althoubh small, it 

was pleasant and ciieap - only forty-five crowns a month. Also the 

facade of their tenement was not so shattered as most of the buildings 

in the area and the corridors were tiled and well-lit. Inside, Lydia 

kept the flat spotless and only the day before my visit had repainted 

the kitchen as some paint had started to peel in one corner. As well 

as the usual TV and washing machine, she also read a shining modern 

gas cooker in place of the almost ubiquitous wood and coal-burning 

range. 

When we talked about her relatives, Lydia shrugged: 

It's true I haven't many relatives here but the 
only one I have any time for is my nephew 9tefan 
[a son of the widow], Who lives round the corner. 
Even so you're more likely to get help from an 
outsider than from your own relatives. Nowadays 
family counts for nothing: 

I haven't been home since father died in 1963 
because mother lives with someone else Idon't 
know. I1y brothers and sister don't like me 
anyway - they say I'm not, a Rom any more but a 
Gorgio and when my mother came to stay in summer, 
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she said the same. It's true I have difficulty 
in speaking Romanes now and I don't teach it to 
my children for where would it take them? Back 
among the Gypsies and what good would that do 
them? ! But when I have to fill in a form and 
state my nationality, I always write 'Gypsy' 
for why should I be ashamed of it - we're all 
people after all. Yes I'm a Rom and I'm not 
ashamed of it. 

tut I couldn't go back there to live among them 
again. I couldn't get used to it now. When I 
was there the last time there were always stupid 
rows dragging on the whole time. I'm used to 
sleeping until seven in the morning but already 
at five there was some argument about who is the 
best - Gypsy squabdles! - Rows about nothing! 

Why on earth they carry on like that, I can't 
imagine but the PUSKARs and CURIs are always at 
each others' throats. Why? They hate each other 
and always have done. 

The above PUSKAR families from Polopka were all long-term 

residents of Ostrava who lived in rented state flats but Stefan 

SLOBODA and Jan VRBOVSKY from Sedlice came in a different category 

for both were relatively recent migrants from Slovakia who had managed 

to overcome council resistance by buying their own houses - cheap, 

dilapidated properties in the most unattractive part of Ostrava. Unlike 

the FUSKARs who had turned their backs firmly on their home settlement, 

these recent Sedlice migrants had quickly become disenchanted with city 

life and were planning to return home. 

6tefan SLOBODA* was the brother of Jan CINA's wife and a VAGAJ by birth. 

He had lived in Ostrava for eight years as a child but then had returned 

to Sedlice at the age of fifteen when his parents had remigrated in 1955. 

Literally 'Freedom' in Slovak. 
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His first jobs had been in towns around Sedlice but he later found 

that he could earn far more as a mi6rant worker in Ostrava's steelworks 

and since then he was a married man with children to provide for, he 

took this option. 

I used to go home every weekend but the travelling 

was terrible - it took so much time and was so 
exhausting. In the end I thought it would be better 

to come and live here with my wife and three children. 

So in 1; 69 vStefan had bou6ht a seedy tenement together with his 

Sedlice fatý: er-in-law, each of them paying half of the purchase price. 

However it had not been easy to obtain registration as resi-ents, but 

after a determined tussle with the unwilling council they had eventually 

triumphed. They needed their courage for if they had been unsuccessful, 

they would have lost their house and probably their money too as the 

sale would have been adjudged ille6al. 

We bought the house before registering but then the 
council wouldn't a6ree to accept us as residents - 
even though we'd bought the house with our own 
rioney. 

So 1 went personally to Prague to complain at the 
President's office and our registration came through 
in six weeks. 

The flat itself was more like a settlement house than a city 

apartment in some ways for although technically a dwelling of three 

rooms and a kitchen, the two downstairs rooms lay derelict and unused 

except for storing the firewood that Stefan brought home from wore: and 

for fetching water. The pipes were rotten and so water had to be 

carried upstairs to the kitchen in buckets filled at a ground-floor tap. 

Yet the kitchen was warm and homely enough - the children playing at 

V 
the table, Stefan's father-in-law lounging on the couch where he slept 

V 
and watching TV and Stefan's wife bustling between washine machine and 

the familiar wood-burning stove in the corner. 
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"We used to have a gas-cooker but it was no good", Stefan's 

wife explained. 

Cri a wood-stove the children can't do rauch core 
than burn their fingers - nothing serious - but 

with 5as they could kill themselves and the rest 
of the family too. 

They just couldn't leave those gas taps alone, 
so we had the cooker taken out after two months. 

The bedroom was not luxurious like some but comfortable and 

spacious, furnished with a large double-bed, a coucii and two elegant, 

lignt-veneered wardrobes that they had bought soon after their arrival. 

In the corner stood a smart, modern pram. 

Life in Ostrava was not all the couple had hoped and they 

planned to return to Sedlice before too long. 

We'll stay here for a few more years but as soon 
as my sister and her husband finish their new 
house in Sedlice, we'll buy their old one and move 
back again. 

But in the meantime we'd like to move to the other 
side of the river [to Silesian Ostrava, a much 
pleasanter district]. There's so much traffic 
here, it's dangerous to let the children out to 
play. I could sell my half of this house to my 
father-in-law and he could resell it to anyone 
he wanted then. 

This last part of the plan seemed no more than a pipe-dream for 

apart from the problems of finding a buyer for a part-occupied flat 

in the ugliest part of town, there'was little prospect that Stefan 

could raise the much higher sum needed to buy an attractive flat across 

the river. He had a good job in a chemical works but he had been 

suffering from jaundice for some time and his earnings had dropped 

accordingly. Nor did his wife work. Probably they would linger on for 

a few years in Ostrava and then return to Sedlice as they said. 
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Just around the corner from ätefan, in a short street dominated 

by a towering slat-heap at its end, lived Jan VROVSKY* who was married 

to the sisýer of Albert, the law student. Like Stefan, Jan was a 

VhGAJ by birtn but although the two families were only distantly 

related, they were oi, very Good terms and were constantly visiting 

and assistin, each other. 

For years Jan had been a migrant worker in various Czech towns 

including Plzen and Prague and with his aavinGs had built a new house 

in Sedlice at a total cost of 50,000 crowns. A few years later Jan's 

brother in Ostrava persuaded him that he would be better off in the 

city and so in 1969 Jan sold his new house to his son at half-price 

and bought an eight-roomed tenement in Ostrava for only 20,000 crowns. 

But it had not been so simple, as Jan explained angrily. 

The councils here are every bit as bad as those in 
Slovakia! We bought a house with our own money 
and didn't want anything from them at all - but 
still they didn't want to register us. It took 
five months before they finally agreed. 

Now we'd rather be back in Sedlice again - we were 
stupid to come. That brother of mine who told me 
how fine it was here went back to Sedlice himself - 
only a few months after we'd arrived: 

Jän was pessimistic about his chances of returning home however. 

To be honest, I don't think we could afford it. 
Houses here are cheap because they're so rotten - 
20,000 crowns or so - but it would cost 50,000 
crowns at the very least for another house in 
Sedlice. My son lives in the house I built but 
he has a wife and five children, so there's no 
room for us there. 

On top of that, we haven't been able to save much 
since we arrived in Ostrava. First of all we had 
to make this place decent, 

* 'Vrb' being 'willow' in Czech. 
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and he waved a hand to indicate the freshly-painted rooms, the expensive 

furniture and the veneered cabinet with cut-glass, 

and then I got chronic bronchitis from the bad 

air here and I can't do heavy work like I used 
to - and that's where the money is. Now I work 
in the same factory as my wife but it's licht 

work - women's work. She only meets 900 crowns 
a month and 1 don't get much more. 

But even if we had the money there'd probably be 

a problem over registering again in Sedlice. 

"But Sedlice's your home village", I objected. "Surely they 

have to register you there". 

Jan gave a bitter laugh. 

Don't you believe it! It took my son three 
months to register there again when he came 
home from Karvina. They don't want too many 
Gypsies in Sedlice. 

Jan paused for a moment to regain his composure and then he tried 

to help me see post-war developments in Slovakia as he saw them - as 

a related whole with its roots deep in the past. 

During the war the Slovaks were great opportunists, 
They changed sides depending on who they thought 
was winning and a lot of them became Hlinka guards - 
the worst fascists of all. 

When the Russian soldiers came to end the war, we 
liked them and they liked us too and we became firm 
friends. They slept in Gypsy houses and picked up 
Gypsy children in their arms and gave them rides on 
their tanks. No one had ever treated us like that 
before and the Slovaks were absolutely horrified. 

"Like relatives, wasn't it", Jan's wife recalled fondly. 

After the war you needed coupons for everything but 
President Gottwald soon changed all that and gave 
everyone an equal chance to work and that's what 
those Sedlice Slovaks really hate because they 
aren't hard workers like us. There was only one 
Slovak on the council who liked us but the others 
voted him out because of it. He was an ordinary 
labourer as we are. When they changed the money 
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in the early 1950s [i. e. devaluation], we Gypsies 
were really caught. Weld saved our j-ý. oney to buy 
new houses but suddenly - overnight - it was worth 
nothing. If we'd have known before, at least we 
could have gone out and got drunk. 0.1 yes - we were 
really caught and there was a great hunger among the 
Gypsies then. But tLose Slovaks had known it was 
coming and had invested in cbthes and pigs and aacon. 
And nowadays, do you know that Slovaks who were 
Hlinka guards during the war still give us orders 
because they're on the council! They don't work 
with picks and shovels like us but sit in armchairs 
and we have to obey them. 

In Slovak villages it's all family - relatives - they 
control everything. That council president in Sedlice 
just sits in the pub and if you want anything at all, 
you have to slip him a bribe. How do you think those 
Gypsies Got permission to build their houses outside 
the settlement?! 

And why is it that the Slovaks make life so difficult 
for us? Because they remember how it used to be 
before the war when we had to work all day for a 
piece of bread or bacon fat as our pay. Now we have 
the chance to work for proper wages and we take it - 
much more than they do - so they're envious of the 
fine houses we have built. And it's not just the 
houses and the furniture that angers them but the way 
we've taken our chances to get better positions too. 
Look at Adam VAGAJ, a conservatory musician, and my 
brother-in-law Albert at Bratislava University and in 
Karvina there's a VAGAJ who's a works manager and 
has a large car. The Slovaks resent all these changes 
and want to return to the old state of affairs! 

Jan's wife interrupted again, carried away by her impotent 

rage. 

We cursed them before and we curse them now - those 
Slovaks! They haven't changed. They're still what 
they always used to be - stupid:!: We can't do any- 
thing against them but at least we can curse them 
from the bottom of our hearts. 
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THE GYPSY ASSOCIATIONS IN ACTION - THxM SKETCHES. 

Some of the problems of the Gypsy associations at national level 

were described at the end of Chapter Six and these three sketches 

co. nplement the earlier section by indicating some of the difficulties 

in the way of effective action at the grass-roots. 

Although the examples are taken from local, district and 

regional branches of the hierarchy, they are not intended as a 

comprehensive account, but more as a postscript snowing the gulf between 

the promise of change that the associations seemed to offer and the 

hard unchanging realities of the practical situation where neither 

government directives nor impressive sounding Gypsy organisations could 

make much impact on the stubborn opposition of local authorities. 

Polomka - Establishing a Local Section 

The president of the Spisska' Novä Ves district branch of the 

Gypsy association was pessimistic about the chances of forming a 

local section at Polomka because of the feuding and generally despondent 

atmosphere. Nevertheless he had included Polomka in his tour of the 

district in late 1970 and left a batch of membership forms with 
Stefan 

J 

CURI. But when he heard nothing more from the settlement, he gave it 

up for lost. 

His visit had not been as unfruitful as he had assumed, however, 

for there was considerable discussion in Folomka during the spring and 

early summer about the benefits of a local section-of the association. 

Many of Polomka's Gypsies had direct experience of the association's 

activities in the Czech lands and some still worked for"Nevodroms the 
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Czech association's economic wing that organised co-op production 

units. As might have been expected a local branhh meant different 

t, An_s to different groups within the settlement, dependin, on their 

particular outlook. 

The ambitious PUSKARs were anxious about the impendin6 end of the 

co-op units for which they worked* and saw in a local section the 

opportunity to orbanise their own co-op unit under the auspices of 

'butikher', the Slovakian association's equivalent to 'Pdevodrom. 

That's what a local section should be for - so 
we can carry on working in the Czech lands where 
the money's better. 

said 
Stefan FUSKý. R emphatically. 

Eut it should only be for people on 'our side', 
otherwise there would be trouble. 

His wife nodded her vigorous agreement and added; 
v 

And if any of those illiterate KALOCAzs are 
allowed to join then I, for one, don't want to 
be in the Association! 

v 
The CURIs took a more philosophical view of the purpose of a 

local section - perhaps because of their minority position within the 

settlement. 

In the association every member should be like a 
brother to every other member - and not like us! 

v 
said Koloman CURI bitterly. 

But here there's no chance: I don't think the 
association could stop the rows we have here all 
the time, it would only make them worse. 

* The activity of co-op production units was ended in December 1971, 
with the anomalous exception of units run by the Gypsy associations. (See Chapter Six). 
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In spite of his misgivings Koloman took the trouble to ru.., ma6e 

around his absent brother's house and produced the wad of membership 

forms that the district president had left. 

Jan CINA was equally gloomy, accepting the gov-rnment's view of 

the Gypsy )roblem as due to the Gylsies' own bacý: wardness. 

As long as this settlement continues to exist, no 

re-education will oe possible at all - association 
or no association! 

But in the general discussion on the grassy bank outside the 

V -. v 
FUSKtirs, Jan could not resist a passing jibe at Stefan, who looked 

down on him. 

kid anyway, why should I join the association - 
to be locked up like your brother Franti"ek?: 

Stefan PUSKA. R stiffened in anger at the insult but let it pass. 

Only the younger people took a more positive attitude. They too 

had seen the association in action in the Czech lands but for them a 

local section offered the hope of music groups, football teams, dances 

and possibly even a conmunity centre. 

These varied motivations were sufficiently strong to allow the 

hazardous business of selecting a committee to be completed without 

any major rows or withdrawals of prospective members. This was a 

considerable achievement in itself but was only possible because of 

compromises, especially in the choice of the two most important 

officers, that had the overall effect of seriously weakening the 

cormittee. 

The president was a FUSKAR, as befitted this group's dominant 

position in the settlement, but could not have been a leading YUSKAR, 
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like SV tefan, without alienatinb the CURIs 

entirely. Stefan's mild and 

inoffensive younber brother, Gejza, was eventually agreed as a 

V 
compromise candidate. Althou6a the VJSKARs' honour was satisfied, 

v 
Gejza was not influential among them and the CURIs accepted his 

nomination for the entirely negative reason that they thou6ht him 

too weak to manipulate effectively any power that he might derive 

from his position against their embattled faction. Stefan CURI's son, 

Rudolf, back on a brief visit for the festival of Polomka's patron 

saint, shru, Led his shoulders at the idea of Gejza as president. tie, 

himself, was an association officer in Kosice and regretted that in 

Poloinka the opportunity for action should be thrown away beforehand 

but he accepted that it was inevitable. 

If my father had been president it would have been 
possible to do something for he's the only one with 
any standing in the settlement - but then he's old 
now and drinks too much and anyway those PUýKAIs 
would never have stood for it. 

But Gejza will never achieve anything. We went to 
school together and I know him - nice enough but 
too soft. He's not forceful enough to be president. 

It was the same story with the post of vice-president which went 

to Jan LINA. He felt pleased that his worth and respectibility had 

received their due at last but the truth was that he proved generally 

acceptable because he bad no personal support within the settlement 

and consequently represented no-one. 

V 
Koloman CURL accepted the post of secretary and he was balanced 

V 
on the FUSKAR side by Alexander's father as treasurer. The five other 

members consisted of Ludevit KALOCAJ and four more FUSKARs, including 

Stefan. Koloman was outnumbered by six to one by PUSKARs but far from 

seeking greater representation for his side, he threatened to withdraw 
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from the whole enterprise should the PUSVKAEs make any trouble. 

The first tas.,: of the new co-^mittee, and particularly of the 

president, was to organise an inaugural meeting. Ge3za's ineffectuality 

was immediately ap]. arent for in the belief that it would be inappropriate 

to hold such an important meeting in the settlement, he had approached 

the coo cil for thýoan of a public room and had ended up by having 

his meeting taken over by the council. Rather sheepishly he came 

back into the settlement with the promise of a council room and in 

return a list of guest speakers that included the council president 

and the president of the district court! 

The day of th? aeetiný, came but no-one seemed to know at what 

time the event should start and so when the association's district 

president and the president of the district court arrived in the 

latter's official limousine, half of the committee were in the pub - 

as indeed was the council chairman. Only a hurried round-up in the 

settlement managed to assemble a respectably-sized audience, half of 

whom were children anyway. 

The association officer opened the proceedings with a brief 

speech of welcome and then he handed over to the Guest of honour, 

the president of the district court. He was a grey-haired, grey- 

faced man of indeterminate age who soon killed any initial interest 

in the audience by a dreary catalogue of citizens' rights - to privacy, 

to work, to rest after work "which is only eight hours a day alth, Dugh 

you can work more if you want". As he said these words Alexander winked 

at me and I remembered his sixteen-hour shifts in the blast furnaces. 
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The court official dealt at greater length with the right to freedom 

of residence and accused Gypsies of abusing this right by "f; uctuatinG; 

from place to place for no good reason". 

He then switched to the related theme of citizens' duties and 

his dry and stilted ý: anner of delivery became more impassioned as he 

warmed tc. the subject of penalties for not fulfilling one's duties. 

There's no need to tell you how a court works 
because all of you Gypsies in Polorka have been 
inside a court at some time - and many of you 
inside a prison too. Well, previously prison 
was so comfortable that Gypsies used to go there 
for a pleasant winter! 

he paused for a moment in his monologue, evidently intending this 

last remark as a joke, and the audience dutifully laughed. 

We have humanised our prisons too much recently 
and this perhaps was a mistkae as I know there 
are a considerable number of recidivists amongst 
you. 

Then he mentioned a number of young men who had been imprisoned 

several tines, before making some general remarks about the gravity 

of stealing from the state farm fields, teenage sexuality and juvenile 

delinquency. Finally he urged parents not to neglect their responsibility 

for the conduct of their children. 

I'You should cut the hair of young boys so that they bolt like 

boys and not. . ." and he paused for emphasis. 

Ladislav the guitarist beside me -a committee member - gave a 

weary sigh and muttered "girls". 

"Girls", the court president concluded weightily. 

The next speaker was the council president whose previous drinking 

that evening had left him with a slightly glazed expression. He 
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rambled inconsequentially from one subject to another for a few 

minutes and then began to rant at his audience of impassive black 

faces with mounting sldi, nation. 

I've worked for eighteen years in the same place 
and the same job - Why can't you do that?! I've 

only been married for a few years but already I've 
improved my house without any loans as the court 

president and our university visitors 
[ourselves] 

have seen. Why can't you do that?! 

As he became really worked up, at times spluttering incoherently 

in his rase, some of he audience began to laugh openly. The 

association officer eventually mana-ed to quieten the:;, all except 

for Jan CIr+A who had been stung by this reminder of the council's many 

refusals to allow him to extend his overcrowded house. From the back 

of the hall he was conducting a furious diatribe, denouncing the 

council's hypocrisy and double-dealing, but no-one paid him any 

attention. To drown out this interuption the council president raised 

his voice almost to a shout. 

Drink is the curse of your race and if all the 
women in Polomka were like you Gypsy women, we'd 
need not two pubs here but twenty-two!!! A 
woman should stay at home with her children, not 
sit boozing iii the pub from noon till midnight as 
you do all the time! 

V 

This was too much to stomach for the CURL womenfolk for they 

never went to the pub at all and almost as a body they rose from their 

seats, shaking their fists and shrieking in protest at such calumny. 

The council president stood unflinching while the association 
V 

officer struggled to pacify the CURIs and then concluded abruptly, 

Well - I've said what had to be said and now I 
have to be off, I'm afraid, as I've other business 
to attend to. 
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e strode off to a loud and mocking ovation, punctuated by cries 

of It -torei ', to put the finishing touches to his new hatnroom. 

after the associatioi_ officer bad delizered his short speech on the 

aims and structure of the association, the co: lamittee was elected 

unanimously and a short question-time followed. Various speakers 

from the floor acknowledged Gypsy weaknesses - drink, fighting and 

V 
poor school-attendance - ar_d Jan PUSKAR stated that the main aim of 

V 
the association section in Polomka should be "to prevent the CUHIs 

V 
always going on at the PUSKARs and C1NAs". By this time most of the 

V 
CURIs had already walked out in disgust but Koloman still remained, 

ti6ht-lipped and refusing to be drawn. 

When the court president began to pontificate again we looked 

anxiously at our watches for although he was driving back to a comfortable 

villa with running water, the pump in the settlement had broken and 

rather than grope around in the dark at the pool at the back of the 

settlement, it seemed a better idea to squeeze in a last pint or two. 

The meeting broke up with unceremonious haste and moments later we 

were pounding down the village street to the pub. 

Spisskä Nov' Ves - The Plenipotentiary Meets an Association Officer 

We were sitting one morning in the office of the "plenipotentiary 

for questions of the gypsy population", sifting through a confused mass 

of documents. Behind his desk sat the plenipotentiary, a stoutish man 

in his mid-thirties, by nature sociable and jovial but embittered 

towards Gypsies by five years in his present post. That day he was 

feeling particularly irritable because, it was his 'surgery' when any 

Gypsies could bring their queries or problems to him. Like many 
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Slovaks we had met he showed a curious ambivalence towards Gypsies, 

occasiona__ly speaking of them with an almost paternalistic affection 

but resenting; any attempt tj be 'uppity'. 

The previous year he had taken as to the isolated Gypsy settlement 

a mile and a half from his home village of i. älepkova. We reached the 

settlement by a rough, hilly track impassable to motor vehicles and 

found twenty or so wooden huts still without electricity although a 

line of pylons ran nearby. Throughout our visit the Gypsies pleaded 

for their houses to be connected to the electricity grid but the 

plenipotentiary said afterwards he was convinced they did not mean 

what they said for he thought they were unwilling to pay the 

connection charge of two thousand crowns each. Then he added, almost 

with a touch of local pride: "Here they are good gypsies. They know 

their place and don't demand anything of us". 

later he remarked that his mother, the village midwife, was loved 

and respected by the Gypsies for no matter what the weather or the 

time, she would walk that mile and a half to deliver a Gypsy child. 

Where there were complications the woman in labour had to be carried 

on a stretcher for nearly a mile to the nearest place an ambulance 

could reach. 

Yet the plenipotentiary, like everyone else, seemed to accept 

this state of affairs as inevitable. He knew that in accordance with 

central government instructions a sizeable sum was regularly budgeted 

for the construction of roads to Gypsy settlements and that equally 

regularly this sum remained virtually untouched, blocked by opposition 

within the district council. So the Gypsies continued to give birth 
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in their unhy nic, isolated huts and the plenipotentiary's sixty 

year-old mother to walk alone, sometimes through the blizzard of a 

winter's night. 

The first caller was a shabbily dressed man in his forties who 

shuffled up to the desk and began to explain in nervous, iiih-pitched 

tones that he ha- just built a new house but needed official confirmation 

in order to socui"e a loan from the State Savings Bank. 

"A house or a hut? ""interrupted the plenipotentiary. 

"A house! " the Gypsy answered quickly, but the plenipotentiary 

was still suspicious. 

"Yes, yes - but is it brick-built? " 

The Gypsy hesitated. 

"No - it's wooden". 

"All right then, I'll come and inspect it some time", and with a 

heavy sigh the plenipotentiary began to write on a pad as if to indicate 

that the interview was over. The Gypsy stood uncertainly for a few 

moments before his anxiety overcame his fear. 

"But when will you come - perhaps it might be as long as a year 

or two? " 

The plenipotentiary looked up sharply. 

"Perhaps even in five years time - that's my business! You won't 

dictate to meZ" and he strode to the door and held it open for the 

crestfallen petitioner. 

There was a steady trickle of Gypsies, some with routine business, 

some with impossible requests and a few who were almost incomprehensible. 
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The plenipotentiary dealt with them all fir.,, ly but conscientiously. 

Finally, as the end of the session was approaching; and the plenipotentiary 

was oeginning visibly to relax, there was a rap at the door and in 

walked a Gypsy in his late twenties with a trim moustache and neatly 

dressed in a dark suit. He was the president of the Gypsy association 

for the town of Spiaska Novä yes. 

From the first Moment it :, ras apparent that there wz.: s little love 

lost between: the two men. Formal greetings were excnaneed but the 

plenipotentiary did not offer the Gypsy a chair and left him standing 

trrouhout the meeting. It started quietly enough. 

I came to ask your considered opinion about the 
construction of flats fur Gypsy families in the 
Vilcurni suburb of our town. How and when are 
they likely to be finished? 

asked the Gypsy in a pointedly over-polite tone. We all knew that the 

flats were months behind schedule. 

Glancing, at us with a smirk the plenipotentiary decided to brush 

off the question. Who was this upstart, questioning him on matters 

that were the concern of the district council alone? 

"Everything will be taken care of, "* he replied smurly, deliberately 

selecting the set-phrase used by patiently confident Fbzssians in answer 

to criticisms of slow progress towards co: rmunism. Here the use was 

ironic, roughly equivalent to : "Whenever we choose and anyway it's 

none of your business". The thrust of the Gypsy's next question shook 

him out of his complacency. 

"When? " - this hissed emphatically. 

* "Vsetko bude" (literally 'Everything will be'). 
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The plenipotentiary's broad face flushed in anger. he hesitated, 

fi6hting bac.; his natural inclination to shout for after all this was 

not just another Gypsy but an elected officer of an organisation 

affiliated to the lvational Front. A few years before such a tiling 

would have beeil impossible - but there had been chanties acid almost 

in despair the government had rescinded its previous ban on Gypsy 

organisations in 1968. He decided to adopt a cold anG formal tone. 

"They should have been ready by now. We have already penalised 

the supplier for late delivery". 

º" ut the Gypsies there have neither toilets, water nor 

electricity. They drink from the stream! " 

"I can't help that; I'm not the supplier. I've done what I can. 

You want the Department of Building if you want to take the matter 

further". 

"But you have the title of plenipotentiary for our people. Surely 

that indicates that you should have something to do with itl" 

Goaded, the plenipotentiary countered sharply, 

You can't turn this into a case of discrimination 
against Gypsies. Just go down to the new suburb 
of Tarca and you'll see people - white people - 
with mud up to their knees! 

The Gypsy's calmness contrasted dramatically with the pleni- 

potentiary's mounting anger. 

"And do they have toilets? And bathrooms? And electricity? " 

There was a moment's silence. 

Of course they have. -Anyway its not true Gypses 
drink from the stream. To my knowledge they 
have water pumps there - several'of them. 

i 
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"Could you show cue them? " 

"Certainly: " 

"I should be very pleased indeed if you would snow me them now". 

The two glared at each other for some roments before the 

plenipotentiary replied, this time making no effort to conceal his 

contempt. 

"Perhaps they drink from the stream then: So wuati::: " 

daving won this admission the Gypsy pressed his attack. 

But in any case the district medical officer has 
forbidden the water pipes to be laid as the supply 
is apparently cohtaminated. Yet the water pipes 
for toilets and bathrooms in the blocks of flats 
are already installed. What is to be done about 
that? 

What are you talking about? The whole town of 
Spisska Novä Ves drinks that water: As for the 
toilets - they will not be inside the flats but 
outside. 

Again the apparently polite voice, far more insulting than any 

shout. 

Probably you are not well-informed but they have 
built the toilets inside the blocks. 

liaviný been made to look foolish before us, his visitors, the 

plenipotentiary was desperate to win at least one debating point 

and rummaged in his desk, finally pulling out a sheaf of blueprints. 

"Yes", he said. "It is possible that they have built toilets inside, 

but they will be outside I assure you; it is shown on the plans. And, " 

he leered triumphantly, "they will be corrugated-iron onesl" 

For a moment the Gypsy's deep anger overcame him. 

"And I assure you that the toilets will be inside with a proper 

bowl! " 
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Then he resumed his telling irony. 

"But I hope at least you will not have the concrete floors of 

the bedrooms dug up, will you'-" 

"And what did you expect? - Parquet-flooring perhaps! " 

The Gypsy s. Aled sadly at us and said quietly, "I don't really 

think there is rauch point continuing like this. It needs 1onber 

discussion". 

The plenipotentiary refused the proferred opportunity to relax 

the tension. 

"dell, what would you propose then? " 

individual houses rather than blocks are needed - 
but instead of giving some Gypsies a basic 40,000 

crowns assistance towards the purchase of a flat 
they should be given only 20,000, but they need 
help to obtain building plots. Gypsies just want 
to live like other people and you make them live 
all together. 

The plenipotentiary gave a curt laugh. 

And you would have them live among other people. 
It's better to have such filth and disorder* con- 
centrated in one place and not spread around the 
whole town! They should imprison me for ever 
having thought of blocks of state flats for Gypsies! 

He should have known better than to lead with his chin against 

such an opponent. 

The Gypsy remarked simply, "Yes, I'd agree with that, " causing the 

plenipotentiary finally to lose his temper. Rising to his feet, he 

oellowed, "Have you anything else to say? Anything else?: " 

After the Gypsy's departure the plenipotentiary turned to us. 

* 'Bordell (literally brothel). 
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"I'm sorry you were still here. If you hadn't been that debate 

wo:; 1d have ended quite differently. " 

North I"'ioravia - The Predicament of Unregistered Residents 

The secretary of the A-, orth Moravia Regional branch of the Gypsy 

association was a slightly-built man in his early thirties with striking, 

burnin_ eyes and an intense manner. His speech was highly articulate 

but so rapid that he hardly seemed to have time to force out the stream 

of words. His lucid explanation of the association's difficulties was 

interrupted as a young, neatly dressed Gypsy in his early twenties 

edged into the association's Ostrava office followed by his wife and 

brother-in-law who were even tore unsure of themselves. lifter they had 

been invited to sit, the young man began to explain his problem while 

his brother-in-law followed his words with a strained expression, 

twisting his workman's cap in his hands. The wife, too, said nothing 

and sat motionless with downcast eyes. 

The young couple and their two children had lived in Ostrava for 

a year as squatters in a building scheduled for demolition. They 

wanted a council flat and hoped that the Gypsy association might be 

able to help them but they had not dared to approach the council in 

case the police were informed and they were sent home to Slovakia. 

The secretary sighed wearily; the story was all too familiar. 

Of course it's difficult. If you try to resister, 
the first thing the council will ask you is your 
address. Where you live now is illegal, so the 
council will refuse to register you on the grounds that you don't have a proper address. They're well 
aware of the-fact-that to register. you would be to 
accept responsibility for finding you a flat immediately, 
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since you and your family live in a condemned 
building. So they won't register you - you 
haven't a chance! 

Tine young .,, an grinned nervously. 

But what bout the ether side of the river in Silesian 
Ostrava - aren't there empty flats there? 

"Ch yes", came the quick, bitter answer. 

They have empty flats there alright - but they 

won't resister Zou and give you a flat because 
the council has so many Gypsies there that cause 
them trouble that they absolutely refuse to take 

any more. 

Look at that case of firs. Pecha - she even bought 

a house there with her own money and then came 
weepino to us, saying the council refused to 
register her. We thought everything had been 
arrant, ed legally but nothing of the sort. We're 
so stupid, we Roms: Instead of doing things 
properly, we act first and then try to legalise 
it afterwards. Instead of arranging accommodation 
beforehand by getting council agreement and a letter 
saying that this is a decent fellow and so on, 
what do we do? 

At this point the secretary rose to his feet in his agitation 

and pacing the room, he imitated a rough, husky Gypsy accent from 

East Slovakia. 

'We knock down our house in Spisskä Novä Ves, 
collect 30,000 crowns from the council there and 
it's off to Czecho with eight or nine kids and 
nowhere at all to live'. - What fools: 

He sank back into his chair, exhausted by his outburst. Then he 

spoke again, more calmly. 

Those Slovakian councils are clever! They pay 30,000 
crowns of government money for a ruih of a house worth 
5,000 because they know they are getting rid of another 
family of Roms. They cheerfully de-register them when 
they know quite well they'll have problems registering 
elsewhere. So the poor fools are left without the 
right to live anywhere! 
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The young man fumbled in his pocket and pulled out an envelope 

which he held out tentatively to the secretary. 

We know that strictly we have no right to be 

registered but I have a petition here and.... 

"Petition! " interrupted the secretary an6rily, pulling a sheaf 

of papers from a folder on his desk and waving them at the man. 

We've plenty of petitions - it's rights we're 
short on! If we had rights then we wouldn't 
need so many petitions, would we? 

The young man tried another tactic. 

"I know we ha. -e no right, " he muttered, Iowerine, his voice, 

"but perhaps - if we could settle with you afterwards - you under- 

stand. . ." 

The words were not clear but the hint of a special payment was 

unmistakable. For the first time the secretary spoke slowly and 

deliberately, controlling his anger. 

Whether I curse you or whether I say you are a fine 
fellow - what do you get from it? I'm not talking 
about what I'm prepared to do for you but about 
what is in my power to do 

, 
for you. 'de-can-do-nothing! 

"Do you see this? " he continued more calmly as he took a 

typewritten paper from the sheaf. 

This is a petithn from my brother. He's been 
living here for seventeen years -a large family 
in a small flat - and he wants a larger flat. 
Yet I can do nothing for him because he's got a 
bad record - he's a good-for-nothing and always 
will be. 

My own brother and his petition lies here with all 
the others. Now do you understand? 

Everyone sat in gloomy silence for a few minutes and then the 

secretary turned for the first time to the brother-in-law. 
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"You must take them - it's the only way". 

The brother-in-law screwed his cap even tighter in his clenched 

hands. 

can't. I've only a small flat and anyway my 
wife woi. "t agree. I've tried to persuade her - 
. ut perhaps you could talk to her. .. 

The secrbtary shru66ed. 

''ghat chance have I got -a perfect stranger - if 
her Husband can't convince her? Well - if that's 
how it is the only hope is for your employer to 
write a letter of recommendation. - But I tell you 
again - it's useless. 

"I've öot a letter from the steelworks here", said the young man 

eagerly and the secretary grudgingly accepted the envelope and put it 

with the petition. As they left the young man and his brother-in-law 

thanked the secretary profusely but the secretary just shook his head. 

"Don't expect anything! You're wasting your time I tell you". 

The wife followed the men out without a word of thanks - head 

still bowed - expecting nothing. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

CONCLUSION. 

This thesis has been written with two distinct 
audiences in mind. Primarily it is aimed at a 
potential Czechoslovak audience for whom it would 
-ave direct relevance and although it is unpublish- 
able in C-echoslovakia - at present and for the 
forseeable future - the decision has been taken 
to maintain this basic orientation. The study's 
encyclopedic nature is a response to the stringent 
counter-deaiocratisation in contemporary Ozecho- 
slovar: ia whicr: led to the understandable withdrawal 
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences' research 
team from its original objectives, leaving large 
areas of the subject almost untouched. 

Both the 'Eastern European' perspective and the 
attempt to provide a repository of basic documentation 
tend to make the thesis indigestible for the second 
audience - that of Western readers with an interest 
in minorities in öeneral or Gypsies in particular. 
Td them, the only concession has been to remove 
to appendices two chapters on Marxist-Leninist 
nationality theory and the development of nationality 
problems in Czechoslovakia. Nevertheless I hope 
such readers will understand and accept the reasons 
for the orientation, scope and detail of the thesis. 

This has been asýiull an account as is practicable of the unique 

campaign to assimilate Czechoslovakia's quarter million-strong Gypsy 

minority. Yet finally, after several hundred paces of detailed 

documentation and analysis probing the rationale, the policy goals 

and the measures intended to realise them, the question remains 

unanswered whether the whole affair was much more than a passing 

chimera - which had tangible existence as streams of paper passing 

back and forth between central government and local authorities but 

had little effect on the real world. 

The doubt still lingers that the situation of Gypsies in the 

1970s would not have been very different had there been no 1958 
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Gypsy policy. The coiled spring of Gypsy development had been 

released by post-war political change and unwound by the continued 

expansion of the economy and eventually had provoked the hostile 

resistance of local authorities. This process appeared to have an 

impetus of its own whica was fundamentally unaffected by persistent 

government efforts to channel its direction. 

Aituough there can be no definitive answer because of the 

impossibility of accurately weighin6 the various effects of the policy 

against each other, it can be arb-ued that the policy was seriously 

defective at three levels and stood no real chance of success in 

any case. 

i) In spite of its claim to be derived from a scientific 
Marxist-Leninist position, the policy was ideologically 
suspect. 

ii) The main policy goals were unattainable since they 
rested on false assumptions about Gypsies and particul- 
arly about local authorities. 

iii) Given the amount of local authority resistance that 
such a policy should have been expected to encounter, 
the administrative structure - even when revised - 
was hopelessly inadequate to ensure effective 
implementation. 

Leaving aside for the moment its dubious rationale, the 1958 

policy foundered because of fatal misconceptions not unlike those which 

had frustrated the endeavours of Maria Theresa on the same territory 

some two hundred years earlier. Like the Habsburg monarch, the 

communist policy-makers misunderstood and consequently alienated the 

two most important agents on which success depended - the local 

authorities, who were to put the policy into practice, and the Gypsies 

themselves, who were to be its grateful-recipients. 
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The policy-makers' ultimate goal of socio-economic equalisation 

of ; ypsies with the rest of Czechoslovakian society was not dissimilar 

from the Gypsies own ambitions. Indeed, the Gypsies had been 

striving unsuccessfully for centuries to integrate more closely. 

Because of inadequate analysis - either of the Gypsies' historical 

development or of their contemporary situation in the 1950s - this 

was not properly recognised and instead the pobcy-maxers slipped 

all too easily into familiar and simplistic stereotypes about 

'primitives'. In spite of some tortuous semantics to distinguish 

the precious sinner to be redeemed from his hideous sih, in official 

eyes 'citizens of gypsy origin' were so tainted by their 'backward 

way of life' that the idea of most Gypsies as rational beings 

taking positive action on their own account to improve their 

situation was almost unthinkable. 

The most serious misunderstanding was the policy-makers' almost 

total failure to recognise the Gypsies' rural-to-urban migration for 

what it was. The fact that Slovaks had migrated from the same area 

for similar reasons only fifty years before was not even noticed, 

for these were Gypsies and comparisons were unnecessary since it 

was self-evident that all Gypsy movement must be nomadic. 

In addition to the historical evidence, the findings of contemporary 

research strongly supported the case that post-war Gypsy population 

movement in Czechoslovakia should be seen, as rural-to-urban migration. 

Although official documents often contrived to suggest that gypsy 

movement was an aimless swirling over the face of Czechoslovakia, 

where any destination was as good as any other, field-work in Slovakia 
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revealed that for each Gypsy settlement there was o:: ly one or two 

main destination-areas and that outmigrants originally migrated with 

kinsmen and subsequently to destinations where kinsmen were already 

established in a typical pattern of chain migration. Likewise the 

1969 study of Gypsy migrants in Ostrava showed that certain source- 

areas in Last Slovakia were heavily over-represented in the city. 

Finally, to clinch the poLit, would-be migrants did not rhapsodise 

about the need to be moving' or 'restless stirrings' but were 

constantly involved in a painful assessment of the comparative merits 

of settlement and city life. 

If it had been officially recognised fron the start that there 

was=thing uniquely 'Gypsy' about the movement of these migrants 

and also that it was a convenient response to the needs of the wider 

economy, perhaps measures could have been taken to strengthen and 

assist them. To the coiitrary Gypsy movement was branded as 'inherent 

nomadism' to be eliminated and replaced by a programme of 'planned 

dispersal' which often alienated its victims by its arbitrary 

inflexibility but which in general proved uhrealisable. 

The Gypsies were misunderstood in many other ways too. Their 

violence and heavy drinking was not recognised as a predictable 

reaction to an intolerable situation and still less was it realised 

that on occasions violence might be a justifiable means of asserting 

their equal rights; the newly-built 'traditional' huts in Slovakia 

were not seen as low-risk housing to circumvent repressive building 

restrictions and no form of collective action was acknowledged to 

have positive aspects. The official interpretation was simple and 

unvarying; these were all instances of regression by Gypsies to 
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their 'backward way of life', wnich could be eradicated only by 

their total assimilation. 

Yet of even greater significance for the failure of the 1958 

Policy was the policy-makers' misjudgement of the local aut:, orities 

who were entrusted with the practical management of the carnpai rl. 

Locate and district councils in particular were unwillin, to carry 

out a costly campai6n wtich woald have diminished their scarce 

resources - especially of housing - and justifications for refusing 

to act were not hard to find. 

Contempt for Gypsies was plainly discernible even in central 

government documents but in any case little was needed to confirm 

the overwhelmingly negative stereotype of Gypsies accepted by most 

local authorities. In Slovakia the officials had been brought up 

to despise Gypsies whilst in the Czech lands their counterparts had 

been shocked by the post-war influx of seemingly foreign, brown- 

skinned immigrants with their hordes of uncontrollable children. 

Concerned to protect their communities allainst what they regarded 

as a Crowing menace, local authorities ignored government instructions 

to disperse Gypsies and sought to contain these unwelcome inhabitants 

with whatever means they had at their disposal. 

The outcome was predictable and even when funds from the central 

exchequer were put at the disposal of local authorities, these 

resources often lay unused or on occasions were employed aiainst 

the long-term objects of the policy. Even more tragic was the/raste 

of human resources. Many of the post-war migrants who had dared to 

hope that they could win fully equality for the first time in the 
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history of the Gypsies were sadly disillusioned and the most 

intelli, ent and sensitive of their children became embittered 

recidivists. 

Contrary to the purpose of the assimilation policy to ameliorate 

the 'Gypsies' conditions, the introduction of the 1958 and 1965 

measures had the opposite effect in many places, leading Czech 

and Slovar councils to resist improvements with the intention of 

driving the luckless Gypsies from their territory into the opposite 

half of the Republic. 

The weapons of Czech councils in this sad struegle were the 

containment of Gypsy families in the most dilapidated of flats and 

urban districts and the refusal or withdrawal of residence registration. 

A common practice for some Czech councils was to issue Gypsy workers 

with temj"orarý residence permits only, even in the case where Gypsies 

lived in the same place for years at a time. If Gypsies fell foul 

of the law or displeased the authorities in some other way, in 

addition to any legally prescribed punishment, their temporary 

residence permits were then withdrawn leaving them with the 

unpleasant alternatives of squatting illegally or returning home to 

Slovakia. In this their situation was akin to migrant workers in 

Western Europe, permitted to work on suffrance but liable to 

deportation if ever they should offend. 

Of course this diminution of the basic rights of Czechoslovakian 

citizens was strictly illegal. It violated their right to freedom 

of residence, guaranteed by article two of the constitution, and in 
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addition contravened specific ministry re6ulations for registration 

as a resident - but no-one seemed concerned. 

The Gypsies did not take their case to court for they had no 

confidence jr.. the outcome and feared reprisals for such temerity. 

Instead they resorted to direct action; they broke into vacant 

state flats and confronted council officials with the fact of their 

occupation or else, if they had some savings, they bought cheap flats 

without the necessary papers and then sought to legalise the trans- 

action afterwards, appealing to the President if they were refused. 

Many slipped through the net in this way but many more did not. 

Whether the Czech councils' obstructive practices really 

served as an effective deterrent to migration is difficult to assess 

for throughout the 1960s, Gypsies continued to leave the settlements 

of Slovakia for the Czech lands and it may well be that the many 

obstacles delilberately thrust in their path achieved little except 

generate needless human suffering. 

: got all Czech councils behaved in this way but it was the 

exception that strove to carry out the 1958 policy to the best of 

its ability and tried to be scrupulously fair to its Gypsy inhaoitants. 

The exemplary conduct of Karvina shone out like a beacon and for 

its pains the town attracted the migrant overspill from its less 

conscientious neighbours. 

Eut of the effects of the fearsome weapons in the hands of 

Slovakian local councils there can be no doubt. Even allowing for 

all the mitigating circumstances - the unfortunate historical experience 

of Slovakia in general and of many Slovakian villages in particular, 
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the continuing relative deprivation of many of these villages and 

the absence of adequate help from outside in coping with what were 

admittedly daunting problems - even taking, all these factors into 

account, the action of many local councils in Slovakia was inexcusable. 

They did their utmost to contain Gypsies in their isolated, 

shanty-town ghettos by refusing them building plots in the village 

and, at the same time, deliberately with. ield from these settlements 

the most basic amenities such as unpolluted drinking water and passable 

roads. In this way they forced the Gypsies to build in the settlements, 

whether they wanted to or not, and stranded these new houses in the 

fielas, :, takin;, a mockery of the Gypsies' painful attempts to escape 

their pariah fate. Such tactics by Slovakian councils served to 

perpetuate numerous pockets of multiple deprivation and disease that 

were characteristic of the Third World in a modern European state 

which boasted of its socialist civilisation. 

The Gypsies who were trapped in such conditions were alienated 

by what for them were the broken promises of socialism; they had 

made the fearful journey of the migrant into the unknown when they 

were needed and had worked hard but, at the end of it all, their 

reward for the years of arduous labour and painful separation from 

their families was to moulder in the ghetto once more. 

They were demoralised still further when they looked acroos 

to neighbouring villages where the local Gypsies seemed to have 

attained the success they themselves had dreamed of and which had 

somehow eluded them, for this seemed to place the responsibility for 

their failure on their own shoulders. If others could succeed, why 

could not they? 
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And so they too,, _ their solace in drin: and vented their 

frustration on each other in an endless round of meaningless squab: les 

that oýily stren,, thened the villa6ers' convictio.. s of the sub-humanity 

of all Gypsies and of the particular worthlessness of their c: rn local 

Gypsies. Occasionally the Gypsies' bitterness became too much for 

them to contain and erupted in a serious fight between Gypsies and 

Slovaks that usually ended in knife-wounds and prison. 

There seemed no escape, for villages with better conditions - 

so tantalisingly near - would not allow 'foreign' Gypsies to move 

there and neither would the local Gypsies welcome newcomers from 

outside; meanwhile migration to the Czech lands was now a hazardous 

business, especially for an entire family unit. In any case to 

leave the settlement often meant to abandon the precious new fa., ily 

house and furniture which embodied years of hard saving, for the 

house would lie unsold and the furniture would deteriorate rapidly, 

unprotected from the variations in temperature and most probably- 

would be vandalised too. 

Only a miracle could save them and so the Polomka Gypsies, for 

example, prayed for the day when the dam would be built, their= 

settlement would vanish beneath the rising raters and they could go 

off with the proceeds of their compulsory purchase orders to start 

life anew somewhere else. 

Life was not always so grim for in places the Gypsy settlement 
formed a quarter of the villaGe and so had access to the same amenities. 

Elsewhere local councils were not so resolute in rnaintainin6 strict 
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segregation and occasionally councils were sympathetic to the 

aspir, tions of their local Gypsies and even took a pride in their 

achievements. 

In such conditions the future seemed far more hopeful and in 

spite of the Gypsies' ever-present fear that their recent good fortune 

would turn out to be only a brief interlude and some new catastrophe 

would preci, Atate them back into the fami_iar abyss of poverty and 

persecution, they had enough confidence to advance steadily towards 

equality, taking the occasional setback with equanimity. 

Some G:: psies in 'better' settlements had passed beyond the 

initial assertiveness of spectacular family houses and lavish 

furniture; houses were still important but so too was the education 

of their children and the quality of their far: iily life. Unlike the 

early mi6rants - and others later - whose pressing need had been to 

establish themselves as 'proper persons' at all costs, these Gypsies 

were unwillzn ; to make such punishinb sacrifices, not least because 

they had revised their concept of a 'proper person'. 

They were progressing more or less as the government hoped but 

not at all in the way that had been envisabed. Although some Gypsies 

attempted to isolate themselves from their relatives and pass as 

Czechs or Slovaks, this was often at a cost of deep family and 

personal problems which were liable to disrupt their apparent success 

at some future date. These stresses were not confined to the adults 

and in a number of instances teenage children of 'assimilated' 

Gypsies resolved their own crises of identity by turning their back 

on respectability and going to live as the spouse of a settlemetit 
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Gypsy. The mortified parents had invested so much of themselves in 

sheadinb their Gypsy origins that even iii their genuine , rief they 

talked of their ch-: --d's 're;; reFsion', as if the action 'gras due entirely 

to some genetic aberration to which the racially inferior Gypsies 

,., re L -e peculiarly prone. 

Progress did not have to be bought with such suffering. The 

prospering Gypsies of E-odhradie and the like were a livii, g refutation 

of the 1958 dogma that socio-economic equalisation could be achieved 

only throug', total assimilation for they had never ueen 'dispersed' 

or 'transferred' or 'assimiliated' as understood in the 1958 policy. 

Instead they had migrated on their own initiative after the war, 

travelling in groups for mutual support, and had soon selected one 

or two preferred industrial centres. Thereafter in the town they had 

maintained close contact with each other, often working together 

side-by-side, an9iad passed to and fro between these urban 'colonies' 

and their home settlement in a typical pattern of chain migration. 

In these respects they had behaved almost exactly like their 

fellows in Polotýa and other less fortunate settlements. The 

difference between the two did not lie so much in the type or de6ree 

of migration but in the extent to which the relative advantages and 

disadvantages of the settlements' position allowed their inhabitants 

to translate their savings into improved social standing. - 

Compared with the Gypsies of stagnant Polocika, where the council 

seemed almost to vent its frustrations on its subordir, ate Gypsies and 

was doggedly set on containing them, the Gypsies of Sedlice and 

Podhradie had a flying head-start. Their settlements already formed 
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part of expanding villages and in addition they were lucky enough 

to hit on relatively sympathetic Czech councils when they migrated. 

On their return home they were able to build some of the largest 

and most impressive family , ouses in the whole village, winning the 

grudging admiration of the villagers and a certain measure of social 

acceptance as well. These Slovaks reasoned that if they had to 

nave Gypsies in their villages they might as well have the best ones 

in the district. 

ideither in Sedlice nor in Podhradie was there any real evidence 

of assimilation of the Gypsy inhabitants. In both places the Gypsies 

identified with the fortunes of the village as a whole and tools pride 

in its future prospects but this was a very different matter from 

perceiving themselves as embryonic Slovaks. lt was true that in 

Sedlice the Gypsies responded to an early campaign to abandon their 

Gypsy surnames but in choosing mostly Czech names as replacements 

they were taking a side-swipe at the Slovaks as much as declaring 

any intention to become Czechs. 

In Podhradie the idea of nave-changing was rejected; they were 

not ashamed of their names or of their Gypsy identity so what reason 

was there to change either. Long before, they had realised that they 

could transform their settlement into something worthy of pride and 

this hope sustained them through the rigours of the migrant's life. 

When at last they achieved their aim, largely by their own efforts, 

they forced the Slovaks to begin to accept them on their own terms. 

It would be too much to say that it was the collective pride 

and determination of the Fodhradie Gypsies that had carried them 
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through triumphant, for even they were not immune to the Gy, sy's 

characteristic deep ambivalence about his identity. Nor was the 

victory won without casualties, especially those more wretched 

Gylsies who had been bundled out of the settlement with a ruthleos 

efficiency because they did not fit the proposed new scheme o things - 

but at that critical stale compassion was a luxury the majority 

felt they could not afford. 

Nevertheless the Podhradie Gypsies and others like them had 

much to be proud of and they showed by their example what could 

have been the direction of a progressive Gypsy policy in 1958. 

Instead of pursuing the unworkable strategy of fragmentinf, 

Gypsy communities in town and country in the hope of dissolving 

their identity, the government could have built positively on the 

Gypsies' legimate aspirations to work to better their conditions 

and in this way could have strengthened the Gypsies' pride in their 

own identity and their ability to see themselves as the equals of 

Czechs and Slovaks. 

Logically this would have meant treating Gypsies more or less 

as a nationality and encouraSing the socio-cultural associations as 

the mouthpiece o. L their aspirations on a national scale. It would 

also have involved considerable tolerance of the teething difficulties 

of these or&anisations, although not to the extbnt of overlooking 

any illegality in their operations. 

Cn a local level in Slovakia such a policy-would have required 

nationally-funded practical measures such as the resiting of some 

settlements nearer to villages by means of the compulsory block- 
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purchase of building plots, interest-free state loans to Gypsy home- 

builders and the rapid provision of essential amenities to all 

settlements. Ideally these measures should have been accompanied 

by the construction of certain new amenities such as village snops 

to improve the conditions of Slovaks and Gypsies alike. In this way 

the Slovak villagers would have seen some direct benefit for them- 

selves in the drastic chances around them and might have come to 

associate th-- arrival of the Gypsies in the village with an increase 

rather than a reduction of resources. After all, something similar 

had worked in Sedlice and Podhradie by accident. 

In the Czech lands and in larger Slovakian towns the immediate 

need was for better and larger flats but as well as ending discrimination 

in the allocation of state flats by which Gypsies were confined to 

the most dismal urban areas, much could have been achieved by the 

renovation of existing state flats and the provision of generous 

improvement grants to Gypsy home-owners. As in Slovakia this campaign 

specifically for the benefit of Gypsies could have been accompanied 

by a more general improvement of amenities, in this case perhaps 

an urban aid programme to give a face-life to the more dilapidated 

districts in which the Gypsies were invariably to be found. 

In both Slova. dia and the Czech lands the educational facilities 

could have been expanded - by additional kindergartens, by the 

recruitment of teachers to be trained specially for the problems of 

semi-literate and educationally backward children and by the construction 

of extra classrooms where necessary. Also a programme of research 

could have been started to monitor results and initiate new methods. 
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Much more could have been done besides in the field of adult 

education for courses were usually well attended in stite of their 

patronisin6 air. Gyisy housewives in particular felt inadequate 

beside their more travelled menfolk and sat patiently through 

lectures specially Panned for Gypsies and humiliatin6ly entitled: 

'Criminal Activity' or ': how to Acquire a Basic Minimum of Culture' 

and the like. 

The administrative structure to implement and co-ordinate these 

and many other measures could have been very similar to the network 

finally adopted in the early 1970s -a hierarchy of local, district 

and regional co;, cmittees attached to their appropriate national 

committee plena and supervised by a government committee with 

responsibility on a national level. 

However, important modifications would have been necessary to 

the 1970s' system. All such committees should have included elected 

Gypsy representatives as well as officers of the Gypsy associations 

and on every level other than local, they should have included 

full-time professionals appointed and paid by the central government 

committee and fully responsible to it rather than to national committees. 

Above all, these special committees should have been given executive 

powers to implement their plans, full control over government funds 

for their area and, most important of all, the duty to prosecute 

in the courts all cases of discrimination against Gypsies - whether 

this occurred in the sale of a house or flat by a private citizen, at 

work by employers or, more seriously, in the blocrinC of improvement 

measures, in the illegal limitation of freedom of movement or the 
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denial of a citizen's rights to registration as a resident by a 

local authority or Government body. 

It would )e possible to continue imaginin6 what mi6ht have peen, 

had the governmerA adopted a pluralist approach in 1958, but this 

would be to sketch a utopian fantasy. Given the riöidly Stalinist 

nature of the regime and its characteristically dirigiste handling 

of the mountin economic and political problems of the time, such 

a truly creative I-rarxist-Leninist response to the predicament of 

Gypsies was out of the question, even had the policy makers not 

shared the popular prejudice about these unfortunate people. In 

195= the oppärtunity to integrate the Gypsies into CzechoslovaKian 

society on an equal footing was squandered and instead the opposite 

course led to stalemate in the complex three-cornered contest between 

central government, local autrorities and Gypsies. 

Looking to the future there is no need to be too pessimistic 

about the prospects for Gypsy development in spite of the experience 

of the assimilation campaign. The process that started with the 

release of the Gypsies from their settlements is irreversible and 

in the three decades since the war has already resulted in massive 

improvements in their socio-economic position, thus providing a solid 

basis for future progress. 

1Jhat direction this will take is not clear at present. The 

official hope is that Gypsies will strive to integrate gradually and 

peacefully and eventually become fully assimilated. Undoubtedly many 

will follow this path but others, provoked by continuihg covernrnent 
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isolation by the victory of the Red Army and secured in their new- 

found liberty by the socialist revolution of 1948, joined with the 

tiny urban Gypsy intelligentsia to make in 1958 their first cautious 

national decnancýs that ran directly counter to the assimilation 1. olicy. 

On that occasion the 6o'vernment had no difficulty in containing sucn 

a weak faction but tern years later the same demands were renewed and 

in sjite of formidable handicaps the resulting Gypsy associations soon 

made a significant impact on both Gypsies and L_on-Gypsies alike. 

Within the short space of three years these associations had trans- 

formed a forr, otten people into perhaps the most self-aware and best 

organised Gypsy minority in the world. 

"Perhaps things will be different in ten years time - that is, 

if your intellect has improved in the meantime" had been the words 

of the Communist Party official, when ordering the Gypsy associations 

to disband themselves or be disbanded in 1973. Le had spcken ironically 

in the conviction that there would never again be Gypsy associations 

in Czechoslovakia. Yet it is not such a remote possibility that in 

the future a stronger Gypsy nationalism - sustained by better-educated 

and more self-confident Gypsy masses - might form part of a broader 

socialist opposition movement to demand the basic human rights that 

have been consistently denied by the cynically manipulative brand of 

Stalinism that the Warsaw pact invasion re-established in Czechoslovakia. 

Should that time ever come, there would be a need, of chronicles 

of past events - for nationalist movements gather momentum partly by 

rediscovering and drawing-attention to their history - and perhaps one 
day this thesis might serve the practical'purpose it was oricinally 

intended. 
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rerudiation of their identity and local authority discrimination, 

might well taxe their lead from the Czechs of the mid-nineteenth 

century and the Slovaks of the raid-twentieth century and fashion a 

new and , otei_t Gypsy -ationalism. 

After three long centuries of Ger�an domination, Czech nationalism 

only became a significant force after the peasantry had been released 

from the countryside by the revolution of 1848 and flooded into the 

towns. There, týiey organised p6litically and made effective use of 

the reinvigorated Czech language as a weapon to muster support 

among their fellow nationals for a stru"gle that led to the emergence 

of the first Czechoslovak Republic from the ruins of the : iabsburg 

Empire. 

In the new state the previously repressed and backward Slovaks 

rejected the doctrine of 'Czechoslovakism' which only served to 

perpetuate their inequality and Slovak nationalism made its contribution 

to the fragmentation of the Republic in 1938. After the war Slovaks' 

grievances were revived by political centralism and in spite of heavy 

economic investment in Slovakia their nationalism played a leading 

role once more during the 1960s and was rewarded by a federalised 

state after the Novotny regime had been ousted in 1968. 

While it is absurd to suggest that the territorial integrity 

of the Czechcslovakian state could ever be threatened in a comparable 

way by emergent Gypsy nationalism, the foundations for a national 

movement have already been firmly laid as a result of the migratory 

experience. Settlement Gypsies, who had been freed from centuries of 
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APPENDIX ONE 

N RXIST-L.: dTNIST NATIONALITY THEORY 

In 1; 58 '.: zechoslovakian policy-makers alpealed to 
1Iarxist-Leninist nationality theory in support of 
their claim that total assimilation of the Gypsy 
minority was the only ideologically acceptable 
option available to them. They implied that the 
theory was straightforward and its application to 
the case of the Gypsies gave a simple, unequivocal 
answer. 

The main purpose of this appendix is to show that 
rather than consisting of a unified body of doctrine 
on which all leading theorists are in agreement, 
Marxist-Leninist nationality theory contains two 
alternative interpretations which have been opposed 
in Marxist debate from the time of Marx and Engels 
until tine present-day polemics of Soviet academicians. 
These conflicting approaches point to diametrically 
opposed policies to be pursued by a socialist state. 

Altliough this appendix is not specifically concerned 
with Gypsies, the general argument strongly supports 
the claim made in Chapter Three that whereas the 
1958 policy resembles more closely the 'assimilationist' 
interpretation of the theory, it is the rival 'pluralist' 
version that has the stronger claim to Marxist- 
Leninist orthodoxy. 

Since no comprehensive and authoritative treatment 
of this complex problem-area has yet been written* 
a historical approach has been adopted in this short 
survey in order to show not only the origins of the 
rival interpretations but the continuity of the 
debate and, throughout, the basically unchanging 
arguments on either side. 

THE PLACE OF THE THEORY WITHIN A GENERAL MARXIST FRANNEW ORX. 

Human society is usually regarded as divided vertically, into 

strata having differential access to wealth and power, and horizontally, 

into discrete communities sharing perhaps a comMon, languaSe and territory. 

By far the best is E. H. Carr's 'The Bolshevik Doctrine of Self- 
Determination', (an appendix 

, 
to 'The Bolshevik Revolution'), but 

this takes no. account of later polemics by Stalin nor contemporary Soviet debate. 
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Althou&h boundaries between large social groups are rarely clear- 

cut, such a cate6orisation has been found useful by historians and 

other social scientists and more or less corresponds to the way 

most people see themselves in the world. 

The I41arxist aiproach attempts to explain historical development 

primarily in ter Ls of the vertical divisions, for "ever since the 

dissolution of the primeval communist ownership of land all history 

has been a history of class struggles, of struggles between exploited 

and exploiting, between dominated and dominating classes at various 

stages of social development". (Engels 1). The conceptual tools of 

"class" and "stratum" are therefore essential in any Marxist analysis 

of inter-group relations. 

However this emphasis on class struggles is by no means unique 

to Marxism and Marx himself explicitly denied that "credit is due to 

me for discovering the existence of classes of modern society, nor 

yet the struggle between them. Long before me bourgeois historians 

had described the historical development of this class struggle, 

and bourgeois economists the economic anatomy of the classes. What 

I did that was new was to prove (1) that the existence of classes 

is only bound up with particular historical phases in the development 

of production; (2) that the class struggle necessarily leads to 

the dictatorship of the proletariat; (3) that this dictatorship 

itself only constitutes the transition to the abolition of all 

classes and to a classless society". (Letter'qüoted Lenin 5: 27). 

According to the general Marxist framework, human society passes 

through five historical phases, differentiated by their fundamental 
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productive base : primitive communism, slavery, feudalism, capitalism 

and communism - with a transitional socialist period between the 

fourth and final phases. The inevitability of this rogression was 

: cost clearly stated in the preface to 'Capital'. 

Where a society has discovered the natural law that 
determines its own movement, even thin it can neither 
overleap the ngtural phases of its evolution nor 
shuffle them out of the world by a stroke of the 

pen. but this auch it can do : it can shorten or 
lessen the birth pangs. 

However a particular problem was posed by the fact that society 

does not develop at a uniform rate but so -unevenly that at the same 

time a country might contain groups at widely differing economic 

stages. To these anomalous vertical divisions there frequently 

corresponded horizontal divisions, although not necessarily. 

To Marx and Engels it seemed incongruous that a socialist 

country should not be able to help an isolated, and perhaps pre- 

feudal, community to step directly into the socialist phase, but 

instead should be obliged to promote an intermediate and partial 

capitalist system of the kind that had just been ended by a socialist 

revolution. It was eventually decided that under the guidance of a 

more advanced Group, a backward one might skip a stage or two. As 

yet hesitant on the matter, the 1882 Preface to the Russian Edition 

of the 'Communist Manifesto' asked: 

Can the Russian obshchina (village community) 
though greatly undermined, yet a form of the 
primeval common ownership of land, pass directly 
to the higher form of communist ownership? Or 
on the contrary must it first pass through. the 
same process of dissolution as constitutes the 
historical development of the West? 
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And answered cautiously: 

The only answer to that possible today is this: 
If the Russian -: evolution becomes the signal for 

a proletarian revolution in the West, so that 
both complement each other, the present Russian 
common ownership of land may serve as the starting 
point for a communist development. 

(ibid). 

At the time of the 'Manifesto', Marx and Engels believed 

barriers between communities to be yielding to vertical divisions 

under the impact of expanding, capitalism, but the European revolutions 

of 1848 heralded an age of nationalism rather than of socialist 

revolutions. Marxist-Leninist nationality theory first emerged, 

therefore, as a response to the consequent increase in importance 

of horizontal divisions, in an attempt to relate the mounting inter- 

community tensions to the more fundamental class struggle. 

later, in the analysis of Lenin, came the full realisation that 

this development stemmed from a shift in the productive base, as an 

epoch of competitive 'rising capitalism' was succeeded by that of 

restrictive 'monopoly capitalism'. Lenin explained that "Marx and 

Engels could forsee the change only in general outline. .. because 

they witnessed only its first steps" (Lenin 1: 117), but the apparent 

inconsistencies in Marxist treatment of horizontal divisions led 

critics to conclude that "in the political field nationalism is the 

fact against which Marxist theory breaks itself". (Borkenau : 94). 

Whether such a charge can be sustained or whether, on the contrary, 

"Marxism. .. offers the most fruitful technique-for analysing this 

thorny topic Eof nationalism]" (Davis.: ix, x), can, only be determined 

after fuller examination of the nationality theory itself. 
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ET; D\IO RELATICrS UNDER CyiITALISM. 

Marx' and Engels' Early Model 

(The epoch of rising capitalism in western Europe). 

L1ost historians would agree that the idea of a nation state 

and the related phenomenon of nationalism was first formulated 

during the Frencr. revolution for the idea of nationality implies the 

sovereignty of the peoýle. * before that, . uring the gradual break 

up of the medieval unity of Empire and Church, the nation was the 

kind; and perhaps the nobility. 

Int:; rnational relations were relations between 
kinks and princes. .. and civilians dould pass 
to and fro and transact business freely with 
one another while their respective sovereigns 
were at war. ... In much of Eastern Europe the 
restrictions of the nation to the upper classes 
still held good in the nineteenth century. It 
was said of a Croat landowner. .. that he would 
sooner have regarded is horse than his peasant 
as a member of the Croat nation. 

(Carr 2: 3,4) 

After the P, apoleonic wars the industrial revolution resulted 

in bourgeois democratic states in western Europe where property 

was a condition of political rights. Here, although the most 

important division and therefore the bitterest struggle was between 

the bourgeoisie and the proletariat as classes, within the bourgeoisie 

factions were in perpetual conflict amongst themselves and occasionally 

for reasons of expediency were forced to temporarily ally themselves 

with their own proletariat. 

This is also the Marxist-Leninist view. "A nation is not merely 
a historical cateGory, but a historical category belonging to a definite epoch, the epoch of rising capitalism". (Stalin : 13). 
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The bourgeoisie finds itself involved in a constant 
battle. At first with the aristocracy; later on, 
with those portions of the bourgeoisie itself, whose 
interests have become antagonistic to the progress 
of industry; at all times with the bourgeoisie of 
foreign countries. In all these battles it sees 
itself compelled to appeal to the proletariat to ask 
for help, and thus, to drag it into tie-political 

arena. 
(i"iarx, Engels : 59) 

In this temporary alliance concessions to the proletariat by 

the bourgeoisie had not gone as far by 1848 as political representation. 

"The 'nation' or 'people' who constituted the state were the triumphant 

bourgeoisie. T. -, e workers had as little portion in it as in the days 

of the monarchy; they still had, in a modern phrase, 'no stake in 

the country'. .. 
[The] famous phrase 

['the 
worker has no country' 

was not, as is sometimes supposed, either a boast or a programme. 

It was a protest against the exclusion of the proletariat from the 

privilege of full membership of the nation". (Carr 1: 414/5) 

In the 1848 "Communist Manifesto" Marx and Engels made their 

strongest statement about the predominance of class over nationality 

when they foresaw a rapid homogenisation of ethnic communities taking 

place on a world scale and predicted that this process would accelerate 

during the transitional period of socialism. 

National differences and antagonism between peoples 
are daily more and more vanishing, owing; to the 
development of the bourgeoisie, to freedom of 
commerce, to the world market, to uniformity in 
the mode of production and in the conditions of 
life corresponding thereto. The supremacy of 
the *proletariat will cause them to vanish still 
faster. 

(Marx, Engels : 76,77). 
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This process was most advanced in the industrialising nation- 

states of western Europe where the proletariat "was the class in 

which, as Marx said in a rash early pronouncement, 'nationality is 

already dead', and which 'represents the dissolution of classes 

and nationalities in contemporary society"'. (quoted Carr 1: 415). 

For obvious reasons I, iarx and Engels favoured the development of such 

centralised states, where remnants of ethnic strife would soon be 

replaced bý, conflict of a purely class nature, rather than their 

fragmentation into new, backward states of which the ethos might well 

be the preservation of the old order. Consequently they had little 

sympathy for national separatist movements, "such as those of the 

Czechs and Irish [which] seemed. .. unprogressive and counter- 

revolutionary". (Cobban : 189). 

The arialgamation of feudal strata and ethnic communities into 

a homogeneous industrial proletariat was not to be restricted to 

advanced western states. 

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvement of 
all instruments of production, by the immensely 
facilitated means of communication, draws all, 
even the most barbarian, nations into civilisation. 
The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy 
artillery with which it batters down all Chinese 
walls, with which it forces the barbarians' 
intensely obstinate hatred of. all foreigners to 
capitulate. It compels all nations, on pain of 
extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of 
production; it compels them to introduce what it 
calls civilisation into their midst, i. e., to 
become bourgeois themselves. In one word, it 
creates a world after its own image. 

(Marx, EnLe1s : 50) . 

Consequently Marx and Engels initially condoned colonialist 

aggression as a necessary evil - British in India, American in t, exico, 

Tsarist in central Asia and French in Aleria' - in the belief that the 
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outcome would be the formation of an industrial proletariat within 

the colonies which would opp&se its own national bourgeoisie, ally 

itself with the colonial power's working class and thus ultimately 

hasten the world rroletarian revolution. 

Their assessme; it of ethnicity as a transient and disappearing 

pnenomenon explaiäxs why "Marx and Ený, e1s did not attempt either at 

this or any oth.: r time to formulate a complete theory of nationalism". 

(Carr 1: 417). This view was by no means unique but was shared by 

most of their socialist contemporaries. 

Germa. t and western European socialism had on the 

whole tended to ignore or underestimate the force 
of nationalism, regarding national movements as 
merely a by-product of the victory of capitalism 
over feudalism, and therefore essentially 
reactionary. 

(Cobban : 189). 

The Need for a Revised Model 

(The epoch of monopoly capitalism/imperialiom) 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century this view of the 

national question was clearly in need of revision. Prarx and Engels' 

earlier hopes of homo-enisation had been largely unfulfilled for 

capitalist industry remained concentrated in the colonial homelands 

while the colonies were treated "as sources for the supply of food 

and raw materials. ... This had been the predominant pattern through- 

out the capitalist world, where inhibitions due to vested interest 

and fears of competition slowed up, or altogether prevented, the 

development of industrial production in colonial and semi-colonial 

countries. Capitalism had thus tended to - stabilise inequalities 

between nations". (Carr 1: 369,370). In Lenin's words: 
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Finance capital and the trusts are aggravating 
inste.. d of diminishing the differences oetween 
the rates o. development of the vario_-Is parts 
of the world economy. 

(Lel. in 5: 88). 

Even more discouraLing was the tacit standing alliance that 

had arisen between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat of the 

colonial powers, for t. ie working class had been appeased by at 

1eaot so,, ie measure of participation in the exploitation of the 

colonies. In a latter to Marx, Engels wrote: 

The i, ritish working class is actually becoming 
more and more bourgeois, and it seems that this 
most bourgeois of all nations wants to bring 
matters to sucil a pass as to have a bourgeois 

aristocracy and a bourgeois proletariat side by 
side, itn the bourgeoisie. Of course this is to 
some extent justifiable for a nation which is 
exploiting the whole world. 

(Engels quoted Lenin 5: 96). 

By this means the bourgeoisie of imperialist nations was 

actually buying time and the only way to counter this reactio:. ary 

trend was to support national liberation movements in the colonies 

and separatist movements by oppressed national groups such as the 

Irish, which had previously been condemned as unprogressive. Rebellion 

and, in some cases, secession would deprive the imperialist bourgeoisie 

of the excessive profits with which it placated its own proletariat 

and would, in turn, lead to proletarian revolution in the imperialist 

nations. * 

Stalin later expressed this process as'a dialectic. See the 
postscript to this appendix. - 

(First"Dialectic). 
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It was in this sense, talking; of the Irish question, that iarx 

proclaimed that a nation oppressing another nation can never be free 

and that "the national emancipation of Ireland is [for the Enelish 

workers] no question of abstract justice or humanitarian sentiment, 

but the first condition of their own social emancipation". (quoted 

Davis : 66). 

This crucial modification was not without critics who, in their 

reluctance to abandon the simplicity of the earlier approach, continued 

to believe that nationalism could have no positive value. As early 

as 1866, i, Iarx countered Lafargue's assertion that 'nations are 

antiquated superstitions' - made in the General Council of the (first) 

International - by arguing that "his denial of nationalities quite 

unconsciously understood their absorption in a model French nation". 

(Marx quoted Carr 1: 422). 

"It was an arjument which Lenin was one day to use against 

Austrian and Polish socialists and 'Great Russian chauvinists' who, 

in denying the principle of national self-determination, implicitly 

asserted their own national superiority". (Carr 1: 422). 

Yet although Marx and Engels recognised the inadequacy of the 

early model in the face of a fundamental channe in direction of 

capitalist development which invalidated their previous predictions, 

they only pointed the way to its revision. It was left for Lenin, 

assisted by Stalin, * to elaborate a fuller account of the dynamics 

* Some writers, particularly in the West, seek to differentiate 
Lenin's position on tie national question from that of Stalin. In 
this appendix they are regarded as jointly contributing to a single theoretical approach. For further discussion of this point, see 
below ('Recent Soviet Controversy'). 
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of ethnic relations under imperialism and to proclaim a comprehensive 

, ". arxist solution: to the ethnic tensions that in many cases would be 

part of the unwelcome heritage of a new socialist st to from the 

previous capitalist order. 

Lenin's Account of the National and Colonial Question. 

In reis treatment of the internal ethnic relations of "gestern 

European states Lenin built on the kernel of Marx' and Engels' earlier 

analysis, whilst incorporating this in a broader and more sophisticated 

account of the changing inter-connection of these nation-states and 

their colonies during the late nineteenth century. Then, by a bold 

stroke, he pointed out that as a major consequence of imperialism 

the relationship of the Western European colonialist powers to their 

colonies had become structurally analogous to that of ruling and 

subordinate iiations in the multi-national states of Eastern Europe. 

In spite of the different patterns of historical development the 

colonial liberation struggles were fundamentally similar to the 

separatist movements of Eastern Europe. In Stalin's words: 

LLenin] broke down the wall between Europeans and 
Asiatics, between the 'civilised' and the'uncivilised' 
slaves of imperialism and thus linked the national 
problem with the problem of the colonies. 

(Stalin quoted Low : 160). * 

* The Marxist-Leninist view of the national and colonial questions as 
fundamentally identical explains why the separate treatment of race 
relations frequent in Western sociology is seen as artificially 
isolating part of a broader problem-area. Apart from the stated 
similarities between the two groups of problems, ideologies 
stressing the racial superiority of Caucasian over Negroid races 
closely resemble those maintaining the superiority of Germanic over 
Slav peoples. Indeed the notion of-Aryan supremacy sprang not from 
colonial experience but from 19th century s trugles between Germans 
and Czechs. (See Appendix Two). 
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Lenin particularly condemned Kautsky's view of imperialism as 

r_otrin4 more than "a policy ... 'preferred' by finance capital". 

(Lenin 1: 95,96); for him, imperialisLn si6nified an entirely new 

epoch in the capitalist phase. Far from being just the seizure of 

new territories, imperialism was a shift in the economic infra- 

structure of the capitalist nations of Western urope - the development 

fron industrial to finance capital, the replacement of rising 'laisser 

faire' capitalism by mature monopoly capitalism. From this change 

in the base stemmed a different pattern of ethnic relations; for 

the progressive formation of nation-states was substituted the 

reactionary exploitation of subordinate by more economically advanced 

nations. 

In the 'classical' Marxist view the most economically advanced 

states - Britain, France and Germany - were the most potentially 

revolutionary and there, for Lenin as for Marx, "the national movement 

is a thing of an irrevocable past, and it would be an absurd reactionary 

utopia to try to revive it". (Lenin 2, XXIII : 38). Likewise Stalin 

wrote: 

In Western Europe we observe the birth of purely 
national states to which national oppression is 
unknown. 

(Stalin : 100). 

Yet although the indigenous ethnic co,. n. ties of these gestern 

European states had been largely homo, enised during the epoch of 

rising; capitalism, the advent of imperialism revived this problem for 

when colonies were systematically left undeveloped as sources of raw 

materials rather than transformed into industrial centres, this led 
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to "the decline in emigration from imperialist countries, and the 

increase in immibration ... to these countries from the more backward 

countries, where wages [were] lower". (Lenin I. 9j, 96). ,. erin 

gave stütistics showing this reversal of migration for Britain, 

France and Gernany and noted that "in the United States immigrants 

from astern and Southern Europe are engaged in the most poorly-paid 

occupations, while 4; merican workers provide the highest percentage 

of foremen and of the better-paid workers". (ibid). Stalin went 

even further in regarding the colonies themselves as part of a new 

unitüry state for the "seizure of new territories by the old national 

states [has led to l... the conversion of the latter into multi- 

national states". (Stalin : 89). 

In Eastern . &urope the situation of ethnic tension within multi- 

national states had been reached by a quite separate developmental 

path. There, the predicament of Ireland was commonplace instead of 

an anomaly as in Western Europe. The difference between the two 

halves of the continent lay in the fact that "in, Eastern Europe ... 

the formatior of centralised sttltes, accelerated by the exigencies of 

self-defence (against the invasions of the Turks, Mongols and others), 

took place prior to the break-up of feudalism and therefore prior to 

the formation of nations. Here, as a result, the nations did not, 

and could not develop into national states, but formed into several 

mixed, multi-national bourgeois states, consisting usually of one 

powerful dominant nation and several weak, subject nations. Such 

are Austria, Hungary and Russia". (Stalin : 88). 
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In these economically backward, multi-national states the initial 

effects of capitalism were divisive rather than unifying as in the 

'Jest, since uneven development was manipulated by the dominant 

national groups in their own interest. 

Capitalism, erupting into the tranquil life of the 

ousted nationalities, * was arousing them and 

stirring them into action. .. but the ousted 

nations, aroused to independent life, could no 
longer shape themselves into independent national 

states; they encountered the powerful resistance 
of the ruling strata of the dominant nations, which 
had long ago assumed the control of the state. They 

were too late! ... 
What had been an exception in Western Europe 
(Ireland) became the rule in the East. 

(Stalin : 14). 

Although conditions inevitably varied from country to country, 

Stalin sketched a bold scenario of the rise of a tyy. ical nationalist 

movement in Eastern Europe and the main ways in which the ruling 

nationality attempted to contain the upstarts. ** 

The struggle usually begins when members of subordinate nations 

try to enter the ranks of the ruling nation's bourgeoisie - either as 

businessmen or bureaucrats. 

Stalin uses 'nation' and 'nationality' interchangably. 

Although intended as a'general model, Stalin's account comes 
very close to the realities of inter-ethnic strife in nine- 
teenth century Austro-Hungary. See Appendix Two for a more 
detailed study of this area. 
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The chief problem for the young [subject nation's 
bourgeoisie is the problem of the market. Its 

aim is to sell its roods and to emerge victorious 
from competition with the bourgeoisie of another 
[ruling] nationality. Hence its desire to secure 
its 'own', its 'home' market. The market is the 
first school in which the bourgeoisie learns its 

nationalism. 
(Stalin : 14,15). 

To counter this new and unwelcome competition, the ruling 

nation's bourt, eoisie makes use of its possession of the mechanism 

of state control and "the struggle passes from the economic sphere 

to the political sphere. Limitation of freedom of movement, 

repression of language, limitation of franchise, restriction of 

schools, religious limitations and so on are piled on to the head 

of the 'competitor"'. 

The next step is for the "bourgeoisie of the oppressed nation, 

repressed on every hand, ... 
[to] recruit itself an army from among 

its 'countrymen' in the interests of ... the 'fatherland'. " In 

this it is often successful for the repression affects the workers 

no less and perhaps more than the bouröeoisie. "As far as the peasants 

are concerned, their participation ... depends primarily on - 

Cwhether] the repression affects the 'land"'- (Stalin : 16). 

If the national movement becomes too troublesore there are 

several policies available to the ruling bourgeoisie. 

a) "the policy of repression ... not infrequently 
passes from a 'system' of oppression to a 'system' 
of inciting nations against each other, to. a 'syatem' 
of massacres and pogroms. .. 'Divide and rule' ... is the purpose". (Stalin :, 18). 
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b) "the] old, specific system of ruling, under 
wi. ich the bourgeois government makes certain 
nationalities its favourites. ... Everyone 

remembers the stitement of the Austrian minister 
Leist, who summoned the Hungarian minister and 
said : 'You man be your hordes and I'll look 

after mine'. " (Stalin : 161). 

c) buying off the bourgeoisie of the subordinate 
nation which in its "internal policy. .. uses. 
slogans E of national liberation] for reactionary 
agreements with the bourgeoisie of the dominant 

nation". (Lenin 2, XXII : 148). 

AS such nationalist pressures increased during the late nine- 

teenth century, Lenin recognised their revolutionary potential and 

sought to harness the force of minority nationalism to the socialist 

movement in Russia. He did not suggest, though, that socialists 

should actively seek to ferment nationalist tensions where none had 

existed before or where they had already been extinguished. 

The working class should be the last to make a 
fetish of the national question, since the 
development of capitalism does not necessarily 
awaken all nations to independent life. Eut 
to brush aside national mass movement once they 
have been started and to refuse to support what 
is progressive in them, means in effect pandering 
to nationalistic prejudices. 

(Lenin quoted Low). 

Within the colonies and multi-national states alike the pattern 

of future development under imperialism was expected to be similar 

for the maximisation of profits by the dominant nations required 

intensified oppression which, in turn, provoked a predictable reaction. 

[The3 constantly growing resistance of the-people,.., 
awakened to national consciousness afainst the 
intruders. ... Former social relations CbecameJ 
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completely revolutionised. The agrarian fetters 
that for a thousand years . bound the 'nations 
beyond the pale of history' cwerej broken, and 
they themselves [were] drawn into the capitalist 
whirlpool. 

(dilferding quoted Lenin 1: 109,110). 

This passage is strol. gly reminiscent of the Communist I; aniiesto's 

account of capitalism battering down all Chinese walls of backward 

peoples, but the :: utcorne of the intrusion was quite different. 

FreviOusly the bourgeoisie forced "the barbarians' intensely obstinate 

hatred of foreigners to capitulate. .. 
rand compelled 

j 
all nations, 

on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois mode of production", 

virtually dissolving national differences in favour of class ones. 

Now, however, "capitalism itself gradually provided the vanquished 

with the ways and means for their emancipation. And they set out 

to achieve that goal which once was the highest for European nations 

the construction of a national united state as a means to economic 

and cultural freedom". (ibid). 

According to this account, instead of reducing national differences, 

imperialism inevitably increased them, producing combatant 6roups 

whose loyalties lay along ethnic rather than class lines. Since to 

some extent all classes of the ruling nations shared in the exploitation, 

the peasantry and petty bour 
, eoisie of the oppressed nations had to 

ally themselves against the oppressor as a whole. Whereas in the 

'Manifesto' account the workers of all nations had mutual interests, 

here their interests were temporarily conflicting because of their 

different positions, as Lenin made clear when he asked: "Is the actual 

condition of the workers in the oppressor and in the oppressed nations 

the same from the standpoint of the national problem? " and answered: 
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Igo, it is not the same. 

1) Economically. .. to a certain degree the 

workers of the oppressor nations share with their 
bourgeoisie in the plunder of the workers. .. in 
the oppressed nations. 

2) Politically, the difference is that the 
workers of the oppressor nations occupy a privile. ý: ed 
position in 

.. iany spheres of political life coapared 
with the workers of the oppressed nations. 

3) Ideologically, or spiritually, the difference 
is that workers of the oppressor nations are 
taught, at school and in everyday life, to regard 
the workers of the oppressed nations with disdain 

and contempt. 

(Lenin 2, XXIII : 55,56). 

Stalin expressed the whole process of the struggle for national 

liberation in the form of a dialectic. * Initially there is the 

tendency towards amalgamation of peoples noted by Marx and Engels 

in the Manifesto, but opposed to this "there is a tendency to 

destroy the violent forms assumed by this amalt, amation, a struggle 

for the emancipation of the oppressed colonies and dependent nation- 

alities from the imperialist yoke". (Stalin : 138). The outcome of 

this dialectical process was problematic however, for it depended 

on whether capitalism could find an adequate compromise to contain 

nationalist pressures. 

The account of Lenin and Stalin acknowledged that ethnic 

amalgamation had sometimes taken place during the period of rising 

* For a diagrammatic version see , postscript. (First Dialectic). 
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capitalism but denied the livelihood of its repetition under 

imperialism. Stalin attacxed strongly the tacit assumption of 

the Second International that "the national question would be 

settled 'naturally' before the proletarian. revolution, by means 

of a series of reforms within the framework of capitalism": 

(Stalin : 114). 

The irreconcilable contradiction between the 

process of economic amalbamation of tie peoples 
and the imperialist methods of accomplishing 
this ai, algamation was the cause of the inability, 
helplessness and impotence of the bourgeoisie in 
findin, a correct approach to the solution of the 
national problem. 

(Stalin : 138). 

A fuller and subtler analysis of the limited extent to which 

the national problem was soluble under capitalism was given by 

Lenin, who attacked as superficial the commonly held view that 

"self-determihation is impossible under capitalism and superfluous 

under socialism. .. 
EforJ 

self-determination is nomore impoasible 

under capitalism, and just as superfluous under socialism as 

democracy generally". (Lenin 2, XXIII : 74,75). 

To support his argument, he pointed to cases where colonies 

had been permitted to secede and allowed the possibility of similar 

occurrences in the future. The key to the puzzle of how colonialist 

powers could act voluntarily against their own economic interests in 

this way, lay in the fact that the contraction was only apparent. 

Independent weak nations wereno less vulnerable to imperialist 

pressures for "finance capital ... can freely buy or bribe the 

freest democratic or republicengovernment", as Lenin remarked sardonically, 

citing the economic subservience of Argentina to Britain as a classic 

example of such neo-colonialism. 
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Once an imperialist power had gained an economic stranglehold 

on a subordinate nation the question of formal indepe. idence was of 

minor importance, for ti aAditi: nal freedom of forinal equality unaer 

the law, as with bourgeois democracy iii general, was insufficient 

to endanger the economic inequality already firmly entrenched. 

; oon after this approacn had been formulated as a whole, in 

Stalin's 'Marxism and the National question' (1913), the Russian 

Revolution provides the first opportunity for the socialist alter- 

native to prove itself more effective and, by an ironic coincidence, 

the endinb of the First World War put the-bourgeois democratic 

solution to its greatest test at the same time. lut in the Allies' 

application of the principle of self-determination to the lands of 

the defeated central powers and in the consequences, Stalin saw only 

the confirmation of Lenin's earlier pessimistic predictions. 

The most 'radical' solution of the national problem 
already achieved of which the bourgeoisie is capable, 
... the formation of new bourgeois national states 
(Poland, Czechoslovakia etc. ) ... did not result, 
and could not result, in the peaceful co-existence 
of nationalities, and did not eliminate, and could 
not eliminate, either national inequality or national 
oppression; for the new national states, based as 
they are on private property and class inequality, 
cannot exist a) without oppressigg their own national 
minorities. ..; b) without extending their territories 
at the expense of their neighbours, which leads to 
conflict and war. . .; and c) without becoming subject 
financially, economically and militarily to the 'Great' 
imperialist powers. 

(Stalin : 89,90). 
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THE SOCIALIST SOLUTION 

Formal Equality : National Self-Determination and itiinority Rights. 

The new Soviet government's efforts to solve the national problem 

in Russia were given added impetus by the urgent need to win the 

support of minority nationalities during the troubled years that 

preceded and immediately followed the 1917 Revolution. The manner 

of consolidatin, the initial success is still the subject of debate, 

but in his monumental stud;; - of the period E. H. Carr concluded that: 

[The] Soviet nationalities policy. .. was at the 
outset the crucial factor in Lenin's astonishing 
achievement of the reassembly of nearly all the 
former dominions of the Tsars after the disintegration 
and dispersal of war, revolution and civil war. 

(Carr 1: 383). 

In discounting the alternative - that no special nationalities 

policy was required - Lenin angrily dismissed the "one single 

argument, the socialist revolution will solve everything! " as 

"shunting the question aside". (Lenin 2 XXIII : 74,75). To the 

contrary, he argued that "by transforming capitalism into socialism$ 

the proletariat creates Conly J the possibility for the complete 

abolition of national oppression". (Lenin 2, xxV : 472). 

The new Soviet regime had inherited the complex national problems 

of its predecessor and "this heritage Cconsisted j in the first place 

in the survivals of Great-Power chauvinism, which L: wasj a reflection 

of the former privileged position of the Great Russians. 
. Secondly 

in the actual, i. e., economic and cultural inequality. 
.. lastly, in 

the survivals of nationalism among a number of peoples which shad 

suffered the heavy yoke of national oppression". (Stalin : 141). 
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Unless counteracted, tree divisive tendency would continue under 

socialism for actual ineciualities would still generate ethnic 

conflict. The trend could only be reversed by a positive socialist 

policy to achieve not only the formal equality of nations and national 

minorities but their actual economic, political and cultural equality 

as well. 

Formal equality for nations, as in the bourgeois democratic 

solution, comprised the ri6ht. to self-determination. Many socialists, 

including Rosa Luxeirbourg, had thought that the socialist revolution 

obviated the need for special democratic rights for ethnic communities, 

ar5uing in particular that "national independence was a bourgeois 

concern and that the proletariat, being essentially international, 

had no interest in it" - either before or after the revolution. 

(Carr 1: 427). Their concern was that any encouragement to self- 

determination for hitherto oppressed nations was not only reactionary, 

but possibly also counter-revolutionary in that it might weaken the 

new Soviet multi-national state. 

This argument appeared so impeccably Marxist that it had 

convinced most leading Bolsheviks that national self-determination 

was "incompatible with the class struggle and the world solidarity 

of the proletariat. Echoing Marx , Lenin again and again. pointed out 

that this view consecrated the privileges of the dominant nation by 

ruling out any challenge to the 'status quo' on the ground of the 

national aspirations of others". (Carr 1: 376). 
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The possibility for the complete abolition of 
national oppression will become reality only: 
- 'only' - when complete democracy is introduced 
in all spheres including the fixing of state 
boundaries, in accordance with the 'sympathies' 
of the population and including complete freedom 
of secession. This, ih turn, will in practice 
lead t.:, the complete elimination of all national 
friction, of all national suspicion. 

(Lenin quoted Low : 113). 

Ivor were such suspicions without foundation, for "tilis attitude 

Eof Lenin's opponentsJ, while purporting to deny nationalism in the 

name of ,,, arx, flowed easily into the channels of Great 1 ssian 

chauvinism". (Carr I: 377). 

In fact, Lenin's policy did not lead to the inevitable 

disintegration of socialist multi-national states as had been 

feared, for to acknowledge the right of nations to self -determirZAtion 

was analagous - to use Lenin's example - to the recognition of women's 

right to divorce; the acceptance of a right did not mean necessarily 

that it would be exercised. Given the alternative options of 

membership within a socialist multi-national state on a basis of 

equality or secession with the consequent economic and military 

dependence on an imperialist power, Lenin believed that most, if 

not all, nations would choose the former. In the recognition of 

their mutual need, the former oppressor and the former colony would 

come together on a new and equal basis. 

Stalin once more presented this in the form of a dialectic. * 

. Lenin sometimes expresses the thesis of national 
self-determination in the form of a simple for.:, ula ; 
'disunion for the purpose of union'. Just think - 

For a-diagrammatic version Of . this'dialectic, see postscript. (Second Dialectic). 
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disunion for the purpose of union! It even s:, 1ac:. s 
of the paradoxical. And yet this 'self-contradictory' 
formula reflects that living trug, of . arxist 
dialectics which enables the Bolsheviks to capture 
the most impreönable fortresses in the sphere of 
the national question. 

(Stalin : 262). 

-et this solution was not so original as might appear for later 

'"nineteenth century thinkers, from Mazzini onwards, had treated 

nationalism not as the antithesis of internatioaalism but as the 

natural stepping stone to it". (Carr 1: 416). 

The ri6nt to self-determination was restricted to nations. In 

1913 Stalin had defined a nation as "a historically evolved, stable 

community of langua 
, e, territory, economic life, and psychological 

make=up manifested in a community of culture", (Stalin : 8) and 

regarded this set of four characteristics both as sufficient and 

necessary conditions for nationhood. After discussing these four 

in turn he stated: "We have now exhausted the characteristic features 

of a nation" and added: "It crust be emphasised that none of the above 

characteristics is by itself sufficient to define a nation. On the 

other hand it is sufficient for a single one of these characteristics 

to be absent and the nation ceases to be a nation", (ibid. ). It 

is around this crucial definition that subsequent controversy has 

centred for neither Marx nor Engels nor Lenin defined this key term. 

The right of nations to self-determination was never seen as 

absolute, however. 

The various demands of democracy, including self- 
determination, are not an absolute,: they are a 
particle of the general democratic (at present 
general socialist) world movement, In individual 
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concrete cases a particle may contradict the 

whDle; if it does then it must be rejected. 

(Lenin 3: 147). 

ieninJater repeated the same point more explicitly: 

There is not a single Marxist, who, while 
adherinb to the foundations of Marxism and 

socialism, would not say that the interests 

of socialism are above the rights of nations 
to self-determination. 

(Lenin quoted Cobban : 195}. 

althouh this might appear to withdraw the right to self- 0 

determination in any crucial clash of these principles, in the Soviet 

border rebions Poland and Finland were allowed to secede with the 

consequence that they became "bases for possible - and indeed actual - 

military attacks on Russia". (Cobban : 197). 

The right of self-determination was withheld from other ethnic 

communities that failed to satisfy the rigid criteria for nationhood - 

most commonly because they "neither possess a definite class structure 

nor occupy a definite territory", (Stalin : 196). Considerations such 

as their small numoers or dispersal of their populations made autonoxy 

impracticable for such groups and therefore, in its place, formal 

equality meant a guarantee of "the right of national minorities to 

free national development". (Stalin : 96). 

Stalin recognised that in many cases such minorities had 

suffered even more than the oppressed nations, partly because of 

their relative numerical weakness but also because they were often 

doubly oppressed - by the ruling nation and then again by other, 

stronger minorities. Included among the rights appropriate to national 

minorities, Stalin listed the right to use and to be educated in one's 
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native language, to practise one's national culture as well as to 

enjoy all the basic democratic rights of citizens. 

A state law based on complete democracy in the 

country is required, prohibiting all national 
privileges without exception and all kinds of 
disabilities and restrictions on the rights of 
national minorities. 

(i. e. an anti-discrimination law - Stalin : 58,59)" 

'Unfortunately Stalin did not define strictly what he meant by 

'national minority', nor can this easily be derived from his 

definition of 'nation', In particular it is not clear whether the 

term 'national minority' should refer in flexible fashion to all 

minority ethnic communities which differ in language, economic life 

or culture from the 'national' group forming the majority in a 

specific region, or whether he intended it more rigidly as applicable 

only to those ethnic communities which, although in the minority in 

a specific region, nevertheless also formed a nation elsewhere. 

There are at least three good reasons for preferring the former 

alternative. The first is the generally expansive way in which the 

policy was applied, which could be considdred as generous to a fault. 

If criticism is to be made of the policy of the Soviet 
Government, ... it is perhaps that it went too far 
in encouraging the resuscitation of primitive or half- 
decayed languages and cultures as a basis for national 
autonomy which was bound to prove largely fictitious, 
at any rate for some years to come, rather than that 
it failed to do the utmost which these conditions 
allowed to make equality real. 

(Carr 1: 331). 

The second is more specific and to the. point - that in practice 

Stalin used the term flexibly, for while denying the Jews national 

status on the grounds that they have no, common territory or langua3e, 

he referred to them as a national Minority. 
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Cf course, not one of the regions constitutes a 

compact, homot, eneous nation, for each is inter- 

spersed by national minorities. Such are the 

Jews in Ioland ... 
(Stalin : 58). 

The similarly dispersed Gypsies were also recognised as a 

national minority in the Soviet Union. 

11irdly, it seems unacceptable that the classification of an 

ethnic minority in a socialist state should depend on some perhaps 

arbitrary cateborisation of their fellows elsewhere in the world 

rather than on the merits of their own case. To take the example of 

the Jews oi_ce more, it would have been absurd if the formal status 

of tie Jewish uinority in the Soviet Union had been raised to that 

of national minority, only after the imperialist powers' decision to 

establish the Jewish state of Israel (in 19+8) in the former 

Protectorate of Palestine. 

Actual Equality : Economic, Political and Cultural Compensation 

Thus far the socialist solution had not gone beyond the reforms 

of its bourgeois democratic counterpart, but in the radical proposals 

to achieve actual economic, political and cultural equality for 

minority nationalities by correcting the distortions that had resulted 

from the capitalist phase, the IFiarxist-Leninist approach broke new 

ground. 

"The bourgeois theory of self-determination had by 1919 reached 

an impasse from which no escape was possible; ... the capitalist 

order, in the form which it had assumed of a division of labour between 

advanced or industrial nations. and backward or colonial nations, had 
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rendered real equality between nations unattainable. . ." in 

comparison tie Lol. 3hevik nationalities policy "was a bold and 

imaginative attempt to break the deadlock. The importance of the 

policy lay in the steps taken to establish equality by obliterating 

the division between industrial and agricultural nations". (Carr 

1: 382). 

The insufficiency of formal equality was clearly stated by 

Stalin. 

Formally, all the backward nationalities and all 
the tribes enjoy all the rights enjoyed by the 

other, more advanced nationalities of our federation. 
But the trouble is that some nationalities have no 
proletarians of their own ... and are entirely 
unable to take advantage of the rights granted them 
by the revolution. ... Some. .. think that the 
knot can be unravelled by stressing the question of 
schools and language. .. but actual inequality is 
the basis of all discord and friction. . .. What is 
wanted is real, systematic sincere and genuine 
proletarian assistance to the toiling masses of the 
culturally and economically backward nationalities.... 
The Russian proletariat must take every necessary 
measure to establish centres of industry in border 
regions. .. looked upon formerly as sources of raw 
materials. 

(Stalin : 156). 

This meant positive economic discrimination in favour of 

previously oppressed nationalities and in the socialist phase, when 

resources were still scarce, entailed material sacrifice from the 

'de facto' ruling ethnic community. To achieve a long-term solution 

the Great Russian proletariat was obliged to act against its own 

short-term interests. Only under socialism was this a possibility; 

the inescapable pursuit of profit that characterised capitalism could 

not permit such a development for the !! national income' of a 

capitalist country (cannot be shared) with anyone except in 
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proportion to the capital invested (with an extra bonus thrown in, 

so that the largest capital may receive more than its due)". 

(Lenin 4: 75). 

The 'de facto' situation of Great Russian economic dominance 

was paralleled in the political sphere for, as well as lacking a 

proletariat, previously oppressed minorities in most cases had no 

native intellit, entsia or trained administrators and therefore, left 

to itself, this imbalance was liable to continue due to what Stalin 

aad earlier described as "the specifically caste aims. .. of the 

ruling bureaucracy". (Stalin : 15). To correct this situation it 

was "necessary that all Soviet organs in the border regions - the 

courts, the administration, the economic bodies, the direct organs of 

government (as also the organs of the Party) - should as far as 

possible be recruited from among the local people". (Stalin : 83). 

Cnce more this meant positive discrimination in favour of the 

oppressed minority. 

In the same way that Great F3assian chauvinism had "incongruously... 

derived indirect encouragement from Marxist doctrine - or from 

current distortions of it - ... which rejected nationalism and national 

self-determination as incompatible with the class struggle" (Carr 1: 376), 

the privileged place given the proletariat could be used to justify 

the perpetuation of the nationally unequal 'status quo'. In order 

to avoid the dictatorship of the proletariat appearing to backward 

nationalities as the dictatorship of the Great Russian proletariat, 

it was necessary to favour not only less well qualified administrators 

but also those who were politically unreliable. ', 
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One of the most serious obstacles to Soviet 

autonomy is the acute shortage of intellectual 
forces of local origin in. the border regions. 

... wut for tais very reason it would be 

unwise and harmful to alienate the all too few 

Jroups of native intellectuals, who. .. not 
being; communists. .. are afraid of possible 
measures of repression. The policy of ... 
recruitinc such people for economic, agrarian, 
food-ad. iiinistrative and similar posts. .. may 
be successfully applied. 

(Stalin : 85). 

f, e re a4, ai_i the necessity for modifying the previous Marxist 

approach is quite clear, for this assumed that national inequalities 

were disappearing under capitalism and would continue to do so more 

rapidly under socialism. The later approach however postulated the 

increase of inequality under capitalism, and under socialism too 

unless positive steps were taken to reverse this divisive trend. 

Even if the hostility inherited from capitalism were discounted, 

the process of economic and political equalisation gave considerable 

potential for ethnic relations to deteriorate, at least in the initial 

stages when the imbalances of the 'status quo' were being corrected, 

although antipathy could be expected to diminish with the approach 

of equality. 

During this transitional period of equalisation the main danger 

to ethnic relations lay in ruling nation 'backlash' from those who 

were being deprived gradually of their former privileged position, 

hence the frequent warnings from Lenin and Stalin against continuing 

Great Russian chauvinism. Minority nationalism was interpreted almost 

entirely as a response to the nationalism of the ruling nation. 

If this nationalism were only defensive, it might 
not be worth making a fuss about, We could concen- 
trate our entire weight of . ... struggle on Great 
Russian chauvinism, in the hope that if. this powerful 
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enemy were overcome, anti-Russian nationalism 
would be overcome with it; for this nationalism 

... is in the long-run a reaction to Great 
Russian nati-nalis! n, a reply to it, a definitive 
form of defense. 

(Stalin : 157)" 

Whilst commitment to economic and politicalequalisation need 

not have implied Soviet. approval of continuing national differences, 

the way in which cultural equalisation was to be undertaken raised, 

once more, the whole question of the I-arxist-Leninist evaluation of 

ethnic identity within the socialist state. Indeed the essence of 

the socialist solution to the national question found its clearest 

expression when renewed attacks, condemning-the policy to encourage 

separate national cultures as 'reactionary' and 'unmarxist', 

provoked Stalin to an impassioned defence of an outright pluralist 

approach. 

The Opposition of the Assimilationists ('Left Deviators') 

There is some evidence that before the First World War Lenin 

thought that separate ethnic identity would quickly lose its importance 

once the socialist phase had been reached. In consequence he 

insisted that any future socialist Russian state should have a 

unitary rather than a federal form and in 1903 he. . . 'quickly came 

to occupy an uncompromising 'all or nothing' position on the issue 

of national self-determination. ... The nation had a right to 

secede; if it chose not to exercise, that right, then it had, as a 

nation, no other, though its individual members naturally enjoyed a 

right to equality with other citizens in matters of language, 

education and culture, such as they enjoyed even in 'a bourgeois 
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democracy like Switzerland. .. 
fTnis] principle enunciated by Lenin 

was adopted in the Versailles peace settlement of 1919". (Carr 1: 425). 

When the outbreak of the First World War strengthened the 

prospects of imminent revolution in Russia, Lenin reconsidered the 

now more concrete problem of the future status of minority nationalities 

and came to relinquish his earlier position. However his conversion 

to federalism was strongly opposed within the ranks of the Party, 

especially during the period when the Soviet Union was being established 

on a federal basis as the following extract from the 1923 Party 

programme reveals. 

'The union of republics is regarded by a considerable 
number of Soviet officials, both central and local, 
not as a union of equal state units with a mandate 
to guarantee the free development of the national 
republics, but as a step towards the liquidation of 
the republics, as a beginning of the so-called 'one 
and indivisible' republic'. 

Such behaviour was branded as 'anti-proletarian and 

reactionary' and penalties threatened for its continuance. (Carr 

I: 404). 

A corollary of the adoption of a federal solution was support 

for separate cultures and ethnic communities were encouraged to 

develop their own cultures rather than assimilate, alth:; ugh "to many 

old Bolsheviks. .. 
[this seemed] a reactionary policy of creating 

nationalities and stimulating national feeling where none existed". 

(Carr 1: 284). 

Although the policy was applied over-zealously by a few officials 

(criticised as 'right-deviators'), as when`attempts"were made to 

Ukrainise the Great Russian proletariat in Ukrainian cities, the 
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most serious threat to the success of the policy came from those 

Stalin described as 'left deviators', who urged the assimilation of 

all ethnic communities. 

CTheira deviation in the national question. .. 
is decked by a mask of internationalism and the 

name of Lenin [and] is the most subtle and there- 

fore the most dangerous form of Great-Russian 

nationalism. 
(Stalin : 257). 

The leftist view was never without advocates and in 1930 Stalin 

made a major speech attacking them which is so important that it must 

be quoted at length. 

The deviators of this type proceed from the 

argument that since the victory of socialism 
nations must become fused into a single whole, 
and their national languages must become con- 
verted into a single, common language; the time 
has come to put an end to national differences 

and to renounce the policy of fostering the 
development of the national culture of forierly 

oppressed peoples. In this connection they 

usually refer to Lenin, misquoting him, and 
sometimes directly distorting and slandering 
him. 

Lenin said that under socialism the interests of 
nationality will become fused into a single whole; 
does it not follow from this that it is time to 
put an end to the national republics and regions, 
in the interests of internationalism? 

Lenin said in 1913 that the watchword of national 
culture is a bourgeois watchword; does it not 
follow from this that it is time to put an end 
to the national culture of'the peoples of the 
USSR, in the interests of internationalism? 

Lenin said that national oppression and national 
barriers kill be abolished under socialism; does 
it not follow from this that it is time to put an 
end to the policy of reckoning with the national 
peculiarities of the peoples of USSR and to adopt 
the policy of assimilation in the interests. 

of internationalism? 
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Stalin made three objections to these familiar arguments: 

[Although Lenin did expect national differences 
to disappear eventually, he placed this probable 
development in the remote future .7 Firstly, Lenin 

never said that national differences must disappear 

and national langua6es become fused into one cowmon 
language within the boundaries of a single state, 
before the victory of socialism on a world scale, 
Lenin, on the contrary, said something diametrically 

opposite, namely, that 'national and state 
differences among peoples and countries. .. wilt 
continue to exist for a very long time, even after 
the dictatorship of the proletariat has been 

established on a world scale'. (Lenin, 'Collected 
Works' XXV) How can people refer to Lenin and forget 
this cardinal statement of his? 

Secondly, Lenin never said that the abolition of 
national oppression and the fusion of interests of 
nationalities into a single whole is equivalent to 
the abolition of national differences. We have 

abolished national oppression, we have abolished 
national privileges and established national 
equality. We have abolished state frontiers in 
the old sense of the term. ... We have established 
a unit of economic and political interests of the 
peoples of the USSR. But does this mean that we 
have thereby abolished national differences: 
national languages, culture, customs and so on? 
Obviously, it does not mean that. But if [these]. 

remain, is it not obvious that the demand for the 
abolition of the national republics and regions in 
the present period of history is a reactionary demand, 
directed against the interests of the proletarian 
dictatorship? 

Thirdly, Lenin never said that the watchword of 
developing national culture under the proletarian 
dictatorship is a reactionary watchword. On the 
contrary, Lenin was always in favour of helping 
peoples of the USSR to develop their national culture... 
In fighting the watchword of national culture under 
the bourgeois system Lenin was striking at the 
bourgeois content of national culture, and not at 
its national form. ... It would be foolish to 
imagine that Lenin considered socialist culture to 
be a non-national culture, which did not possess a 
definite national form. 

[For] deviators towards Great Russian chauvinism are 
profoundly mistaken if they think that the period of 
building socialism in the USSR is a period of decay 
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and liquidation for national cultures. Quite the 

opposite. .. 
Cit] is a period in which national 

culture, socialist in content and national in form, 

blossoms. Apparently they do not realise that the 

development of national cultures is bound to proceed 

with a new impetus when universal compulsory elementary 

education in the respective native languages has 

been introduced anckas taken root. 

(Stalin : 257-261). 

Stalin admitted that the party ultimately favoured "the fusion 

of national cultures. .. into one common culture (both in form and in 

content), with a single, common language" but also favoured the 

"blossoming of national cultures at the present time, in the period 

of the dictatorship of the proletariat". (Stalin : 29). This apparent 

contradiction was explained by a third dialectic, * by which the 

outcome of voluntary and successful merging of cultures could only 

be achieved through the intermediate process of a separate cultural 

development. Any enforced assimilation would inevitably provoke the 

reaction of minority nationalism as in the case of the imperialist 

solution. (First dialectic). 

Lenin, too, warned that the goal of eventual unity was endangered 

by any use of compulsion to accelerate the natural process of 

merging. 

The application of the least force vilifies and 
destroys the indisputably progressive significance 
of centralisation, of large states, of the single 
language. 

(Lenin quoted Low : 89). 

* For a diagrammatic version of this dialectic, see postscript. 
(Third Dialectic). 
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'Backward' or : year-Assimilated Ethnic Communities :A Special 

Case? 

Where the interests of socialism conflicted with ethnic ri,, hts, 

precedence was given to the former as the higher principle. One 

such clash was in the case of nations in the border regions of the 

Soviet Union, for their secession might well have endangered the 

multi-national socialist state as a whole by weakening its military 

security. Similarly the autonomy or 'flourishing' of primitive and 

also of near-assimilated ethnic communities might have been discouraged 

as tending to brake the general development of socialist society. 

In a sense all subordinate ethnic communities are retarded to 

some extent for their free economic, political and cultural develop- 

ment has been restricted and repressed by the dominant community, 

but there are some groups in such a state of disintegration or 

virtually amalgamated so that revival of a separate ethnic identity 

would be practically impossible. Early passages from Lenin and Stalin 

m, ght be used to justify as orthodox the view that the correct 

Marxist-Leninist policy in such cases would be to accelerate the 

process of amalgamation already in progress. 

In attacking the Austrian Social Democrats' proposed solution 

of national cultural autonomy, Stalin argued that this "presumes 

more or less developed nationalities with a developed culture and 

literature. Failing these conditions [national 
cultural, autonomy 

loses all sense and reduces itself to, an-absurdity". (Stalin : 48). 

Stalin had particularly in mind the Transcaucasian-Tartars "with 

their minimum of literacy, their schools controlled'by omnipotent 
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mullahs and their culture permeated by the religious spirit". 

(Stalin : 49). 

11'; any of the Turkic peoples Cincluding the Tartars] 

... in the majority of cases preserve the pastoral 
and patriarchal tribal form of life. .. or have not 
yet progressed beyond a primitive semi-patriarchal, 
semi-feudal form of life. 

(Stalin : 95). 

Yet even in such cases Stalin defended the right of nations 

to choose 'the old way' and in particular, the right of Transcaucasia 

to secede from 3ussia, even though this was believed by the Bolsheviks 

to be harmful to the interests of the peoples of the region. For 

"formally, all the backward nationalities and all the tribes enjoy 

all the ri`hts enjoyed by the other, more advanced, nationalities 

of our federation". (Stalin : 156). 

In practice, where ethnic communities had not even reached the 

stage of capitalism by the time of the Russian revolution and were 

now being helped to pass directly to the socialist stage, this could 

only be successful if extreme caution were exercised. 

In order to effect this difficult but by no means 
impossible operation, we must take into account. .. 
even the history, social life and culture of these 
peoples. To transplant to the territories of these 
peoples the measures which were effective and 
important here, in the centre of Russia, would be 
absurd and dangerous. ... We must unfailingly 
take into account all the peculiarities of economic 
life, class structure and historical past. 

(Stalin : 104,105). 

This is directly analogous to the Soviet policy of helping the 

development of a culture "socialist in content, national in form" in 

more advanced ethnic communities. 
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Stalin was particularly critical of the "gross tactlessness 

displayed by certain comrades in the matter of Sovietising the border 

regions. .. Cavalry raids with the object of 'immediately communising' 

the backward masses of the people must be discarded for a cautious 

and well-conceived policy of gradually drawing these masses into 

the general stream of Soviet development. " (Stalin : 86). 

The difference between 'backward' and more advanced co, amunities 

was seen as a matter of degree rather than of principle. While it 

was regarded as theoretically possible for a more advanced nation to 

begin to merge with the Great Russians, this was not expected to 

occur before a process of 'flourishing' as a separate ethnic entity 

had been completed. However in the case of primitive communities 

and particularly of dispersed national minorities, this merging 

without a preceding period of 'flourishing' was more likely to occur, 

but not necessarily so. 

Undoubtedly, certain nationalities may, and even 
certainly will, undergo a process of assimilation. 
Such processes have occurred before. 

(Stalin : 211). 

Such merging would invariably entail difficulties, especially 

where ethnic community groups' "form isolated national minorities 

within integral regions of compact majorities of other nationalities.... 

This position is undermining the existence of the Egroup 
- in this case 

the Jews - 
3. 

.. as a nation [sicl] 
and is driving them towards 

assimilation". But Stalin emphasised that "this is an objective 

process. Subjectively. .. it provokes a reaction and gives rise 

to the demand for a guarantee of the rights of a national minority, 
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of a guarantee against assimilation". (Stalin : 37). * 

Here where a national minority was gradually losing its separate 

ethnic identity, awareness of this process was enough to arouse 

resistance within the assimilating group. Stalin's third dialectic 

seems just as applicable here as in the case of an oppressed colony 

or primitive minority. Any attempt to accelerate assimilation 

forcibly would probably strengthen resistance and achieve diametrically 

opposite results to those intended. Only by granting full national 

minority rights would the minority's fears be assuaged and, 

paradoxically, the process of assimilation continue. 

Indeed the use of force would run counter to the whole principle 

of the socialist solution for "Soviet Russia was performing an 

experiment without parallel anywhere in the world in organising the 

co-existence of a number of nations and tribes within a single 

proletarian state on a basis of mutual confidence and voluntary and 

fraternal good-will". (Stalin : 87). 

Lenin expressed the tolerance which should be shown in doubtful 

cases. 

The oppressed nationals are not as sensitive in 
regard to any other matter, as in regard to their 
equality. ... It would be preferable to sin by 
too much rather than too little concession and 
indulgence toward national minorities. 

(Lenin quoted Davis : 210,211). 

Of course Stalin's practice often diveried from his theory - 
- in no case more extreme than in the handling of the Soviet 

Jewish minority. For further discussion of this point, see 
below. ('Recent Soviet Controversy'). 
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The Experience of Communist China. 

The experience of the Soviet Union of integrating ethnic 

communities with feudal and even pre-feudal social structures was 

repeated shortly after the Second World War when the victorious 

Chinese communists sought the support of minority peoples during the 

Civil War (194b-9) and then in constructing a new socialist China. 

The majority of Bolsheviks had been Great Russians and likewise 

in China most communist cadres, like their Kuomintang opponents, 

were drawn from the dominant Han nationality. This raised predictable 

difficulties for "whatever differences existed amongst these minority 

peoples, they had the common feature of intense nationalism. They 

fought against foreign penetration by the British and French and 

they fought against Great-Han oppression by the Chinese imperial 

regime and the Kuomintang. ... Whatever divisions existed between 

slave and master, serf and overlord, clan members and usurping clan 

leaders, all were transcended by the single-minded detestation of 

the Han". (Winnington : 254). 

To overcome such deep-rooted antipathy the Chinese communists 

followed a path of extreme caution, assuring minorities that no 

changes in their social systems would be imposed from outside but 

that they themselves would decide what alterations were desirable. 

Eventually, among minorities where class divisions were clear and 

recognised, instead of abrogatin, the economic and political 

privileges of the ruling class by forcible expropriation and the 

temporary removal of political rights as had been done in the case 

of the Han landlord class -local leaders were bought out and integrated 
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into the new political order. Among primitive peoples, where class 

divisions were of little importance, a direct transition was made 

from tribal ownership of the land to co-operative ownership; from 

primitive comiunal working to co-operative, collective working - 

thus in part answering Marx'and Engels' question whether it was 

possible to pass from "the primeval common ownership of the land. 

directly to the higher for:., of communist common ownership". 

Yet whichever method was selected, it was not regarded as an 

infallible blueprint but as giving only general guidelines, for the 

Chinese were, if anytriing, even more flexible in their approach to 

'backward' ginorities than their Soviet counterparts. 

Chinese Communist workers constantly stressed the 
uselessness, indeed the positive danger, of applying 
experience from other places without consideration 
of local conditions. Each situation is subjected to 
close study and a policy evolved which takes into 
account all visible local factors. This policy is 
then applied in small test areas and the results 
once again subjected to analyses. Errors are 
corrected and the modified policy more widely 
operated. 

(ibid. : 259). 

This flexibility was not a subtle guise for promoting assimilation 

of minorities however, as the 1954 Constitution made clear by its 

firm pledge of pluralist development. 

In the course of economic and cultural development, 
the state will concern itself with the needs of the 
different nationalities, and, in the matter of 
socialist transformation, pay full attention to the 
special characteristics of each. 

(quoted Winnington : 256). 

Similarly the generous state aid to minorities to equalise their 

economic position was not provided in a spirit of contemptuous con- 

descension but rather acknowledged as just restittü. on. 
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We are repaying the minority peoples for past 
oppression and the tributes exacted from them 
by former Chinese regimes. 

(ibid : 261). 

Recent Soviet Controversy 

Much writing in the west on Soviet nationality theory has 

suffered from the predetermined objective on the part of the author 

to separate Lenin from Stalin. It is a measure of the consistency 

of the two theorists' writing that much of the justification for 

this view is sought in administrative decisions (i. e. applications 

of the theory). Equally indicative of the frail grounds for such 

a differentiation is the fact that two main works which attempted 

this came to opposite conclusions. 

Davis, sympathetic to Lenin, belittled Stalin's contributions 

and saw him as an assimilationist and Lenin as a pluralist. 

The obvious shortcomings of Stalin's treatment 
of nationality questions have led in recent years 
to renewed study of Lenin's writings on the 
subject. ... In the application of Marxist 
theory to the problems of the Soviet Union .. he diverged completely from Stalin. 

(Davis : 1$5). 

Low, who was hostile to Lenin, accused him of consistently 

subordinating national to class questions and branded him as a 

convinced assimilationist. In low's view Stalin was-obli6ed to 

conceal his own pluralist position-until after. Lenin's death. 

A less speculative approach is' to regard Stalin and' Lenin as 

jointly contributing to a single model, which found its most 

systematic expression in Stalin's 'Marxism and the National Question'. 
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Of this 1913 study E. H. Carr wrote: "External and internal evidence 

shows it to have been written under Lenin's inspiration; and it 

remained the standard work in party literature on the subject". 

(Carr 1: 425,426). 

lather than trying to draw dubious distinctions between Lenin 

and Stalin, it is more profitable to see dispute in the nationality 

field as a contest between "two ideological models, which for some 

years have competed for favour among the specialists". (dodnett : 14). 

Hodnett was thinking of post-1956 Soviet theorising but in 

fact the two models are a revised version of the old 1-1arxist approach 

and its Marxist-Leninist successor. The same dispute has continued, 

sometimes in a new guise but basically unchanged, since Lenin 

formulated his revised approach in the years before the Revolution 

and exchanged polemics with his opponents. Indeed Stalin's 1930 

speech against'left deviators 'on the national question was quoted 

so extensively in a previous section partly because, with very little 

alteration, it could effectively summarise the main assimilationist 

arguments and the pluralist rebuttal of them to be found in the 

pages of the Soviet historical journal, 'Voprosy Istorii', in the 

mid-1960's. 

According to Hodnett, "no detailed, all-er, bracing and fully 

operational party line has existed in recent years Con national 

relations in the USSR. The official position has been vacue and 

subject to different interpretations. 
... Assimilationists, who 

wish to see rapid merging of nations, have taken the offensive against 

moderates, who forsee the prolonged existence of nations. Disagreement 
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is reflected at its most abstract in the logical inconsistencies 

in the Party Program". (iiodnett : 3). 

These purported loj; ical inconsistencies are located in the 

Party Program adopted at the 22nd. Congress in 1961 where one 

passage stated: "The boundaries between the union republics within 

the USSR are increasingly losing their former significance", while 

elsewhere it was stated: "Under socialism nations flourish and their 

sovereignty is strengthened". (Hodnett : 2). Yet it is possible to 

see both of these as expressing different parts of the dialectic 

in whose paradoxical nature Stalin so delighted. The policy implications 

of the program are difficult to interpret but Hodnett argued that 

"the Pro,; ram did leave the impression that the process of 'inter- 

nationalisation' - which it saw operating simultaneously along a 

broad demographic, social, cultural, psychological, linguistic and 

political front - was leading toward the eventual fusion of nations 

into a single nationally-homogenised society". (iIodnett : 3). 

However, in Brezhnev's report to the 23rd Congress in 1966, 

"'flourishing' and 'coming together' were treated as equal, inter- 

related and parallel processes which were leading to a pluralistic 

integration of nations within a firmly unified multi-national 

co, rimunity, rather than to their amalgamation into, a single ethnically 

undifferentiated whole". (ibid. ). 

If the extrapolation of firm policy goals from the nebulous 

phrasing of party programs seems highly speculative there can be 

no such objection where the sources are published arguements of leading 

Soviet acadenicians, for these are often surprisingly blunt. The 
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assimilationist could take as their slogan that attributed by Lenin 

to Rosa Luxenbourg's group - 'Under imperialism national self- 

determination is impossible; under socialism it is unnecessary'. 

This differs from the early Marxist position on the assimilaticn 

of ethnic communities under capitalism but agreestith it on their 

rapid ari; algamation under socialism. 

Before proceeding with an outline of the assimilationist 

position it is i; nportaut to remove a source of frequent confusion - 

the distinction between orthodox nationality theory, expressed in 

Stalin's writiriLs, and the practice of Stalinism. The dramatic 

contradiction between Stalin's theory and practice has led to the 

paradoxical situation where Stalinist assimilationist arguments are 

countered at a theoretical level by Stalin's writings. To increase 

the confusion, it was the discrediting of Stalin in 1956 and the 

subsequent freer atmosphere in the Soviet Unionahich allowed anti- 

Stalinists to criticise Stalinist practices using Stalin's own words, 

while neo-Stalinists were able to revise radically Stalin's theory, 

whilst claiming orthodoxy on the basis of earlier passages from 

Lenin. 

It was probably neglect of this important distinction that led 

Davis to discount Stalin's writings as assimilationist. 

Hodnett stated the distinction extremely clearly. 

The assimilationist methodology. .. is spiritually 
Stalinist, doctrinally 'revisionist', and leads to 
'laws of development' which have politically radical 
implications. ... The moderate approach. .. is 
spiritually anti-Stalinist, doctrinally 'Orthodox', 
and leads to 'laws of, development' which_have 
politically conservative implications. 

(Wodnett : 6,7). 
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One obvi, )us reason why the assimilationists attempted to 

provide a respectable iarxist theoretical justification for their 

aims was that during the Stalinist era and even "until the 22nd. 

Party Congress [1961], nationality problems were discussed by 

Soviet authors almost entirely in terms of methodological categories 

set forth by Stalin. .. 
[but] a literal reading of Stalin's method- 

ological principles now tended to support the moderate rather than 

the assimilationist position". (Hodnett : 5,6). 

The assimilationists' immediate target was Stalin's vulnerable 

definition of a nation in terms of four necessary characteristics: - 

common language, territory, economic life and psychological make-up 

(or national character). This definition was little help in dealing 

with nationalism in thl, &mergent nations of the Third World. 

More seriously, the powerful theoretic objection was made that 

the assumption of a stable "psychological make-up of the people of 

a given nation, and consequently of exploiter and exploited in an 

antagonistic society, [meant' to view the nations as a naturalistic 

and eternal, not social-historical community". (Kaltakhchian 

quoted Hodnett : 8). The charge was that the inclusion of 'psycho- 

logical make-up' as a defining characteristic contravened a fundamental 

Marxist principle that ideologies and attitudes spring from the 

economic infrastructure. For if a 'psychological make-up' were 

postulated, which preserved its identity and continuity even during 

a change in the infrastructure so great as the transition from 

capitalism to socialism, this, characteristic as well as the entity it 

in part defined -a nation - must be an independent and not a dependent 
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variable (or in Marxist-Leninist terminology an 'eternal' not a 

'socio-historical cate`ory'). Yet Stalin had clearly stated that 

a nation is a socio-historical and not an eternal category. (Stalin 

13). 

This approach was shared by other assimilationists, such as 

Sverdlin and Ro6achev, "who [aimed]. 
.. to iffnimise the significance 

of psychological or r&cial dimensions of nationhood and maximise the 

role of 'objective factors especially economic and territorial 

co., imunity "' (Todnett : ä), and who also argued that most allegedly 

national traits were really a product of class-membership and there- 

fore international in character. Sverdlin and Rogachev did have some 

place for 'consciousness of national belonging', which the more 

extreme Kaltakhchian did not, but this was the "mere 'elemental 

self-consciousness' people show when declarinä their ethnicity to 

the census-taker". (ibid). 

The innocently reasonable claim that problems of nationhood 

could not be approached rigidly and that an ethnic community might 

be called a nation even if all of Stalin's characteristics were 

not 'fully developed', had the sinister corollary that ethnic 

communities at present classified as nations might be the more easily 

dispossessed of their independent status. Kaltakhchian even took 

the position, explicitly rebutted by Lenin, that the answer to 

ethnic problems in Russia was simply the proletarian revolution. 

With the disappearance of social antagonisms, 
national antagonisms also disappeared in the 
USSR. 

(Hodnett 12). 
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Similarly Sverdlin and Rogachev drew the conclusion that 

"processes of merging must occur sooner within the USSR than in the 

world as a whole", also flatly contradicting Lenin on this. (hodnett: 7)" 

It is interesting that the assimilationists were, in the main, 

philosophers, "who [took] an unrefined 'class' approach and. .. 

[presented] little in the way of hard data to support their conclusions, 

preferring quotations from Marx, Engels (and] Lenin. " (Hodnett : 13). 

In contrast the leading pluralists were historians who insisted that 

"one must not forget the complex correlation and interweaving of 

class and national features in culture". (Dhzunusov quoted Hodnett : 1j). 

Perhaps surprisingly, in view of their more orthodox theoretical 

standpoint, the pluralists quoted sparingly from-the classics but 

argued instead that the principal weakness of the assimilationist 

model lay in its failure to fit the empirical facts in the Soviet 

Union. Perhaps this reticence was partly due to the pluralists' 

anti-Stalinism and their consequent distaste for quoting him, even 

though his writings consistently supported their case. However 

another important reason was their preference for a pragmatic rather 

than dogmatic treatment of the question. "Dzhunusov's appeal for an 

empirical multi-disciplinary approach (he [included] 
social psychology 

and ethnography) to the analysis of nationality problems GwasJ 

especially noteworthy". (Hiodnett : 13). 

In their reply to the assimilationist attack the pluralists 

retained Stalin's definition, but with misgivings, for the extreme 

difficulty of applying the four criteria in practical research was 

conceded. However attempts to whittle away their number were 
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strenuously resisted and in particular the prime assimilatio:. ist 

target, the 'psychological make-up', was not only defended but, if 

anything, given paramount place. 

For Dzhunusov, a nation was an "integral social-ethnic organism". 

a "subject of specific traditions, social will, varied interests, and 

a system of social feelings" (Hodnett : 9). This concentration on 

the subjective aspect of ethnicity* led Dzhunusov to see ethnic 

cor., munities as fairly stable core-groups that were modified but not 

necessarily dissolved by changes in the infrastructure. He and 

his fellow pluralists argued that empirical evidence revealed "a 

significant ethnic. continuity in the evolution of human social forms 

and a certain non-correspondance, or at least lag, between ethnic 

and class change". (Hodnett : 9). This persistence of ethnic identity 

was emphasised in the view that "the categories, 'tribe', I people', 

'nation' express stages of development of the ethnic cormunity of 

people". (quoted Hodnett : 12). 

Dzhunusov, the leading Soviet authority on how certain peoples 

(narodnosti) of the Soviet Union bypassed capitalism, stressed the 

importance of national integration based on genuine equality. 

"Coercion, he warned , will not lead to integration, but will merely 

enliven nationalist sentimehts". (Hodnett : 8). Likewise 'Great- 

power chauvinism' was condemned as more to blame for difficulties in 

Soviet ethnic community relations than 'local [minority] 
nationalism'. 

t This approach comes close to the position of some western 
theorists. 

+r 
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As for future development in the Soviet Union, Dznunusov forsaw 

"a continued conversion of 'peoples'. .. into nations and a further 

growth of natio:: s themselves". (Hodnett : 12) and his forthright 

stand on merging echoed the impassioned words of Stalin's 193u speech: 

The process of the merging of nations and their 
cultures can be fully completed with the victory 
of cor:; munism throughout the entire world. There- 
fore one must not artificially force the merging 
of national cultures for which the social-economic 
conditions have not yet matured. 

Only stupid people can suppose that the time has 
already come to curtail the development of the 
national statehood, culture and language of the 
peo}, les of the USSR. 

(Dzhunusov quoted Hodnett : 11). 

ti 
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POSTSCRIPT - STALIN'S THREE DIALECTICS. 

NOTE: The synthesis of each dialectic corresponds to the thesis of 
the following one. 

First Dialectic : The Consequences of an Imperialist 

'Solution' to the National and Colonial Problem. 

Thesis Antithesis 

Imperialist pressure to Violent methods of accelerating this 

amalgamate subject peoples amalgamation lead to national liberation 

and nationalities. movements of the colonies and dependent 

nationalities. 

Synthesis 

Rebellion and secession of colonies and dependent 

nationalities deprive the imperialist bourgeoisie 

of the profits with which it bought off its own 

proletariat. The result is a proletarian revolution 

in the imperialist nation. 

Second Dialectic: The Marxist-Leninist solution to the National 

and Colonial Problem. 

Thesis 

National liberation movements 

of the colonies and dependent 

nationalities lead to a proletarian 

Antithesis 

After the proletarian revolution 

the former imperialist nation 

grants national self-determination 

revolution in the imperialist nation. to the previous colonies und 

dependent nationalities. 
Synthesis 

Recognition of mutual interests and trust resulting from 

lack of co-ercion leads to the voluntary political union 

of the former imperialist nation and its previous colonies 

and dependent nationalities on a new and equal basis. 
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Third Dialectic : The Marxist-Leninist Path to the Ultimate 

Fusion of National Cultures and Ethnic 

Co,, lrmznities. 

Thesis 

Restricted and decayed cultures 

of former colonies and depdndent 

nationalities in the new multi- 

national socialist state. 

Antithesis 

Federal status of nations, national 

minority rights and assistance by 

the state in the form of funds, 

facilities and active encouragement, 

lead to the flourishing of national 

cultures. 

Synthesis 

Fully developed and equal cultures draw closer 

together and finally merge voluntarily, after the 

establishment of world-wide communism. Thereafter 

separate ethnic identity no longer has any signif- 

icance and mearirigless distinctions such as 'nation' 

and 'national minority' drop into disuse. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

NATIONALITY PROBEEINS IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA- 

The Creation of the First Czechoslovak Republic 

Throughout Czechoslovakia's brief half-century of existence as an 

independent state the ethnic diversity of its inhabitants has been a 

major consideration governing policy and during the Republic's severest 

crises has played a crucial role. For this reason, if for no other, the 

'gypsy question' should be seen against the background of the broader 

problem of ethnic relations and not, as is customary, as some unique and 

isolated problem in its own right. 

Some idea has already been given of the contemporary political 

context of the 1958 policy which indicated that there was a general 

assimilatory approach towards national minorities in post-War Czechoslovakia 

where, as the local authority manual declared, ', 'the national question ... 

is subordinated to the tasks of building socialism in our state". 

The origin of these assimilatory pressures is`not to be found in a 

desire to establish complete and unified control over,. the country which 

was in any way peculiar to the post-war Communist administration but can 

be traced to the contradiction inherent in-the 1918 creation of the First 

, Republic as a purported nation-state- composed- largely of national minoritios 

The rulers' fear of the divisive power of nationalism, so evident in the 

1950s, was no new phenomenon-in Czechoslovakian history but the continuation 

of an unbroken tradition of inter-ethnic rivalry, ultimately deriving fror 

the unequal development of the 
_ 
Hapsburg 'Empire. 

The Austro-Hungarian Empire ruled by the Hapsburgs was a multi- 

national state and its defeat in War in. 19189 together with the attempted 

4 
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application of the principle of self-determination, led to its dismember- 

went into a group of intended nation: states, amongst which was Czechoslovakia. 

The Habsburgs left two problems as their legacy to 
the peoples whom they had protected, exploited and 
finally lost; an internal problem of authority, 
an external problem of security. States had to find 
a new moral basis for obedience at home; they had, 

more urgently, to find a means of protection against 
the weight of Germany, the only Great Power on the 
European continent. 

This was the problem which had destroyed the Habsburgs... 
[and] within twenty years the same problem destroyed 
the settlement of 1919. ... A defensive union of 
central Europe was impossible from the same cause 
which had destroyed the Habsburg Monarchy: the conflict 
between master and subject peoples. Paradoxically, 
the Habsburgs remained the only unifying principle 
even after their fall: the Little Entente of Czecho- 
slovakia, Rumania and Yugoslavia, existed for the sole 
purpose of resisting a Habsburg restoration - it never 
agreed on the more serious question of resisting Germany. 

(Taylor : 272,277)" 

Although the leading national group in each of the new states 

tended to think and act as the proud possessor of a nation-state, these 

countries were in fact as multi-national as was Austro-Hungary and, due 

to the intermixture of national populations, could hardly have been any- 

thing else. Typical was the case of "Czechoslovakia [that] became a 

unitary state, in which the Czechs were the 'people of state' as the 

Germans had been in constitutional Austria", even though, like Austria 

previously, this new state comprised eight component nationalities - 

Czechs, Slovaks, Germans, Magyars, Ruthenes (Ukrainians), Poles, Jews 

and Gypsies. * (Taylor : 274). Of this new state Cobban wrote: 

It was ironic that a settlement supposed to have'been 
largely determined by the principle of nationality 
should have produced a state like Czechoslovakia, with 

+ Taylor omitted from his list the Gypsies, who were recognised as 
a separate minority in 1921 (see Chapter Two). 
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minorities amounting to 34.7/ of its population, 
quite apart from the question of the doubtful 
identity of nationality between Czechs and Slovaks. 

(Cobban : 86). 

The major and - according to some of President Wilson's speeches - 

the only principle in deciding the boundaries of the new states was the 

right of nations to self-determination, but in fact many other factors 

intervened. Czechoslovakia, for example, was founded on two distinct 

and incompatible principles. Against the old Austria the historic 

boundaries of the 'Crown lands of St. Wenceslas' were adopted, leaving 

three million Germans within the western half of the new Republic, while 

the corresponding argument for the 'Crown lands of St. Stephen' was 

dismissed in favour of the principle of nationality, to allow Slovakia 

and Ruthenia to be separated from the old Hungarian state.. Even these 

principles were not followed consistently for three border rectifications 

were made, invoking the principle of nationality to-include salients of 

Czech ethnicity in Czechoslovakia. For obvious reasons the scales were 

loaded against the defeated Central Powers...,,. 

Rectifications proposed by the French expert. 
and accepted by Benes would have reduced the number 
of Germans in the Republic-by some 8001000; but 
the Supreme Council disliked the aggrandizement of 
Germany, no matter for what reason. ClemenceäuI s 
intransigeant views carried the day, and the historic 
argument was unwisely pushed to its extreme-limit in 
Bohemia, while at the same moment the [principle of 
nationality]. .. was applied with an excess of 
generosity [to the Slovaks) all along the Slovak- 
Magyar frontier. 

(Seton Watson : ''326). 

The method of the plebiscite might have been thought a reasonable 

way of determining national boundaries and was favoured by Lloyd George. 

However the Americans believed their experts could decide on objective 
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grounds and this view prevailed since many other Allied nations and 

supporting national groups had staked out territorial claims to areas 

not inhabited by a majority of their own nationals. 

In general the opposition to the plebiscitary mode 
of determining the future of communities came from 
the victorious Allies, especially from the lesser 

states, while the demand for plebiscites was a 
defensive weapon employed by the defeated powers. 

(Cobbn : 73) 

France claimed Alsace, Italy the Tyrol and the Poles had already 

occupied an area inhabited chiefly by Ukrainians in anticipation of 

ratification by the Peace Council. 

At the same time Czech troops occupied four border areas where 

Bohemian Germans had declared themselves part of German Austria (with 

the recognition of the new Austrian parliament), took control of the 

small but industrially vital Duchy of Teschen on the Polish border and 

pressed eastwards and southwards into Slovakia. The situation of the 

Slovakian-Hungarian frontier was complicated by the fact that two separate 

and unco-ordinated sets of negotiations, conducted in Budapest and Paris, 

came to different conclusions - the former ceding Bratislava (Pozsony) 

and the fertile Zitny Ostrov* (Csallokoz) to the new Hungary. It was 

not until June 1920 that the Paris line of demarcation was eventually 

agreed in the Treaty of Trianon, after Hungary had invaded Slovakia and 

had, in turn, been invaded by Rumania. 

The Americans, unlike the British, believed in the possibility of 

an objective definition but none was produced and by default this case 

was admitted to be like that of a self-goverhing state where Wilson 

Literally translated : 'Wheat island'. 
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confessed: "Now whereas I haven't been able to arrive at a definition, 

I have come to the point where I recognise one when I see it", (quoted 

Cobban : 132). hot surprisingly, many nations were 'seen' within the 

territory of the defeated powers but "Wilson consistently refused to 

take any notice of the many petitions from subject nationalities of the 

Allies which he received" (ibid : 66). As for the colonies, although 

Lloyd George had declared that "the principle of national self-determination 

was as applicable in the case of the colonies, as in those of occupied 

European territories" (speech of 5th Jan. 1918) this would have set a 

dangerous precedent and the view of Smuts prevailed that "the German 

colonies in the Pacific and Africa are inhabited by barbarians, who not 

only cannot possibly govern themselves, but to whom it would be 

impracticable to apply any idea of political self-determination in the 

European sense". (quoted C6bban : 61). 

Another important factor was the effectiveness with which national 

groups were represented. "'While peoples ouch as the Czechs, Zorba and 

poles were well organised and adequately reprezented, some of the lessor 

nations, or sub-nations. .. had views attributed to theta which may 

possibly have represented the ideas of only a small section". (Cobban: 67). 

Now this factor operated can be seen in the case of Czechoslovakia. 

"It is que3tionable... whether the union of the Slovaks and the 2iuthenes 

with the Czechs adequately represented the wishes, in Co far as they had 

any, of these peoples. It has been authoritatively stated that the 

majority of the Slovaks were pacsivo under what see= to tho outsider 
the not very bdnevolent Magyar rule, and that only a handful favoured 

secession. R. W. Seton-Watson estimates tho number of conscious and 

active Slovak nationalists in 1918-19 at no more than 750 to 1,000. aeon 

among these it seems possible that a majority wanted independence and not 

union with the Czechs. 
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Masaryk recounts the arguments by which he won the support of the 

Slovaks in the United States for the union. He says, "I was able to 

show the Slovaks how little they were known in the political world and 

how serious a failure we should have courted had they acted independently. 

The idea of an independent Slovakia could not be taken seriously though 

there might be a theoretical possibility of Slovak autonomy under liungary. 

But since this possibility was not practical in the circumstances, there 

remained nothing save union'-. To equate this argument with self- 

determination would require a very liberal use of the term. 

Again, on the question of the Bohemian Germans the Conference was 

informed that "their own sentiment is reported to be chiefly in favour 

of the proposed union, provided they are guaranteed minority rights and 

economic equality'. To avoid doubt, however, their views were not 

ascertained". (ibid; 67,68). 

A little later Lloyd George comaaented on the newly-liberated 

nations: 

It fills me with despair the way I have seen sauoll 
nations, before they have hardly leapt into the light 
of freedom, beginning to oppress othor races than 
their own. They are more imperialistic than either England or France, certainly than the United States. 

(quoted Cobban : 87). 

The politician's disillusioned pe3uimism wadi fully charud by the 

historian Hugh Seton Watson: 
r 

Unfortunately the very came nr&tionz which had revolted 
against the principle [that the nationalism of one 
nation can form the basin of legitimacy of a multi- 
natioz. al state], endeavoured to make it the foundation 
of the neu states ithich they founded.... All four [Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia,. Poland and I m-aninI were 
multi-national states, and all four insisted on 
pretending to be states of no nation in which persons 
of other , national origin could only be tolerated guanto 
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for a time, and the longer term aim was the assimilation 
of all into the nationality of the dominant nation.... 
All four failed to satisfy their component nationalities 
and all four were in an almost constant state of hostility 

with their neighbours. 

(H. Seton-Watson : 23,24). 

Although by no means a Communist sympathiser, Seton-Watson's 

assessment closely resembles Stalin's 1921 prediction that the creation 

of new bourgeois national states could only perpetuate the nationality 

problems in central Europe. (See Appendix Oje). 

These condemnations seem harsh judgement on the philosopher 

president of Czechoslovakia, T. G. Masaryk, and his successor, Dr. i3enevs, 

who were widely regarded as the most enlightened statesmen of the new 

states, but for all their liberalism it was still possible for Cobban 

to claim that "the Ruthenes were treated practically as a colonial 

population, and there was only a pretence at consulting their wichen". 

(Cobban : 74). 

Despite auch treatment the quiescent Ruthenes did not pose a practical 

threat to the territorial integrity of the Republic; the government's 

failure to meet the demands of the large Slovak and German ©inoritioa 

was to have far more serious consequences. 

The Slovaks in Old Hungary 

Although having cultural und linguistic affinities to their Czech 

neighbours, the Slovaks h-Ad not been united with there-under the curse 

political administration since the do! iae of the Grout t, oravion Dqiro 

in the ninth century. Thereafter the Slovaks had fallen under the 

political domination of the Magyars and consequently had cuffored the 
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economic stagnation of backward, feudalistic Hungary, as has been 

partially chronicled in Chapter Two. 

The depression of agricultural prices during the latter half of the 

nineteenth century, largely the consequence of cheap, imported grain, 

forced growing numbers of newly-freed Slovak (and Magyar) peasants to 

seek seasonal employment as migrant harvesters on the large estates of 

the rising magnate class. 

At the turn of the centgry there was a floating 

agricultural population of one and a half millions 
in Hungary , badly housed, wretchedly paid - ... 

even in summer... often for a working day of sixteen 
hours - ravaged by alcohol in the mountain districts 
(especially in the Slovak Tatra) and by tuberculosis 
even in the rich wheat lands to the south. 

(Seton-Watson : 280). 

Harvest strikes were organised by an Agrarian Socialist movement 

but this resistance was effectively crushed by tropps in 1898 when the 

Hungarian government "kept a large reserve of foreign labourers at 

N; ezohegyes, ready to be dispatched at a moment's nbtice to the aid of 

the landlords. In breaking the strikes the authorities relied upon the 

fact that the ... peasantry of the miserably poor northern counties [of 

Slovakia'... could scarcely make ends meet unless large numbers of them 

took service for the period of 'field work' on the big estates of the 

A1fö1d". (ibid : 274). 

Meanwhile Hungary's failure to industrialise meant the absence of 

a proletarian alternative. Compared even with undeveloped Austria the 

privations of urban life were extreme for while only 7.5% of the working 

class in Vienna lived in dwellings of only one room, the comparable 
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proportion for Budapest was 5826. * "If politically the Middle Ages did 

not end in Hungary till 1848, it"might quite plausibly be argued that 

economically they continued till 1918". (ibid : 280). 

However there are good grounds for asserting that, politically, the 

Middle Ages continued beyond 1848 for while the economic power in Hungary 

passed to the magnate class during the later nineteenth century, the 

political dominance of the Magyar gentry continued until the final 

collapse of the Liberal party in 1905. Even thereafter the main aim of 

the coalition government, representing the magnates' interests, was to 

resist the universal suffrage that had been introduced in 1906 in the 

less repressive climate of neighbouring Austria. In consequence the 

desperate economic plight of the Slovaks in greater Hungary was matched 

by their political fortunes. 

From the 1840s onward Magyar nationalism had as its goal a unitary 

state of homogeneous Magyar ethnicity with the historic boundaries of 

the kingdom of St. Stephen and, in spite of an 1868 'Law of Equal Rights 

of the Nationalities', the ruling Liberals successfully pursued a policy 

of Magyarisation on a broad front. It maintained its parliamentary 

majority by a severely restricted franchise, backed by the use of the 

gendarmerie and troops to: obstruct opponents, " and intimidated Slovak 

politicians to retreat into abstentionism from 1876 until 1906. Meanwhile 

the Liberals utilised their political dominance to monopolise government 

" Figures for 1901, i. e. before the social reforms of the Vienna 
Town Council. 

** At the Hungarian general elections of 1896 the casualties were 32 
killed and 70 wounded. (Seton Watson : 269). 
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appointments for their supporters, the lesser Magyar gentry, thus 

providing them with an escape from ruin as their estates became unviable. 

In Hungary at the beginning of the twentieth century, 95 per cent of the 

state officials, 92 per cent of the county officials, 89 per cent of the 

doctors, 90 per cent of the judges and the vast majority of the railway 

employees were Magyar. Moreover all elementary and secondary education 

was in the Magyar language, the secondary schools which the Slovaks had 

set up for themselves having been closed in 1874. (Taylor : 200,201). 

"Speedy Magyarisation became an obsession with the ruling class and 

wqs pursued with special violence against the Slovaks and Ruthenes, who 

werte least able to resist". (Seton Watson : 279). In rural Slovakia 

and Ruthenia the Magyars were aided by recent Jewish immigrants from 

Galicia and Russia who soon came to dominate village life as traders, 

middle-men and money-lenders and who adopted Magyar names and preached 

Magyar patriotism to ingratiate themselves with the gentry. Against 

this insistent and continuing pressure Slovak political resistance was 

weak. 

The few Slovak spokesmen were Roman Catholic priests 
and these... made anti-Semitism the chief plank in 
Slovak nationalism. Thus, the Slovaks seemed to 
confirm all the charges which Magyar and German 
liberalism had made against them : they were reactionary, 
clerical, anti-Semitic, and pro-Habsburg. The Magyars 
had robbed them of a secular middle class [by their 
monopolisation of bureaucratic posts ; and this Magyar 
success made them, both in Hungary and when they 
achieved independence, politically the most immature 
and irresponsible of all the peoples of central Europe. 

(Taylor : 202). 

It was not that the Slovaks acquiesced to their dismal fate in 

greater Hungary; indeed they had a long tradition of peasant uprisings, 

comparable to that of the Czechs. However to many of them the future at 
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hove seemed hopeless. Deprived of economic alternatives by the failure 

to industrialise, barred from professional opportunities by Magyar 

chauvinism and, for that very reason, lacking the means to voice their 

unrest - an educated bourgeoisie that was elsewhere the mouthpiece of 

nineteenth century minority nationalism - and politically silenced by 

repressive laws, the most discontented emigrated to the Americas with 

their ideas of a better life, instead of trying to realise them in their 

own homeland. 

Blocked from adequate advancement at home, the majority of these 

half-million peasant emigrants went to the United States and not so much 

to farming; areas, like those they had left, but to industrial regions 

like Pennsylvania, where they worked in the coal mines and steel mills 

of Pittsburg. 

Fifty years later there was to be similar heavy migration, only 

internally this time - to the coal and steel towns of the Czech industrial 

regions, from the same areas of Slovakia and for comparable reasons. 

This striking parallel went unnoticed and, because the later migrants 

were Gypsies, their movement was considered self-evidently as a resurgence 

of previous nomadic patterns. It is important to stress the similarities 

at this point for not only, was the rural-to-urban Gypsy movement equivalent 

to earlier Slovak emigration but those patterns attributed to pre-Second 

World 'dar Gypsies and unhesitatingly characterised by the 1958 policy- 

makers as 'semi-homadic' could, with equal justification, be identified 

in the seasonal harvest work of pre-First World 'gar Slovaks. 

It was this depleted Slovalt-nation then, almost wholly composed of 

farmers, smallholders, labourers and petty artisans, that in 1918 was to 

enter into formally equal partnership with the sophisticated and 

industrialised Czechs who outnumbered them by three to one. 
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The Czechs in Old Austria 

Apart from their heavy numerical advantage the Czechs were better 

placed economically, socially, politically and culturally to assume the 

dominant role in the new Republic for they had been successful in all 

the battles that the Slovaks had lost during the previous half-century. 

Before 1848 the major towns in Bohezia and Moravia had been pre- 

dominantly German in character and population but thereafter "the 

peasant fldkod poured into the towns and submerged the German 'islands'; 

the towns at last took on the nationality of the countryside. Moreover 

this growth of the towns was both cause and effect of industrialism; 

and, here again, the class conflicts which sprang from this took on a 

national form". (Taylor : 3k). 

The economic contest was reflected in the political sphere where, 

after a brief period of abstentionism, Czech deputies to the Diet of 

Bohemia made good use of the extended 1882 franchise to win a majority of 

167 Czechs to 75 Germans. The shifting political balance provoked an 

outburst of pan-Germanism which reached its peak with the invention of 

the theory of a pure Aryan race by von Schönerer, later acknowledged as 

a spiritual ancestor by Hitler. Yet even less rabidly chauvinist Bohemian 

Germans of progressive views were at a loss to understand why the Czech 

intelligentsia should seek to replace German, until then the almost 

universal language of literature and culture throughout the Empire, by 

their own less developed tongue. In 1885 one such German expressed the 

view, no doubt shared by most of his fellows: 

If the Czechs in Bohemia are made into Germans,. that 
is in my view no deadly sin, for they rise from a lower 
level to the sunny height of a highly civilised nation, 
But to seek to czechize the Germans in Bohemia in quite 
another thing; that would be a disgrace unheard of in 
the pages of world history. 

(quoted Taylor : 1? 3) 
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During the 1880s and 1890s ethnic antagonism increased as a German 

cultural association (Deutsche Schulverein) sought to mobilise teachers 

and students against increasing official recognition of the Czech language, 

championed by an equivalent Czech organisation (Aatice Skolskä). * At 

stake in this bitter struggle were the many official posts for which 

language was a vital qualification and, like the Magyars although to 

a far lesser extent, the Czechs were able to use their political ascendency 

to capture an increasing proportion of these jobs for their fellow 

nationals. 

In allotting constituencies according to nationality the 1906 

electoral reforms finally sealed the fate of the Germans by placing them 

in a permanent minority in the Austrian parliament. In addition their 

parties were divided along class lines whereas the Czechs, Poles, Ruthenes 

and Jugoslavs were more nationalistic in their voting. Meanwhile the 

Slovaks were represented in the Hungarian parliament in 1905 for the 

first time in thirty years by seven deputies, several of whom were soon 

imprisoned for 'incitement against the Magyar nationality'. 

The Disintegration of the First Republic 

This was the embittered background to the creation of Czechoslovakia, 

whose Czech leaders had triumphed at the Peace Conference but now, in an 

increasingly hostile economic climate, had to contain the separatist 

pressures of those who considered themselves the losers. Apart from an 

* The Slovak cultural association, 'Viatica Slovenskä', had been 
dissolved by the Hungarian government in 1875 and its assets 
confiscated. 
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initial brief period when the Social Democrat - led government sought 

to bind together the heterogeneous peoples on a basis of class before 

nationalist interest, the whole history of the First Republic from 

1925 onwards is that of Czech centrist coalition governments attempting 

to placate Right-wing national minority parties by calculated concessions 

to their mounting demands, in accordance with the strength of the minority 

rather than the justice of its case. 

All the successor states had been required by the Allies to sign 

a special Minority Treaty but Czechoslovakia went further and at the 

same time as its 1920 Constitution enacted a law of Nationalities which 

gave all citizens equal rights and permitted the use of minority languages 

in schools, local government and law courts. Foreign Minister Benes, 

who succeeded Masaryk as President in 1935, undertook to make of 

Czechoslovakia "a sort of Switzerland,... taking into consideration the 

special conditions of Bohemia". (quoted Seton Watson : 327). Yet these 

'special conditions', i. e. the economic, social, political and cultural 

inequality due to differential development, were the root cause of ethnic 

friction within the new state; their objective existence, together with 

lack of material resources, could be, and were used to justify-the 

impossibility of aspeedy equalisation and hence to confirm the 'status 

quo' of Czech dominance. 

Geographically, historically and ethnically the Ruthenes had the 

strongest case for autonomy, yet economically an9ýolitically they were 

the weakest of the principal minorities. A congress of emigres in 

Pennsylvania and provisional Ruthene National Councils had issued a 

Declaration of Union with Czechoslovakia in 1919 and, in return as part 

of the Minority Treaty, Czechoslovakia had included among its pledges 
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to Ruthenia "'the widest autonomy compatible with the unity of the 

Republic', a separate Diet... and the filling of official posts 'so far 

as possible by natives". (ibid : 324). The 4919 Declaration had 

spoken of 'an independent [RutheneI 
state inside the Czechoslovak 

Republic', i. e. federal status, but, because of Czech fears that this 

dangerous example wo, -ld be taken as a precedent by the more powerful 

minorities, the government withheld the promised Diet pleading Ruthene 

'backwardness' as an excuse. 

The Magyar minority was a threat not simply because its presence 

invited revision of the Treaty of Trianon in favour of modern Hungary 

but because it might serve as a Trojan horse to further the Hungarians' 

unrelinquished territorial claim to all of Slovakia and Ruthenia as 

the northern provinces of the historic Hungary of St. Stephen. When 

the deposed Hapsburg Emperor flew to Budapest in 1921 to appeal for his 

reinstatement, the Little Entente of Czechoslovakia, Rumania and 

Yugoslavia took immediate action to counter possible Magyar ambitions by 

warning Hungary that attempted restoration would be met by general 

mobilisation and war. 

In theory the Slovaks shared with the Czechs the privileged position 

of 'people of state' but the-dectrine of 'Czechoslovakism' 
- of a single 

Czechoslovak nation - in practice subordinated them to the more accomplished 

and numerous Czechs. 

This theory of Czechoslovakism... was in effect a denial 
of the fact that the Slovaks were formed into a nation, that the Slovak nation existed with its own territory, 
its own language, its own culture and its own economic- foundation. This... resulted in the Slovak nation being 
suppressed, being denied a position of equality in the 
Republic. I 

(Straka : 115). 
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Following the centralist policy of the first socialist-led government, 

Slovak populist pressure for more autonomy resulted in the administrative 

decentralisation of 1927 in which Slovakia was given its own provincial 

assembly, although with limited powers. During this period the strongest 

Slovak party, the clerico-fascist People's Party, was induced to join 

the bourgeois coalition in 1926 but this brief spell of co-operation 

ended with the trial and conviction in 1929 of the party secretary and 

the editor of the party newspaper, 'Sloväk', on charges of espionage, 

betrayal of military secrets to Hungary and planning the secession of 

Slovakia from the Republic. Thereafter the party retreated into a policy 

of abstentionism, as in the late nineteenth century, but remained the most 

powerful political force in Slovakia in spite of its proven disloyalty to 

the state. It was an ominous indication of the widespread discontent 

* On the whole a centralist position was also adopted by the Czecho- 
slovakian Communist Party which abolished independent Slovakian 
party institutions and trade unions in 1921, the year of its 
formation from the left wing of the Social Democrats. However, 
within the party ranks there was a wide spectrum of opinion on the 
nationality question, especially in the mid-1920s. 
Some dissident Slovak members who sought Slovakian autonomy put their 
grievance to the Communist International which, at its Fifth Congress 
in 1924, "commanded... Communist parties to adopt a 'Leninist line 
in national problems'. With special reference to Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia... the Comintern emphasized the 'right of self- determination to the point of separation' of nations... (and] requested [the Czechoslovakian party] to support 'Slovakia's struz-gle for 
independence"'. (Jelinek : 78). In spite of their formal acceptance 
of this line the majority of Czech members soon reverted to centralism 
and the mounting tide of populism bore witness to their failure, 
and that of the Left in general, to take adequate account of the 
strength of nationalist feeling. 

Meanwhile centralism was increasingly supported by many German and 
Magyar members, who feared that disintegration of the unitary 
Republic might deliver them into the hands of neighbouring fascist 
regimes - as indeed was to be their eventual fate. 
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among Slovaks in times of severe economic depression and renewed 

emigration that Slovak nationalism should revert to its former warped 

pattern of Catholic-led anti-semitism incorporated in a modern fascist 

party, modelled on those of Italy and Germany. 

A Slovak member of the inter-war government declared 

that only a tiny group of patriotic intellectuals 

stood for the realisation of... UCzechoslovakJ aspirations 

against the will of a hostile or, at best, apathetic 

majority of its own people. 

(ui : 14,15). 

The bourgeois regime of the First Republic did little to equalise 

economic conditions by promoting industrial development in Slovakia; 

instead of building factories the government sent Czech civil servants 

to administer Slovakia with the justification, as in the case of Ruthenia, 

that the native Slovaks lacked the necessary qualifications and experience. 

Consequently much official business was conducted in the Czech language 

and to many Slovaks the creation of an independent Republic must have 

seemed little more than the replacement of their former Magyar masters 

by Czechs. What improvements there were, especially in education, only 

served to heighten Slovak awareness of the actual inequality of their 

conditions and, in particular, "the official ideology... of 'Czechoslovakism', 

which did not concede a national existence to [the Slovak people.. ] ... 

reinforced seperatist,. anti-Czechoslovak forces and currents in Slovakia 

that were linked to the populist wing of the Slovak bourgeoisie". 

VI (Jicinsky : 2). 

The union therefore did not succeed in integrating Czechs and Slovaks 

more closely but had the contrary effect of strengthening developing 

Slovak national consciousness for "if the Czechs could outplay the Slovaks, 

they could not satisfy them. Masaryk had hoped that the Czechs and Slovaks 
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would come together as the English and Scotch had done; the Slovaks 

turned out to be the Irish". (Taylor : 275). 

Yet it was not the 'Slovak question' which led to the destruction 

of the First Republic but that of the three and a half million Bohemian 

Germans (1921 Census), most of whom inhabited the Sudetenland forming 

an absolute majority in some districts. Thinarrow strip of territory - 

running the length of the northern border of the Czech lands, shared with 

Germany, and the southern, shared with Austria - was of vital strategic 

and economic importance for it included the mountain chains that were 

the Republic's defensive bulwark to the west as well as the bulk of 

Czechoslovakia's heavy industry. These were the main considerations 

underlying the government's refusal to contemplate secessionist demands. 

After the failure of their initial attempt to become part of modern 

Austria the Bohemian Germans eventually participated in government in the 

first bourgeois coalition of 1926. As in the case of the Slovaks, 

support for abstentionism grew after political trials in 1932 had 

convicted members of the minority's fascist party on charges of planning 

the secession of certain areas of the Republic. 

The effects of recession were particularly severe in the largely 

German industrial areas, which suffered a higher rate of unemployment, 

while at the same time the proportion of Czechs in white-collar jobs 

steadily increased at the expense of the Germans. (Deutsch : 143,216). 

In this climate of economic discontent, separatist pressures were 

aggravated by Hitler's growing prestige and in the elections of 1935 

the fascist Sudeten German Party polled 62 per cent of the total German 

vote. 
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The Party leader, Henlein, rejected the existing Minority Law as 

inadequate arguing that special protection should be given not only to 

individuals but to whole national groups and in 1937 the government 

conceded "a more equitable apportionment of official contracts as between 

Czechs and Germans, and a stiffening up of minority practice under the 

existing laws". (Seton Watson : 353). But with each new concession, 

Sudeten demands increased and with the example of the Austrian 'Anschluss' 

in mirid, about four-fifths of the German electorate voted for fascism 

in May 1938. 

[From their long campaign for national independence] 
the Czechs had fifty years' experience of bargaining and 
manoevre. With tireless ingenuity, they offered endless 
paper schemes to the Germans of Bohemia; and these 
often acquiesced in the position of a well-treated minority, 
as the Czechs had acquiesced in their position in old 
Austria. At bottom, the. Germans no more renounced the 
inclusion of Bohemia in Germany than the Czechs had 
renounced the claim to all the 'Lands of St. Wenceslaus'. 

(Taylor : 274,275). 

In September 1938 Henlein fled to Germany proclaiming: "We wish to 

live as free Germans! , We, want to go home to the Reich" and two weeks 

later; at Munich his wish was granted as the French government, at British 

instigation,. reneged on its treaty with Czechoslovakia and allowed Germany 

to occupy the Sudetenland. The agreement, which Chamberlain claimed would 

give Czechoslovakia "a areater. security than she has ever enjoyed in the 

past", led to the speedy disintegration of the Republic as the two 

remaining neighbours with irredentist claims - Poland and Hungary - both 

invaded and occupied territory inhabited predominantly by their nationals. 

By the end of 1938 Czechoslovakia had lost 30 per cent of its territory 

containing 33 per cent of tj. e population and its industry lay crippled by 

the loss of 67 per cent of metallurgical plant, 54 per cent of textile 

factories and 50 per cent of coal mines. (Atlas : 40). 
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In Western eyes, Czechoslovakia was a happy, democratic 

state, wantonly dismembered by Hitler. In fact, it was 

a state of nationalities, created by Czech initiative 

and maintained by Czech authority. Once this was broken, 

disintegration followed, just as the collapse of the 

Habsburg Monarchy followed aefeat in the first World 
dar. 

(Taylor (2) : 248). 

At the same time that German and Polish troops were entering the 

Czech lands a new Slovak government, led by the People's Party, declared 

Slovakia autonomous and four days later the Ruthenes followed suit, 

legitimating their action by appeal to the unfulfilled 1919 Minority 

Treaty. Meanwhile the Magyar minority clamoured for revision of the 

Treaty of Trianon and in November 1938 Axis arbitrators awarded to Hungary 

substantial areas of southern Slovakia and half of Ruthenia, including 

the province's two main towns, most of its arable area and principil 

road and rail network. 

"Hitler would have been satisfied with Slovak autonomy within a 

subservient Czechoslovak state; the Slovaks were not".. (ibid : 249). 

Agitation for complete independence continued and when Czech troops 

intervened-in Marah 1939 a separate Slovakian state was proclaimed and 

recognised by Germany, under whose protection the country had been 

placed. The new state was somewhat reluctantly recognised by Hungary, 

which consoled itself by occupying the rump of Ruthenia. 

National Consolidation in the Second Republic. 

In an important sense this dissection of the Republic, which had at 

least some legitimate basis in the existence of large national minorities, 

was more traumatic an experience for the Czechs than the contemporary 

transformation afthe remainder of the Czech lands into a German protectorat 
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Consequently the post-War Communist-led government of the reconstituted 

Czechoslovakian state took swift action to ensure that such a disaster 

could never recur, the 1945 declaration against discrimination and 

Marxist-Leninist nationality theory notwithstanding. 

"The Czechs settled, if not solved, the problem of Bohemia by 

returning the Germans to their 'national home', for which they had so 

long clamoured". (Taylor : 281). The Sudeten Germans were forcibly 

expelled to West Germany, mainly during 1946 and 1947, and by 1950 only 

165 thousand remained of a former population of more than three million. 

Similar methods, supplemented by population exchanges, were used to 

halve the Hungarian minority in southern Slovakia, while the ever- 

anomalous province of Ruthenia was gratefully ceded to the Soviet Union. 

The 73 thousand Poles were of relatively little importance and the Jewish 

minority had vanished in'the Nazi gas-chambers. 

Five years after the War, by one means or another, the minorities 

in Czechoslovakia had been reduced from over a third of the population, 

at the original formation of the state, to less than six per cent. The 

goal of 'a national state of Czechs and Slovaks had been virtually 

achieved at last; accordingly minorities were not even mentioned in the 

constitution of 1948. °- 

A major problem was still posed by the Slovaks, with their recent 

memories of the unprecedented experience of formal independence, however 

illusory, and their heritage of economic underdevelopment. Th ommunists, 

who led the resistance movement during the War and meanwhile planned the 

constitutional form of the post-War Republic, were in favour of a unitary 

state - Czech and Slovak Party members alike - partly because they doubted 

the strength of their popular support in Catholic Slovakia, but also 
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because the best promise of Slovakian industrialisation lay in Czech 

resources controlled by a Communist administration. On both counts it 

seemed a clear case where the interests of socialism took precedence 

over the national rights of the Slovak people to choose federalism, or 

even to secede from the Republic. This prudence was justified by the 

results of the 1946 elections in which the Democratic Party gained twice 

as many votes in Slovakia as the Communists, who were able nevertheless 

to form a government of the whole Republic as the largest overall party. 

Although the Second Republic, like its predecessor, was proclaimed 

a unitary state, the myth of 'Czechoslovakism' was denounced and the 

Czechs and Slovaks were recognised as separate and equal nations. To 

placate Slovak national aspirations a measure of autonomy was giver to 

Slovakia in place of federal status, which comprised a special legislature 

(the Slovakian National Council) with its own executive (Board of 

Commissioners) empowered "tb direct the political, economic and cultural 

issues on its own territory". (Straka : 116). 

More importantly a massive programme of economic equalisation was 

undertaken and during the period from 1948. to 1962 thirty per cent of 
the Republic's investment programme-was allocated to the economic 
development of Slovakia. As a result industrial production, in Slovakia 

was twelve times the 1937 level which represented a-three-fold increase 

in its share of the Republic's total from the 1937 proportion of less 

than seven per cent. In 1962 Slovakia's industrial output exceeded that 

of Czechoslovakia as a whole in 1936. (Randbook : 15,83,; Sale kf ). 

There were similar large-scale advances in culture, education and 

social welfare. Between 1955 and 1963 the number of university graduates 

and those with secondary education more than doubled and by 1963 the 

ratio of inhabitants per doctor had been cut to a third of its pre-War 
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level, thus bettering the performance in this field of West Germany, 

France and the United States. (ibid : 15). 

But as economic, cultural and social conditions improved in 

Slovakia, the political situation deteriorated. 

The anti-Yugoslav resolution of the Cominform in 

1948 also marked the beginning of a witchhunt for 

'bourgeois nationalists' in the Slovak land. 

According to a published accusation by Novotny in 
1954, leading Communist figures - Clementis, Husak, 
Novomesky' and others - 'consorted with descendants 

of the Hapsburgs and with all kinds of riff-raff in 
the service of imperialist warmonbers'. Whereas 
Stalin was the prime mover behind political trials 

of such men as Slänsky and Clementis in the early 
1950s it was believed in Slovakia that the trials 
of Husak and other Slovak nationalists were solely 
a domestic affair, predominantly of Czech Stalinists 

like Novotnyj. 
(Ulc : 15). 

Novotny, First Secretary of the Party since 1953, further tightened 

his control of Czechoslovakia in 1957 when he also assumed the Presidency, 

thus combining in one person the most powerful Party and State functions. 

"Until the very end of his regime 
Ein 1968] he obstinately insisted on 

unity and uniformity in everything, whether in trade unions or schools... 

and called for 'intolerant struggle against demonstrations of any 

nationalism'. " (ibid : 16). Consistent with this general aim he 

gradually curtailed the autonomy of Slovakia and in the 1960 Constitution 

abolished the separate executive entirely, leaving Slovaks with the 

justified impression that only minor local matters were settled by the 

Slovakian National Council, while all important state decisions were 

made by Czechs in Prague. 

There was also evidence of a certain amount of discrimination 

against Slovaks in political appointments. 
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As late as May 1968, of 585 appointees in the diplomatic 

corps, only 82 were Slovaks, and over half of all missions 
had no Slovak representation whatsoever. It was even 
charged that a man in the garb of a Slovak shepherd at 
Expo'67 in Montreal was a Czech. 

(ibid : 15) 

Meanwhile the remnants of the other national minorities had not 

dissolved after the post-'war population transfers, as had been the hope 

of some. Indeed the largest and most troublesome minority, the Hungarians, 

had been deliberately under-declared in the 1950 Census to the amazing 

extent of 150 thousand in a paper solution to the problem of their 

presence. (Kära : 375). Although only twelve per cent of Slovakia's 

population, this growing minority was concentrated along the southern 

border with Hungary, often outnumbering the local Slovaks, and relations 

between the communities were strained, occasionally deteriorating to the 

level of angry strikes and 
demonstrations. 

Such clashes were not reported 
Vy 

in the newspapers but Ladislav Mnacko, a leading Slovak journalist and 

novelist, described such an outburst in 1950 in a predominantly Hungarian 

region. 

The real cause of the rebellion was... the nationality problem.... ' The underground miners are all Hungarians, 
while the comfortable office jobs are all held by Slovaks. 

(M acko : 101). 

Over the years national minorities had been permitted their own 

schools, press, folklore and - with the exception of the Germans - nation- 

wide cultural associations, in the interest of good relations with 

neighbouring socialist states. However they had no direct political 

representation as groups and although among the three hundred deputies 

elected to the 1960-1964 National Assembly there were six Hungarians, 

three Ukranians, two Germans and one Pole, these were individual members 

not delegates. (Straka ; 105). 
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The 1960 Constitution even mentioned the Hungarian, Ukrainian 

(Ruthenian) and Polish minorities by name but in contrast to this 

apparent acknowledgement of the continuing existence of minorities in 

Czechoslovakia, statistical tables were produced at regular intervals 

and with evident official satisfaction, which showed that these communities 

could be expected eventually to vanish. The predominant trend was for 

minority populations to shrink as the old died or emigrated and the young 

assimilated to become Czechs or Slovaks. Only the intractable Hungarians 

ran counter to this general pattern as can be seen from the following 

table, based on 1950 and 1970 census data. 

"Quantitative Changes in the Development of the 

Nations and Nationalities of Czechoslovakia in 

the Course of Socialist Construction (1950 to 1970). " 

(Kära : 375) 

Nationality- Difference between 1950 and 1970 
in absolute numbers 

ä 

Czech +957,285 +11.4 
Slovak +952,343 +29.4 
Hun&arian +204,835 +52.9 
polish - 5,847 

- 8.1 
Ukrainian- 
Ruthenian - 8,948 

-13.3 
German - ? 9,539 

-48.2" 
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The extent of the Hungarian increase was largely illusory of course, 

stemming from the deliberate underdeclaration of their numbers in the 

1950 Census. A comparison of the reliable census data from 1961 and 

1970 shows an absolute increase of 38,634 (7.2'A%), which indicates that 

over the whole period 1950-1970 the real increase was in the region of 

80 thousand, at a rate around 15%. This rate is only half that of their 

Slovak fellow-countrymen, although somewhat higher than the Czech rate, 

but nevertheless represents a significant consolidation of their presence. 

However the most dramatic increase of all was concealed by yet 

another paper solution by which Gypsies were submerged in census 

statistics of other minorities, mainly as Slovaks. In the Gypsies' case 

the ultimate goal of completely assimilating all minorities could be 

achieved by swifter and more direct methods for although they posed no 

territorial threat, as a corollary no neighbouring statd of compatriots 

existed to raise embarrassing protests on their behalf. The predicament 

of the Gypsies was directly comparable to that of the Slovaks and the 

Ruthenes"during the late nineteenth century when these communities' 

internal weakness and lack of outside support did not lead the dominant 

Magyars to ignore them as' a" negligible threat; on the contrary these 

most vulnerable minorities bore the brunt of enforced Magyarisation. 

(Seton Watson : 270). 

The urgency for a rapid solution to the "gypsy question' derived 

from more than official appreciation of the disruptive potential of 

ethnic diversity; it lay in the fact that they were seen to constitute 

an increasing visible set of social problems at a time that was acutely 

embarrassing - when a new stage on the road to communism was being 

proclaimed. 
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The new 
(1958 Gypsy policy, was clearly linked to 

the progress of society as a whole, being seen as 

part of the main task set by the XI Party Congress - 
the completion of socialist construction in our 

republic. The negative aspects of the way of life 

of a significant part of the Gypsy population were 
becoming even more of an anachronism as society 
advanced and the necessity for overcoming them was 
increasingly evident. 

(Kära : 58) 

A major factor in the greater visibility of the Gypsies was simply 

their grown-rate. By the late 1950s they had replaced the Germans as 

the second largest minority after the Hungarians and during the twenty- 

year period 1947-1967, they grew in absolute numbers from 101,190 to 

223,993 at the phenomenal rate of 121.3 per cent. As a result of this 

population explosion, Gypsies formed 1.6 per cent of the Republic's 

population by 1967 (3.7 per cent in Slovakia) but, more significantly, 

one child in every eleven born in Czechoslovakia that year was a Gypsy. 

(196-4 Census). 

Ethnic Tensions and Political Liberalisation 

Because of the stranglehold of the Novotny regime de-Stalinisation 

came late to Czechoslovakia, but the eoonomic stagnation of the early 
1960s compelled the abandonment of the third five-year plan in its second 

year (1962) and when the gross national income continued to fall, so that 

in 1964 it was lower than it had been in 1961, the leadership was even 

forced to turn to its economist critics, like Sik, for help in rescuing 

the economy. (Wheeler : 39,61). 

Meanwhile some elements of de-Stalinisation had filtered through 

from surrounding socialist states and at the Twelth Party Congress at 

the end of 1962, some Slovak victims of the 1950s purges were rehabilitate 

and the following year played their part in forcing the removal of the 
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Novotny ite First Secretary of the Slovakian branch of the Party, 

Karol Bacilek, who had been Minister of Security at the time of the 

most notorious trials. Under his successor, Alexander Dubcek, repressed 

Slovak nationalism combined with Czech liberal pressures for change to 

exploit the crisis of confidence within the Party, that accompanied the 

economic decline, and eventually ousted the demoralised Novotny leader- 

ship in early 1968. 

In the subsequent wave of democratisation, known popularly as the 

'Prague Spring', reconsideration of the nationalities' policy was of 

prime importance, for; apart from the leading role of Slovak nationalism 

in replacing Stalinist Novotny by the liberal Dubcek, demands for 

improved nationality status had widespread popular support, at least 

among non-Czechs. 

Until 1968, any call for federalisation of the Republic 
was condemned as a threat to the entire socialist order. 
After the fall of Novotny, such aspiration became 
legitimate ... 

[and] in 
'a 

survey conducted before the 
August 1968 invasion, the notion that the two nations' 
equality was the important matter was maintained by 91 
per cent of Slovak respondents, but by only 5 per cent 
of Czech respondm s. 

(Ulc : 16) 

Accordingly a new law was drafted to make Czechoslovakia a federal 

state and, as a'concession to Slovak national feeling, establishing a 

Czech National Council to match its Slovakian counterpart, although most 

Czechs saw this new body as a needless proliferation of bureaucracy. 

Constitutional Law 143 was eventually passed in October 1968, two 

months after the invasion by the Warsaw Pact armies, and the fact that 

the Soviet leadership did not attempt to prevent its enactment might be 

seen as an apprehensive appreciation on their behalf of the strength of 

nati&nalist feeling in Slovakia. But, it is more probable that, like the 
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invading Germans thirty years before them, they saw a move to greater 

Slovak autonomy as a positive way of weakening Czechoslovakian resistance 

to their intrusion - the old tactic 'of divide and rule. They calculated 

that the tide of nationalism which had swept away Novotny could be allowed 

to run a while and undermine the fledgling solidarity of Czechs and 

Slovaks, so impressively demonstrated by the nation-wide passive resistance 

in the immediate post-invasion days. However, to maintain a unified 

political control over the federal Republic, they insisted that the 

ultimate ruling body, the Communist Party, should not be federalised. 

In the event their calculations were correct, although other 

factors also played their part. The Czechs, whose first concern had 

always been the democratisation of socialism but who invariably failed 

to comprehend Slovak sensitivity about their subordinate status, sank 

into an apathetic trauma at the enormity of their loss, whilst the 

Slovaks felt that at least they had salvaged federal status from the 

wreck. In contrast to the Czechs' paralysis, they busied themselves 

in therapeutic activity with the paraphernalia of nationhood, including 

that universally recognised status-symbol of true national independence - 
their own airline. 

Daring the same period when the Slovaks had been pressing for 

federalisation, other minorities were also agitating for an improvement 

in their status which had been curtly stated in article 25 of the 1960 

Constitution: 

The State shall ensure citizens of Hungarian, Ukrainian 
and Polish nationality every opportunity and all means 
for education in their mother tongue and for their 
cultural development. 

(Constitution: 23) 
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In the lead, as could be expected, were the Hungarians who were 

far from satisfied with the current arrangement by which "the important 

task of ehsuring favourable conditions for the development of the citizens 

of Hungarian and Ukrainian nationality living in Slovakia" (Straka : 107) 

was entrusted to the dubious custodianship of the Slovakian National 

Council. In many respects this was akin to placing responsibility for 

the cultural and religious development of Northern Ireland's Catholic 

minority in the hands of Stormont. 

Lacking political representation or the right to organise politically, 

the national minorities found a convenient vehicle of political expression 

in their legally permitted nation-wide cultural associations. As in the 

late nineteenth century and during the inter-war period polemics about 

the ethnic balance of power took the form of arguments over 'cultural' 

symbols and when, 'the fall of the Novotny regime precipitated the 

articulation of accumulated-ethnic grievances,... the 'Czemadok' (Cultural 

Union of Hungarian Toiling People') and 'Natica Slovenskä', a historical- 

cultural'society of the -Slovaknation, 
[confronted 

each other 
] 

as natural 

antagonists. The polarisation continued during the eight pre-invasion 

months, of. '1968'and reached the point of demands that the Magyar-populated 

areas be incorporated-into Hungary". 'U lc : 14). 

Incredibly there was even almascent Moravian nationalist ovement 

claiming descent from the ninth century Great Moravian fnpire. 

In acknowledgement of minority complaints that their rights had 

been restricted unjustly, Constitutional law 144 redefined the position 

of nationalities in the Republic, replacing article 25 of the Constitution, 

and was enacted simultaneously with the federalisation law. 

This new law finally recognised the Germans as a national minority 

(paragraph one), guaranteed political representation to national 
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minorities (paragraph two) and listed certain specific rights of 

national minorities in place of the former general pled0e: 

"a) the right to education in their own language, 

b) the right to all-round cultural development, 

c) the right to use their language in official dealings 

in regions inhabited by relevant nationalities, 

d) the right to unite in national cultural social 

organisations, 

e) the right to newspapers and information in their 

language. " 
(paragraph three). 

In addition the law took a firm stand on the previous undeclared 

policy of promoting ethnic assimilation by "forbidding all forms of 

pressure aiming at denationalisation". (paragraph four, section three). 

In the general political atmosphere where all accepted dogma was 

liable to critical re-examination, the question of the legal status 

of the Gypsy minority was raised once more. The committee involved 

in drafting the new nationality law originally considered including 

the Gypsies as a nationality, but it finally decided that they were 

an 'uncrystallised ethnic group', which could not be regarded as on 
the same level as other national minorities. (Präce' 9.10.68). For 

the Gypsies, as for smaller national groups in Czechoslovakia (like 

the Greeks), article-20 of the 1960 Constitution banning discrimination 

was regarded as sufficient. 

The Gypsies as a Facet of the Nationality Question in Czechoslovakia. 

As the third chapter has shown, the Czechoslovakian policy- 

makers of the late 1950s characterised the 'gypsy question', primarily 

as a social problem, describing its manifestations in a way very 

similar to that of Western sociologists who adopted a 'culture of 
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poverty' approach. In particular the features of multi-problem 

communities and self-perpetuating attitudes and values were 

emphasized. 

In socialist Czechoslovakia, however, such a situation could 

not be lamented as part of the natural order of things and then 

ignored in practice, as in the capitalist West, especially since 

increasing visibility of urban Gypsies co-incided with the politically 

sensitive transition to the status of a socialist republic. * It was 

necessaryltherefore, to find a swift resolution to the glaring contra- 

diction between the Gypsies' 'backward way of life' and the improving 

cultural, social and material standards of an advanced socialist 

society. 

The origin of the problem was attributed to the unequal develop- 

ment of feudal and capitalist social formations in which Gypsies had 

been relegated to the outermost fringe of society, but since the 

abolition of class societyin 1948 had removed, for the first time 

in Czechoslovakian history, the root-cause regenerating the problem, 

all that remained was to deal with the lingering residual effects in 

order to eliminate the problem completely. It was decided that this 

aim could be best achieved by the total assimilation of the Gypsies. 

To this day Czechoslovakia remains the only state outside the Soviet Union bearing this exalted status. In the West little 
attention is paid to the nomenclature of socialist-bloc states but their titles are far more than a formality since they 
express the stage reached on the road to communism. Roughly 
speaking, the main difference between a people's democracy and 
a socialist republic is that in the former some elements of 
private enterprise continue to function (especially in the 
agricultural and distributive sectors) although within the 
framework of a socialist state, while in the latter all private 
ownership of the means of production has been eliminated. , 
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Yet in spite of official insistence on the correctness of this analysis, 

there were evident fears that the question might be interpreted as 

a nationality problem. 

It would be absurd to suggest that the Gypsies, in themselves, 

posed any sort of territorial threat to Czechoslovakia. In spite of 

overtaking the Germans in numbers to rank fourth in size of all 

ethnic communities in the Republic, their rapidly growing population 

clusters were geographically dispersed to such an extent that any 

plan for regional autonomy, let alone separation, was an impossibility 

in practical terms. 

Nevertheless, as has been argued throughout this thesis, the 

fate of the Gypsies cannot be understood in isolation but only in 

relation to broader` developments within the societies of which they 

formed a definite if marginal part. 

In this particular instance the Czechoslovakian Gypsies were 

an irritating and intractable element standing in the way of the 

complete ethnic and social homogeneity of population desired by the 

Stalinist regime of the 1950s and, as had been the case with the 

nomadic Gypsies of seventeenth century western Europe, extreme action 

against them was in part'provoked by the fact that they were a facet 

of a wider and much more'serious problem. Seen from this 'perspective 

the outright denial of any possible value in Gypsy identity and 

measures to promote the Gypsies' speedy assimilation were not isolated 

phenomena but rather the most extreme application of the general 

assimilationist principle that only social considerations were 

relevant in determining government policy, for problems of ethnicity 

were directly reducible to economic imbalances and beyond that had 

no meaning. 
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In this situation the Gypsies' weakness provided no defence 

for, as in the case of the Slovaks and Ruthenes of late nineteenth 

century Hungary, their very vulnerability and the absence of a state 

of compatriots elsewhere to champion their rights meant that overtly 

assimilatory measures could be used against them of a kind that the 

authorities would not dare to apply to stronger ethnic communities. 

Although offering no immediate danger, the Gypsies did represent 

an indirect threat since, given the troubled background history of 

inter-ethnic rivalry in Czechoslovakia, it was natural for the 

thoughts of policy-makers and embryonic Gypsy leaders alike* to turn 

to the precedent of other ethnic communities that had attained formal 

recognition as national minorities. However, any debate about the 

Gypsies' problematic status was liable to revive the bitter contro- 

versy about the democratic rights guaranteed by Marxist-Leninist 

nationality theory to national minorities and nations at a time when 

the Czech Stalinist leadership was engaged in suppressing such rights. 

To-have tolerated emergent Gypsy nationalism might have been to 

provide more powerful ethnic minorities with a potential stalking 
horse. 

In the event, when Czechoslovakian Gypsies were eventually 

permitted many of the privileges of a national minority on an 

experimental basis for a brief three and a half years (1969-1973), 

# In Britain, with its quite different historical development as 
regards ethnic communities (see above), the natural tactic 
adopted by Gypsies was to stress their identity with their 
country of residence rather than any separate national status. 
Thus Scots and English Travellers, for example, assert their 
Scottishness or Englishness, pointing to their knowledge of folk 
song, to war service etc. in support of their claim to belong. 
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the major ethnic minorities had already won an important consolidation 

of their position in the 1968 nationalities' legislation, from which 

the Gypsies were excluded. Thereafter these minorities watched the 

progress of the Gypsies' socio-cultural associations with a certain 

suspicious resentment, tending to see themselves as upstaged by 

disreputable upstarts who had extracted greater concessions than 

national minorities (e. g. to organise economically) whilst lacking 

tue for: ial status that legitimated such rights. 

It is not easy to evaluate the complex reasons underlying the 

Communist Party's decision in 1973 to enforce the dissolution of the 

Gypsy associations but among them was the undoubted resentment these 

organisations provoked in properly accredited national minorities. 

I. -: ore importantly the fear still lingered that the growing membership 

of the associations might press more forcefully for formal recognition 

as a national minority. But most probably the overriding factor was 

less dramatic; in the troubled days of 1969 there was some point in 

recruiting Gypsy associations as members of the depleted National 

Front but once political control had been firmly re-established 

their presence became an embarrassment which was removed as simply 
and cynically as the Gypsy activists had been silenced in the late 

1950s. 
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APPENDIX THREE 

MINORITIES AND INTERNATIC; IyAL LAW 

There are two interrelated problems that must be 

solved in any general attempt to guarantee group 
rights to ethnic communities and other minorities. 

i) Accepting that such minorities have a claim 
to be considered for certain group rights, how can 
their eligibility be determined? 

ii) Having solved the problem of eligibility, is 
there an automatic right to specific services from 
the state? 

These problems were tackled at length in a United 
Nations memorandum that was submitted to the Sub- 
Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and 
Protection of Minorities in 1949 and subsequently 
formed the basis of that part of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which dealt 
with group rights. The Covenant was adopted by the 
General Assembly in 1966 and Czechoslovakia was 
among the signatories. 

The overall solution of the United Nations was to 
leave the criteria for eligibility extremely open 
whilst disallowing any automatic right to services. Only the negative freedom from cultural, religious 
and linguistic discrimination was guaranteed. 
In comparison Marxist-Leninist Nationality Theory might appear to adopt the opposite course of demanding strict criteria for eligibility but then 
guaranteeing an automatic right to services. How- 
ever this is deceptive for flexible use of the term 'national minority' in the pluralist version makes Marxist-Leninist theory almost as open in this 
respect as the United Nations approach. At the same time retention of positive services from the statte, to ensure that formal equality is translated into 
real economic, political and cultural equality, exposes the bare minimum of protection given to minorities by 
the 1966 Covenant. 

Technically the 1958 policy to assimilate Gypsies in 
Czechoslovakia infringed the1966 Covenant but, more 
importantly, the discriminatory measures to restrict 
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the Gypsies' freedom of movement were a violation 
of the Declaration of Human Rights. * The Government 
Committee's argument that this was positive dis- 
crimination to benefit the Gypsies was unlikely to 
have convinced a court of international law. But 
as well as breaking international law, the whole 
1956 policy ran directly counter to the pluralist 
version of NarxIt-Leninist nationality theory which 
seems to offer the only real hope of reconciling 
conflicting ethnic communities in a socialist way. 

Before examining the 1949 Memorandum, this appendix 
first tries to explain the flexible approach to 
eligibility by looking briefly at the unsuccessful 
attempt by political theorists to provide objective 
criteria of nationality and compares this to the 
analagous quest of some social anthropologists for 
defining characteristics of an ethnic group. 

The way in which these measures violated the 1960 Czechoslovakian 
Constitution has already bden pointed oüt'in chapter five. 
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THE VAIL SEARCH FOR OBJECTIVE CRITERIA 

Attempts to Define Nationality by Political Theorists 

Some of the arguments surrounding Stalin's attempt to list the 

defining characteristics of a nation have already been discussed in 

Appendix One. Although this definition has been praised in the blest 

as "far truer than any of the attempts to define. .. a nation by 

a single characteristic" (Cobban : 192), contemporary theorists in 

the Soviet Union are less charitable, particularly assimilationists 

like N. P. Anachenko who condemn Stalin's "metaplaisical model of the 

nation equipped with such-and-such mandatory and fixed formal 

attributes" as treating the nation as "a sort of eternal category". 

(quoted Hodnett : 9). 

Soviet pluralists admit that Stalin's definition is imprecise 

and difficult to apply in practice but they defend it largely in 

order to preserve the criterion of psychological make-up. Indebd 

the current Soviet debate is not about the value of the definition 

as a whole but revolves around the importance of subjective ethnic 
identity and in their insistent emphasis on the subjective aspect 

of nationality, Soviet pluralists are close to the position taken 

by most "English and French writers, who have regarded nationality 

as primarily a subjective fact of the individual's Political or 

social consciousness, as opposed to 
... German and Central 

European writers, who have concentrated on the search for objective 

tests". (Cobban : 1U7). 

After his own exhaustive research, Cobban came to the conclusion 

that the search for objective criteria was futile. 
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A definition is something; that no theoretician of 

nationality has been able to provide in objective 
terms. .. for extensive exceptions can be found 

to every proposed tests, except the subjective one. 

The best we can say is that any territorial community, 

the members of which are conscious of themselves as 

members of a community, and wish to maintain the 

identity of their community, is a nation. 

(Cobban : 1u7). 

Cobban's phrasing suggests that the search should be abandoned 

on empirical grounds, for if the task had been,. possible one of the 

many capable theorists who tackled it would have succeeded. Yet is 

is possible to adopt a stronger position and ask whether it is 

necessary or even important that there should be a watertight 

definition for the common assumption that the concept of 'nation' 

would be meaningless without strict criteria - albeit undiscovered 

as yet - is an unconscious acceptance of the discredited philosophical 

doctrine of 'real definition' - that words only have meaning if they 

can be defined precisely. Wittgenstein's example of the word 'games', 

which we use satisfactorily without the need for a single set of 

defining characteristics, is apt here. 

Consider for example the proceedings that we call 'games'.. I mean board-games, card-games, ball- 
games, 

-Olympic games, and so on. What is common to them all? - Don't say: MThere must be something common, or they would not be called 'games"? - but look and see whether there is anything common to all. - For if' 
you look at them you will not see something that is 
common to all, but similarities, relationships. ... I can think of no better expression to characterise 
these similarities than 'family resemblances'. .. 

" 
And I shall say: "'games' form a family". 

(Wittgenstflin : 31e, 32e). 

If the search for a universally valid definition of 'nation' 

is unrewarding, an alternative approach is to concentrate on those 
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characteristics stressed by ethnic communities in their attempts at 

nation-building. But in the same way that no objective features 

could be found Fresent in all nations, neither can common, ever- 

present characteristics be found in nationalist movements. Indeed, 

as J. H. Kautsky points out of Third World nationalism, "there would 

seex to be no positive factor in nationalism at all, but rather 

the dislike of a common enemy, the colonial power". (quoted Davis 

164,165). 

r. oreover, although the characteristics which have proved 

historically successful in stimulating nationalist movements are 

relatively few, there is no 'a priori' limitation on possibilities. 

Remembering H. G. Wells' story, there is no reason why blindness 

could not in principle be the focal point of a nation. 

To rally support a nationalist movement must, among other 

things, find causes or features around which durable and deep-rooted 

unity can be created. However such elements will vary greatly 

according to the situation for "ethnicity is rarely a given or a 

constant,, but is contextual and contingent. Specific historical and 

structural factors will determine whether or not ethnic identity is 

mobilised in politics, " by whom, and', for what'. (Loizos). The 

arguments of a nationalist movement are not to be judged so much by 

their logic or truth, but by their effectiveness in arousing nationalist 

sentiment. For this purpose a fictitious characteristic may serve 

quite adequately, as was demonstrated by Rumanian nationalists who 

claimed the Rumanian nation was Latin by race as well as by language. 

They based their 'nationality' not on their own 
heroes but on the foreign conqueror of their country, 
the Roman Emperor Trajan Eby claiming descent from 
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his legions. But] ... even if every Roman 

le6ionary in Dacia had performed prodigies of 

reproduction, it L- difficult to see how the 

miscellaneous riff-raff of Spaniards, Berbers, 

r`hglishman, Syrians or Thracian could have 

produced a pure Latin progeny from the conquered 
Dacians of Rumania. 

(Seton ;, atson : 8). 

Tile advantage of looking at nationalism rather than nations is 

that it draws attention to the fact that ethnic communities are not 

static. As early as 1867, Renan had stressed that less important 

for a nation than the possession of formal characteristics was the 

members' sense of belonging together and sharing a common destiny. 

He expressed this fundamental on-going aspect by calling a nation 

'a tacit daily plebiscite'- This dynamic aspect of ethnic communities 

is better illustrated by cases where they come into conflict for 

nationalism is usually a struggle to alter the balance of economic 

and political power, to change the 'status quo'. 

Although Stalin's definition might seem to indicate a static, 

almost 'structuralist approach, his is one of the most thorough- 

going dynamic treatments of nationalism. Particularly in his 
discussion of the impact of capitalism in Eastern Europe, he dissected 

the developing process of a nationalist movement, showing the 

bourgeois classes as agents manipulating nationalist symbols to 

serve their own economic and political ends. * He criticised the 

Austrian Social Democrats because they "never understood the 

indissoluble bond that exists between the national question and the 

question of power. . . 
(when they tried to separate the national 

See Appendix One ('Lenin's Account of the Natioral and Colonial 
uestion'). 
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question from politics and to confine it to cultural and educational 

questions". (Stalin : 76). 

The Related Problem of Definition in Social Anthropology. 

A closely related theoretical problem had arisen in the field 

of social anthropology and had Generally been handled in a similar 

way, by an attempt to define ethnic communities in terms of objective 

'cultural'* 'characteristics. 

Practically all anthropological reasoning rests 
on the. premise that cultural variation is dis- 

continuous: that there are aggregates of people 
who essentially share a common culture, and inter- 

connected differences that distinguish each such 
discrete culture from all others. Since culture 
is nothing but a way to describe human behavioupr, 
it would follow that there are discrete groups of 
people, i. e. ethnic units, to correspond to each 
culture. 

(Barth : 9). 

Barth attacked this traditional view for begging critical questions 

about the origin, structure and functioning of ethnic communities, by 

assuming in the model those aspects most in need of critical 

explanation. He also pointed out that this approach is difficult 

to apply where ethnic communities undergo radical cultural change 

whilst maintaining a continuous identity throughout and where there 

is considerable cultural variation within a given community at the 

same period of time. These difficulties can be avoided if "the 

critical focus of investigation. .. becomes the ethnic boundary 

that defines a group, not the cultural stuff that it encloses. The 

Here and in the following passages, 'culture' is used in, the 
broader, social anthropological sense and would include such 
features as language and economic", -organisation. 
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boundaries. .. are of course social boundaries, though they may 

have territorial counter-parts". (Barth : 15). 

7':: is altered perspective involves adopting the same subjective 

approach as that taken by political theorists to characterise 

nationalities, for rather than attempting to give an objective set 

of defining characteristics (Barth gives Narroll (1964) as an example 

of this), the critical feature of an ethnic community is that it 

possesses "a membership which identifies itself, and is identified 

by others, as constituting a category distinguishable from other 

categories of the same order". (Barth : 11). 

The role of cultural features is thereby transformed from 

passive to active, where they become symbols capable of manipulation. 

In Barth's words: 

The features that are taken into account are not 
the sum of 'objective' differences but only those 
which, the actors themselves regard as significant. 
" Some cultural features are used by the actors 
as signals and emblems of differences, others'are 
ignored, and in some relationships radical differences 
are played down 

. and- denied. ' 
(Barth : 14). 

Put in more general terms, ! the sharing of a-common culture is 

an implication or result, rather than a primary and definitional 

characteristic of ethnic group organisation". (F, arth : 11). 

Barth's conclusion, therefore, Was much the 'same as that of many 

political theorists : that to pursue the search fora set of definitive, 

objective characteristics is not only to seek what is not there but,, 

more importantly, it is to misunderstand the nature of ethnic 

communities and the dynamic function of stressed cultural character- 

istics. The community is logically prior to these characteristic3, not 

vice-versa. 
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TO POSITION OF NINORITIES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 

Eligibility for Minority Status 

The main aim of the memorandum of the Secretary General of the 

United Nations, submitted to the Sub-comilission on Prevention of 

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities in 1949, was to summarise 

the findings of social and political scientists with a view to 

providing a guarantee of group rights in international law. 

In this important report the type of minorities considered were 

not those which prefer the goal of assimilation with other ethnic 

communities, having no particular interest in preserving their 

distinctive characteristics, for the right to non-discrimination was 

regarded as sufficient for their needs. 

[This right is due, to all citizens of a state and 
indeed lit is not essential to define or to classify 
'minorities' before providing for the realisation 
of the principle of non-discrimination. 

(Mem. : 3). 

The minorities discussed were "equally concerned with the 
principle of non-discrimination. 

They felt] , however, that even 
full realisation of this principle would not place their group in a 
position of real equality - hit only of formal equality - with respect 
to the dominant group". (Mem. : 2). A list of typical special rights 

was listed, including special facilities for education, culture, 

language, traditions, relicion and political autonomy. 

Although the Memorandum did not quite reach this I. osition, it 

would not be too much of a distortion to see it approaching the 
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standpoint where 'minority' is virtually defined as 'a group 

claiming certain types of rights' for while an attempt was made at 

defining 'minority' independently, this was iiot a precise definition 

like Stalin's for it indicated the sort of groups likely to claim 

certain types of rights, rather than prescribing strict criteria for 

eligibility. Thin followed naturally from a Renan-like approach where 

cultural diversity within an ethnic community was seen as unimportant 

in itself provided there was a sense of belonging together, "for it 

is what its constituent individuals and groups have in common, rather 

than what they have alike. .. that are the basic ingredients of the 

nation". (Mem. : 5). 

The Memorandum mehtioned that although under the old League 

of Nations Minorities System- only 'racial, religious and linguistic' 

minorities were entitled to protection, this did not rule out other 

groups but was an attempt to indicate some of the more typical and 

durable of such groups. 

The concept of the term 'minority' was neither 
thenlror now confined to groups which constitute 
national communities; it was and still is 
extended to include also groups united either 
by a common religion, a common langua; e, or a 
common ethnic origin, or by any two or all three 
of these characteristics, even when such groups 
do not form national communities. 

(Hem. : 11). 

It might appear from this quotation that the Memorandum gave 

three criteria, any two of which being satisfied, made a group a 

'minority' and therefore eligible to claim certain rights. Yet the 

flexibility of the Memorandum's approach is seen in the following 

paragraph where a slightly different and broader use was advocated. 
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It may be said that the term 'minority' should 

normally be applied to groups whose members share 

a coai on ethnic origin, language, culture, or 

religion, and are interested in preserving either 
their existence as a national community or their 

particular distinguishing characteristics. 

(Men. : 11). 

Evidently the Memorandum's view of the definition of 'minority' 

was not free from ambiguity, but if there is a temptation to regard 

it as specifying criteria for eligibility, it can be argued plausibly 

that this interpretation is inconsistent wibh; the earlier predominant 

place given to self-ascription and ascription by others. 

A corollary of this emphasis on ascription is that membership 

of a minority is legally the choice of the individual and may not be 

verified or disputed by the authorities. Even where a declaration of 

minority membership "is not in accord with the facts. .. if a 

declaration has been made, it must always be respected". (Mem.: 11). 

Strictly speaking, however, such a declaration cannot be 'not in 

accord with the facts', for to accept this approach is to regard 

such a declaration as what J. L. Austin called a 'performative 

utterance'. To declare oneself officially a member of a minority is 

, iot to make a statement about membership which can be true or false; 

it is the act by which one le 
, ally becomes a member. 

Barth made almost the same point that the individual's choice 

takes precedence over any other criteria for ethnic group membership. 

Socially relevant factors alone become diagnostic 
for membership, not the overt, 'objective' differences 
which are generated by other factors. It makes no 
difference how dissimilar members may be in their 
overt behaviour - if they say that are A, in contrast 
to another cognate category B, they are willing to 
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be treated and let their own behaviour be interpreted 

and judged as ti's and not as B's; in other words, they 

declare their allegiance to the shared culture of ti's. 

(Barth : 15') 

But although lebally it is sufficient to declare membership, other 

members of the groui. selected by an individual may well take into 

account other 'socially relevant factors' before accepting him. - 

In 1966 the General Assembly adopted the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights where communities were categorised either 

as 'peoples' or 'minorities', roughly equivalent to their Marxist- 

Leninist counterparts 'nations' and 'national minorities', although 

no attempt was made to offer a definition of these terms. 

Minorities and Their Rights 

No doubt the difficulties of trying to apply an absolute 

principle of self-determination at the 1919 Peace Conference 

influenced the International Committee of Jurists' 1920 decision that 

"positive International Iaw does not recognise the right of national 

groups, as such, to separate themselves from the state of which they 

form a part by the simple expression of a wish, any more than it 

recognises the right of other states to claim separation". (quoted 

Cobban : 86). However Article 1 of the 1966 Covenant declared once 

more that "all people as have the right to self-determination. By 

virtue of that right they freely determine their political status 

and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. " 

(Cov. : 6). 
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As for minorities, Article 27 stated: "In the ; testes in which 

ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging 

to such minorities shall not be denied the ribht, in community with 

other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess 

and practice their own relibion, or to use their own language". 

(Cov. : 24). 

Although the Covenant's introduction claimed that the "preser- 

vation of the cultural, religious and linguistic heritage of 

minorities is guaranteed", (Cov. : 2) the formulation 'shall not 

be denied the right' was a cautious one, for although it forbade 

states from preventing minorities exercising certain rights like 

speaking their own language, it did not require them to provide any 

special services for their minorities. This disjunction of eligibility 

for minority status and automatic right to specific facilities was 

even more clearly stated in the 1949 Memorandum which concluded: 

The validity of the claim of specific minorities 
to additional protective measures is, however, a 
political question. ... Hence it would seem that 
each such claim must be examined and passed upon 
separatively. 

(Mem. : 15). 

This reveals important differences in emphasis between the 

United Nations approach and the pluralist version of the Marxist- 

Leninist theory. Despite this version's flexible application of 

'national minority', this term is less obviously as broad in scope 

as 'minority'. However, if the pluralist version appears to restrict 

access of groups to national minority status, once having been declared 

eligible a group has automatic right to a set of services to be 

provided by the state and guaranteed by state law. This goes far 
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beyond the inconclusive position of the 1949 Memorandum, eventually 

to be embodied in the 1966 Covenant, which leaves minorities at the 

mercy of dominant ethnic communities for whatever concessions they 

can win by their own political pressure. That this contest is bound 

to be unequal follows from the definition of the mutual relationship 

between the negotiating groups as majority and minority. For the 

characterisation of groups as minorities is not necessarily to imply 

they are numerically smaller; the prior meaning is that they are 

"more or less distinct groups, living within a State, which are 

dominated by other groups". them.: 2; my emphasis). 

The approach of the Memorandum and Covenant can be justifiably 

attacked by a Marxist-Leninist in the same way that Stalin attacked 

the Austrian Social Democrats for misunderstanding that the real 

problem is inequality, not cultural and educational questions. For 

although minorities are offered formal recognition by the United 

Nations, there is little real hope of them attaining actual equality - 

especially political and economic - which is the basis of the Marxist- 

Leninist solution. 
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APPENDIX FOUR 

PUBLIC OPINICN . i; 5CUT GYPSIES IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Some idea of popular feeling against Gypsies in the late 196Us 

was provided by a snort quiastionnaire where a structured sample of 

107 non-Gypsy residents of Ostrava were invited to reply to three 

open-ended groups of questions about Gypsies: 

1. a) What is your relationship to Gypsies? 

b) Do you know any closely? 

c) Do you come into contact with thee! 
(at work or where you live or elsewhere? ) 

2. a) Do you know the principles for solving what is 
known as the 'Gypsy question' in our society? 

b) Do you regard them as correct or do you disagree 
with them? (In what respects and why? ) 

3. That would you yourself propose to solve the gypsy 
question? 

a) In general (in Czechoslovakia)? 

b) In the concrete case of Ostrava? I 

Without probing the methodology of this questionaire or attempting 

a fuller analysis, it is nevertheless worthwhile to summarise some of 

its findings and quote a few selected answers. * 

*A auch more comprehensive questionnaire and analysis by the 
Institute of Public Opinion ('Opinions about Gypsies'. Research 
Topic No. 70-9, Prague, March 1971), which was suppressed before 
publication, produced similar findings. Fuller dätails of the 
Ostrava study are given in Davidovä (op. cit. ) : pp. 252-290. 
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To the first question 56.1 per cent of r: spondents had a 

"negative, bad relatioi, ship" and of these 16.7 per cent had an 

aversion which approached or was clearly "racist", while 37.4 per 

cent had a good relationship althou6r, of these 29 per cent qualified 

their answer by "provided that they behave in a decent, civilised 

way". In spite of the fact that only b. 5 per cent did not commit 

themselves on this question, 35.5 per cent of respondents stated 

that "they did not know Gypsies at all and did not come into contact 

with them"; 20 per cent claimed to know Gypsies on, a deeper basis 

than casual contact, mostly at work. Whereas 43 per cent of all 

respondents had met Gypsies in this way, only 13.1 per cent had 

contact with them where they lived. 

Among the answers to the first group of questions were the 

following: 

"They are also people - but with a lower mental 
level that is a consequence of their development 
and way of life. " 
(41 year-old man, divorced, house painter). 

"I have a negative attitude to Gypsies. I don't 
come into contact with them either at work or where 
I live but I often see them on my way to work. 
Their appearance and behaviour is repugnant to me". 
(19 year-old woman, single, administrative worker). 

"I don't know any personally, but I know their ways. 
For the most part they are parasites'. 
(37 year-old woman, married, factory worker). 

"I have the same attitude to Gypsies as to any 
other citizens. " 
(35 year-old man, married, judge). 

"I often care into contact with them at work in my 
function as president of the union's works committee 
and I can say that the great majority of citizens 
of Gypsy nationality were conscientious workers. In 
no cases did we have any problems with them - not even 
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over the repayment by instalments of loans that 

some of them had received from the State Savings 

Bank. Personally I am convinced that the money 

was used to beautify their dwellings for many of 
their flats were equipped in a better and more 

modern way than the flats of some of our other 

employees". 
(55 year-old roan, married, section leader). 

Although 71 per cent of respondents claimed to have at least a 

fair knowledge of the principles for solving the gypsy question, 

there was considerable confusion for some meant by this the previous 

assimilation policy while others were referring to the newly formed 

Gypsy associations. Of more interest were the respondents' own 

suggestions and answers to the second and third groups of questions 

tended to merge into each other. 17 

A full quarter of respondents (25.2 per cent) proposed "to 

isolate them from the rest of the population and to arrange special 

quarters or towns for them where they should live and work by them- 

selves". This was the most popular sugg;. stion but many others had the 

idea of increased surveillance and stricter controls. An impatient 

7.5 per cent wanted simply "to deport them, to move them back from 

whence they had come". 

Only 3.7 per cent wanted Gypsies to solve their own problems 

under the leadership of their Gypsy associations while 2.8 per cent 

demanded "absolute equality for Gypsies". 

However it is puzzling that the respondents' stream of general 

suggestions faded to a trickle when they were confronted with the 

specific case of their own city; the proportion who did not answer 

rose from 21.6 per cent to 70.8 per cent! Had the Ostravans already 
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had their say or did they shrink from the idea of their drastic plans 

being enacted in their home town? Or perhaps trying the proposals 

to a concrete location served to reawaken memories of the war when 

Jews and Gypsies had been taken away to 'work camps'? 

Here are some of the suggestions: 

"Expel them from our republic: " 
(35 year-old woman, married, office worker). 

"Teach them civilisation, but in isolation: 
Settlements and villages only for Gypsies! " 
(40 year-old woman, married, administrative worker). 

"Concentrate Gypsies on the outskirts of town and 
impose a strict regime to reeducate them and teach 
them work discipline. Limit their family allowances 
to a maximum of two children". 
(L# year-old man, married, technician in chemical industry). 

"Billet them in the homes of officials who keep 
speaking about the gypsy question". 
(57 year-old man, married, administrative worker). 

T11 have no idea of the principles but there's only 
one solution - away with them! " 
(bU year-old woman, divorced, laboratory cleaner). 

"I agree with the solution of the Spigskä Novä Ves 
district which concentrated Gypsies in their own 
quarters or settlements where they are contented". 
(4u year-old man, married, coking plant worker). 

"In Ostrava we really don't want them but on the 

other hand we need them for work that no-one else 
will do". 
(59 year-old gran, married, office workertc. 

flIf you mean the complete dispersal of Gypsies, I 
don't agree with that policy. I think it was a waste 
of money that could have been better spent elsewhere. 
In my opinion it was a mistake to break their emotional 
link with home and family for it had the consequence 
that they eventually returned". 
(37 year-old woman, married, schoolteacher). 

"It is necessary to teach them how to live but not 
to be ashamed of themselves for in that way we only 
arouse in them feelings' of inferiority'. 
(b5 year-old man, married, gatekeeper). 
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"Absolute equality for Gypsies! " 

(43 year-old man, married, coking plant worker at 

,. NHKG steelworks). 

Perhaps such outbursts of resentment and widespread prejudice* 

should not be unexpected from individuals but it is alarming to recall 

that whereas many of these Ostrava respondents £Atht have had second 

thoughts when asked to suggest practical measures for their own city, 

the special committees for Gypsy affairs evidently had no such 

inhibitions - either in Ostrava or the district from which came many 

of its Gypsy inhabitants, SpiAska Novä Ves. Practical proposals 

from these two local authorities at this time were amongst the most 

extreme solutions of all: the former recommended segregated labour 

camps, the latter compulsory sterilisation on social grounds. (see 

Chapter Six). 

r In spite of overwhelmingly hostile opinions about Gypsies expressed by Czechs, it is perhaps surprising to realise that at the time 
of tnis survey (late 1969) there was a rash of political jokes 
against the Comnlui: ist Party's post-invasion purging of its ranks 
in which the Gypsy figured almost as a folk hero. However, although 
the main target of the jokes was the Stalinist bureaucrats who 
had regained control, the Gypsy's part was not that of principled 
opponent of normalisation but usually that of amoral opportunist 
whose naive answers served to expose the absurdity of the whole 
situation. 

As such the genre of jokes - 'The Gypsy at the Party Screening' - 
was a successor tc an older genre - 'The Gypsy and the Priest' - 
in which the unscrupulous Gypsy outwitted the equally dominating 
oppressor of an earlier era, against whom the community felt 
itself powerless to take effective action. 

here is one example of a typical 1970 joke. 

Communist Party Interrogator: "And which films do you go to? " 

Gypsy Party Member : "Ch - only socialist films, you know - 
Russian, Polish, Bulgarian and so on". 

C. P. Interrogator : "That's very good indeed - but dont you ever 
(brightening) o to an American or English film - not just 

sometimes? " 

Gypsy : "Good heavens no!! They never Give out any 
free tickets for those! " 



r: E, MORAN,, DUM 

INTRODUCTORY 140TE ON CO-:,: PE_. ATION vIITH (1d'D OBSTRUCTION BY) 

OTHERS DURI Irv THE COURSE OF TH- S P. ß. ä EARCII. 

I first decided to mace a study of Czechoslova: c government 

policy towards gypsies when working-in Czechoslovakia for a three 

and a half-year stint (196b-1969) as a systems consultant for a 

British computer manufacturer. During my final year with this 

company, I used most of my free time to gather books relevant to 

the subject and to make informal contacts in local government, the 

newly-formed Gypsy Associations, academic circles and eventually in 

the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, which at that time had 

overall responsibility for what were termed 'questions of the Gypsy 

populatiLn'. 

One of my contacts in the Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences' 

Institute of Prilosophy and Sociology, Dr. Eva Davidov , 
was working 

along very similar lines and so we decided to co-operate in the 

future on a study which would include a historical survey of the 

decade of Gypsy assimilationism (1956-1966) as well as a comparison 

of rural Gypsies in Slovakia and urban Gypsies in the Czech lands. 

Our work was intended primarily to be an aid to the Gypsy Associations 

in which Dr. Davidovä played an active part. 

Dr. Davidovä and Milena hübschmannova were the most experienced 

Gypsiologists in Czechoslovakia and these two formed the nucleus of 

an Academy of Sciences' researcn team which eventually reported to 

government in 1975. * At first I collaborated informally but frequently 

with this team and some of my material is included in its report but 

such co-operation became increasinSly difficult due to the generally 
deteriorating political situation and because of personal political 
difficulties. 

" F$ara et al., 'Ke spolecenske problematice Cikäxü v CSSR'. 

. UPS. CSAV. Prague, 1975" 

5 



" The particular problems bean in early 1971 when Dr. Davidovä 

and I attended the World Romani Congress in London with the official 

status of observers. In practice we worked closely with the three- 

man official delegation of the Czech Gypsy association, whose personal 

intervention had made it possible for Dr. Davidovä to leave Czechoslovakia. 

When the leader of the Czech delegation took his turn to outline 

the situation of Gypsies in nis own country, the other congress 

delegates were astounded to hear a panegyric of Czechoslovak government 

policy with not a hint of criticise:,. The fact that there had been an 

assimilation campaign was well-known but when questioners pressed for 

more details only Dr. avidova would ad. ait, cautiously, that there 

had been certain difficulties. 

Later that evening, with mingled anger and dismay, the Czech 

Gypsy leader told us that before the delegation's departure, it had 

been briefed the Communist Party's Central Committee building in 

Prague and warned not to criticise the regi;; e; instead they were to 

explain how Czechoslovakia's Gypsy policy was a model of unflawed 
success. The Gypsy delegates also knew, as we did not, that present 

at the congress, incognito among the bystanders, was a member of the 
Czechoslovak Embassy. 

Dr. Davidovä's words were duly reported back to Prague and 
although she was allowed to continue in her work, a Central Committee 
investigation into whether she had disseminated anti-state propaganda 
dra&ged on for over two years, undermining her health and interrupting 
her research. Cnce she was summoned abruptly back to Prague for 

questioning from Slovakia and missed one of our planned field-work 
trips but in general the worry made it hard to concentrate on research. 

In spite of these difficulties we worked together for roughly 
three of my four months total field-work in Slovakia and for consider- 
ably longer in Prague. 

... ost of Part Two of this thesis and perhaps 
a quarter of , art One is based on our field-notes and on local government 
documents gather together in Slovakia. Although I had already obtained 
many of the major relevant government documents through my own 

ý 5.,: ý, 

w... ýýý 



independent contacts, it is unlikely that I co.: ld have obtained such 

fxee access to the local aut: iority documents of the SpisskaaNova Ves 

district without Dr. Davidovä's presence. 

The analysis and presentation of the material is entirely my 

own a. Lthough without the constant interchange of ideas with Dr. 

Davidovä, it would have been a different thesis. 

My own political difficulties were trivial in comparison and 

would have been ludicrous had there not been the threat of sometning 

worse. In contrast to Dr. Davidovä's problems iAne were almost 

entirely at a local level and began after we had been taken - by a 

council official - to visit Gypsies who worked in a mining complex 

in the Slovakian Iron-ire mountains. Although I was unaware of this 

at the time, the mine apparentl. - produced uranium too and so the 

suspicion arose that I was using Gypsy researci as a front for serious 

espionage. Secret police were detailed to check on we but since 

surveillance in the Slovar: ian countryside is evidently a different 

matter from in the city, I was soon made aware of their presence. 

The manageress of the cheap hotel where I sometimes stayed near 
Polomka (in reality Betlanovce) complained of the daily visits by a 

secret policeman to my ro-m after I had left for the Gypsy settlement. 
After she told me of this I used to leave my complex genealogies of 
Gypsies spread out on the bed to keep the police busy, but the 

manageress had her own more effective way of discouruging the visits. 
The policeman gras a local man and she threatened to complain to his 

domineering mother if he continued to make himself a nuisance. The 

visits stopped. 

On another occasion a drunken bus-driver angrily accused me of 
making life difficult for himself and his fellow bus-drivers because 
they were required to write down details of all my bus journeys for 
the police. This happened at a Gypsy wedding I attended and where 
there was also present a mysterious S1ovar who remained in his buttoned 
and belted raincoat throughout a long evening in a sweltering dance- 
hail. . See Chapter Ten). The Gypsies had already warned me that he 



was a secret policeman and when the bus-driver began to rail at me, 

this man came forward for the first time and hurriedly interrupted 

us with a string of questions such as: "And how do you like our 

wonderful scenery here in Slovakia? " 

Since I was never challenged directly with being a spy, I could 

not complain about police attentions., Tdis would have invited the 

question: "And what reason have you for thinking that you are being 

followed? " leading me to disclose either ray friendly informants or 

else what might have been construed as a guiltjr conscience. 

And so questioning was conducted in a peculiar circuitous way 

" in which both sides knew what was at issue yet would not admit this. 

Occasionally I was suL. moned to police headquarters under the pretext 

of visa irregularities and while I waited for the head of the visa 

section - always unaccountably delayed - an English-speaking police- 

woman would offer me a cup of coffee and chat to me with a strained 

air of cordiality about my impressions of Czechoslovakia. No other 

visa section ever gave me such hospitality. 

I was puzzled that the topic of my Gypsy research was usually 

avoided, but once - after the Gypsy wedding -I was reproached with 
having borrowed a suit from my Gypsy hosts. A chance to hit back at 
last! 

"It's not right for you -a 6ýesterner - to behave like that, 

is it? " 

"Surely you should be proud that your society has advanced so 
far along the path of Socialism that your Gypsies are in a position 
to lend suits to visitors from the capitalist West! " 

There was no answer. 

It was only towards the end of the field-work in Folomka that 

official fears were expressed for the first time that my research on 
Gypsies was undesirable in itself. Cn my last visit to Folornka the 
president of the local council warned me not to visit the Gypsy 
settlement and when I insisted - inviting him to call the police if 
he wanted - he said grudgingly: 

"This must be recorded at least". 



He then demanded my passport and with great difficulty copied the 

name and dace of. birth of my eleven year-old son. 

At no time was there any direct pressure in Prague to dissuade 

me from continuing my research but people who had formerly tolerated 

and even encouraLed my activities later became embarrassed by my 

presence and did their best to forget that I existed. 

Understandably, no official body would sponsor me for a study- 

visa and so i had to enter the country on a tourist visa. - As in 

Slovakia, I thought it advisable to avoid any charge of being 

secretive and so each time I arrived, I would go through the same 

strange ritual -a courtesy can on the director of the sociology 

section of the Academy of Sciences. Each time riis secretary would 
tell me - with a wink - that unfortunately the director was out of 
his office and I would hear his muffled curses from behind the closed 
door. Since he was an unprincipled careerist, whose main task at 
that time was to remove the most uncomfortable sections of a recent 
major sociological study of stratification in Czechoslovakia (I"Sachonin 

V 
et al., - 'Ceskoslovenska Spolecnost', 1966), I had no scruples about 
causing him discocifort. I also anew that he wo;: ld not dare to try 

and stop my word, for this would have drawn attention to his own 
passive acquiescence to my presence over several years, but there 

were other factors to be considered. 

Perhaps I could have carried on indefinitely in a strange 

state of limbo - unrecognised and unauthorised by any official body 
in Czechoslovakia - and completed the planned research. However, in 
1973 the situation was rapidly contracting. The ease of access to 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs, which I had enjoyed even 
at the height of the early 1970s purge of party members, had come to 
an end and although sympathetic and friendly throughout, the members 
of the Academy's research team were now suffering; increased pressure. 
This was unconnected with me but who could tell the direction of 
future developments. 

r- 



One team member, who :: ad had special respoisibility for 

uatiinality problems in Dubcek's 19b8 Centr:.. l Committee, was retained 

oii a monthly renewable contract -a standard way of rurisning 

academics with uncertainty. Another, Hübscn. mani. ovä, was being 

investi6ated and was eventually dismissed for her forthright 

championing of the Gypsies' cause during 19b-). Meanwnile, Dr. 

Davidovä had withdrawn from the tea. -i. as far as was practicable and 

she eventually resigned. Finally, the Gypsy hs'sociations for which 

the stuay had been intended, had been cynically bundled out of 

existence in April 1973 and the whole future looked bleak. 

We had a lot of material - although by no means all that we 

wanted - and it seemed a gooci ti:. e to call a halt. 

(ýiu C 

Willy Guy. 
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